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PREFACE 

ROMAN CATHOLICS often write as if the Reformation in England 
would not have taken place if it had not been for the desire of 
Henry VIII for a divorce. Protestants, on the other hand, assert 
that it was due to the corruption of the clergy and the supersti
tions of the people. Economic writers emphasise the fact that 
the Church was excessively wealthy and politically powerless, 
so that the temptation to plunder her was irresistible. Political 
theorists maintain that the rampant nationalism of the English 
in the XVI century was incompatible with England's belonging 
to an international church. In this book the truth of these 
theories is tested ; but the object of the author is first of all to 
describe what Pre-Reformation England was like and the 
opinions of Englishmen at the time. He does not believe that any 
one theory will account for the Reformation ; and he does not 
believe that it is possible to understand how the Reformation 
came about, unless we are alive to the many aspects of life in the 
preceding period. 

The book opens with the death of Henry VII in I 509, and 
closes with a review of the Assertio Septem Sacramentorum, 
which was published in I 52 I ; but the author looks before and 
after in his endeavour to understand, so that his book is not so 
much a history as the survey of an historical situation. All men 
in I 509 were not of the same age. The man who was then seventy 
had been fifteen when the Wars of the Roses broke out ; and his 
grandson aged twenty-one did not reach seventy until the acces
sion of Queen Elizabeth. To understand any period it is,necessary 
to take into account what was within the experience of men then 
living, while the memories and reflections of men fifty years later 
are often of great value. 

The first half of the book is devoted to an enquiry into the 
!ondition of the Church and the repute of the clergy ; into the 
nature of the popular religion and the prevalent superstitions ; 
into the social and economic causes of the changes that were 
taking place ; and into the uneasy and still undetermined rela
tions of Church and State. 
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The second half of the book has been written to account 
for the mental, moral and spiritual outlook of the men of the 
early XVI century. They had all inherited a tradition, but it was 
not the same tradition ; so that there was no common culture 
derived from the past, and no living prophet to whom all bowed. 
In consequence the author has traced to their source many tribu
tary streams to the Reformation torrent. 

The majority did not read even when they could, but were 
dependent for enlightenment on the priest in the pulpit, on the 
ballad-singer in the street, on proclamations at the market cross, 
and on gossip retailed by topers in the ale-house. There were, 
however, poor men reading in secret the prohibited books of the 
Lollards, and ready to support any attack on the Church. There 
were devout people who bought up edition after edition of XIV 
century mystics, who, cultivating the interior life, became in
different to the claims of institutional religion. There were 
up-to-date and go-ahead young people who read romances which 
justified the satisfaction of their lusts ; and there were worldly 
men who quoted the latest satire on the clergy as a proof of 
their intellectual freedom. There were schoolmen, who styled 
themselves Thomists, Scotists and Ockhamists, who took their 
common faith for granted, and spent their time in scoring points 
against each other ; and there were the humanists who hated the 
schoolmen, and thought that the world could be regenerated by 
classical learning. To understand the background of such men 
it has been necessary to trace the history of Lollardy, scholasti
cism, mysticism and humanism, and to give some account of the 
vernacular literature. Each chapter has been brought down to 
the period of the Reformation-a coming event which casts its 
shadow over all. 

The book may be regarded as an introduction to the history 
of the Reformation in England, and should it meet with approval, 
the author hopes to write another volume covering the period 
from the divorce of Henry VIII to the death of Elizabeth. In it 
he will deal at length with some subjects which are inadequately 
treated in the present book. 

The author has not undertaken original research, but he has 
read a multitude of books-good, bad and indifferent. He has 
acknowledged his indebtedness to the writers, and has exercised 
his own judgment in• interpreting the facts with which they have 
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supplied him. While emphasising all that is good in his period, 
he has not wittingly suppressed the evidence for much that was 
bad, although he has put the best construction possible upon it, 
because he believes that by so doing he is more likely to 
approximate to the truth. 

The Rev. Dr. Blakiston, President of Trinity College, Oxford, 
has read each chapter as it was first written, and, thanks to his 
criticism, the author has been preserved from many a slip and 
made to reconsider many doubtful points. The Bishop of 
Gloucester has read three of the chapters, with the result that 
one of them has been entirely rewritten. The Rev. Dr. Watson, 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History at Oxford, read as much of 
this book as was written at the time of his death, and the author 
owes much to his encouragement and advice. Miss Jeffries 
Davies has saved the author from three errors concerning the case 
of Richard Hunne, and Professor Jourdan of Trinity College, 
Dublin, has cleared up a difficulty arising out of his essay on 
Erasmus. Dr. G. G. Coulton and Dom Benedict Stewart have 
lent him books which were not in the London Library. As none of 
these distinguished people is likely to be in complete sympathy 
with his point of view, he is the more grateful for the generosity 
which they have shown to an adventurer into a pn;>Vince where 
they have established their reputations. His thanks are also due 
to the Reader of Messrs. Macmillan, whose name is unknown 
to him, for pertinent criticisms ; to Mr. Lennox Morison and 
the Rev. G. W. 0. Addleshaw for their great kindness in help
ing him to correct the proofs, and to the Reader of Messrs. 
R. & R. Clark who, when they had done their work, discovered 
errors that they had overlooked; to Mr. William Liversidge for 
verifying references; and to the Rev. Philip Usher for allowing 
him to make use of three articles which had appeared in the 
Church Quarterly Review. 

COLLEGE GREEN 

GLOUCESTER, 1938 

H. M. S. 
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PART I 

THE CONDITION OF PRE-REFORMATION 
ENGLAND 

B 



CHAPTER I 

HENRY VII : HIS FUNERAL AND WILL 

MODERN history may be said to begin with the accession of 
Henry VII-politically speaking, it was the beginning of a new 
age. Both Edward IV and Richard II I had been inspired with 
the new ideas of kingship and government, 1 but they had been 
hampered by men who had grown old in faction fights. After 
Bosworth the field was clear for the new sovereign and he was 
supported by the new generation mightily resolved that the bad 
old days should not come again. 

Never safe on his throne, and never personally popular, 
Henry VII had triumphed over all obstacles, and his blind poet, 
Bernard Andre, compared his achievements with the twelve 
labours of Hercules.2 He was, as Barclay says, " The patron of 
peace and primate of prudence ",3 and well deserved those 
alliterative titles. He ever preferred the chicanery of diplomacy 
to the brutality of arms ; and he restored order to his kingdom, 
prudently dealing with those who might disturb it-a few he 
executed, more he imprisoned, and many were ruined by fines 
and exactions which rendered them powerless. He put down 
livery and maintenance ; he saw that all artillery was in his own 
hands ; he fostered trade, patronised learning, and accumulated 
£ I ,800,000 in gold, besides vast quantities of plate and jewels. 
Bacon calls him one of the Tres Magi, 4 the others being Louis XI 
and Ferdinand of Aragon-but the wisdom of these kings was 
subterranean and not heavenly. They did not hitch their wagon 
to any star ; but crept stealthily along byways, and preferred 
darkness rather than light. 

The days were past when men believed in Rights, and the 
1 Green, Hist. of the English People, vol. ii., begins his book on The Monarchy, 

1461. Hallam, Const. Hist. i. 10, Busch, England under the Tudors, 8, dispute the 
constitutional importance of the reign of Edward IV. 

~ Memorials of King Henry VII, R.S. 131-153. For an account of Bernard 
Andre see Gairdner's Introduction, viii. ff. Bishop Stubbs, Lectures, 337,338, worked 
out the same parallel in a fashion of his own. 

3 Barclay, Eclogues, i. 691. 4 Bacon, Henry VII, 222. 

3 
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days were far distant when men should come to believe in the 
sanctity of Contracts. No one any longer trembled before the 
moral judgments of the Holy See, and there was no public opinion 
for any king to fear. In State affairs craft was expected and 
respected. When Louis XII complained that he had once been 
cheated by Ferdinand of Aragon, that monarch indignantly 
exclaimed, " He lied, the drunkard ! I cheated him three times.'' 1 

Politics knew nothing of morality, and there was no power on 
earth to judge a sovereign, save a victor with a sword : criticism 
was only possible beyond a frontier, and even then it was danger
ous. The kings of the new age recognised no limitations on their 
will to power. 

It was because of this complete divorce between public and 
private morality, that it was possible for a king to be unscrupu
lous in his king-craft and exceedingly devout in his private life. 
Louis XI was curiously superstitious. Ferdinand of Aragon had 
earned his title of the Catholic King, and three Popes sent sym
bolic gifts to Henry VII expressing their approbation. Moreover, 
it appears that Henrywas a really religious man,much influenced 
by his pious mother.2 When he came to die, his will epitomised 
and revealed the practice and devotion of the later Middle Ages. 

His death took place at Richmond on April 2 rst, I 509 ; and 
if it be correct to say that politically a new age began with the 
accession of Henry VII, it is equally correct to say that socially 
and religiously mediaevalism died and was buried in his grave. 
He had instructed his executors about his funeral, " Wherein we 
wol that they have sp'ial respect and consideration to the laude 
and praising of God, the welthe of our Soule, and somewhat to 
our dignitie roial, eviting alwaies dampnable pompe and other 
otterageous superfluities ".3 

How far his executors faithfully interpreted his wishes is un
known. On May 9th the funeral started from Richmond.4 The 
coffin, surmounted by an effigy, clad in royal robes with crown, 
sceptre and orb, was placed on a chariot surrounded with banners, 
and drawn by seven horses, covered with black velvet. Prelates 
prayed as they went, and 600 servants in black liveries followed 

1 Gairdner, Henry VII, 199. 
• Cooper, Margaret Beaufort, passt"m. 
3 Astle, Will of Henry VII(1775), 8. 
4 Leland, Co!lectanea IV. 303. Cp. Hall, 506, and the extracts from the Harleian 

MSS. in L. & P. i. 20. 
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with torches. The Lord Mayor and Corporation of London met 
the body in Southwark and accompanied it to St. Paul's where 
it was censed and placed in the choir under a stately hearse of 
wax.1 

Next morning the Bishop of London, assisted by the abbots 
of Reading and St. Albans, celebrated a solemn Mass ; and 
Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, preached the funeral sermon. He 
dwelt on the late king's merits and achievements very briefly in 
a series of compact clauses, but he emphasised in no uncertain 
manner that the king had died repentant. He told how Henry 
had wished to live that he might show himself a new and changed 
man, and how he wished to issue a general pardon to those who 
had been entrapped "in the daungers and jeopardyes of his 
lawes ".2 

The funeral train then proceeded to Charing Cross where the 
body was again cehsed by the abbots of St. Albans, Reading 
and Winchcombe, and so to Westminster, where it was censed 
once more by the Archbishops of Canterbury and York. Six 
peers carried the coffin into the Abbey, and placed it in a hearse 
blazing with lights. Garter King-of-Arms then cried aloud for 
the soul of the noble prince, Henry VII, king of this realm, and 
placebo and dirige were duly sung. 

Next morning there were three Masses, and at the last the 
king's courser, banner, coat-of-arms, sword, shield and helmet 
were offered, while the nobility spread on the coffin rich palls of 
cloth of gold and baudekin.3 Then the body was interred in the 
newly erected chapel, and !z'bera me was sung. The great officers 
of State broke their staves and cast them into the vault. The 
herald proclaimed Henry VIII, and the whole company went to 
a sumptuous entertainment in the palace. 

So, as Fisher said, Henry had to leave "all his goodly houses, 
so richly dekte and apparayled, his walles and galleries of grete 
pleasure, his gardyns large and wyde, with knottes curiously 
wrought ".-4 It was natural for a mediaeval prelate to emphasise 

1 A hearse was a metal framework holding a multitude of candles. 1557 pounds of 
wax was used for the hearse at St. Paul's, and 36o6 for the hearse at Westminster. 
L. &P. i. 20. 

2 Fisher's Works, E.E.T.S., 271. While Fisher preached, the mourners refreshed 
themselves in the Bishop's palace. L. & P. i. 20. 

3 Baudequin = an embroidered stuff with warp of gold thread and woof of silk. 
N.E.D. 

4 Fisher's Works, 278. 
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the transitoriness of worldly riches. A generation later the 
Protestant chronicler Hall writes : " He undoubted is assended 
into the celestial mansion, where he hath the sure fruicion of the 
Godhead, and the joy that is prepared for such as sit on the right 
hand of our Savyour, ever worlde without ende ". 1 A century 
later the half-pagan philosopher, Francis Bacon, thinking only 
of the immortality of fame, concludes : " He lieth at West
minster in one of the stateliest and daintiest monuments of 
Europe, both for the chapel and sepulchre. So he lieth more 
nobly, dead in the monument of his tombe, than he did alive in 
Richmond or any of his palaces." 2 

Henry VII had not built the chapel for himself, but as a 
shrine for the murdered Henry VI, and as a monument to the 
divine approval of the Lancastrian cause. There was already an 
unauthorised cult of Henry VI; hymns had been written in his 
honour, a collect and prayers had been composed.3 Blackman, 
his chaplain, had collected evidence of his miracles,4 but 
Alexander VI, Pius III and Julius II had failed to canonise him. 
The Abbot of Westminster had paid £ 500 for leave to translate 
his body from Windsor, no doubt hoping to recoup himself out 
of the profits of the shrine ; 5 but as the king was not raised to the 
altar he was probably allowed to remain in his second grave.6 The 
chapel that had been designed for the centre of a cult became 
the monument of Henry VII and a witness to his conspicuous 
piety. 

Who drew the plat from which it was built cannot certainly 
be known. Old writers ascribed it to Sir Reginald Bray or Bishop 
Alcock, but they were both dead before the work was well begun. 
It is much more probable that the design is due to Robert 
Vertue, the king's mason, perhaps with the assistance of Jenyns 
who was employed at Windsor and on the Divinity School at 
Oxford. Richard Bolton, Prior of St. Bartholomew's, was clerk 

1 Hall, 505. 
• Bacon, Henry VII(Lumby's ed.), 221. 
3 Trevelyan Papers, Pt. I. 53 ff. The Office was printed by Wynkyn de Worde in 

the Horae, 1502,and has been reprinted by Maskell,MonumentaR#ualia,iii. 367-371. 
4 York Fabric Rolls, 36. For further reference see Hutton, English Saints, 162-

165, and Knox and Leslie, Miracles of Henry VI (C.U.P., 1923). 
s Westlake, Story of Westminster Abbey, 36. The petition to move the body is 

in Wilkins, Concilia, iii. 635. The Indenture is printed by Stanley, lYfemorials of 
Westminster Abbey, 568. The receipt for the £500 still exists. 

6 He had been first buried at Chertsey. 
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of the works. 1 The chapel is, with the exception of Bath Abbey, 
the last great ecclesiastical work of the Middle Ages in England. 
With it the long evolution of Gothic architecture ends. The 
inspiration was exhausted and no further progress could be 
expected. The new world in time was to be inspired by classic 
models, and to express itself in new forms, neither so complex 
nor so ornate, in order to serve the needs of a less mystical and 
more rationalised religion. 

It was very fitting that this last and most daring adventure in 
Gothic construction should have been just ready to receive the 
body of the king who devoutly believed in all that it stood for. 
Much indeed remained to be done.2 Ten years later the tomb by 
Torrigiano was not finished, nor the screen by Thomas Dutchman 
which enclosed it. The glass of the windows perhaps came " in 
sheafs "from Normandy or the Rhineland to be used by English 
glaziers. 3 We know what these windows were like, for some of 
those at King's College, Cambridge, were copied from them, at 
sixteen pence the foot.4 The vestments of silk and velvet, em
broidered with Tudor badges, were made in Florence, and if the 
gold and silver plate was English, it was because Benvenuto 
Cellini had refused to come here with such an uncomfortable 
companion as Torrigiano.5 Lastly, there were the relics-a piece 
of the True Cross set in gold and adorned with pearls and 
jewels,6 and " oon of the leggs of St. George set in silver parcell 
gilte ". A ·college of priests was endowed to serve the chapel. 
Poor men were to pray there continually for the repose of the 
king's soul, and alms on set days were to be distributed at the 
tomb. The whole round of prayer, praise, petition and alms
giving had been elaborated by the king himself ; and by his 
sovereign might he decreed that all should so go on as long as 
the world endured. 

1 Alcock died in 1500, Bray in 1503. In 1503 the foundation stone of the chapel 
was laid by Abbot Islip ; but before the work could begin the Lady Chapel of Henry 
III had to be pulled down, and also a tavern adjoining it with the unfashionable sign 
of" The White Rose". Stow, Survey (16o3), 461. The arguments for attributing the 
design to Vertue may be seen in Lethaby, Westminster Abbey Re-examined, 161 ff. 

• Westlake, 47. Cf. Loftie, Westminster Abbey, 44. 
3 Coulton, Art and the Reformatz"on, 462 and 473. 
4 Lethaby, Westminster Abbey Re-examined, 174 ff. cp. Clark and Willis, i. 

498 ff. s Benvenuto Cellini's Memoirs, 22 (Everyman). 
6 Hook, Archbishops, vi. 187, states that this relic was given to Henry by the 

Cardinal Amboise on St. George's Day, 1505; but Rosmital claims to have seen it 
in the Abbey in 1477. Vi"de quotation in Stanley's Memorials, 6o6. 
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With equal care and with the same mastery of detail he had 
thought out the other provisions of his will. In the month after 
his decease ten thousand Masses were to be said for him in 
London and its neighbourhood. The Masses for each day of the 
week are particularised, and for each Mass the priest saying it 
was to receive sixpence, which was twopence more than the 
ordinary rate. 1 Nineteen great churches had agreed to keep his 
obit in perpetuity. The money for this had been already paid and 
legal indentures duly sealed. Two thousand pounds were to be 
distributed at his burial, half to those who came to his tomb and 
half to the sick and halt in their own homes. He also provided 
money to pay the fees of those who were kept in prison from 
inability to do so. And with each bequest comes the desire for 
prayers. It is on the prayers of the poor that he relied, and on the 
prayers of the more austere religious orders. He left money to 
the Charterhouses of London and Sheen; and, because the 
Friars Observant of Greenwich could receive nothing, he ar
ranged for the building of a brick wall to protect their orchard 
and left money to trustees on their behalf, knowing that they had 
" divers and many tymes been in manifest perill of ruyne, and 
danger of perdicion for lake of fode ". 

Also he spoke in his will of the Hospital of the Savoy and of 
how meritorious such a work of mercy is, but he had lived long 
enough to complete that benefaction. He left £ 5000 for the com
pletion of King's College, Cambridge, out of zeal for learning 
and reverence for Henry VI. He left money for a new road from 
Windsor to Canterbury-a pilgrim's way. He ordered that 
silver statues of himself in an attitude of prayer should be set 
up, facing the three English Shrines of Edward the Confessor, 

1 A groat =4d. was, I believe, the normal fee. Coulton, Life in the Middle Ages, 
iii. 158, prints the will of a farmer in 1473, who left 5 marks for Masses for half a 
year. Cutts, Parish Priests and their People, 181, records that Sir Thomas Newys, 
Vicar of Tillingdon in 1491, left £6: 8: 4 for Masses for a year. Palmer, Bad Abbot 
of Eves ham, 141, tells of a Somersetshire squire who ordered that 3000 Masses should 
be sung for his soul at 4d. a-piece. Bishop Fox, Letters, 168, left 12d. to the priest 
who should sing his Requiem. On the other hand, they might be much cheaper. 
Jack Upland (Wright, Pol. Poems, Etc., ii. 21, 23) states that the prices of a trental 
(30 Masses) varied from 5s. to ros., and that the friars would sing a Mass for a penny. 
Gregory, Co!lectt"ons of a London Citt"zen, xliii., left only £8: 13: 4 for 2000 Masses. 
Tyndale, Practice of Prelates, 286, says that for 40s. a man might have a Mass said 
for him daily for a year. Marti, Economti: Causes of the Reforma#on, 144, says that 
Henry VII contracted for 10,000 Masses to be sung for the dead Garter Knights at 
1d. a-piece. 
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St. Thomas of Canterbury, and Our Lady of Walsingham. 
Lastly, because in "many Churches of oure Realm, the holie 
Sacrament of the Aulter (is) kept in ful simple and inhonest 
Fixes I of copre and tymbre " he orders for each church, that is 
unprovided, a pyx of silver to the value of £ 41 " garnished with 
oure armes, and rede Roses and Portcolis crowned ''. The gift 
was to be for " the wele of our Soule, and for a perpetual 
memorie of us ''. 

It is easy to criticise this will and to emphasise its self
regarding nature, to exclaim against its magical conception of 
the Mass and its mechanical conception of prayer-to sum it all 
up by saying it was an attempt to buy heaven at the expense of 
his heirs ; but those who say such things betray their lack of 
understanding. 

In this will the king tells us that he had prayed from child
hood, " Domine J esu Christe, qui me a nichilo creasti fecisti 
redemisti et predestinasti ; ad hoe quod sum, tu scis quid de me 
facere vis, fac de me secundum voluntatem tuam, cum miseri
cordia '' ; 2 and then he goes on to confess his sinfulness '' knowing 
perfitely that of my merits I cannot attaign to the life everlasting, 
but only by the merits of thy blessed passion and of thi infinite 
mercy and grace ". He never imagined that he would ascend at 
once to the right hand of the Saviour ; he did not, like the Protes
tant Hall, lay that flattering unction to his soul : Henry had a 
nobler conception of God's holiness, and real consciousness of his 
own demerits ; but on the other hand he never thought of himself 
as standing alone. He was a member of the Church, and on the 
Church he relied for help in his hour of need. That Church is in 
heaven and on earth. So he calls on " the Sweetest Lady of 
Mercy, very Moder and Virgin, welle of pitie ", on angels and 
saints, especially upon his "accustomed Avowers ", on priests 
and religious, on poor men and prisoners-on all men to succour 
and defend him against " the auncient and gosteley enemye ner 
none other evill or dampnable Esprite". He feels that it is only as 
a member of the mystical body of Our Lord that he can be saved. 

1 It was the English practice to reserve the Blessed Sacrament in a hanging pyx. 
Lyndwood, Provinciale, 248 (cum clausura), preferred the Dutch and Portuguese 
practice of reserving in a tabernacle, because there was less danger of sacrilege. At 
the same time he admits that the Sacrament in a pyx is more easily seen. 

2 " As late as I 540 a little book was printed in Paris to demonstrate that micki 
and nickil were incorrect" (Allen, Age of Erasmus, 52). 
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When making all these provisions Henry never doubted that 
the religious system in which he had been brought up would last 
as long as the world endured. He never dreamed that hi"s world 
was passing rapidly away, and that in less than thirty years 
his magnificent foundation would be overthrown, his plate and 
jewels confiscated and his precious relics lost. Still less did he 
dream that his granddaughter would sit in that chapel under a 
canopy made out of his Florentine copes, 1 or that later still a 
" Captain Walter Lee of the Yell ow Regiment, 2 haberdasher " 
would break the windows of painted glass, or that the Puritan, 
Sir Robert Harley, would cast down the altar and hack in pieces 
its reredos-that miracle of Torrigiano's art. 3 Yet his chapel 
remains, his tomb is inviolate, and the altar has been set up on its 
old bases. The ornaments have been lost, but the fabric is secure. 
The breaks in continuity were spectacular, but the changes were 
more apparent than real. The chapel may be regarded as a 
parable in stone, illustrating the fact that while the Church may 
change her clothes and adornments from time to time, she is 
herself indestructible because she belongs to God. 

' Westlake, Story of Westminster Abbey, I 10. 

• For Walter Lee see Archaeologia, Iii. 136. 
3 H.M.C., Portland Papers, iii. 132, 134; Ryves, Mercurius Rus#cus, ii. 155, 

speaks of Robert Harlow, and Loftie, Westminster Abbey, 42, follows him. Stanley, 
Memorials, 483, has the name right. 



CHAPTER II 

THE STATE OF THE CHURCH 

I. Its Apparent Strength 

NEVER did the Church appear more powerful than when Henry 
VII died. The Ecc!esz'a AngNcana-I use the words in their 
mediaeval significance as denoting the clerical estate-was 
dominant in the land. It was part of an international body ; it had 
sanctions and support outside the country ; it had within privi
leges and immunities recognised by law and consecrated by 
custom. Its leading bishops were the counsellors of the king, 
whose Civil Service was largely staffed by ecclesiastics. 1 The 
Church was enormously wealthy ; it owned at least a fifth part of 
the land of England ; its buildings were treasure houses, and 
every art was the handmaid of religion. Its services were neces
sary on all important occasions in life-at christenings, marriages 
and funerals. Its courts alone decided all matrimonial cases, and 
ratified or did not ratify all wills. Its courts, too, took cognisance 
of all transgressions of the moral law-the fornicator and the 
village scold might alike be summoned for punishment. The 
clergy almost entirely controlled education and hospitals, 
besides administering all charitable funds. Merchant guilds and 
craft guilds had their chapels and their chaplains, and the parish 
churches were the centres of social life. Priests abounded ; and 
the bells were always jangling in the steeples, calling men to 
prayer and devotion. The holy days of the Church were the 
holidays of the people, and those who wished for adventure and 
a change of air went on pilgrimages ; while those who loved 
dramatic shows were satisfied with miracle plays and moralities. 
In fact the Church was everywhere apparent and everywhere 
dominant. She seemed to have captured the work! and to be 
capable of controlling it. Yet when attacked she showed no 
power of organised resistance. She was bereft of her privileges and 

1 Empson and Dudley, both laymen, were the forerunners of the lay officials who 
were so powerful under the Tudors. 

II 
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despoiled almost without a struggle. Is it true to say that the 
Church had become so identified with the national life that she 
had no separate existence ? Is it true to say that she was so cor
rupt that only the purging fires of the Reformation could save 
her ? Where did her weakness lie, or if she was not weak, how did 
it come about that the nation acquiesced in changes it had 
never desired ? 

I I. The Papacy : Its Repute and its Exacti"ons 

There had been a time when the strength of the Church in 
England had depended on the support of Rome. With that sup
port she had been able to defy despots and maintain a moral 
code, which was an inspiration and an ideal even when disobeyed. 
The only law then current throughout Western Christendom was 
that to which the leaden seal of the fisherman was attached; and 
men at least expected that an appeal to the Lateran would be 
answered by an impartial award. But those days had gone by. 
The Popes had proved unequal to the strain of universal sove
reignty, and the machinery for administering so wide and inti
mate an empire had proved inadequate. The Hildebrandine ideal 
of a Kingdom of God on earth was not realised when the powers, 
which had been grasped so boldly, were administered by a 
prosaic and corrupt bureaucracy. 

From the tragedy of Anagni onwards papal prestige had 
declined. First there was the Babylonian captivity at Avignon, 
then the Great Schism, and thirdly the conciliar movement for 
the reform of the Church. That movement had failed because of 
internal dissensions, because its leaders were animated by too 
academic a spirit, and because they were not themselves con
vinced of the claims which they advanced. But if the Popes had 
triumphed over conciliar opposition, the works of Marsiglia of 
Padua, Ockham and Gerson were still being read, and the most 
orthodox of princes could still threaten an appeal to a free 
General Council.1 Such princes fought against the Pope with an 
undisturbed conscience, while their citizens told one another 
salacious tales about the papal court. None the less the papacy 
was so bound up with the structure of society that politicians 

1 Janelle, Angleterre catholique a la veilk du schisme, 1o8-n1. 
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were for long united in maintaining its existence. It is often 
maintained that the renaissance Popes were no worse and even 
better than the Italian despots who surrounded them; but the 
despots did not claim to be Vicars of Christ. It is also argued that 
the scandals at Rome have been grossly exaggerated, but the fact 
remains that they were generally believed and determined men's 
attitude towards the Papacy. The Borgias certainly cannot have 
poisoned so many people in the ways supposed, for no one at the 
time had the requisite toxicological knowledge. 1 But people were 
credulous-including the Borgias-and charlatans abounded 
who professed to sell love philtres or poisons that were efficacious 
and potent, secret and sure. Richard Pace, not yet a seasoned 
diplomat whom nothing could surprise, was horrified by the 
wickedness and profligacy of the Eternal City.2 Capello and other 
Venetian envoys forwarded to their senate not only news of a 
political nature, but gossip to tickle their ears. The grave Bur
chard kept his diary unashamed : scandal for him was of less 
importance than the details of ceremonial. He takes the scandal 
for granted, but is careful to relate how Alexander VI performed 
his religious functions with exactitude. 

Ambassadors were in a position to know, and they wrote 
for people well informed. It is possible that they were careless 
about the truth, but they had to be careful about verisimilitude. 
Merchants and pilgrims knew no such restraint, and the stories 
heard by the Flaminian Gate lost nothing in the telling when 
repeated north of the Alps, while stories that in Italy were 
regarded as merry tales, excited indignation in England and 
Germany. 

This is seen in Julius Exclusus 3 which was probably written 
by Erasmus in Cambridge in I 5 14, for Lupset lent his copy to 
More long before its publication in I 5 I 7. The Italians rather 

1 Creighton, Papacy, iv. 263-265. 
2 Pace in L. & P. ii. 5523. Pace (1482 ?-1536) was in Rome, 1509-1515. The 

letter referred to was not written until 1517 and records his impressions as a young 
man. 

3 For Erasmus' authorship of Julius Exclusus, see P. S. Allen's edition of his 
Letters, ii. 419, the same author's Age of Erasmus, 184 ff., and Gee, Life and Works 
of Thomas Lupset, 53 ff. Erasmus never acknowledged his authorship. He fenced 
with Bucer, and assured Wolsey and Campeggio that he had nothing to do with its 
publication. Lupset had shown Sir T. More the MS. more than a year before it was 
printed (Ep. 502). It was one of the MSS. that More recovered from the indiscreet 
Lupset and sent to Erasmus. In Epistle, 783, Erasmus makes it clear that the book is 
not to be known as his. 
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admired their Ligurian Pope, who had some virtues in the 
English sense, and was liberally endowed with those qualities 
which went to make up the Machiavellian concept of vz'rtu. But 
for Erasmus he was only an ill-tempered braggart, smirking over 
filthy sins and boasting of unprovoked crimes. Northern Europe 
took the crimes for granted, savoured the wit with which they 
were exposed, and endorsed the author's unmitigated scorn. 

When a Pope could be so regarded religion was bound to 
suffer even though the Pope maintained the rights of the Church 
by arms or diplomacy. All renaissance Popes did not do that, but 
allowed kings to fleece their clergy in return for political support. 

Such being the repute of the Papacy, men, always unwilling 
to pay taxes, began to think that there was some merit in their 
reluctance, and even to ask themselves whether the demands 
were not " unreasonable and uncharitable usurpations ".1 Pro
tests against papal taxation had been made both by parliaments 
and churchmen from the days of Henry III onwards; and, if all 
was quiet when the XVI century dawned, a few years later voices 
were strident enough. In I 529 Simon Fish, barrister of Gray's 
Inn, published his famous Supplz'catz'on for Beggars/· In it he 
praises that noble prince, King John, and represents him as the 
victim of papal aggression. Addressing Henry VIII, he tells him 
that in consequence "your most noble realm wrongfully (alas 
for shame !) hath stood tributary (not unto any kind temporal 
prince but unto a cruel devilish bloodsupper drunken in the 
blood of the saints and martyrs of Christ) ever since" .3 Simon 
Fish was a reckless anti-clerical, who understood the temper of 
his time, and how to appeal to the people's prejudice and the 
king's avarice. Foxe says that Henry, although he was still posing 
as the most orthodox prince in Christendom, kept the little 
pamphlet for days in his bosom ;4 and he must have connived at 
its very wide circulation.5 

A sensible man reads a political agitator not with a view to 
ascertain the facts, but as evidence of what the agitator thought 

' 25 Henry VIII, cap. 21 in Gee and Hardy, Documents. 
2 Vide Arber's introduction to his reprint in which he shows that Foxe, A. er' M. 

iv. 657, is wrong in dating it 1525. 
3 Supplication for Beggars, 6. 
4 Foxe, A. & M. iv. 657, tells two stories about Henry's reception of the tract. 

They are not necessarily contradictory. 
5 Creighton," Simon Fish", in D.N.B. 
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would be believed. Very few of Simon Fish's facts can be sub
stantiated; but he provides good evidence as to the popular 
opinion that papal taxation was excessive, and like the Tudor 
parliamentary draughtsmen he does not distinguish between 
direct levies and the fees paid by those who had business at 
Rome. 

The papal collector who lived in London like a duke might 
be the most unpopular man in England,1 but he had it in his 
power to be very useful to the king, and on returning to Rome 
was frequently his agent. 

Hadrian di Castello was rewarded with the bishopric of 
Hereford and afterwards translated to Bath and Wells. John de 
Giglis also managed to feather his own nest. He was Dean of 
Wells, Archdeacon of Gloucester and London, held two prebends 
in cathedrals and also three livings. In addition, on returning to 
Rome as the king's agent, he was consecrated Bishop of Wor
cester and secured the reversion of that see for his nephew, 
Sylvester. 2 Even the sub-collectors were important. Ammonius 
became Latin secretary to Henry VIII and a pluralist, while 
Polydore Vergil, Archdeacon of Wells, might have been more 
fortunate if he had not offended Wolsey. He had his revenge, for, 
after Wolsey's fall, he wrote the life of the great Cardinal and 
successfully blackened his character for three centuries. 

When we turn from the eminence of the collectors to view the 
amounts of the collections, we find that the money paid in direct 
taxation has been exaggerated. Peter's Pence was described by 
the subservient Commons of England in I 534 as an " intolerable 
exaction ", 3 but as a contribution to the central work of a 
Catholic Church it was almost negligible ; and it was the only 
papal tax which was paid by the laity. Its origin in Saxon times 
is obscure, for different chronicles give different accounts of how 
it arose, what it was for, and when it was first paid. It was sup
posed to be a tax of one penny on every hearth, but in the time of 
Ethelwulf it came to 300 marks a year, and the Popes never got 
any more.4 Innocent III complained that the English bishops 

1 Stubbs, Const. Hist. iii. 362. " They say,'' says Trevisan, "that this office is 
worth from Soo to a 1000 crowns per annum" (Italian Relation, 95). What "they 
say " is often an exaggeration. 

2 Smith and Onslow, Diocese of Worcester, 123. 
3 Gee and Hardy, Documents, 210. 

4 R.H.S.P., New Series, xv. 171-183. 
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collected a great deal and retained most of it for their own use, 
but his protest made no difference. 1 The amounts derived 
from each diocese varied. Of those contributing, Lincoln paid 
most, £47; and Ely least, £5. Carlisle and Durham do not 
appear to have contributed anything. The Archbishop of Yark, 
nine bishops and eight archdeacons were responsible for the 
collection in 1 509, and Peter Gryphius' 2 return in the Vatican 
archives shows that he received £197: o: 8.3 In 1355 the col
lector had done a little better, receiving £ 199 : 8 : 8.4 £ 200 or 
300 marks was the sum aimed at, or £ 4000 a year in modern 
money.5 

The demand of tenths from the clergy was first made by 
Nicholas IV on the ground that the High Priest of the Jews had 
received from the Levites a tenth of their tithes.6 This must have 
been in 1500 far and away the most productive tax, but it was 
based on a valuation made in I 292 when the gross revenue of the 
Church was in round figures £ 220,000. From this amount we 
must deduct £80,000, which were temporalities, though col
lectors sometimes claimed that they were liable to the tax. There 
were many abatements and exemptions, there were the commis
sions of collectors and sub-collectors, and there were the demands 
of the king, which had to be satisfied or the collector was impeded 
in his work.7 Professor Lunt writes: "From the late years of the 

1 R.H.S.P., New Series, xv. 203. The letter there printed is from the Vatican 
Archives. Innocent III was quite right. John XXII also tried to secure for the Papacy 
the full sum collected as Peter's Pence. He also failed (Lunt, Papal Revenues, ii. 66). 
The diocese assessed the parishes. Many paid nothing. Those that did brought their 
quota, or considerably less, to the cathedral in procession with banners on Whit
sunday. Now the assessment of St. Edmund's Salisbury was 5s. o½d., but the tax on 
the whole diocese was £7. When Peter's Pence was abolished, the cathedrals went on 
with the collections, called officially" Pentecostals ", but vulgarly" smoke farthings". 
So in the Churchwardens' accounts of Minchinhampton, Gloucestershire, we note in 
1576, "For Pentecost money, otherwise Peterpence, sometyme payed to the Anti
chryst of Rome-xvid." See Cox, Churchwardens' Accounts, 73 and 313. 

2 Peter Gryphius was Papal Collector from I 509 to I 5 I r. He was a year in 
England before he was allowed to exercise his office. He then received permission 
" in the Public Assembly which they call Parliament". He wrote a history of Peter's 
Pence. L. & P. i. 1235. 

J R.H.S.P., New Series, xv. 2o6. 
4 Ibid. 222. 
5 I accept the conclusion of Prof. Marti, Economic Causes of the Reformation, 

23 ff., about the value of money, but we must always remember that many things 
which we now consider necessary were then luxuries, and that luxuries were dis
proportionally dear. Coulton, Hist. Assoc. Leaflet, 95 (1934), would multiply by 25 
or 30. 

6 Phillimore, Eccles. Law, 1355. 7 Lunt, Papal Revenues, i. 257. 
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XII I century to the close of the Middle Ages, the income taxes 
levied from the clergy by the plenitudo potestatis were probably 
more profitable to others than they were to the Popes, though the 
Camera did not fail to obtain large sums therefrom ". 1 The tax 
was naturally unpopular with the clergy and in I 532 Convoca
tion protested against it on the ground that their wealth was not 
derived from the Pope, but from the king's progenitors and the 
nobles of the realm. 2 A sympathetic monarch noted the point and 
in I 534 tenths were transferred to the king. 3 A new valuation 
was also made-the Valor Ecclesiasticus-whereby an increase 
of 50 per cent was added to the taxes of the clergy. 

Annates were only paid by archbishops and bishops
England alone of all the countries of Europe having repudiated 
successfully the papal claims to first-fruits on inferior benefices.4 

Like modern death duties this was a very bad tax, for a poor man 
on succeeding to a bishopric had to find a much larger sum than 
he was likely to have by him. Winchester, for instance, was 
assessed at 12,000 ducats 5 (£2100= £42,000 of our money).6 

This sum had to be borrowed at very high interest from Italian 
bankers, and was only lent on the security of the see.7 The bishop 
was in consequence crippled for years; and if he died before the 
debt was fully paid, his successor was responsible for the arrears. 
But bishops did not die every day, and if we may trust the Act of 
Parliament, the average of such payments from England worked 
out at £ 3333 a year.8 

Servitia were exacted for the confirmation and institution of 
exempt abbots. They were free from episcopal jurisdiction and 
the privilege was much prized. The monks of St. Augustine's, 

1 Ibid. i. 77. 
2 Strype, Eccles. Memorials, I. ii. 158. Gairdner, L. & P. v. 344, calls this 

document "A Petition of Parliament", but Dixon, Church History, i. 144, has 
shown good reason for supposing that Strype's attribution to be correct. 

3 26 Henry VIII, cap. 3. It is printed at length in Gibson, Codex 872. 
+ Platina, Lives of the Popes {English trans.) ii. 150. Gibson, Codex, 122, also 

quoted Polydore Vergil to the same effect. 
5 The ducat was at this time worth 3s. 6d. (N.E.D.). When Wey, Itineraries, 

visited Venice in 1462 it was worth 3s. 2d. Fuller, Ch. Hist. Bk. iii. eh. 3, is wrong in 
saying 8s. 

6 This immense sum was not altogether due to Annates, but included Services, 
i.e. fees for confirmation, institution, etc. Annates and Services are confused in 
Henry VIII Statute for the restraint of Appeals. Lunt, Papal Revenues, i. 44. 

7 Coulton, Five Centunes of Religion, iii. 504 ; Marti, Economic Causes of 
Reformati'on, 31 ff.; Lunt, Papal Revenues, i. 91. 

8 Gee and Hardy, Documents, 25 Henry VIII, cap. 21. 

C 
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Canterbury, for example, were only bound to open their doors to 
a Legatus a latere, and even then claimed that he could not visit 
them unless they were expressly named in his commission. 1 An 
Abbot of Malmesbury wrote: 

Poor and wretched are the abbots who do not utterly abolish the 
power of bishops, when for an ounce of gold they can obtain from the 
Roman See complete freedom.2 

As the price of freedom, an ounce of gold proved a very in
adequate estimate. Simon, Abbot of Bury St. Edmunds in 1257, 
was the first of the exempt abbots of England who went to the 
Roman see for confirmation, and it cost him 2000 marks. 3 This 
was a small amount compared with what the Abbot of St. Albans 
had to pay in 1302. An abbey saved money by obtaining a 
licence for the elected abbot to be blessed in England, but such 
a licence cost St. Augustine's, Canterbury, £ 183 : 2 : 6. In the 
XV century the greater abbeys compounded with the Camera 
offering an annual tribute. St. Albans, for instance, paid 
£ 13: 3: 4.4 

It will be noted that practically the whole of this taxation was 
imposed on the clergy ; and the real grievance felt by the laity 
was not the tax, but that the money went out of the country. It 
was also impossible to prove that the nation derived any benefit 
in return. " Is it not unreasonable", asks Starkey, "the first 
fruits to run to Rome, to maintain the pomp and pride of the 
Pope, yea, and war also, and discord among Christian princes, as 
we have seen by long experience ? " 5 

Besides these taxes, there were fees by which papal officials 
profited, if not the Pope. In the first Act for the restraint of 
Annates we read of " bulls for confirmation, elections, admis
sions, postulations, provisions, collections, dispositions, institu
tions, installations, investitures, orders, holy benedictions, palls, 
and other things requisite and necessary to the attaining of these 
their functions " 6-and we note that the draughtsman is using 
every word he knew, and that some of them are alternatives 

1 Watson in Cam. Med. Hist. vi. 556. 
2 Quoted Lunt, Papal Revenues, i. 64. 
3 Document in Lunt, ii. 238. It, of course, includes the expense of the journey. 
4 Lunt, ii. 244. Cp. another account in Coulton, Five Centuries of Religion, iii. 

499, 500. 
5 Starkey, England, Pt. II. 126. 
6 Gee and Hardy, Documents, 179, 23 Henry VIII, cap. 20. 
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for others. Some of the fees were very heavy. The Archbishop 
of Canterbury had to pay £ rooo (£20,000) for his pall. We can 
sympathise with the English clergy in the amounts exacted for 
the writing of Bulls. " For so should parchment and lead be very 
dear merchandize at Rome, and in some cases a hundred times 
more worth, than the weight of a counterpoize of fine gold." 1 

The fact was that at Rome the bureaucracy was far too 
numerous, and the bureaucrats were compelled to multiply busi
ness in order to maintain themselves. They had, moreover, this 
excuse-they had bought their positions. Boniface IX had begun 
the practice of selling places to the highest bidder. Sixtus IV had 
appointed eighteen new secretaries and received 2600 florins 
from each of them. Alexander VI had created eighty new offices, 
any of which might be bought for 76o ducats. Julius II estab
lished a new College of Scriveners and received from them 
74,000 ducats, while Leo X received 202,000 ducats for the new 
posts he created.2 So it came to pass that in every process docu
ments had to pass through many hands, and every hand was 
stretched out for a fee. When Adrian VI attempted a reform he 
found himself faced by vested interests with equitable claims to 
compensation. 

The Tudor draughtsman in I 5 34 in describing papal exac
tions had an even larger list than he had two years earlier. He 
speaks of" pensions, censes, Peter's pence, procurations, fruits, 
suits for provisions and expedition of Bulls for archbishoprics and 
bishoprics, and for delegacies and rescripts in causes of conten
tions and appeals, jurisdictions legative, and also for dispensa
tions, licences, faculties, grants, relaxations, writs called perinde 
valore, rehabilitations, abolitions and other infinite sorts of bulls, 
briefs and instruments ". 3 

It is impossible to estimate the amount that went to Rome for 
licences or dispensations.4 The Corpus juri"s Canonz'ci' was badly 

1 Address of the Clergy. Strype, Eccles. Mem. I. ii. 159. 
2 Lindsay, Hist. of the Reformation, i. 15, 16. Not only were the offices bought, 

but they were often bought with borrowed money. Insurance Companies advanced 
the price of the office and took 12 per cent of the profits. Flick, Decline of the 
Mediaeval Church, i. 134, 135. Lunt, Papal Revenues, i. 135. 

3 Gee and Hardy, Documents, 210, for 25 Henry VIII, cap. 21. 
_. Dispensations: St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa, II. i. Q, xcvii., A. 4, vindicates 

the right of rulers to dispense with human laws, provided that such dispensations 
were not prejudicial to the common good. The limitation was not regarded, as may 
be seen in the De Emendanda Ecclesia of the Cardinals appointed by Paul III. 
Cardinal Contarini followed this up by his .De Po/estate Pon#ftds in Compositionibus, 
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in need of simplification and revision. It had grown up in an age 
with a passion for legislation, and this legislation had been 
rendered obscure by the interpretations and glosses of able 
jurists, until, to escape from the inconveniences of a well-nigh 
impossible obedience, a dispensation became necessary on any 
number of occasions. It was clear that all human laws could be 
dispensed by the power that imposed them, and the Popes were 
most accommodating at a price. Agents at Rome spent busy lives 
in expediting such licences and dispensations to their clients.1 

Lastly, pardoners infested the land with their wallets "bret 
full of pardon come from Rome all hot '' ; 2 and here we must 
remember that Penitentials had been barbarous in their rigour 
and sometimes grotesque in their punishments. 3 They had been 
designed for and were applicable to men in a primitive condition, 
but they had become inappropriate or impossible. Was it not 
better, men argued, a penitent should do some act of mercy or 
perform some social service, than that he should pass his days 
in fasting and flagellation or go a long journey to Rome or 
Jerusalem ? The indulgence was only valid for a penitent who 
had received absolution, and it only remitted the ecclesiastical 
penance which was due. But theory is one thing, and practice 
another. Priests accepted money for indulgences and were re
proved by bishops ; bishops yielded to the same temptation until 
the Pope reserved to himself the regulation of the system ; and 

a work which was ultimately placed on the Index. After the Reformation the Jesuit 
Suarez is definite and careful. De Legibus VI, eh. 18. The Dispensator is not an 
absolute Lord who can act in an arbitrary manner. A dispensation given without due 
cause is a mortal sin. A just cause is considered under the headings of Necessi"tas, 
Utihtas, and Pietas. A dispensation given without due cause by one who has 
authority to dispense is valid though illicit. 

1 The Letter Book of William Swan, a papal notary of the XV century, is in the 
Bodleian. He did a great deal of the English business at the Court of Rome, and was 
capable of giving disinterested advice. For instance, Thomas ofTowton was presented 
by the King to the Prebend of Stillington, to which the Dean and Chapter of York 
presented John Francis. Swan advised Thon1as not to persevere in his appeal to 
Rome, which would not regard the royal title, but to bring his case into the King's 
Court where he was sure to win, and then to obtain a writ summoning Francis to 
return home and answer for his contempt of the royal regalia. Thomas took his 
advice and won his case. Francis pursued his appeal to Rome and was served with a 
writ of Praemunire on his return. E. F. Jacob, Bulletin of tke Jokn Ryland's 
Library, xiv. No, 2. 

" Chaucer, Canterbury Tales, Prologue. 
3 The Catholic Encyclopaedia has a good article on Indulgences. See also H. C. 

Lea, Auricular Confession and Indulgences. For a summary see Creighton, Papacy, 
v. 58-64; or better still, Symonds, The Council of Trent and Anglican Formulan"es, 
eh. xvii. 
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then papal indulgences became the greatest of all scandals. Sin 
had been commercialised at Rome, and made to yield a profit. 

The theological theory was maintained. Bulls still declared 
that money given for indulgences rendered them null and void ; 
but a shameless traffic went on ; and indulgences were boomed 
with vulgar loquacity. 1 Councils protested against the abuses, 
satirists held up the pardoners to scorn, but they throve in spite 
of contempt and derision, often protected by princes who received 
a percentage of the profits. Practical men bought indulgences to 
escape from an unpleasant penance ; superstitious people bought 
them as some sort of insurance against the flames of purgatory ; 
and casual people bought them because they were cheap. At 
times a pardoner was ready to sell one for twopence or even a 
penny, but the usual price was fourpence-" The stake ", says 
Gascoigne, " of a game of ball ". 

Here it may be argued-as the purchase of an indulgence or 
the procuring of a dispensation was optional, those who paid for 
either had no grievance. But those who did neither were still 
indignant because the money went abroad to the impoverishment 
of the realm. There were plenty of people ready to maintain that 
the distress of the poor might be relieved if money were more 
plentiful and retained in the country.2 Bluff King Hall might 
squander as much as he chose in senseless extravagance, but he 
was English, the money was spent in England, and English eyes 
were dazzled by his splendour. It was different and men were 
filled with rage when they thought of Italian eyes delighting in 
the pomp of the papal court. 

In fact, Rome had come to stand for an alien power and had 
ceased to be the focus of Christendom. Men were becoming 
more and more conscious of their nationality. The nation was 
something which they understood, whereas Christendom was 

1 Gascoigne, Loci e Libro Veritatum, 123. Cp. Erasmus, Mt"litis Confessio: 
Colloquia, i. 3 r. It was popularly supposed that a jubilee indulgence provided pardon 
of the guilt as well as remission of the penance. Lunt, Papal Revenues, i. 125. 

~ The Laws were very strict in forbidding the export of gold and silver, as 
Erasmus discovered when he arrived at Dover with £ 20 and had all but £ 2 confis
cated (Ep. i. Allen's ed., i. 16). It is therefore probable that the bulk of papal money 
went no further than the cellars of Lombard Street hankers who sent the Pope 
credits on their Italian houses. Vt"de Lunt, Papal Revenues, i. 53. Such money 
would only slowly return into circulation, for everyone who could hoarded as they do 
in the East to-day, because the precious metal contained the greatest value in the 
smallest compass, and its possession was of the first importance in political and civil 
emergencies. Vide Cunningham, English Industry and Commerce, pp. 150, 151. 
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becoming an abstract idea, a literary word or a legal fiction. Wise 
statesmen might shake their heads at the peril of Islam ; they 
heard that Rhodes was in danger, that Turkish horsemen were 
sweeping across the Hungarian plain, and that Turkish corsairs 
were raiding the towns of the Adriatic-they heard, and did 
nothing but talk. 1 It was evident to them that the Pope or Em
peror ought to do something, and were to be blamed for their 
lethargy. It was not so evident to them that they ought to 
contribute something besides criticism. Wise statesmen knew 
that the unity of Europe no longer existed, and that the day 
for a crusade had gone by.2 

On the other hand, the Popes knew quite well that though 
they could no longer call armies into existence, there was still 
money to be obtained by proposing a crusade. There were plenty 
of simple folk who would loosen their purse strings, and there 
were even young men who would enlist for adventure. 3 When in 
I 500 Alexander VI called for a crusade and produced a complete 
plan of how it should be conducted, £12,000 was subscribed by 
the Province of Canterbury, and Margaret Beaufort declared: 
" If the Christian princes would have warred upon the enemies of 
the faith, she would be glad to go follow the host, and help to 
wash their clothes for the love of Jesus ".4 Elizabeth of York, 

1 Sir Thomas More, Dialogue of Comfort, 129:" If the princes of Christendom 
everywhere about would where as need was, have set to their hands in time, the 
Turk had never taken any one place of all those places. But partly dissensions fallen 
among ourselves; partly that no man careth what harm other folk feel ; but each part 
suffereth other to shift for itself; the Turk is in few years wonderfully increased, and 
Christendom on the other side very sore decayed; and all this worketh our wicked
ness, with which God is not content." 

z Aeneas Sylvius had seen this as early as 1454. He was then only a secretary, 
but he argued against the possibility of a new Crusade, saying," Christendom is a 
body without a head ; a republic without laws or magistrates. The Pope and the 
Emperor may shine as lofty titles, as splendid images; but they are unable to com
mand, and none are willing to obey: every state has a separate prince, and every 
prince has a separate interest . . • what mortal could reconcile the English and the 
French, Genoa with Arragon, the Germans with the natives of Hungary and 
Bohemia ? If a small num her enlisted in the holy war, they must be overthrown by the 
infidels; if many, by their own weight and confusion." Quoted Gibbon, Decline and 
Fall, xii. 253. Twenty years later Aeneas Sylvius, who had become Pius II, died 
while attempting to lead a crusade which he had once known to be impossible. 
Creighton, Papacy, ii. 473-475. 

3 In 1481 there had been also an appeal for a crusade. To further it Caxton 
translated Godefroy of Bologne "to the end that every Christian man may be the 
better encouraged to enterprise war for the defense of Christendom". (Caxton, 
Prologues, 48). 

4 Fisher's Mourninges Remembrance, ed. Baker, 34· 
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Henry's Queen, commended to Ferdinand of Aragon young 
Henry Still who was eager to fight the infidels, 1 and Robert 
Curzon joined Maximilian's expedition and came back a Baron 
of the Holy Roman Empire-but he seems to have had reasons 
of his own for being out of England at the time.2 

Such projects met with little support from kings and princes. 
Henry VII wrote an admirable letter commending the papal 
plans,3 and explaining why at that particular time he could do 
nothing-" He was rather solemn than serious " is Bacon's 
comment.4 However, he allowed the collection to be made and 
handed the money over to the papal legate who was in England 
about the jubilee indulgences. He did so, although he had been 
advised by Ferdinand and Isabella to pay the money to Genoese 
bankers or direct to the knights of Rhodes, and by no means to 
the Pope who would certainly misappropriate it. 5 Other princes 
also allowed collections to be made and then shared the proceeds 
with the. Papacy. The money which reached Rome was ridicul
ously inadequate for a war against the Turks, but it enabled 
Caesar Borgia to conquer Romagna.6 In I 507 Henry himself 
proposed a crusade to Julius II, stating that " he had always 
been inclined to shed the blood of the enemies of the Christian 
Faith . . . and to reconquer the Holy Sepulchre ". Julius II 
replied how he had rejoiced in his letter, had read it ten times, 
and how all the Cardinals praised the king's virtue and piety.7 

Julius, however, had no intention of attacking the Turks : he 
was much more anxious about humbling Venice, and retaining 
Bologna. Afterwards he made use of Bainbridge, Cardinal 
Archbishop of York. It was not however for a crusade, but to 

1 Gairdner's Memorials of Henry VII, S. ii. II r. Queens' College, Cambridge, 
still possesses an absolution which was priced at a golden florin-the money to go to 
the Crusade. Searle, Queens' College, Cambridge, i. 129. 

2 Gairdner, Henry VII (XII English Statesmen), 186. Cf. Busch, England 
under the Tudors, 168, 364, with Gairdner's comments in the same volume, 441 ff. 

3 Collier, Eccles. Hist. i. 700. 
4 Bacon, Henry VII, 184; Busch, op. c£t. 232. Malvezzi, papal envoy, wrote to 

Innocent VIII, 1489 (C.S.P. Venice, i. 553) about a collection made at Court for the 
Crusade: "We have opened the money-box which the King was pleased to have at 
his Court; we found in it £ II : us. od., which result made our hearts sink within 
us, for there were present the King, the Queen, the mother of the King, the mother 
of the Queen, besides Dukes, Earls and Marquises, and other Lords and Ambas
sadors, so that we had expected to have had much more". 

5 Bergenroth, C.S.P. Spant'sh, i. 260. 
6 Gregorovius, Rome in the Middle Ages, vii. 439. 
7 Collier, Eccles. Hist. i. 702. The king's reply is printed i. 735. 
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conquer Ferrara. 1 No one understood papal policy better than 
Henry VII, so we need not take his proposals too seriously. His 
letter was a move for position in the diplomatic game. 

The unity of Christendom was about to be shattered: and it 
was shattered because of weakness at the centre. The Papacy 
had for the time ceased to be religious, and no well-informed 
man trusted the Pope, while the scandals at the Roman Court 
were a byword. That is why so many men, undoubtedly catholic 
in faith and practice, regarded the repudiation of the Papacy 
with approval or unconcern. Perhaps they thought that the 
separation would be temporary. Many nations had been out of 
communion with Rome for a time. Only a few foresaw the con
sequences which would follow the disruption, or anticipated the 
wars, revolutions, spoliations and persecutions which would 
ensue. No one probably at the beginning of the XVI century 
held that religious faith in the see of Peter which characterises 
Roman Catholics to-day. Even Sir Thomas More felt it his duty 
to warn his master against too great a subservience to the Pope.2 

II I. The Early Tudor Bz'shops 

The chief officers of the State were bishops, and from this 
we might conclude that the Church was politically powerful, but 
it was the reason why the Church was politically weak.3 The 
king made his principal servants bishops, and too often they 
remained his servants, enjoying the revenues of a Church they 
did not serve. In consequence the Church was deprived of her 
natural leaders, or was led by men with a bias in favour of the 
royal autocracy. This must be borne in mind if we would under
stand the history of the English Reformation. 

When Magna Carta provided that the Church of England 
1 Bacon, Henry VII, 216. 
i Roper, Life of Sir T. More (Chiswick ed., 1903), 189. See also More's letter 

to Cromwell in Strype, Memon'als, I. ii. 200. He there confesses that he was con
vinced of the Pope's primacy, but on p. 201 concludes," Yet never thought I the 
Pope above a General Council". Janelle, Angleterre catholique a la veille du 
schisme, 8 5, says that a Catholic before the Council of Trent did not regard the Papacy 
as a Catholic after the Council of the Vatican. 

3 Innocent II I in 1215 for bade the clergy to take offices in the State or to be 
clerks in the royal household; but in England his decree remained a dead letter. 
Vide Gibbs and Lang, Bishops and Reform. When Henry VIII ascended the throne, 
there were 17 diocesan bishops in England: 15 had been busy in State affairs, one 
was the step-brother of Henry VII, and one, Fisher, the confessor of his mother. 
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should be free, it was freedom of the clerical estate from royal 
interference that was intended. 1 The chapters, for instance, 
wished to be free to elect their own bishops, but in spite of the 
charter this was rarely allowed, except for a few years under 
Henry V. The usual practice was, then as now, for the king to 
issue a congi d'ilire, and with it a nomination of the man to be 
chosen. The Pope, however, claimed the right to decide in all 
cases of dispute, and to appoint a successor if a bishop died in 
Rome. Then, he made further claims-first to " provide " a 
bishop in all cases of translation, and finally to " provide " 
whenever he chose. When the king was weak like Henry VI, 
the Pope did much as he liked ; but in most cases a compromise 
was effected. The king nominated, the chapter elected, and then 
the Pope was petitioned" to provide". 2 In 1345, when Edward 
III was king, Clement VI remarked, " If the king of England 
were to petition for his ass to be made a bishop, we could not 
say him Nay ".3 In 1500, when Henry VII was king, no one 
disputed that monarch's right to appoint whom he chose, and 
Dudley in his Tree of Commonwealth, attempted to justify the 
right, arguing that as the love of God is the root of a true 
commonwealth; so the prince is the ground in which that root 
grows. He appoints bishops and provides them with necessary 
force, and so" assisteth his Maker and Redeemer, of Whom he 
hath all his power and authority ".4 

But the bishop elect could not be consecrated until he had 
taken an oath that he would be " faithful and obedient to St. 
Peter and the Holy Church of Rome " ; that he would " cause 
to be conserved, defended, augmented and promoted " the re
gality of the Holy See ; that he would keep and cause to be kept 
"all the decrees, ordinances, sentences, dispositions, reservations, 

1 In the reign of Henry III out of 78 elections only I 5 were free : Gibbs and Lang, 
Bishops and Reform. 

2 The subject is well discussed in Puller, Orders and Jurisdiction, 155-182. For 
the forms connected with election see Jenkins on the Mediaeval Bishop in Episcopacy, 
Ancient and Modern, 78, 79. 

3 Stubbs, Const. Hist. iii. 338. Fuller, Ck. Hist. Bk. iv. 30, states that the jest 
was made when Thomas of Hatfield was nominated for the bishopric of Durham in 
1345. Four years later when Bradwardine was consecrated for the see of Canterbury 
at Avignon, Hugo Cardinal of Tudela introduced an ass at the banquet with a 
placard petitioning for his consecration. D.N.B.: Bradwardine. 

+ Dudley, Tree of Commonwealth. The author wrote this book in the Tower 
after the death of Henry VII. I am indebted to Pickthorn, Henry VI I, I 77, for the 
quotation 
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provisions and commandments apostolic ". Having sworn to all 
this and much more to the same effect, he had to sue the king 
for the restitution of the temporalities of his see. Before receiving 
them he had to assert on oath, "I utterly renounce and clearly for
sake all such clauses, words, sentences and grants, which I have 
or shall hereafter have of the Pope's Holiness ... that in any wise 
hath been, is, or hereafter may be prejudicial to your highness ', 
your heirs' and successors' dignity, privilege or state royal" .1 

In taking these two oaths the mediaeval prelate must have 
had a lively faith that King and Pope would always be at one ; 
and in the case of conflicting loyalties he was pretty sure to 
exercise his discretion in observing the oath most convenient for 
himself. The proclamation of the Royal Supremacy relieved the 
consciences of subsequent bishops. 

The bishops appointed by Henry VII were as a rule men of 
high character who had deserved well of the nation. We may 
except James Stanley-a loose-living man-but he was the 
king's step-brother. We may also except the Italians. Hadrian 
di Castello enjoyed great fame as the reputed poisoner of 
Alexander VI, and was certainly involved in a plot to murder 
Leo X. John di Giglis was a humanist and an adroit man of 
business ; his nephew Sylvester di Giglis was subsequently 
accused, not without reason, of instigating the murder of Cardinal 
Bainbridge. The other bishops were excellent laymen who had 
been obliged to take holy orders in order to qualify for receiving 
episcopal revenues. Their vocations for the priesthood were 
dubious and their pastoral experience was nil. Warham with an 
honourable career behind him, as an ambassador, lawyer and 
civil servant, was ordained a sub-deacon at the age of forty-three, 
and proceeded to the priesthood ten years later in order to be 
consecrated Bishop of London. Others had enjoyed benefices 
for years without receiving any but minor orders. The one great 
exception was the learned and pious Fisher, confessor to 
Margaret Beaufort, and when in r 504 he was appointed to 
Rochester, Henry wrote to his mother, " I have in my days 
promoted many a man unadvisedly, and I would now make 
some recompense to promote some good and virtuous man, 
which I doubt not should best please God ".2 

1 Hall, Chronicle, 788. 
• Quoted by Baker in his edition of Fisher's Mourninges Remembrance, 41. 
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It was inevitable that bishops concerned with State affairs 
should not be resident in their dioceses. From the time of his 
appointment to the see of York Bainbridge resided at the papal 
court. So did the Italians, except Sylvester di Giglis, who was 
for some years in London. There is no evidence, however, that 
he ever visited Worcester, and his Register contains no record 
that he ever performed any of the duties of his see. 1 Smyth, 
Bishop of Lincoln, was for years President of the Welsh Marches, 
Warham was Lord Chancellor. Fox was Lord Privy Seal, 
Sherbourne was continually on embassies, and Ruthall, Bishop 
of Durham, was the typical bureaucrat-he was to be Wolsey's 
factotum and "to sing treble to the Cardinal's bass ".2. 

It is therefore interesting to note how conscience could assert 
itself. After Fox had been superseded by Wolsey, he spent the 
last twelve years of his life in the active administration of the 
Diocese of Winchester, and was not to be lured back to the court. 
In r 5 I 7 he wrote to the Cardinal : 

Since the King's Grace licensed me to remain in my Church and 
thereabouts upon my cure-wherein I have been almost by the space 
of thirty years so negligent, that of four several Cathedral Churches 
that I have successively had, there be two, scilicet Exeter and Wells 
that I never saw, and innumerable souls whereof I never saw the bodies 
-and specially since by this licence I left the keeping of the Privy 
Seal, and more especially since my last departing from your good 
Lordship and the Council : I have determined and, betwixt God and 
me, utterly renounced the meddling in worldly matters, especially con
cerning the War or anything to it appertaining. Whereof, of the many 
intolerable enormities that I have seen ensue by the said War in time 
past, I have no little remorse in my conscience : thinking that if I did 
continual penance for it all the days of my life, though I should live 
twenty years longer than I may do, I could not make sufficient recom
pense thereof.3 

Nor was Fox alone in retiring to his diocese in his old age. Smyth 
did the same and left the Cathedral Church of Lincoln not only 
a House of God but a House of Smyths-so many of his relations 
had he beneficed therein.4 Sherborne retired to Chichester to live 

1 Creighton, Hist. Essays, 213. 
2 Giustiniani, Relazione, July 1516. Quoted Gurney-Salter, Tudor England 

through Venetian Eyes, 93. 
3 Letters of Richard Fox, 93. However in his very next letter to Wolsey (p. 97) he 

conf:'sses that he is always thinking of State affairs, " as if I were daily attending on 
you m the King's Council". 4 Churton, Lives of Smyth and Sutton. 
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magnificently and quarrel with his old colleague Fox. Nix found 
Norwich a suitable place for his pugnacity. He fought with 
Wolsey for the rights of his see, he fought with heretics and burnt 
" little " Bilney. He suspended Skelton, Oxford's Laureate and 
Henry's tutor. He contended with the king over his rights at 
Thetford, and was fined 4000 marks. At the age of eighty he 
built a new chamber to his palace on the ground floor in which 
he might live twenty years later when he expected to be somewhat 
feeble. 1 At eighty-eight, Cromwell's commissioners still found 
him " a devilish man " to deal with,2 and he died protesting 
against the new age. 

More pathetic is the case of Wolsey, who, after being for 
sixteen years Archbishop of York, came for the first time to the 
confines of his vast diocese as a disgraced man. There he recon
ciled men who were at variance, gave great alms to the poor and 
confirmed hundreds of children. He made great preparations for 
his enthronement, but was arrested and died without seeing his 
minster.3 

It must not be supposed that the dioceses were in a state of 
chaos because their bishops were absentees. The bishops were 
admirable men of business, and knew how to delegate their work 
without compromising their ultimate authority.4 Episcopal func
tions such as ordaining, confirming and consecrating were per
formed by men in episcopal orders and with titles £n partibus 
infideli"um, or by Irish bishops who preferred to live in comfort
able English benefices away from their distressful country. Such 
men were often assistants to more than one bishop.5 They had no 
jurisdiction and only acted by the request of the Vicar-General. 
That official attended to institutions, issued licences, held visita
tions and exercised discipline ; but his authority terminated as 

1 Strype, Memorials, V. ii. 84, says that Gaidiner told this to Clement VII as 
" a merry tale ". 

• Nix in D.N.B. 
3 Cavendish, Wolsey (Singer's ed., 327-337). 
4 Creighton, Hist. Essays, 227 ff. 
5 Stubbs, Registrum Sacrum Anglicanum, 194-209, has a list of suffragans. 

Twemlow's Cal. of Papal Reg£sters contains much about Irish bishops: xi. 309. a 
Bishop of Mayo was allowed to assist the Bishop of Worms, because his diocese was 
in par#bus infidelium; p. 323. the Bishop of Dromore was allowed to assist the 
Archbishop of York and hold two benefices; xii. 407. another Bishop of Dromore 
was to assist the Archbishop of York; 192. the Bishop of Down and Connor to be 
Rector of St. Bartholomew Without, Bishopgate; 420. the Bishop of Ardfort to be 
Rector of Kingham and Daylesford. 
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soon as the bishop arrived at his diocese. The third person of 
importance was the Receiver-General who collected the episcopal 
revenues, saw to the upkeep of the bishop's residences and pre
sided at his manorial courts. He was expected to keep detailed 
accounts ; and in consequence we know that ten prisoners in the 
palace at Worcester cost for their maintenance a farthing a day 
apiece. 1 

The machinery no doubt worked smoothly enough, but the 
Church is not a machine, and how could a bishop care " for souls 
whose bodies he never saw " ? Visitations were regularly held, 
for otherwise no procurations were paid; but synods were rarely 
summoned, and so the bishop was out of touch with his clergy ; 
while to the pious laity he was just a splendid personage who 
lived somewhere in the Strand. When the struggle came there 
was little enthusiasm for the Church as an institution. Neither 
clergy nor pious laity could rally to their natural leader the 
bishop, and the bishop was impotent, knowing himself to be a 
creature of the king. 

How far the bishops were unpopular it is impossible to say. 
We must not over-estimate the evidence of rhetorical reformers or 
the obvious gibes of satirists. The exaggerations of Simon Fish 
may be disregarded. Erasmus tells us that Colet had a particular 
dislike for all bishops and spoke of them as wolves in sheep's 
clothing ; 2 but Colet was so consciously a superior person, 
and like many deans before and since, not on good terms with 
his bishop, Fitzjames, who was too learned for Colet to despise 
and too conservative to merit his approval. Erasmus himself in 
his Morz'ae Encomium speaks of bishops' simoniacal contracts 
and asserts that they were only ept'scopt', because such careful 
overseers of their gains and income.3 Bishops had been very kind 
to Erasmus, especially English bishops ; but he no doubt ex
plained to them that he had assumed in the Encomium the 
character of a fool and claimed the privileges of the cap and 
bells. Barclay 4 in his eclogues is severe enough on the bishops, 

1 Pearce, Hartlebury Castle, 9. 
• Erasmus, Ep. 121I. 
3 Erasmus, Encomium Moriae, ii. 377 (Colloquia et Encomium, Leipsic, 1893). 
4 Barclay, Eclogues, i. 484: 

"Upon the hye chaire and seat of Moyses 
Sitte the olde Scribes and sect of Pharisees. 
Live as they teach, but live not as they do." 
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but he immediately excepts Morton and Alcock, and it turns out 
that they were the only bishops with whom he had been in per
sonal contact. It is perhaps safe to conclude that the bishops were 
unpopular, but that a bishop was often respected. Neither were 
the bishops so unpopular as in Scotland or Germany, or at the 
Reformation they would have been swept away. It was not their 
fault that painstaking services to the State were rewarded with 
spiritual appointments. It was hardly their fault that pre
occupation with secular affairs disqualified them for spiritual 
leadership. It was natural that their studies and their habits led 
them to over-emphasise in the Church the claims of the Temporal 
Prince. 

In looking through the list of early Tudor bishops, we note 
that few of them were skilled in theology. Fisher had indeed a 
great reputation and Fitzjames was also a learned divine. They 
were the two preaching bishops-Fisher being the more popular 
since Fitzjames read his sermons. 1 In the early years of Henry 
VII I another theologian, Standish, a Friar Observant of Green
wich, was promoted to the See of St. Asaph, a poor diocese and 
therefore fit for a friar.2 Apart from these three, nearly all the 
bishops had graduated in Civil Law-Tunstall was a Doctor of 
Padua, Clerk and Nix were Doctors of Bologna, and most of the 
others had legal degrees and legal experience which was not 
always confined to the ecclesiastical courts. All the bishops were 
orthodox in belief, but the study of theology was at a discount, 
while skill in civil law was at a premium, and ensured rapid 
promotion. All the bishops bowed their heads in assent to the 
supremacy of the Corpus Juris Canonici, but they found the 
civil law more useful during embassies, and in the Chancery 
Court, and in the conduct of State affairs.3 They were more 
familiar with the Digest and Institutes of J ustinian than with 
Gratian's Decretum, the Decretals, the Sext, Clementines and 

I Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, 25r. 
2 The Welsh bishoprics were usually accepted as a stepping stone. When Richard 

III nominated Langton to St. David's, he remarked that he hoped soon to be an 
Englishman again and no more Welsh. Ch. Ch. Letters, Camden Soc., xxx. 

3 The Bull of Honorius III in 1219 forbidding the study of Civil Law at Paris 
was published out of respect for the theological school. The Bull of Innocent IV, 
1253, with wider prohibitions, is not supposed to be genuine. Rashdall, Un£versities, 
i. 323, ii. 740, maintains that the hostility of the Church to the Civil Law has not 
been proved. Maitland, Canon Law, 92-94, shows that there was reason for such 
hostility. 
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Extravagants. 1 Quite unconsciously their minds became attuned 
to Byzantium rather than to Rome ; and so when Gardiner wrote 
De Vera Obedz"entia and Bonner contributed a preface 2 they 
were not improvising original arguments for the Royal Suprem
acy, but applying ideas with which they had been long familiar to 
a new political situation. 

When Henry VI I died, the bishops had no premonition of the 
changes that were so close at hand, but they did much unwittingly 
to precipitate the Reformation by the colleges and schools which 
they founded. Smyth, indeed, after being a liberal benefactor to 
Lincoln College, Oxford, founded Brasenose in conjunction with 
Sir Richard Sutton to be a stronghold of the Old Learning, 
where youths might be instructed in the scholastic theology and 
philosophy. Fitzjames, also strenuous for the Old Learning, had 
been so munificent to Merton, that he may almost be regarded 
as a second founder. 3 But Alcock, in founding Jesus College, 
Cambridge, distinctly laid it down that he did so in order that 
scholars might be instructed in grammar, that is, in the classical 
authors.4 Fox in founding Corpus Christi College, Oxford, lays 
most stress on the Latin and Greek lectures that were to be given 
therein ; Fisher also was a patron of the New Learning. He was 
largely responsible for Margaret Beaufort's two colleges
Christ's and St. John's at Cambridge; he also persuaded the lady 
to endow at both universities the professorships which go by her 
name. Some bishops kept schools in their houses. Sir Thomas 
More, for instance, was for a short time in the household of 
Cardinal Morton, and Richard Pace was brought up in that 

1 Gardiner, De Vera Obedientia, II6 (J anelle's ed.), draws out the parallel 
between Justinian and Henry VIII," Who did ever disallow Justinian's fact that 
made laws concerning the glorious Trinity and the Catholic faith, of bishops, of men 
of the clergy, of heretics, and other such like ? " 

2 S. R. Maitland, Reformation, 345-395, doubted the authenticity of Bonner's 
preface which occurs in the Hamburg edition of 1536. He did not believe, (1) that 
there was any printing press in Hamburg in I 536, or (2) that Franciscus Rhodes the 
printer ever existed, (3) or that Bonner, who was not on good terms with Gardiner, 
would have praised his book. He guesses the book was a fabrication by Marian 
exiles to bring Bonner into discredit. But Bonner was in Hamburg in 1536, a royal 
envoy commissioned to defend the king's cause. Franciscus Rhodes was printing in 
Hamburg 1536-1539. The date and the printer are correct, and the format of the 
volume suggests a book intended for presentation to notabilities : see J anelle's 
edition of De Vera Obedt"entia, pp. xxxii-xxxv. 

3 Wood,AthenaeOxonienses,ii. 722, concludes his notice ofFitzjames by writing: 
'.' After good deeds had trod on his heels even to Heavengate, he gave way to fate 
m a good old age in the beginning of fifteen hundred twenty and two ". 

4 Cooper, Memorials of Cambridge, i. 365. 
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of Langton, Bishop of Winchester. Of the latter Pace writes how 
" he was vastly delighted to hear the scholars repeat to him at 
night the lessons dictated by their teacher during the day, and 
of his commendations because he was always insisting that 
' merit grows with praise ' ". 1 

The bishops likewise founded schools. Smyth founded two, 
one at Leicester and another at Farnworth, and Fuller says, 
" Wherever he went, he may be followed by the perfume of 
charity he left behind him ".2 Rotherham founded a grammar 
school in his native place in connexion with his Jesus College 
there. He appointed a married layman as the master, and left 
to the school a selection of his books, including three copies of 
the A rt of Love by Ovid.3 Sherbourne founded a school at 
Rolleston, Fitzjames one at Bruton, and Hugh Oldham the 
Manchester Grammar School. By the deed of 1525 the master 
of this last school had to be a '' syngilman '', 4 priest or no priest, 
" so that he be no religiouse man ". Oldham had his private 
reasons for disliking monks, due to his disputes with the Abbot 
of Tavistock, and he wrote to dissuade Fox from connecting 
Corpus at Oxford with the monastery of St. Swithin at Win
chester. "What, my lord, shall we build houses and provide 
livelihood for a company of bussing monks, whose end and fall 
we may live to see ; no no, it is more mete a great deal that we 
should have care to provide for the increase of learning, and for 
such as who by their learning, shall do good in the church and 
commonwealth." s 

No one need be surprised that the bishops were none too 
favourable to monks and friars. The exemption of abbeys and 
the papal privileges of the mendicant orders were grievances of 
long standing. Neither is it surprising that these bishops, so 
essentially men of the world, should be antagonistic to that 
" other worldliness "which inspired all that was best in monastic 
life. They stood for the betterment of the world, for common 
sense, and practical piety. They were enthusiastic for classical 
culture, and believed that progress in every direction would 
result from the diffusion of humane learning ; but they did not 

' De Fructu, 27. 
• Fuller, Worth£es: Lanes, II9. Cp. Stow, Chronicle, 495. 
3 Leach, Mediaeval Schools, 276. Cp. Green, Town Life :it XV Cent. ii. 13. 
4 Ibt"d. 297. 
s Quoted by Fowler in article on Corpus, in Andrew Clark's Oxford Colleges, 274. 
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anticipate a revolution. They stood rather in the dawn waiting 
for the light to brighten on a glorious day. When Alcock died in 
I 500, Cranmer was eleven years of age, and the most notable 
alumnus of Jesus would hardly have been approved by its 
founder. Twenty-six years later Fox died. The sky was still 
serene in England, although clouds were on the horizon, and 
the storm had burst in Germany. Fox did not foresee John Jewel, 
then only six, or Richard Hooker who was born some seventeen 
years later. And yet Cranmer, Jewel and Hooker are all in that 
succession of sound learning which Alcock and Fox promoted 
with such munificence. 

IV. Approprz'atz'ons and Pluralz'tz'es 

If the king paid his principal officers of State by the bestowal 
of bishoprics, lesser officials were paid by receiving inferior 
benefices, and the wealth, for which the Church was envied, 
was quietly appropriated for maintaining the Civil Service. The 
holding of pluralities was contrary to canon law, it was con
demned by the Constitutions of Otto and Ottobon, and had been 
denounced by Archbishop Peckham. 1 But in England advow
sons were private property and came within the purview of 
common law.2 Nothing could in consequence prevent a patron 
doing what he liked with his own, and if he presented someone 
incapable of holding the benefice the Pope was always ready to 
dispense. There was a fixed tariff at Rome for such dispensa
tions, and men paid according to the aggregate value of the 
benefices they wished to hold. Gibson prints a list of pluralists in 
the reign of Edward I.3 One of them, Adam de Stratton, a clerk 
in the exchequer and a particularly disreputable person, held 
twenty-three livings in six different dioceses.4 Two hundred years 
later things were not much better, but in I 5 29 5 a Bill was passed 
in Parliament forbidding anyone for the future to hold two livings 
if one was worth £ 8 or more per annum, and also forbidding 

1 Gibson, Codex, 941-945. 
• Maitland, Canon Law, 62, 63 etc. 
3 Gibson, 946. 
~ Adam de Stratton, D.N.B. 
5 21 Henry VIII, cap. 13. Tyndale, Practice of Prelates, 256, misrepresents this 

Act which he would have us believe was passed in order that the chaplains might 
have an excuse for being non-resident." They must abide in the Court still, else they 
may not have plurality of benefices." 

D 
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any application to the Court of Rome for a dispensation to do 
so. But then follows a list of exceptions. Royal chaplains 
might hold any number of benefices to which the king presented 
them. The chaplains of the nobility might hold two benefices, so 
might the brothers and sons of peers and knights, bachelors and 
doctors either of divinity or of law. Deaneries, archdeaconries, 
canonries and strangely enough vicarages were not to be reckoned 
as benefices within the meaning of the Act. Such a measure did 
very little to abate the scandal. Its object was rather to prevent 
money being spent at Rome for dispensations than to interfere 
with the privileges of the king and his nobles who were still able 
to provide handsomely for their friends. Another 300 years had 
to pass away before the scandal of pluralities ceased. 

The great nobles imitated the king in their ecclesiastical 
establishments. The Earl of Northumberland I had a dean and 
ten priests in his chapel. When he dined, while the trumpets 
sounded and the guests marshalled themselves, the choristers 
were led by the precentor into the hall to sing grace. But these 
chaplains had more mundane duties. The surveyor of the lord's 
lands, his private secretary and clerk of his signet, the secretaries 
of his privy council and board of works, and those who dealt with 
home and foreign affairs were all of them priests and enjoyed 
benefices in which they rarely resided. 

It was the custom also for bishops to reward scholars with 
livings and excuse them the obligation of residence. Fox pre
sented Claymond, the President of Corpus, with the rich living 
of Clccve in Gloucestershire, valued in the king's book at 
£84: 6: 8, or at £1680 of our money. 2 Warham presented 
Erasmus with the living of Aldington in Kent, valued at 
£ 38 : 6 : 8, and worth £ 760 of our money.3 Erasmus, it is true, 
after six months, resigned the living for conscientious reasons, 
alleging that he could not preach in English, but he accepted a 
pension of £ 20 per annum, and Warham charged the pension 
on the tithes of Aldington. Linacre 4 in I 509 was made Rector 
of Mersham and a Prebendary of Wells, and a year later Rector 
of Hawkhurst. In I 5 I 7 he was a Canon of St. Stephen's, West-

' Northumberland Household Book, 323. 
~ Letters of Fox, ro6, 107. 
3 Froude, Letters of Erasmus, ror, says the living was valued at £66. It is, 

however, £38: 6: 8 in Bacon's Liber Regis and in Ecton's Thesaurus. 
4 Linacre, D.N.B. 
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minster. In 1 5 I 8 he became Prebendary of York and Rector of 
Holsworthy in Devon; in 1519 Precentor of York and in 1520 

Rector of Wigan. It was in 1520 that he was ordained priest. 
There is no evidence that he resided on any of these benefices. 
As physician to the king it wa~ probably impossible for him to 
do so. He vacated several of them after a short tenure, probably 
being bought out by the man who had the promise of the next 
presentation. In the language of the day he was " a Choppe 
Church ". 1 

A still worse scandal was the way in which benefices were 
heaped upon favoured minors. Colet denounced this abuse, 
saying, " N owe adayes boys for olde men . . . do reigne and 
rule". Perhaps he remembered that he had received the livings 
of Dennington and Thurning when nineteen, and shortly after 
Prebends in York, Salisbury and St. Martin's le Grand, the free 
chapel of Hilberworth in Norwich and the valuable living of 
Stepney. Thus amply endowed he had gone to Italy, and was 
not ordained a deacon until he was thirty years of age. 2 When 
Reginald Pole went to Oxford at the age of thirteen the Prior of 
St. Frideswide's was commanded to provide him with a pension 
for his education at Magdalen.3 He was made Dean of the 
Collegiate Church of Wimborne when eighteen, and received in 
addition two Prebends in Salisbury Cathedral. At twenty-seven 
he became Dean of Exeter, and a little later Rector of Piddle
town in Dorset. He was thirty-eight when he received the 
diaconate and a Cardinal's hat. He was only ordained a priest 
after being elected to the Archbishopric of Canterbury. With 
such a record it is odd that Starkey puts into his mouth such 
a condemnation of non-resident clergy, concluding, " They 
gather the wool diligently without regard to the profit of their 
sheep ".4 

But Colet's and Pole's preferments are insignificant when 
compared with those of Thomas Wynter, Wolsey's natural son. 
While still a schoolboy he was Dean of Wells; Provost of 

1 Floyer, English Church Endowments, 91. 
2 Lupton, Life of Co/et, 116 ff. The Convocation sermon was preached in 1512. 

In 1508 he is supposed to have procured the chapel of St. Margaret, Hilberworth, 
which he had himself resigned, for Thomas Lupset, a boy of thirteen, resident in his 
house. This was not even necessary for Lupset's education, as he was the son of a 
wealthy goldsmith. The chapelry was worth £30 a year, or £600 of our money; 
vide J. A. Gee, Life and Works of Thomas Lupset, 35. 

3 Pole, D.N.B. ~ Starkey, England, ii. 133. 
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Beverley ; Prebendary of St. Peter's, Beverley ; Archdeacon 
of both York and Richmond; Chancellor of Salisbury; Pre
bendary of Lutton (Wells) ; Strenshall (York) ; Bed win (Salis
bury); Milton (Lincoln) ; and Norvell (Southwell); Rector of 
Rudley (Yorkshire); and St. Matthew's, Ipswich. As he grew 
up further preferments were provided, until his revenues from 
the Church came to £ 2 700 a year or £ 54,000 of our money. 
It is true that his prudent father received and retained this 
income and only allowed him £ 200 a year to live on, or £ 4000 

of our money. r 
Such scandals-though there were too many of them-had 

only a temporary and occasional importance ; but absenteeism 
was very common, and the number of appropriated livings was 
very large. Rather more than a generation before the time 
we are considering, Gascoigne, the Chancellor of Oxford, had 
written: 

Some never or rarely reside in their cures, and either he to whom 
the church is appropriated, or he who does not reside in it, comes once 
a year to the cure, or sends to the church at the end of autumn, and 
having filled his purse with money and sold the tithes, goes away from 
his cure into the Court, where he idles in gain and luxury. Whence are 
made true the words written by Solomon in the seventh chapter of 
Proverbs, "For the goodman is not at home. He is gone on a long 
journey. He hath taken a bag of money with him, and will come 
again at the day of the full moon ", i.e. in autumn when there is 
fulness of fruits. 2 

Gascoigne harps on this subject. He thought that souls 
perished through appropriated churches, and later maintained 
that, '' to the parsons are the tithes and oblations due by reason 
and law" .3 Later still he tells of a rector, having his full rights, 
who kept twenty young men at school and university and made 
them priests; 4 but we fear he must have been a very exceptional 
parson. 

Appropriations became a terrible abuse, but like most abuses 
they had in the beginning some justification. When monasteries 
were undoubtedly making the greatest contribution to religion in 

1 Pollard, Wolsey, 309. Considering the household he was expected to keep in 
Paris, Lupset, his tutor, thought his allowance insufficient. J. A. Gee, Thomas Lupset, 
127-129. See also L. & P. iv. 2806. 

2 Gascoigne, Lode Ltbro Ven·tatum (ed. Rogers), 3. 
3 Ibid. 2r. • Ibid. u2. 
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the country, it was natural for patrons to put their livings into 
the hands of monks and leave it for them to appoint suitable 
vicars. Ultimately monasteries became greedy for this kind of 
property, because wealthy and devout laymen, who were ever 
ready to build, were very unwilling to pay for the upkeep of what 
others had built, and still more unwilling to provide a permanent 
endowment for those who were inmates of the buildings. The 
appropriated living was the easiest solution, because the donor 
was not actually out of pocket. The patron had to obtain a licence 
from the king, the ordinary and the incumbent, for the first two 
had rights in case of lapses, and the last had to see that his vested 
interest was respected. 1 After the Statute of Mortmain appropria
tions were only allowed when a monastery pleaded poverty ; and 
when the plea was allowed the result was that instead of a well-to
do rector spending his income in the parish, the parishioners paid 
tithes to a distant abbey and were served by a poorly paid vicar. 
The parishioners had no rights in the matter for the common 
law had decided that advowsons were private property.2 

Popes and councils decreed that the vicars should have a 
competence, and Parliament also legislated on the subject ; but 
there was no fixed scale.3 In some places a vicar received as much 
as £ IO: in Buckinghamshire it was only £ 5 and a house, in 
Exeter diocese it was proportionate to the value of the rectory, 
and in Lincoln it was one-third of the total income. 4 Bishops had 
the power to compel the appropriators to increase the vicar's 
stipend ; but the monks countered this by requiring anyone they 
appointed to take an oath before institution that he would not 
plead for an augmentation. 5 

An abbey with the right to tithes from many parishes found 
it hard to collect them, as they were paid in kind. In consequence 
it became necessary to farm out the tithe to some layman on the 
spot. Peterborough had six rectories, Tewkesbury sixteen, but 
they both farmed out all but one. 6 Cirencester had eleven livings, 
and farmed out all of them. There is a petition to John XXIII 
in 1412 from Norwich complaining that these laymen took the 

1 Phillimore, Eccles, Law, 220. 
2 Maitland, Canon Law, 63. 
3 15 Richard II, cap. 6; 4 Henry IV, cap 4. 
4 Offer, The Bishop's Register, 14. 
s Hartridge, Vicarages, 193. 
6 Ibid. 203. . 
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obventions of the altar, lorded it over the clerks and other persons 
deputed for the sacred functions, dilapidated the rectories and 
committed many excesses. 1 The dissolution of the abbeys there
fore made very little change in appropriated parishes. The people 
had always been accustomed to pay their tithes to laymen, and 
the transition to lay rectors did not disturb them. 

No doubt the abbeys often abused their patronage and treated 
their vicars badly. Kings, bishops and nobles did the same. 
Patronage was property and not a trust. At the same time the 
evils can be over-stated. Parochial life was very strong at this 
time, and religion was an active force in the lives of men. The 
scandals were real, and they are on record ; but it is only by 
accident that we hear of the poor parsons and of their quiet 
self-sacrificing lives-and yet England was a Christian nation 
because of them.2 

V. The Clergy and Their Learning 

When we turn to consider the conditions of the inferior clergy 
we are first of all impressed by their numbers. There were 29,161 

entered on the Poll Tax returns in 1381, exclusive of friars, and 
there were probably more and not less a hundred years later. It 
has been reckoned, says Capes, that "one in fifty-two English
men above fourteen years of age was nominally a cleric ". 3 It is 
true that a very large proportion of them were only in minor 
orders, and engaged in secular pursuits. They had received the 
tonsure in order to obtain benefit of clergy without any intention 
of proceeding to the priesthood. It is also clear from episcopal 
registers that bishops ordained a hundred or two hundred priests 
at a time, and there was very little enquiry into their spiritual 
qualifications. "All who offer themselves," said Colet, " are 
forthwith admitted without hindrance. Hence proceed and 

1 Hartridge, Vicarages, 203. 
2 Caxton, in his Epilogue to Aesop's Fables, tells the story of two priests--one 

ambitious and a pluralist, the other pastorally-minded. The story is delightfully told 
and would not have been appreciated unless both types had been well known. 
Prologues and Epilogues, 88. 

3 Capes, Ch. Hist. 255. Coulton, Ten Mediaeval Studies, 142, says:" The clergy 
formed perhaps only one-fiftieth and at most one twenty-fifth of the total adult 
population". According to Raine, Hist. Towns, York, 182, 184, 202, York had a 
population of 10,800, 41 parish churches and 500 clergy. Over roo were attached to 
the Minster, but they would not all have been in residence. 
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emanate those hosts of both unlearned and wicked priests which 
are in the Church." 1 

Sir Thomas More agreed with him, and in planning his 
Utopia, says, " They have priests of exceeding holiness, and 
therefore very few ". 2 In his Dialogue, he says of the clergy : " I 
wot well there be therein many very lewd and naught. And surely 
wheresoever there is a multitude it is not without miracle possible 
to be otherwise. But now if the bishops would once take into 
priesthood better laymen and fewer (for of us be they made) all 
the matter were more than half amended." 3 And again: " For 
the number, I would surely see such a way therein, that we should 
not have such a rabble, that every man must have a priest in his 
house to wait upon his wife, which no man almost lacketh now, to 
the contempt of priesthood, in as vile office as his horsekeeper ". 4 

Sir Thomas More thought all would be well if the law of the 
Church was kept, and no one was ordained unless to some cure or 
on his patrimony. U nfortunatelythe church law allowed too many 
loopholes. The bishop was responsible for providing for clerics he 
ordained, unless they had some cure or patrimony. So he insisted 
on a title ; but he was easily satisfied if the cleric professed to 
have a pension, ·or even if some reputable person promised 

1 Colet, Convocation Sermon; quoted Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, 241. In 
1510-15u there were ordained in York: 

Acolytes . 298 of whom l 7 were regulars 
51 Subdeacons 296 

Deacons 248 41 
Priests 265 173 

282 II07 
Cutts' Parish Priests, &c. 146. For the numbers ordained in the Worcester diocese 
at an earlier date, see Stubbs, Const. Hist. iii. 395. Smyth was consecrated Bishop of 
Lichfield in 1496. At his first ordination at Tutbury he ordained 200 acolytes, sub
deacons, deacons and priests. He held two other ordinations in the same year with 
similar numbers : Churton, Lives of Smyth and Sutton, 47, 48. 

• Utopia, 282. 
3 Dialogue, Bk. III. eh. xi. Barclay's version of The Ship of Fools, ii. 63, agreed 

with More: "The cause so many prestes lacketh wyt 
Is in you bysshops, if I durst trouth expresse, 
Which not consyder what men that ye admyt 
Of lyvinge cunninge person and godlynes, 
But whosoever hymself thereto wyll dresse, 
If an angel to his broker to the scibe 
He is admyttyd, howebeit he be wytles-
Thus solde is presthode for an unhappy bribe." 

4 Dialogue, Bk. III. eh. xii. To illustrate Mare's statement, Nicholas Blackburn, 
Lord Mayor of York, in 1432 left a special bequest to his wife to find her a gentle
woman, a priest :..nd a servant. (Will quoted by Cutts, Parish Priests, &c. 430.) 
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to provide for him. 1 The canon law laid it down that the patri
mony must not be sold or alienated, but as Christopher Saint 
German pointed out, this was only binding in conscience as the 
common law refused to allow an ecclesiastical court to limit a 
man's right to dispose of his property. 2 The patrimony was some
times a fictitious conveyance, reconveyed as soon as orders were 
obtained, or the candidate arrived with a presentation to a living, 
which he was secretly pledged to resign. So, as Sir Thomas More 
says, "The law is deluded, and the order (of priesthood) is 
rebuked by the priests' begging and lewd living, which either is 
fain to walk at rovers and live upon trentalls or worse ". 3 

The evil was greater because a number of young people were 
thrust by parents and guardians into religion while still children. 
Oblates, as they were called, had long been a scandal, though 
Hannah's dedication of Samuel provided a biblical precedent. 
Starkey makes Pole declare that youths should not be admitted 
to monasteries, but only mature men. " I dare well say," he goes 
on, "their number would not be over-great. We should have 
fewer in number religious men, but better in life." 4 As it is, he 
says in.another place, "You shall see some friars whom you 
would judge to be born in the habit, they are so little and young 
admitted thereto ". 5 Margaret Paston was a wise woman when, 
though she desired that her fourth son, Walter, should become a 
priest, wrote to Sir John Gloys at Oxford : " Bid him that he 
should not be too hasty in taking of Orders that shall bind him, 
till that he be of 24 years of age or more, though he be counselled 
the contrary, for often rape reweth. I will love him better to be a 
good secular man than to be a lewd priest." 6 

It is usual to represent the priests of this period as illiterate. 
We hear much about the lack of learning from men like Erasmus, 
Colet, Lupset and Starkey, but these humanists had a very high 
standard of classical attainments, and had a fine contempt for 
old-fashioned scholars trained in logic and the scholastic philo-

1 Gibson, Codex, 161, 162. 2 Doctor and Student, eh. xliv. 
3 Dz'alogue, Bk. III. eh. 12. 
4 Starkey, England, Pt. II. 156. So, Erasmus in Coll. Militt's et Carthusiani, i. 

185, lays stress on the point that the Carthusian was not professed until he was 28. 
5 Ibid. 127. In 1535 Thomas Solmes, Canon of St. Osyths', petitioned for licence 

to leave his Order, and stated that he had joined the Abbey at the age of I 3 owing to 
the threats of his schoolmaster, had been professed at the age of 14, and had never 
willingly submitted" to the yoke of Religion". V.C.H. Essex, ii. 161. 

6 Paston Letters, No. 176. Should not rape be rathe? 
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sophy. Oxford and Cambridge, however, at this time turned out 
many brilliant scholars : and it is only reasonable to suppose that 
ten times their number, men of moderate abilities, derived some 
benefit from the instruction they shared with their betters. It is 
true that many boys went to Oxford and Cambridge insufficiently 
grounded and at too early an age to follow the lectures which 
were given in Latin. But it was Latin they were required to 
speak, in and out of the schools : and Vulgarisantes were fined 
a farthing for failing to do so, or were publicly whipped by the 
Principal of their Hall on Saturday night. 1 Many indeed never 
proceeded to a degree, and it may be that Bachelors of Arts some
times only knew enough to construe their Breviary or master an 
episcopal mandate.2 Most no doubt spoke no better Latin than 
the imaginary authors of the Epistolae Obscurorum Virorum. 
They were in fact ignorant men from a professional standpoint, 
but they were not illiterate in the common acceptance of that term. 

It may be argued that the majority of the priests had never 
been to a university ; but there were a multitude of grammar 
schools-they all taught Latin, and some knowledge of the 
language must have been very widely diffused. We suspect 
Starkey of exaggerating when he wrote, " For commonly you 
shall find that they can nothing do but patter up their matins 
and mass, mumbling up a certain number of words, nothing 
understood ".3 The same suspicion is aroused by Skelton's 
verses: 

Yet take they care of souls 
And wotteth never what they read, 
Paternoster, Ave, nor Creed, 
Construe not unto a whistle 
Neither Gospel nor Pistle, 
Their matins madly said, 
Nothing devoutly prayed : 
Their learning is so small, 
Their Primes and Houres fall 
And leap out of their lips 
Like sawdust on dry chips. 
I speak not now of all 
But the most part in general.4 

Skelton is not the only scholar, accustomed to courts and polite 

1 Rashdall, Unlversz"ties, ii. 626. Cf. Emden, An Oxford Hall, 209. 
2 Rashdall, ii. 700. 
3 Starkey, England, 132. 4 Skelton, P(Jems:" Colin Clout". 
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society, who has found the country clergy stupid and unlettered. 
" Some can scarcely read ", he says in his disdain ; but we must 
not take him too literally. Neither need we believe Tyndale when 
he wrote, " I daresay that there are 20,000 priests, curates this 
day in England, and not so few, that cannot give the right Eng
lish unto this text in the Paternoster, Fiat voluntas tua, s£cut in 
coelo et in terra, and the answer thereto ". 1 This would imply 
that two-thirds of the priests in England were illiterate at a time 
when grammar schools abounded. 

As a matter of fact, the general education of the clergy at the 
beginning of the XVI century was probably higher than it was 
fifty years later, and for this we can appeal to the Complaint of 
Roderick Mors, and the works of Bishops Hooper and Latimer.2 

We must not exaggerate in either direction. When Mr. Kingsford 
tells us that Walter Crome, Rector of St. Benet's Shorehog, left 
ninety-three books to the University of Cambridge,3 and Mr. 
Froude tells us that the Parson of Aldington had a hundred and 
thirteen books,4 we must not argue from them to the library of 
the ordinary cleric. Neither must we be misled by tales of 
ignorance. When Richard Pace in I 5 I 7 tells of an old parish 
priest who was corrected for reading in the Mass, Quod in ore 
mumpsimus, and replied, " I will not change my old mumpsimus 
for your new sumpsimus ", 5 we ask, what does it prove ? Only 
that Pace had a merry tale which he was sure would amuse his 
readers. It did, and humanists used the word mumpsimus as a 
term of contempt for the Old Learning. Erasmus also tells us a 
story in his Encomium Moriae. He says that he was present at a 
meeting where the punishment of heretics was discussed. An old 
divine arose and quoted the text Haereticum hominem post unam 
et alteram correptinam, devita, reiterating devita, devita to the 
amazement of his audience, until he explained it meant de vita 
tollendum hereticum. 6 Erasmus says that some laughed but 

1 Tyndale, Works, iii. 75. 
z Brinklow, Complaint of Roderick Mors; Hooper, Later Writings, 151 ; 

Latimer, Works, i. !02, 269. 
3 Kingsford, Prejudice and Promise in the XV Century, 41. 
4 Froude, Hist. of England, i. 40. The Inventory runs, " Item Greek Books 

covered with boards, 42. Item, small books covered with boards, 33. Item, books 
covered with leather or parchment, 32." It is evident that Greek is a misprint for 
Great. s Pace, De Fructu, 80. 

6 Encomium Moriae, ii. 391. Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, 248, in telling the 
story has improved on Erasmus. 
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many were convinced. Perhaps they were, but Erasmus was not 
there to see, and in the third edition of his Annotations 1 he 
admits that he had the story from Colet and wrote it up for his 
own purposes. It is another merry tale, and when it comes to 
jokes scholars like most to hear of the howlers made by the 
unlearned. 

It is sometimes said that the monks as a class were the most 
ignorant of the clergy, but if so it is strange, as Jessopp remarks, 
that " the Regulars monopolised all the preferment in the 
Church, and a great deal of preferment in the State that was 
worth having. It is also strange that in the last years of Henry 
VIII's reign so many of the new bishops should have been old 
monks." 2 The monks as a class may have been solid for the Old 
Learning ; 3 but the Benedictines at any rate maintained their 
" nurseries " at the universities, and those who were sent to 
them subsequently filled the more important offices in their 
monasteries. 

Some writers would have us believe that the monasteries 
alone cared for the education of the poor : this is not true, but 
they did do something for poor children. Most of the greater 
abbeys maintained an almonry school where little choristers 
were taught to sing, and were also taught the rudiments of 
grammar. If, however, there was a local grammar school they 
were generally sent there for instruction ; and it was only when 
there was no grammar school that poor boys were admitted to 
share in the education of the choristers. When the monasteries 
were suppressed some I 500 almonry boys were deprived of a 
free education.4 That is the outside number. It may have been 
only a thousand. 5 

On the other hand, many of the monasteries kept boarding 
schools, and the boys who went to them belonged to the abbot's 
family-their parents paying handsomely for their entertain
ment. Generally they were instructed by a paid usher, but they 
were under the abbot's supervision ; and the Abbot of Reading 
at least could take a personal interest in a very small pupil. He 
wrote to Lord Lisle : 

' Annotations, 558. 
• Jessopp, Norwich Visitations, xxxviii. 
3 Ibid. xxxix. Cp. Pantin, Black Monks, iii. 
4 Leach, Mediaeval Schools, eh. xi. 
5 Baskerville, Englz"shMonks,&c.,38,says 1500, but Leach, op. cit.230, says IOOO. 
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I have set your young gentleman with William Edwards, my under
Steward, that he be well seen to by a woman for his dressing, for he is 
too young to shift for himself. He is the most towardly child in learning 
that I have known. 1 

Bromhele, Abbot of Hyde (ft. 1450) always kept eight young 
gentlemen in his house and educated them. William Selling, 
Prior of Canterbury 1472-1489, was in Italy more than once 
between 1462 and 1469.2 He established a school of his own and 
taught Linacre whom he afterwards took to Florence to pursue 
his studies.3 Bere, Abbot of Glastonbury, also studied in Italy, 
was known to Erasmus and befriended Pace.4 His abbey became 
"a well-disciplined court", where young noblemen and gentle
men received "a virtuous education". Whiting, the last abbot, 
is said to have educated 300 boys. John Holt, Abbot of Wymond
ham, the titular Bishop of Lydda, was the author of the first 
Latin Grammar printed in England by Wynkin de Warde in 
1497. 5 Robert Whitgift, Abbot of Wellhow in Lincolnshire, also 
kept a school at which his nephew, the future Archbishop of 
Canterbury, received his education.6 Considering these facts, we 
need not unduly stress the importance of the fictitious abbot in 
the Colloquies of Erasmus who had no book in his house, and 
discouraged learning in his sixty-two monks for fear that they 
might question his authority.7 

We may conclude that the monks, though they were adverse 
to the New Learning, were not the most ignorant of the clergy. 
We can go further and say that the secular clergy in the richer 
and better populated parts of the country were not illiterate. 

1 Baskerville, 37. 
2 Furnivall, Introd. to Manners and Meals, xix. 
3 Gasquet, Eve of the Reformation, 23, says Selling was the pupil of Politian at 

Bologna in 1464, but Politian was not born before 1454. It is possible that Selling 
may have met Politian when passing through Florence on an embassy to Rome in 
1487: Cam. Med. Hist. viii. 800. Gasquet was misled by Leland: Sandys, Classical 
Scholarship, ii. 225. 

4 Gasquet, op. cit. 37, says, "It was through Abbot Bere's generosity that 
Richard Pace was enabled to pursue his studies in Italy". He gives as his reference 
"Erasmus, opera: Ep. 700 ". The letter to Bere (1490 in Allen's ed.) makes no 
reference to Italy. Pace himself (De Fructu, 27) distinctly states that he was sent to 
Italy by Langton, Bishop of Winchester. 

5 Jessopp,op. cit. xv., is wrong in stating that John Holt, the grammarian, taught 
Sir Thomas More. It was Nicholas Holt who was master of St. Anthony's School. 
R. W. Chambers, St'r T. More, 56. 

6 Strype, Whitgift, i. 3. 
7 Coll. Abbatis et Eruditae. There is a similar story in Epistolae Obscurorum 

Virorum, ii. 63. 
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There was a low level of learning in Wales and the adjacent 
counties, but Tyndale, who was born in the Vale of Berkeley, 
had received a good education, probably at the Grammar School 
of Wotton-under-Edge, before matriculating at Magdalen Hall, 
Oxford. 1 In Yorkshire poverty and ignorance were allied. 
Archbishop Lee wrote in I 535 that his livings were so "exile" 
no learned man would take them, so that he had to be content 
with such as could read and administer the sacraments. He 
says that there were not twelve secular priests in his diocese 
qualified to preach ; and he excuses them for not receiving at 
once the doctrine of the Royal Supremacy. " Many of them", 
he says, " can scant perceive it." 2 

VI. The Morals of the Clergy 

Much has been written about the sexual immorality of the 
Pre-Reformation clergy; but the evidence is far from con
clusive. In England most of the higher clergy lived decorous 
lives, though Bishop Stanley had a bad reputation. Protestants 
have defamed Bishop Nix on very insufficient evidence; 3 and 
Bishop Wordsworth of Salisbury has credited Warham with a 
wife and family, because Le Clerc labelled a letter of Erasmus 
"to Warham" instead of "to Mountjoy ".4 Wolsey indeed had 
two children by Rose Dark; and Cranmer, a widower when he 

1 Demaus thinks Tyndale was born in r484, Mozley in r494; but r490 is more 
probable. He graduated as B.A. from Magdalen Hall in r512 and proceeded M.A. 
in r5r5. Shortly afterwards he migrated to Cambridge. As Colet left Oxford r504, 
Tyndale cannot have attended his lectures as Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, 157, 
suggests. As Erasmus left Cambridge in 1513, he cannot have taught Tyndale 
Greek. 

• Strype, Eccles. Mem. i. 291,292. Nearly a century before, Robert Rypon, sub
prior of Durham, had given an equally poor account of the secular clergy in the 
Northern Province." Many knew not how to expound a single article of the Faith, 
nor one precept of the Decalogue " : quoted Owst, Preacht'ng in Med. England, 29, 
30. In other parts of the country there was an unlearned clergy. For instance, Bishop 
Storey founded a prebendal school at Chichester " on account of the ignorance of 
the priests and scarcity of ministers in our diocese". Stephens, Chichester, 182. 

3 Godwin, Catalogue, 43 I, gives no authority for saying, " he bath the report of a 
vicious and dissolute liver". The only evidence known to me is the reply of the Prior 
of Wymondham when threatened with delation to his bishop, " Tell my Lord and my 
Lady, for I care not". See Jessopp, Norwi"ch Visitations, 99. 

+ The Ministry of Grace, 238. Erasmus(Ep. 783) began a letter Maxenas Optimus, 
and Le Clerc guessed Warham, but in Ep. 829 Erasmus writes,Maecenas vetustimus 
Mon#olus, and again refers to his wife and child. Ep. 301 to Mountjoy begins, Salve, 
Maecenas optime. In consequence Allen concludes that Ep. 783 was addressed to 
Mountjoy. 
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was ordained, had a lady whom he regarded as his wife. Wolsey 
and Cranmer alike broke the rule of the Church to which they 
belonged. 

The marriage of the clergy is not forbidden by the divine 
law, and Rome recognises the marriage of priests in the Uniat 
Churches; it is not forbidden by the civil law, and in England 
it was not forbidden by the common law before the Act of the 
Six Articles. Secular priests took no vow of chastity ; but they 
were subject to the canons of the Western Church; and those 
who disobeyed them could point to many other canons more 
honoured in the breach than the observance. At the Council of 
Basle, the Bishop of Lubeck made an eloquent appeal for the 
relaxation of the rule ; r and Aeneas Sylvius, not yet Pope, 
declared that " for weighty reasons marriage was taken from 
priests, and for weightier it ought to be restored" .2 In the 
XVI century Charles V in Germany and the Cardinal of 
Lorraine in France wished that clerical marriages might be 
tolerated ; and it is even said that Paul III contemplated the 
possibility of granting dispensations to particular people. 3 In 
England, Starkey attributes to Pole, not yet a Cardinal, an 
academic approval of clerical marriage ; but we must remember 
that, when Starkey wrote, he was trying to commend his 
illustrious friend to Cromwell and Cranmer.4 

It is undeniable that many of the clergy kept concubines 
but those who were faithful to one woman, although not canonic
ally wedded to her, ought not to be placed in the same class with 
vicious men given to promiscuity. During Warham's visitation 
in I 504, eighty priests from the dioceses of Bangor and St. 
David's were presented for incontinence, and commanded to 
put away their mistresses. 5 Half a century before there had been 
a religious revival in Wales, and many priests had intendecl to 
separate from their concubines, but Bishop de la Bere forbade 
them to do so, because he received an annual revenue of 400 
marks a year from them in fines. 6 Sir Thomas More admits about 
Wales that " incontinence is there in some places little looked 
unto " 7 but conditions were no better in the neighbouring 

' Creighton, Papacy, ii. I r8. 
• Quoted in Bruce, Age of Schism, 208. 
3 Compare articles on" Celibacy" in E.R.E. and Cath. Encycl. 
4 Starkey, England, ii. 150. 5 Gibson, Codex, 438. 
6 Gascoigne, 35, 36. 1 Dialogue, Bk. iii. eh. 18. 
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diocese of Hereford, if we may judge from the Visitation Returns 
in I 397. In them we have defamed, the Prior of Hereford, the 
Abbot of Flaxley, and six of his monks (one of them apparently 
living out of community) ; one canon, four rectors, sixteen vicars, 
and thirty-two chaplains. The returns are from 28 I parishes ; 1 

but the number of the clergy is unknown. 
Passing from Herefordshire to Yorkshire we have been told 

that the R£pon Act Book shows that there were twenty-eight 
clergy in the Liberties and that twenty-four of them were con
vented for incontinence. 2 This entirely misrepresents the facts. 
The Act Book records proceedings from 1452 to I 506, a period 
of fifty-four years, and during that time there must have been 
100 and probably I 50 priests in Ripon. 3 Thirty-one accusations 
of incontinence are recorded. One man was out of the jurisdic
tion, one was cited five times, and one three times. This reduces 
the number of persons incriminated to twenty-four. Of these, 
eight were acquitted on their purgation and eight were never 
tried. The notices of them begin with the word D£cunt, and no 
further action is taken. Eight were condemned to do penance, 
for which seven of them compounded. Of the eight convicted, 
two were deacons, and five were chaplains. In consequence, all 
that the R£pon Act Book proves, is that in fifty-four years six 
priests were convicted of incontinence. Here some one may in
terject: "We know that compurgation was a farce, 4 so you may 
safely add the eight acquitted to the guilty ; we know that 
where there is smoke there is fire, so probably the eight victims 
of scandal were no better than they should be ; and then you 
should add another twenty-four for those who were not found 
out ". Guess-work of this sort is incapable of proof or refutation ; 
but I am willing to admit that I should be sorry to argue that 
there were only six incontinent priests in Ripon, because of the 
imperfect records of its Act Book. It was probably not without 
reason that Wolsey as Archbishop of York republished the 
canons of his predecessors in I 5 I 8, and among them is one 
forbidding priests to have housekeepers who might give rise to 

1 E.H.R. vols. xliv., xlv. " Published by Surtees Society. 
3 Nine clergy are attached to the Cathedral Church of Gloucester; and twenty

five have served there during the last seventeen years. 
+ For compurgation, vide pp. 77-81. With regard to the accusations beginning 

D£cunt it is well to note that no priest was bound to go to his purgation unless 
accused by men of repute and standing: Lyndwood, 312. 
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sinister suspicions. 1 In 1522, Henry VIII felt it necessary to 
issue a proclamation against the " attempted marriages " of the 
clergy. 2 In it he states that such "attempts" are few, but the 
date of the proclamation is significant, for it was long before he 
assumed authority for the discipline of the Church. 

We may conclude that concubinage, though by no means 
general was far from uncommon, that public opinion was on the 
whole tolerant, and that the peccant clerks were often un
ashamed. There is a tale that when Skelton was delated by his 
parishioners to the bishop as the father of a child, the poet on 
the following Sunday held up his naked son in the pulpit and 
asked, " What is wrong, for is he not as fair as the best of 
yours?" 3 

When a priest had a child born in his house, he was almost 
certainly convented in an ecclesiastical court, and condemned 
to an ignominious penance. He usually compounded, paying a 
fine, which came to be regarded as a licence, and was known in 
the picturesque language of the day as " a cradle crown ". 4 It 
was not as much as " the sin rent" 5 paid by layrllen who lived 
in mortal sin, for whereas the cleric escaped for five shillings, 
the layman might be mulcted in two pounds. 6 

The money was supposed to go to charity, but the satirist 
did not believe this, and Roy in an untruthful libel on Standish, 
Bishop of St. Asaph, writes : 

For whoredom and fornicacions 
He maketh many visitacions, 

His diocese to pill and polle, 
Though he be a stowte devigne, 
Yett a prest to keep a concubyne 

He then admitteth wittingly : 
So they pay their yearly tributes, 
Unto his devylishe substitutes, 

Official or Cornrnisary.7 

In 1529, the custom of compounding was referred to m the 

1 Wilkins, CondHa, iii. 696. • Ibid. 
3 Skelton, Works, ed. by Dyce, i. App. i. p. bci. 
4 Cranmer, Letters and Papers, 37. 
s In the Wyclifite version of the Lay Folks' Catechism, we read, " Froward 

Ordinaries and Confessors that nurse men in their sin (adultery) for annual rent .• 
break cursedly this text (the vii Commandment)". 

6 Coulton, Ten Med. Studies, r46. 
7 " Rede me and be not wroth" in Harl. Misc. ix. 79. 
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so-called Complaint of the Commons/ and it is well to note the 
reply of the Ordinaries. 

We disallow the judge's doing, who taketh money for penance, for 
lucre or advantage, not regarding the reformation of sin as he ought 
to do ; but when open penance may sometimes work in certain persons 
more harm than good, it is commendable and allowable in that case 
to punish by the purse, and preserve the fame of the party ; foreseeing 
always the money be converted in pios usus et eleemosynam.2 

The bishops might well argue that an incontinent priest who 
was condemned to receive six whippings in the cathedral church 
had much better pay a fine. The infliction of the penalty would 
cause scandal ; and the fustigated priest would return to his 
parish as an object of derision. It was the parson's freehold that 
made discipline difficult. An incumbent could only be deprived 
by a long and costly process. It was not until the reign of Henry 
VII that bishops obtained the right to imprison incontinent 
priests. 3 

No one imagines that the standard of sexual morality among 
the clergy was as high as it is to-day ; but it is possible to believe 
that the immorality has been much exaggerated. We may, for 
instance, pass over the dirty scurrility of Simon Fish, for he was 
at once contradicted by Sir Thomas More, a man of better credit 
and better acquainted with the clergy. We need not take too 
literally the declamations of friars,4 those clami'tores in pulpit£s, 
as Pecock called them, for they did not love the secular clergy, 
and were never tired of defaming them. It is better to examine 
the testimony of Colet, Erasmus and More, who were all alive 
to the necessity of reform. 

Colet was a great rhetorician, and in lecturing on the 
Hierarchies of Dionysius, cries out : 

1 Gee and Hardy, Documents, 145. The Complaint was concocted at court. Four 
drafts of it exist corrected in Cromwell's handwriting. 

2 Ibid. 163. 3 1 Henry VII. cap. 4. 
~ Babington, Introd. to Pecock's Repressor, I. xxxv. The evidence of the Friars 

may best be found in Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Mediaeval Life, Pt. II. In 1486, 
Convocation took alarm at the continued attacks on the secular clergy made by 
Friars at Paul's Cross and elsewhere; and in consequence the Prior of St.John's and 
two senior members of each of the mendicant orders were summoned to St. Paul's and 
warned that in future clerical sinners were to be delated to the ordinary, and not 
gibbeted for the pleasure of merchants and apprentices (Fisher, Hist. of England, 
133). Dr. Brewer, Henry VIII, i. 60, is very sceptical about the evidence supplied by 
poets and preachers, but I have more to say on this subject, pp. 374, 375. 

E 
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0 Priests ! 0 Priesthood ! 0 the detestable boldness of wicked men 
in this our generation ! 0 the abominable impiety of these miserable 
men, of whom this age of ours contains a great multitude, who fear 
not to rush from the bosom of some foul harlot into the temple of the 
Christ, to the altar of Christ, to the mysteries of God.I 

No doubt Colet knew of such men, and no doubt his audience 
had heard of them ; but the ardent· reformer was so obsessed 
with the wickedness of his day that he could sometimes see 
nothing else. He reminds one of the old-fashioned temperance 
advocate, who was quite sure that drink was the sole cause of 
all the crime, misery, disease and poverty in England, and that 
total abstinence would ensure a kingdom of saints. After listening 
to his terrifying statistics one went out into the street expecting 
to find every third man reeling on the verge of delirium tremens, 
and was agreeably disappointed. Drink was no doubt the curse 
of early Victorian England, and the immorality of some clergy 
was no doubt the curse of the Church in the early XVI century ; 
but we suspect that Colet, like the temperance advocate, was 
somewhat prone to exaggeration. 

If Colet was hot-headed, Erasmus was cold-blooded and he 
took an almost malicious pleasure in exposing the sins of the 
clergy. Turning to his Colloquies we find that there is scandal 
about monks in Mtuo,yaµ,o~, and about friars in Adolescentis et 
Scortz", and about monks and nuns in 'Ix8voef>a,yia. In Senile 
there is a reference to prebendaries and their concubines, and 
in Franciscani we are told of a parson who was a sot. On the 
other hand in Militis et Carthusiani there is a good Carthusian, 
in Senile a good prebendary, while the friars in Franciscani are 
worthy of St. Francis, though they have an infusion of Erasmian 
common sense. 

The Colloquies are fictitious, and so are the speakers who are 
made to talk according to their characters, but I imagine that 
the stories reflect pretty accurately the stories that might be 
retailed in taverns all over Europe ; and then we must remember 
that the standard was higher in England than elsewhere. At 
least Sir Thomas More thought so, when he wrote : 

I wot well that the world is so wretched, that spiritual and temporal 
everywhere all be bad enough. God make us all better ! . . . yet as we 
say by our temporalty that we be as good and honest as anywhere else, 

1 Quoted Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, 76. 
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so dare I boldly say that the spiritualty of England, and especially 
that part in which we find most fault, that is to wit that part which we 
commonly call the secular clergy, is in learning and honest living well 
able to match number for number the spiritualty of any nation 
Christian. 1 

We can approach the enquiry from still another point of view. 
Bishop Fisher preaching on the. Penitentz"al Psalms, says : 

All fear of God, also the contempt of God, cometh and is grounded 
of the clergy, for if the clergy be well and rightfully ordered, giving 
good example to others of virtuous living, without doubt the people by 
that shall have more fear of Almighty God. But contrary-wise, if the 
clergy live dissolutely in manner, as if they should give no account of 
their life past and done before, will not the lay people do the same ? 2 

This seems to be common sense, and was especially true 
when all belonged to the Church, and none could escape from 
her influence. We conclude in consequence that the bad examples 
of many clergy account for the low standard of moral rectitude 
which is evident at the beginning of the XVI century ; and also 
that the devotion and good examples of many priests may be 
assumed to account for the personal piety and parochial en
thusiasm, which was also so much in evidence. During the XV 
century many new churches had been built, and most ancient 
churches had been enlarged and transformed. Charitable and 
devotional guilds abounded. There are known to have been 160 

in London alone.3 Books of devotion were in great demand, 
many laymen possessed a prymer, and " Instructions " for 
parish priests abounded. The wills, especially those of the 
moderately well-to-do, shew the interest that testators took in 
their parish churches, beyond a desire for the welfare of their 
own souls. Supported by Fisher's common sense, we may reject 
the paradox of Froude 4 that there was a pious and orthodox 
laity outraged by a dissolute and corrupt priesthood. 

Sir Thomas More was probably right when he wrote that it 
1 Dialogue, iii. eh. 1 I. 
2 Fisher's Works, 279. Here Tyndale is at one with Fisher, and in his Obedience 

of a Cltris#an Man, 230, uses the same argument as a reason for clerical marriage, 
" Chastity is an exceeding seldom gift, and unchastity perilous for that degree 
~Priesthood), inasmuch as the people look as well unto the living as unto the preach
ing, and are hurt at once if the living disagree, and fall from the faith and believe 
not the Word". 

3 Kingsford, Prejudice .and Promz'se, 141. 
4 Froude, History of England, i. 91 ff. 
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was easy to match the worst priest with an equally vicious lay
man, but impossible to find laymen who could compare with 
holy and righteous priests. 1 Everyone would not have agreed 
with More, for in the early XVI century as in our own day, there 
was not only a great deal of religion and religious activity, but 
there was a great deal of irreligion, and in London a great deal 
of anti-clericalism.2 We cannot, on the other hand agree with 
Cardinal Gasquet, that the unpopularity of the clergy only arose 
four or five years before I 532, when Saint German published 
his Articles on the Division of Spiritually and Temporalty.3 

Saint German's book is valuable to the historian because it 
tells us what the laity were saying. It was mischievous at the 
time, because it gave currency and importance to the irrespons
ible chatter of agitators and lampooners in city taverns. Saint 
German was an old man and a very distinguished lawyer. He 
wrote with the gravity of a judge, and masked his prejudice by 
assuming the role of a pacifier. His book synchronised with the 
Complaint of the Commons, prepared by Cromwell and the king. 
More did not dare to attack the Complaint, but he could make 
fun of Saint German, and did so. 

There is no reason to question Saint German's sincerity. He 
was one of those Englishmen who are intensely interested in 
ecclesiastical affairs and have a marked dislike for the clergy ; 
who proclaim themselves loyal sons of the Church, and show 
their broadmindedness by patronising heretics ; who think they 
serve their Church best by continually dwelling on her defects. 

1 Apologye, 92. 
z Cardinal Gasquet's method of controversy should be noted. In his Eve of the 

Reformation, 88, he quotes two passages, one from Saint German and the other from 
More and concludes : " Putting one book against the other it would appear thus 
tolerably certain that the rise of the anticlerical spirit in England must be dated only 
just before the dawn of the Reformation, when the popular mind was being stirred 
up by the new teaching against the clergy". This may be tolerably certain to those 
who do not consult the context of his quotations. Saint German only tells us, " in 
time past there reigned charity, meekness, concord and peace ", but assigns no date 
to that golden age. Sir Thomas More does not say in 1533 that anti-clericalism had 
only arisen in the last four or five years, but that it was only in the last four or five 
years that the disendowment of the clergy had been seriously considered. 

3 Saint German's Division has been reprinted by Taft with More's Apologye. It 
was published in 1532 and the Apologye a year later. Saint German replied in Salem 
and Bizance, and More wound up the controversy with his Debellation. The last 
work has a lengthy title and contains a defiance, " If the Pacifier come hither again 
and ten such other towns with them, embattled in such dialogues, Sir Thomas More 
hath undertaken to put himself in adventure, alone against them all". Harpsfield, 
Life of Sir Thomas Moro, 38. 
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There is no need to think that he was infected by Lutheranism. 
He was over seventy and by nature a conservative, a laudator 
temporz's actz'-but Cromwell found him useful, the poor rebels 
of Lincolnshire denounced him, and Bale assumed that he was 
"an elect vessel of God ". 1 In reality, he was a common lawyer 
with a common lawyer's natural sympathy for those who had 
the misfortune to be tried in an ecclesiastical court. He wrote 
also with a common lawyer's caution, never asserting more than 
he could prove, but insinuating a great deal by his favourite 
formula, " Some say ". More answers tartly, " All his some 
says be of his own saying ". 2 He poses not as the enemy of the 
clergy but their friend ; and thinks it piteous that the things 
some say should get abroad ; but the retort was obvious, " If 
you think so, why do you print them?" 3 More had plenty of wit 
and was the better dialectician ; but Saint German could set out 
a strong case with considerable ability. If we want to know the 
truth about the clergy, Sir Thomas is the better guide ; but if 
we want to know what people in London were saying about 
them we must go to Saint German. He will help us to understand 
how so great a change as the Reformation came to pass. 

VII. The Worldlz'ness of the Clergy 

Since the conversion of Constantine the Great there has never 
been a time when the Church, or at any rate many churchmen, 
might not be justly accused of worldliness. For the Church to be 
unworldly it must be persecuted, and it is after the Reformation 
in the reign of Elizabeth that we shall find unworldliness among 
persecuted Papists and despised Puritans. Regarding, therefore, 
worldliness as an endemic evil in the Church, any particular age 
must be judged by the vigorous protests it excites. In the early 

1 Christopher Saint German, 1460--1541. From Bale's Index Britanniae Scrip
torum, 53, 54, we gather that he knew very little about him. He states, as does Fuller, 
Worthies, London, 212, that he was a bachelor, whereas he was twice married (L. 6-' 
P. xiv. Pt. I. 1349). He says that he left nothing behind him but his books, whereas 
from his Will proved in 1541 he was well-to-do. He ante-dated his death by a year, 
while Fuller says that he died in I 593 ! 

• Apologye, 65. 
3 Division, 206 : "And verily it is a great pity that such a noise should spring 

and go abroad ". 
Apologye, 75: "For he, to remedy that matter with all, and to put back the 

noise thereof, and to stop up clearly the spring, because all should be hushed and 
never no words made thereof, has as ye see put it out abroad in print". 
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XVI century we have the denunciations of Colet and Fisher, 
and in the next generation those of Latimer and Pole. 

In 1486 Cardinal Morton in a Charge had condemned priests 
addicted to field sports, priests who wore secular clothes, who let 
their hair grow long, who loitered in taverns. 1 Saint German adds 
to this list those who played at Tables and other illicit games. 2 

Under Morton there was a vigorous campaign to ensure clerical 
decorum ; the worst offenders were summoned before the Synod 
and gravely admonished, and the Archbishop published his 
Charge for the whole province. More, 3 who had been brought 
up in Morton's household, looking back on his experience, notes 
signs of amendment, but the incentives to worldliness were 
strong ; and the laity were to blame. 

The higher clergy were almost bound to be men of this world 
rather than of another, because of the way in which the Crown 
exercised its patronage. The poor clergy were driven to be ladies' 
priests in the houses of citizens, and to supplement meagre 
stipends by secular business. But, according to Saint German, 
the squires were most to blame. They chose men for chaplains 
because they were " good companions " ; they insisted on their 
hunting and hawking ; they let them lie with their other servants, 
so that " they could use neither prayer nor contemplation " ; 
they supplied them with liveries, " not convenient in colour 
for a priest to wear " ; and they made them bailiffs, receivers 
and stewards. Then when a priest's heart " had grown cold 
in devotion ", his patron promoted him to a benefice, and 
was the first to sneer at the worldliness he had fostered and 
encouraged. 4 

1 Wilkins, Concilia, iii. 618-620. Cp. Jenkins, " Morton's Register" in Tudor 
Studies, pp. 36 ff. 

2 Division, 211. 3 Apologye, 77, II0, 

+ Saint German, Division, 218. Dudley, Tree of Commonwealth, addressing 
landowners, says," benefices are given not to the virtuous or learned, but to such as 
can be good and justifiable stewards of houses and clerks of your kitchen, or to such 
as with good policy can survey your lands and can well increase your fines and 
casualties". Barclay in his version of the Skip of Fools, i. 22, writes: · 

" That greatest foles, and fullest of lewdnesse, 
Havinge least wyt and simplest science, 
Are fyrst promoted : and have greatest reverence. 
For if one can flatter and here a hawk in his fyst 
He shal be made Person of Honyngton or Clyst." 

Honiton was then worth £ 40 : 4: 2 per annum; Clyst, £ 26. Bacon, Liber Regis, 
242,264. They were the two best livings known to Barclay while at Ottery St. Mary. 
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These chaplains were probably too servile, but criticism at 

the time was more concerned with the arrogance of the clerical 
estate. And here it should be noted that it is right for a priest 
to magnify his office ; secondly that in doing so he is tempted to 
magnify himself; and whether he does the one or the other, he 
is likely to be condemned for insufferable pride. In the early 
XVI century Wolsey dominated the scene. In his arrogance he 
treated even the emperor as an equal, expected dukes to hold 
the ewer and towel while he washed, and earls to tie the Iatchet 
of his shoes. 1 His truthful servant George Cavendish had to 
admit that he was " the haughtiest man in all his proceedings 
that then lived ",2 and Falier wrote to Venice that he desired, 
'' not so much to be honoured as a prince as to be adored like 
God ". 3 In denouncing the pride of the clergy Wolsey offered a 
conspicuous target for the shafts of satirists. The shafts went 
home and the satirists went abroad. Fish and Roy escaped out 
of the country and Skelton took sanctuary in Westminster where 
he died. In popular imagination Wolsey represented the clerical 
estate ; and, though the clergy groaned beneath his yoke, they 
were bound to share his unpopularity. 

This does not mean that the self-same arrogance was not to 
be found among the inferior clergy. Foxe, whose writing has 
that dramatic quality so characteristic of the time, begins one of 
his stories in an overcrowded Gravesend barge. 

" Dost thou know," said the priest, "who I am? Thou sittest too 
near me, thou sittest on my clothes."-" No, sir," said Browne, "I 
know not what you are,"-" I tell thee I am a priest."-" What, sir! 
Are you a parson or vicar, or a lady's chaplain?"-" No," quoth he 
again, " I am a soul priest, I sing for a soul."-" Do you so, sir," 
quoth the other, "that is well done. I pray you sir," quoth he," where 
find you the soul when you go to Mass? "-" I cannot tell thee," said 
the priest.-" I pray you, where do you leave it, sir, when the Mass is 
done ? "-" I cannot tell thee," said the priest.-" Neither can you 
tell where you find it when you go to Mass, nor where you leave it 
when the Mass is done ; how can you then have the soul ? " said he.
" Go thy ways," said the priest, " thou art a heretic and I will be 
even with thee." 4 

This ridiculous dialogue is represented as the prelude to a 

' Pollard, Wolsey, 318. z Cavendish, Wolsey, 394. 
3 Quoted Gurney-Salter, Tudor England through Venetian Eyes, 93. 
4 Foxe, A. & M., iv. 18r. 
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tragedy in I 5 I 3. Foxe no doubt invented the conversation, but 
it brings vividly before us the pomposity of a stupid priest and 
the pertness of an ill-mannered heretic. 

If arrogance provokes resentment, avarice excites contempt, 
but we should not be surprised if some of the clergy were justly 
charged with this vice. Deprived of natural relationships they 
turned from persons to lavish their affection upon things, or 
gloat over the inventory of their increasing wealth. We are told 
that Ruthall, Bishop of Durham, carr,ied such an inventory 
about with him, and one day by mistake handed it to Henry 
VIII instead of a State Paper.1 He is said to have died of chagrin, 
and in consequence the large benefaction which he had promised 
to the parish church of his native town, Cirencester, was never 
paid. 2 

In I 5 I 2 Col et preached his famous sermon to Convocation 
and denounced Covetousness as a prevailing temptation. 

0 Covetousness ; Paul rightly called this "the root of all evil ! " 
For from thee comes all this piling up of benefices one on the top of 
the other ; from thee come the great pensions, assigned out of many 
benefices resigned, from thee quarrels about tithes, about offerings ; 
about mortuaries, about dilapidation, about ecclesiastical right and 
title, for which we fight as though for our very lives ! 0 Covetousness ! 
from thee come burdensome visitations of bishops : from thee corrup
tions of law courts, and those daily fresh inventions by which the 
poor people are harrassed ; from thee the sauciness and insolence of 
officials l O Covetousness ! Mother of all iniquity ! from thee comes 
that eager desire on the part of ordinaries to enlarge their jurisdiction; 
from thee their foolish and mad contention to get hold of the probate 
of wills ; from thee undue sequestrations of priests : from thee that 
superstitious observance of all those laws which are lucrative, and 
disregard and neglect of those who point to the correction of 
morals.3 

That is an eloquent denunciation of a sin. It was addressed 
by a cleric to clerics, and quite naturally he insisted on clerical 
temptations. Colet would have been equally emphatic on the 
evils of covetousness had his audience been composed of 
courtiers, lawyers, citizens-only the instances would have been 
different. Covetousness was not then, any more than now, re-

' Ruthall, D.N.B. 
2 Leland, Itinerary, i. 129. 
~ Quoted Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, 235. 
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stricted to the clergy; and when the lawyer, Simon Fish, referred 
to the same points, animated by a different spirit, he was appeal
ing as throughout his tract to those who envied the clergy and 
were desirous of the spoils. He writes : 

They have the tenth part of all the corn, meadow, pasture, grass, 
wool, colts, calves, lambs, pigs, geese and chickens. Over and besides 
the tenth part of every servant's wages, the tenth part of the wool, 
milk, honey, wax, cheese and butter. Yea, and they look so narrowly 
upon these profits that the poor wives must be countable to them for 
every tenth egg, else she getteth not her rights at Easter and shall be 
taken for a heretic. Hereto have they their four offering days. What 
money pull they in by probates of testaments, privy tithes, and by 
men's offerings of their pilgrimages, and at their first masses? Every 
man and child that is buried must pay somewhat for masses and dirges 
to be sung for him, or else they will accuse the dead's friends and 
executors of heresy. What money get they by mortuaries, by hearing 
of confessions (and yet they will keep thereof no counsell), by hallowing 
of churches, altars, superaltars, chapels and bells, by cursing of men 
and absolving them again for money .1 

This mixing up of tithes and voluntary offerings, payments for 
sacraments and fees paid to ecclesiastical lawyers is manifestly 
unfair. No doubt then as now there were clergy who insisted on 
their rights, but Sir Thomas More tells us that many were con
tent to be defrauded rather than to press their claims.2 What, 
however, we have especially to remember is that the majority of 
the clergy were miserably poor. The Church might be enormously 
wealthy, but the wealth was ill-distributed. It did not belong to 
the Church, but to a vast number of corporations within the 
Church. After all, the problem has not yet been solved-How 
ought the clergy to be paid ? 

VII I. Endowments 

Wyclif and the early Lollards had denounced all endowments 
and contended for the voluntary principle. Wyclif believed that 
all the evil in the Church could be traced back to the donation of 
Constantine. He quotes the tale of how an angel from heaven 
protested when that donation was made : " The angel said full 
sothe when the church was <lowed, that'this day is venyme shed 

1 Fish, Supplication for Beggars, 3. 
2 Apologye, So. 
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into the church ".1 Bishop Pecock replied, first, that the Church 
had endowments before the time of Constantine; secondly, that 
his donation was a fable ; and thirdly, that Wyclif had his story 
wrong. Giraldus Cambrensis, with whom the story originated in 
England, said that the Devil and not an angel spoke in the air ; 
and " Why should we believe the Father of Lesing ? " 2 asks 
the truculent bishop. 

The Lollards were not alone in denouncing endowments. 
Their adversaries the friars agreed with them on this point. In 
Gregory's Chronicle we read the history of the controversy that 
began in 1465. Henry Parker, the Carmelite, at Paul's Cross, 
denounced the beneficed clergy and affirmed that " Christ was 
a beggar and had nought but by way of alms ".3 On the next 
Sunday, Dr. lve 4 denied this and was supported by Story, 
afterwards Bishop of Carlisle. Then " the friars set up bills at 
every Church door" and the controversy waxed warm-Dr. Ive 
giving " full noble lessons to prove that Christ was lord of all 
and no beggar; and he did it after the form of the schools, for 
he had his habit and his pelyon, and a verger with a silver rod 
waiting upon him". Alcock, doctor of law, then commissary 
to the Dean of St. Martin's-le-Grand, intervened and cited the 
Provincial of the friars to appear before the Archbishop at 
Lambeth, but the Prior refused to obey, claiming that his Order 
was exempt from episcopal jurisdiction, except for heresy. So 
for heresy Alcock cited him, and the Provincial, being still con
tumacious, was excommunicated. Then the Provincial set out 

1 Wyclif, Dialogue, iv. 18, Cp. Langland, Piers Plowman, xviii. 220, C Text: 
Whenne Constantyn of hus cortesye holykirke dowede 
With !ondes and leedes lordshepes and rentes, 
An angel men hurtle an hih at Rome crye-
" Dos ecclesie this day hath ydronke venym, 
And tho that han Petres power aren poysoned alle ". 

Cp. Dante, Inferno, xix. II5, 
Ahi, Constantin, di quanta ma! fu matre, 

non la tua conversion, ma quella dote 
che da te prese ii primo ricco patre I 

2 Pecock, Repressor, ii. 351. 
3 Henry Parker, Carmelite, died 1470. 
4 William Ive was a doctor of Oxford and a Prebendary of St. Paul's. He wrote 

on scholastic themes and on the Minor Prophets. He published his dissertations on 
the Provincial, whose name was John Milverton-Contra haeres:'m de mendicitate 
Chn'sti and De dominio Christi. See Bale, Index. Bn·t. Script. 129. Gairdner in 
Three XV Century Chronicles, 180, thinks that the Provincial was Dr. Thomas 
Halden. 
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for Rome, bragging of what he would do, and " men laid great 
wagers the Provincial would come home and do many things " ; 
but they lost their money, for the Pope did not support him. On 
the contrary, he ordered his cardinals to examine the friar, 
" and by his answering they found nine new points that he 
erred on ". So he was clapt into the Castle of St. Angelo, " for 
he had bound himself unto the Pope by an iron obligation, fast 
ysealed about his two heels ". " When he should come home " 
says Gregory, " I wot not, but forsooth his articles be damned. 
Whether he be or not, I do not know. I trust ye shall know after 
in time coming, by God's grace, Who have us all in His blessed 
keeping, Amen for charity." 1 

Gregory, who was evidently on the other side in the argument, 
is none the less sorry for the friar, and we may echo that" Amen 
for charity ". The point is worth noting, however, that the 
controversy was evidently a battle of texts. It took Pecock to 
see the practical disadvantages of a voluntary system : 

Which peril and evil would be this, that else if such stable and 
fixed endowing were not made to the curate, his parishioners might 
and would him trouble with quarrels and therein withdraw his finding, 
as often as he would by doing of his due cure, offend them. 2 

The voluntary principle is inconsistent with the independence 
of the clergy and leaves them at the mercy of the man with the 
purse. 

Land may be the best form of endowment, but the vast 
estates possessed by bishops, abbeys and colleges rendered the 
Church most vulnerable to the attacks of her enemies. Andrea 
Trevisan states : 

It is computed that there are at present 96,230 of these (knights) 
fees; but the English Church is in possession of 28,015 of them.3 

This means that the Church controlled more than a fourth of the 
land of England, but the word " controlled " should be marked. 

1 Collection of a London citizen: Gregory's Chronicle, 228-232. St. Bonaventura 
~ould ~ave agreed with Henry Parker and his Provincial. Nicholas III in 1279 
issued his Bull Exit qui seminat, and pronounced in favour of such an opinion. John 
XXII, however, in 1323, by his Bull Cum inter non nullos, decided the question of 
the Poverty of Christ in a contrary way. Since then John XXII and not Nicholas 
III must be esteemed infallible. See Coulton, Five Centuries of Religion, ii. 177, 
178, 2 Pecock, Repressor, ii. 392. 

3 
Ital~an Relation of England, 38, trans. by Miss Sneyd. Miss Sneyd attributed 

:e Relat!on to Capello, but it is now generally attributed to Trevisan, who was in 
ngland In 1498. Vi"de Gurney-Salter, Tudor England through Veneti'an Eyes, 17. 
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The lord of the manor was not the same as a landlord. Before 
the Act of Mortmain in I 279 it had been common for lesser 
landowners to convey their property to some ecclesiastical body 
in order to escape from the incidents of feudal tenure, or to 
secure protection against powerful neighbours. By such arrange
ments the Church greatly increased its political power, without 
greatly increasing its revenues. These broad lands, however, 
provided the Reformers with a subject for denunciation, and 
provoked the cupidity of needy courtiers. Reformers and 
courtiers alike suggested to a spendthrift king that by con
fiscating church property he would have the means for rewarding 
his friends and escaping from his embarrassments. 

But while the whole Church incurred the opprobrium of 
vast clerical estates, the ordinary rector had to be content with 
his glebe-usually two yardlands in the common field, from forty 
to sixty acres. He ploughed and reaped with his neighbours, 
and if he owed no service to the lord of the manor, he did owe a 
service to his parishioners for they depended on him to keep a 
bull and a boar.1 This form of endowment may have worked 
well in Saxon times, but the parson had twice as much land to 
cultivate as the other copy-holders, and was without a family 
to assist him. A small farmer, over-worked, over-anxious, and 
over-taxed was unlikely to prove a learned or useful priest. 

At the time we are considering the glebe was often let, and 
there were many country priests in small parishes who had very 
little to complain of. The memorandum of Margaret Paston 2 in 
1478 when the Living of Oxnede was vacant is instructive, 
though we should remember that patrons are apt to over
estimate the value and amenities of their advowsons. She states 
that the situation was convenient by a fresh river side, within 
two miles from Aylsham, a market town, and only six from 
Norwich, and ten from the sea. The church is but little though 
" reasonable pleasant " and in good repair. The adjoining 
parsonage has its " hall, chambers, barn, dove-house and all 
houses of office." She also says it is in good repair though we 
hear later that the creditors of the late incumbent had taken 
away the doors and windows-they were tenants' fixtures. The 

1 E. W. Watson, " The Parish" in Diet. of Eng. Church History, and Camb. 
Med. Hist. vi. 53I, 532. The duty was sometimes disputed. See Visitations in York 
Fabric Rolls, 26I. • Paston Letters, No. 819. 
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dove-cote was worth r 3s. 4d. a year. There are two large gardens 
with fruit trees worth 26s. 8d. a year. There are twenty-two acres 
of glebe worth 2s. an acre which she thinks might be let for 
£ 3 : o: 4 a year. There are tithes and altarage-making in all 
£ IO or £200 of our money. 1 

Once when a new lord had come to the manor he had paid 
£ 2 3 for the corn stored in the parson's barn, but that was hardly 
likely to happen again. Fourteen marks would be due to the 
Bishop of Norwich on institution ; but '' iff the new parson be 
wytty and have favour a bowt the Bischops officers " he could 
arrange to spread the payment over fourteen years. It was an 
easy cure to kepe," for "ther are natt past XXti persons to be 
yerly houselyd." We may conclude that this celibate priest was 
well paid for the little that he had to do. 

It will be seen that more than half the income was derived 
from tithes, for altarage must have been negligible in so small 
a parish : and much might be said for this form of endowment, 
apart from the fact that everyone in the Middle Ages supposed 
that tithes had scriptural authority.z It is true that tithes were 
originally only of moral obligation and could not be enforced by 
law. Even when they became compulsory, the tithe-payer was 
free to choose the cleric to whom they should be paid. However, 
it was natural that the landowner should pay them to the priest 
in the place where he lived, and by the XII century this had 
become so general a custom, that it came to be regarded as a 
right and was recognised by law. Paid by tithes, the parson 
shared in the prosperity of his parish and suffered like everyone 
else in bad years. Sometimes the farmer would try to best the 
priest, sometimes the priest pressed his claims unduly. Friction 
then ensued. There might be " a cursing for tithes " and the 
parish was unhappy. But it does not seem that there was any op
position to the principle involved, and we have to remember that 
most farmers had an uncle or a brother or a son who was a priest.3 

1 That is Margaret Paston's estimate. Half a century later it was valued at 
£9: I : 5. Bacon, Liber Regis (690). This parish is now united with Baxton, 

2 For the origin of Tithe see E.W. Watson, Cam. Med. Hist. vi. 533 ff., 552. Cp. 
Selborne, Ancient Facts and Fictions concerning Ckurches and Tithes; Flayer, 
English Churck endowments. 

8 Chaucer, Prologue-The Plowman: 

His tythes payed he ful fair and wel, 
Both of his propre swink and his catel, 
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Irritation only arose over the lesser tithes. A man surrendered 
willingly his tenth stook of corn, but lost his temper when 
asked for his tenth egg. Animals were generally redeemed; and 
a halfpenny was accepted instead of a lamb. 

Theoretically tithes should have been levied on chattels and 
the profits of trade, but apart from windmills and watermills this 
was found impracticable. Craftsmen generally compounded for 
a sum fixed by custom : servants and hired labourers were not 
in most places subject to tithes, though they were expected to 
pay a halfpenny to the Church four times a year. 1 At Dunstable, 
and probably in many towns, tradesmen were expected to make 
regular oblations and it was laid down that anyone who was 
remiss " shall offer on the eve of Easter and discharge himself 
thereof, as he would that the sacrament or the penance enjoined 
may profit him, and as he would avoid damnation at the last 
judgment ".2 

If the possession of land roused envy, and the payment of 
tithes caused irritation, there was a perennial grumble about the 
payment of fees. Yet the vast number of unbeneficed priests had 
nothing to live on but what they received from obits, trentals and 
altarage. All the sacraments were sold and the whole Church in 
consequence could be and was accused of simony. 3 Besides there 
were the recognised oblations, which had begun as voluntary 
offerings, then hardened into customs, and finally been claimed 
by the clergy as rights, which could be sued for in the consistory 

1 Saint German, Division, 230, tells us that" in some places is claimed tithe of 
servants wages without deductions, and it is but in fewe places that any servanntes 
shall go without some tythe paying". Does this refer to the oblation of ½d. a quarter? 
Myre, Instructions to Pan·sh Priests, E.E.T.S., II, lays stress on the custom of 
different places : 

After the custome of that contraye 
Every man hys teythynge shale paye 
Teythe of huyre and of honde 
Goth by costome of the Ionde. 

2 Floyer, Engl£sh Church Endowments, 99. 
3 The very orthodox Everyman (line 751 ff.) is clear on this abuse: 

When Jesus hanged on the Cross with great smart 
Then He gave, out of His blessed heart 
The same sacrament in great torment : 
He sold them not unto us, that Lord omnipotent. 
Therefore St. Peter the apostle doth say 
That Jesu's curse hath all they 
Which God, their Saviour, do long and sell, 
Or they for any money do take or tell. 
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courts. They began at birth when the parents were to find a 
chrisom cloth and a candle or to pay a halfpenny at the christen
ing. Other fees varied considerably in different places, as may be 
seen by comparing Torksey with Bicester. 

Churchz"ngs : Torksey, 2½d.-a penny from the mother and a 
halfpenny each from three friends. 

Bicester, Is. o½<l. to 1s. rnd. 
Weddings : Torksey, 6d.-4d. for the clerk and at Mass a 

penny each from bride and bridegroom. 
Bicester-from 2s. to 5s. 

Burials : Torksey-a Mass penny and a farthing for two 
candles. 

Bicester-fd. 1 

Bicester seems to have been a place where you were better dead, 
but there were other places where the fees were much too high. 
In a petition of the citizens of London to Parliament in I 5 I 5 
complaint is made of " two pence demanded for the two tapers 
at Mass ; exorbitant fees for marriages, burials, month's minds ; 
for burial in the choir; for churchings, for friends prayed for in 
the bede roll, for housel at Easter, for devotions on divers days ; 
for brotherhoods kept in church, and for leases of Church lands. 2 

But beyond all these the outcry against excessive mortuaries was 
loudest and most persistent. 

Mortuaries had a long history. Originally they were a clerical 
'' heriot '', and as the lord claimed from the heirs of his vassal 
his best horse, so the priest claimed one of his better horses. As 
the lord claimed the armour which he had probably provided, so 
the priest claimed the bedding of the man to whom he had 
ministered. Even as early as Innocent III this is said to have 
been of immemorial custom. 3 But as feudalism declined the 
theory changed, the mortuary became " a corpse present " made 
in atonement for tithes or fees that had been withheld during 
life. 4 In towns the priest claimed the last garment of the deceased 
and the central candle upon his herse, but greedy priests claimed 
all the candles and did a good trade in waste wax. In London 
some claimed " the charette " in which the body was brought 

1 Floyer, ut supra, ro4 ff. 
• L. & P., i. 3602. Quoted by Pollard, Wolsey, 41. 
3 Coulton, Five Centuries of Religion, ii. 79. 
4 Marti, Economic Causes of the Reformation, 155. 
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to church and the coat armour that adorned the coffin. 1 Trouble 
sometimes arose when a man died in one parish and belonged to 
another, for both priests might claim the mortuary. 2 Custom 
varied in different places, and the scandal caused by a few made 
more noise than the common practice, and so we may conclude 
with Saint German's admission : 

And though these abuses be not used universally (God forbid they 
should) for there be many good curates and other spiritual men that 
would not use them for the winning or losing of no earthly thing : yet 
when people of divers countries (counties) meet together, and one of 
them telleth another of some such extremities in some curates in his 
country and the other likewise to him : anon they esteem such covetous 
and extreme dealing to be in all curates.3 

IX. Bene.fit of Clergy: Sanctuaries 

It was then as now-everyone wanted the clergy to have a 
decent maintenance, but nobody wanted to be responsible for 
paying them. Objections were found to glebe, tithes, oblations 
and fees ; but none of them caused so much lay resentment as 
certain clerical privileges and immunities. Chief among them 
were Benefit of Clergy, Sanctuaries, the Probate of Wills, and 
the interference of consistory courts with the private lives of 
citizens. All these contributed to make the Reformation possible, 
although none of them came to an end with the Reformation. 

The principle of clerical immunity was recognised in the 
laws of Cnut,4 but it was William the Conqueror who separated 
the ecclesiastical from the secular courts, and warned lay judges 
not to meddle with bishops and clerics. From his time onwards 
the Canon Law was observed which decreed that : 

A clerk is not to be brought before the public courts either in a civil 
or criminal case, unless perhaps the bishop should not wish to decide 
a civil case, or unless he should in a criminal case degrade the clerk.5 

The reason alleged is " sacerdotes a regibus honorandi sunt non 
judicandi ".6 

' Saint German, Salem and Bizance, f. 2. 
2 Ibid. Division, 228. 
3 Ibid. Division, 231. 

+ H. C. Lea, Studies t"n Church Hist., 157. 
5 Deere/um, Pt. II. causa ix. Q. i. C. 47. 
6 Ibid. Pt. II. causa xi. Q. i. C. 4r. 
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These courts were more merciful than those of the king, and 
in the XII century conducted on more intelligent principles. In 
consequence, Beket became a popular hero in championing the 
rights of church courts, and ensured their continuance by his 
martyrdom. He did not, however, obtain all that he had con
tended for, because criminous clerks were still indicted in the 
king's courts and only handed over to the bishops on proving 
their clergy. The rights so established were frequently violated. 
For instance the Council of Lambeth in 1261, complained that 
clerks were often seized and imprisoned by royal officials, and 
that secular judges outlawed clerks that refused to appear 
before them.1 

Bishops could not impose the death penalty. They could only 
degrade from Orders and hand over the criminal to the secular 
power. This they were always loath to do except in cases of 
heresy. It was also generally impracticable because the ceremony 
of degradation required the presence of several bishops, and 
could only be performed at the place where the crime was com
mitted. The criminous clerk was, in consequence, usually im
prisoned, and it became notorious that from episcopal prisons 
it was not hard to escape. 2 

The time came when injured persons were unsatisfied with the 
justice to be obtained in ecclesiastical courts, especially as the 
number of people with the status of clerks increased. A clerk 
came to be synonymous with one who could read at any rate his 
" Neck Verse ", i.e. the first verse of the 51st psalm. As a matter 
of course, all schoolboys were tonsured and able to plead their 
clergy ; but what was to be done for schoolgirls, who could read 
but were debarred by sex from claiming the same privilege? To 
remedy this injustice an Act was passed in the reign of Henry IV 3 

whereby no woman was to suffer death for matters wherein a 
man might plead his clergy, while a blind man was to escape 
the halter if he could speak Latin " congruously ".4 By an Act 
of Edward III there seem to be no limitations to the right except 
in the case of high treason, and even then the limitation is one 
of inference.5 By a charter of Edward IV the clergy were not 
only secured against arrest in criminal matters, but even against 

1 H. C. Lea, op. ci·t. 187. 
3 2 Henry IV, cap. 2. 
5 25 Edward III, cap. 4. 

• Ibid. 189. 
4 Lea, ut supra, 188. 

F 
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civil cases under the Statute of Praemunire. 1 What had been 
right in a rude age had become a grievous abuse when Henry 
VII was king. Bacon says: 

He began, as well in wisdom as in justice, to pare the privilege of 
the clergy, ordaining that clerks convict should be burned in the hand : 
both because they might taste some corporal punishment, and that 
they might carry a brand of infamy. But for this good Act's sake, the 
King was after branded by Perkin's proclamation, for an execrable 
breaker of the rights of Holy Church.2 

The Act only applied to those in minor orders ; but anyone 
claiming to be deacon or priest was required to prove his titles. 
The preamble of the Act explains its necessity. 

Upon trust of privilege of the Church divers persons lettered had 
been the more bold to commit murder, rape, robbery, theft, and all 
other mischievous deeds, because they had been continually admitted 
to the Benefit of Clergy as oft as they did offend in any of the premises.3 

A further limitation was made in the second year of Henry VIII 
when all persons in minor orders who were guilty of murder, or 
robbed churches or houses or on highways were deprived for the 
future of their privilege.4 This was only a temporary measure 
and expired in r 5 I 5, just when London was excited over the 
alleged murder of Hunne in the Lollard's Tower of St. Paul's. 
In consequence of Wolsey's report on the feeling aroused on that 
occasion Leo X in r 5 16 issued a Bull in which he deplored the 
fact that in England so many entered into minor orders not in 
order that they might proceed to the priesthood, but so that they 
might commit infamous crimes-ex quo improborum delicta 
remanent impunita, clericorum status decoloratur, ipsaque 
justi'cia non modicum impedi'tur. 5 For the next five years 
ordination in England was only to be conferred on those who 
would take the five minor orders simultaneously. This was an 
attempt to deal with the scandal. A little later Wolsey obtained 
a Bull from Clement VII to allow one bishop with two abbots 
or dignitaries to degrade a clerk.6 This was an attempt to simplify 

1 Collier, Eccles. H£st. I. 731. By this charter Miss Gabel (Benefit of Clergy t"n 
England, 177) thinks that Edward IV gave up all that the secular courts had gained 
since the time of Bracton ; but that it had little effect in practice. 

2 Bacon, Henry VII, 64. 
3 4 Henry VII, cap. 13. 4 2 Henry VIII, cap. 2. 
5 Rymer, Foedera, xiii. 533. Quoted Pollard, Wolsey, 31. 
6 Lea, Studies in Church Hist., 189. 
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procedure. Benefit of clergy was further curtailed at the Re
formation, but did not disappear altogether until I 82 7 .1 

When we are astonished that any State should tolerate such 
immunities, or that any Church should dare to justify them, we 
have to remember " the strayt and rygorous justice " of the 
criminal courts, when it was not unusual to see twenty men 
hanging together from one gallows, though probably most of 
them had only committed minor offences. When laws became 
too severe, evasions were connived at or even welcomed. Muddle
headed men were afraid to relax the laws lest felons should 
multiply; and when they multiplied they shrank from wholesale 
executions, and were glad to think how many escaped through 
benefit of clergy. In vain Sir Thomas More tried to persuade 
them that if stealing and murder were alike punished with death, 
" whiles we goe about with such cruelties to make theeves afeard, 
we provoke them to kil good men ''. In vain he insisted that the 
disorders of society would be better remedied by prevention than 
punishment. 

For great and horrible punishments be appointed for thieves, 
whereas such rather provision should have been made, that there were 
some meanes, whereby they rnyght get their lyving, so that no man 
should be dryven to this extreme necessitie, first to steale and then 
to dye. 2 

It was because of muddle-headedness that men acquiesced in 
the escape of a great number of criminals by benefit of clergy, 
and then attacked the Church when one of these criminals 
happened to be a person they wished to punish. Erasmus tells 
the story of the pretended alchemist who defrauded a credulous 
patron of large sums, but was not prosecuted because he was 
certain to plead his "unction", and because the injured person 
might be called on to support him in prison.3 

If many escaped the gallows by pleading benefit of clergy, 
many also escaped by taking sanctuary. The clergy were in
sistent on maintaining their sanctuaries inviolate, 4 although in 
London they were so great a scandal that Sir Thomas More says, 

1 7 & 8 George IV, cap. xxxviii. 6. 
3 Colloquia, i. 296. 

• Utopia, 43, 44. 

4 In 1528 a prisoner escaped from Newgate into the neighbouring Church of the 
Grey Friars. The sheriff a week later "with great violence carried him back to 
prison ". But protest was at once made, and though " they sought all ways they could 
to hang him", he had to be set at liberty. Palmer, Bad Abbot of Evesham, etc., 113. 
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" In good faith if they were now to begin I would not be he that 
should be about to make them ". 1 

There is something appealing and Christian in the thought 
of consecrated ground being a refuge for sinners-of salvation 
being granted to the worst of men who cling to the Cross.2 The 
X I century story of Gualberto and the founding of Vallombrosa 
is well known, and in the XII century there is a somewhat 
similar story of a Hampshire knight told by Matthew Paris. 3 In 
the XV century we are told how Strensham, Abbot of Tewkes
bury, came to the door of the church bearing the Host aloft, and 
forbade Edward IV to enter until he had promised to spare the 
lives of the fugitives cowering within. 4 He was not actually in 
time, for many had already been slain within the Church, so 
that it had to be ceremonially cleansed and reconsecrated three 
weeks later by the Bishop of Down and Connor. Neither did 
Edward IV keep his promise, for next day many were taken out 
of sanctuary and executed beyond the precincts. 5 It was not 
always reverence for the Cross and holy ground which prevented 
a sanctuary being violated, but the powers and privileges of the 
community who guarded it. Though all churches and church
yards were sanctuaries by consecration, Tewkesbury was not a 
sanctuary by royal charter or papal endorsement.6 

It was never safe to take refuge in a parish church because 
it could be easily surrounded by enemies or officers of the law,7 
and they could prevent food being taken in, and did so, even 
though Peckham declared them excommunicate.8 Some sanc
tuaries covered a wide area. At Hexham, Beverley and Ripon, 
they extended a mile in all directions from the churches.9 In 
some sanctuaries food was provided, in some not. Ebesham, who 

1 More, Richard III, 28. Cp. Starkey, England, 140. 
z Hallam, Middle Ages, iii. 302." In the rapine a~d tumult of the Middle Ages 

the right of sanctuary might as often be a shield to innocence as an impunity to 
crime. We can hardly regret, in reflecting on the desolating violence which prevailed, 
that there should have been some green spots in the wilderness where the feeble and 
the persecuted could find refuge." 

3 Quoted Coulton, Life in the M£ddle Ages, i. 75• 
4 Blunt, Tewkesbury Abbey, 90. 
s Leland, Itinerary, iv. 162. 6 Pegge in Archaeo!ogia, vol. viii. 
? Ibid. See case of Hubert de Burgh. 
8 Lyndwood Provinciale 354. When Humphrey Stafford was taken from the 

Sanctuary of Abingdon, he ;leaded bef'.ore t~e King'~ Bench that the ~bbey had 
been granted rights of asylum by a Mercian kmg. The Judges, h?wever, disputed the 
validity of the grant; and Humphrey Stafford suffered a traitor's death. Busch, 
England under the Tud(J1's, 31. 9 Pegge, ut supra. 
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transcribed books for Sir John Paston, wrote from Westminster, 
" I lie in sanctuary at great cost, and among right unreasonable 
askers ". 1 In taking sanctuary it was better to be a layman than 
a cleric, for according to Lyndwood, a bishop might withdraw 
a man for ecclesiastical punishment-to put him to penance or 
to seclude him in a monastery; but it was very unlikely that he 
would do so unless the man was a clerk. 2 In the Customall of 
the Cinque Ports a clerk flying to these churches for felony was 
not to abjure the realm, but was to be delivered to the Ordinary 
and kept in the convict prison. 3 It is noteworthy, however, that 
in the acts dealing with sanctua_ry scandals there are no refer
ences to criminous clerks. 4 

In some places sanctuary could only be claimed on confess
ing a felony. So Walter Beket, flying from his armed enemies, 
entered St. John's, Cirencester, but was only received into 
sanctuary on confessing to the murder of a man who was in 
reality alive. When it became safe for him to leave the church, 
he had a royal pardon for the murder he had not committed. 5 

The same rule apparently prevailed at Durham, for there is the 
case of a man who was received on confessing that he had killed 
a man in Shoreditch twenty-six years before.6 He was probably 
more in need of free lodgings than of protection from his 
enemies. 

We may imagine a hunted fugitive rapping the Durham 
knocker just in time. The door would be opened immediately by 
one of the monks who waited day and night in the little chamber 
above. Another monk would run to ring the Galilee bell which 
announced to the pursuers that their victim had escaped. The 
prior then heard the confession of his crime, and clothed him in 
a black cape, bearing the yellow cross of St. Cuthbert on the 
shoulder. For thirty-seven days he would receive food and hous
ing at the expense of the monastery in an atmosphere of peace 
and prayer.7 Afterwards he would abjure the realm, and being 
furnished with a crucifix, would walk by the king's highway to 
the port assigned to him, where he was not to tarry but one ebb 

1 Paston Letters, No. 596. 2 Lyndwood, Provinct'ale, 257. 
3 Gentlemen's Mag. Lib.: Manners and Customs, 199. 
4 Dixon, Ch. H£st. i. 72. 
5 St. Clair-Baddeley, Hist. of Cirencester, 179. 
6 Wall, Durham Cathedral, ro6. 
7 Durham Rites, ed. by Raine (1844), 36, 37; ed. by Fowler, 1903, 41, 42. 
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and flow if he might have passage. If no boat was sailing, he was 
to go every day into the sea up to his knees and cry, " Passage 
for the love of God and the king his sake ". 1 " It is not un
amusing ", says Trevisan, " to hear how the women and children 
lament over the misfortunes of these exiles ... saying, ' they had 
better have died than go out of the world ', as if England were 
the whole world ". 2 

Such sanctuaries caused but little scandal. At Durham 
between 1464 and 1534 only 331 men entered the sanctuary, or 
on an average less than six a year. 3 At Oxford in 1463 a tailor 
called John Harry took sanctuary at Broadgates Hall, which 
was so little used that the proctors knew nothing of its privilege.4 

But some sanctuaries were especially privileged and could 
offer a permanent home to felons and debtors. Beverley and 
Ripon were always having trouble with their " gyrth-men ", 
but these were luckily not numerous. 5 St. Martin-le-Grand and 
Westminster, on the other hand, were vast caves of Adullam for 
rogues of every description. In 145 7 in St. Martin-le-Grand 
there were: 

Misruled Persons coming and abiding in the said place, under 
umbre and colour of the sanctuary, the which have at divers times, 
issued out of the sanctuary, and committed many ryots, robberies, 
manslaughters and other mischiefs where through the said sanctuary 
hath been greatly disslandered. 

These words occur in the preamble to an Ordinance of Reforma
tion. In it it is provided : 

(r) That a register shall be kept. 
(2) That sanctuary men should be deprived of arms. 
(3) That they shall be asked to find sureties against future 

misdoings. 
(4) That the gates shall be shut at night. 

1 Gentlemen's Mag. Lib.: Manners and Customs, 199. 
~ Ita/t"an Relation of England, 35. 3 Wall, Durham, 105. 
4 Palmer, Bad Abbot of Evesham, etc., u4. For site of the Broadgates Hall on 

the north side of" The High", see Maclean, Hist. of Pembroke College, Oxford, 29. 
s Ripon Act Book, 72, 134, 151, 314. Gyrth is a variant of Grith: N.E.D. In 

Rye, 1483, the mayor, jurats and whole community tried to abolish sanctuary by the 
following ingenious declaration:" As holiness becometh the Lord's house, in future 
to the honour of God and of the glorious Virgin Mary, the parish Church of the said 
town, with the Churchyard and Manse of the Vicarage thereof, shall be of the same 
freedom, and with as much liberty as the other houses of the freemen, especially as 
to arrests and other matters " (H.M.C. v. 496. Quoted Mrs. Green, Town Life in 
the XV Century, i. 338.) 
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(5) That stolen goods may not be brought into the sanctuary. 
(6) That those who go out to commit felony shall on their return 

be kept in ward. 
(7) That women of ill-fame shall not be fed and clothed. 
(8) That gambling be forbidden. 
(9) That craftsmen and barbers being in sanctuary shall not ply 

their trade on Sundays. 
(rn) That everyone on admittance shall swear to these articles.1 

For a few religious to maintain such a discipline among 
gangs of rogues was probably impossible, and we may gather 
that the reforms did not work from the speech which Sir Thomas 
More puts into the mouth of the Duke of Buckingham : 

Now, unthrifts riot and run in debt; yea, and rich men run thither 
with poor men's goods, there they build and there they spend and bid 
their creditors go whistle them. Men's wives run thither with their 
husbands' plate, and say that they dare not abide with their husbands 
for beating. Thieves bring thither their stolen goods, and then live 
thereon. There devise they new robberies, nightly they steal, they rob, 
they rive, and kill, and come again as though these places gave them 
not only a safeguard for the harm they have done, but a license also 
to do more.2 

Henry VII obtained from Innocent VIII what Bacon calls 
" a very just and honourable Bull ". In future, sanctuary men 
who went out at night to commit mischief were to Jose the right 
of sanctuary for ever. Secondly, the sanctuary man was only to 
be protected in his person ; but the property which he left outside 
should not be protected against his creditors. Thirdly, the king 
might appoint keepers to look after sanctuary men accused of 
high treason. 3 

His son Henry VIII went a little further, and decreed that 
felons and murderers who took sanctuary should be branded 
with an " A " on their thumb and made to abjure the realm. 
It was explained that abjurers might choose between foreign 
exile and living permanently in the sanctuary. 4 

1 Strype's edition of Stow, Bk. III, 102. For the long disputes between the City 
of London and the Dean and Canons of St. Martin's vide Miss Thomley, Tudor 
Studies, 187-197. 

2 More, Richard III, 29. Cp. Starkey, England, 140. It was no new complaint 
as may be seen from what Langland had written long before. Piers Plowman, xxiii. 
284, C Text. 

3 Bacon, Henry VII, 41. Cf. Busch, England under the Tudors, 272. 
4 22 Henry VIII, cap. 14. This was probably implementing another Bull of 

Julius II in 1504, mentioned by Lord Herbert, Henry VIII, 81. 
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With the dissolution of the monasteries the greater number 
of the sanctuaries disappeared, and further legislation curtailed 
the immunities of those that remained ; but Whitefriars, after
wards known as Alsatia, was not finally abolished until 1697. 

It may seem strange that any clergy should defend such 
sanctuaries as those of Westminster and St. Martin-le-Grand, 
but there were probably always good priests who could testify 
that they had known really penitent sinners within the precincts, 
or tradesmen who were bankrupt through no fault of their own. 
Others could point to a long list of political fugitives who were 
temporarily out of royal favour or the enemies of men in power. 
Even then the sanctuary of Westminster was not merely a 
rogues' castle. Besides, no corporate body is ever willing to 
surrender privileges even when they entail expense, are a cause 
of scandal, and impose responsibilities which it is not competent 
to discharge. 

X. Probate and Consistory Courts 

The probate courts also added to the unpopularity of the 
Church, though only lawyers derived a profit from them. That 
did not matter ; they were bishops' courts, and the bishops had 
to bear the blame for any delays or exactions. To trace the 
anomaly of this procedure we have to go very far back in history. 
Originally Saxon laws regarded the family as the unit, and did 
not in consequence recognise the right of the individual to dis
pose of his possessions by will after death. That right was derived 
from Roman law when ecclesiastics were the only civilians. 1 In 
a rude age, a testator would have had a poor chance of having 
his wishes observed if the Church had not taught that a will 
involved a sacred obligation. The Church was no doubt all the 
more emphatic on this as most of her own endowments were due 
to testamentary bequests. But in very few countries did the 
Church obtain the powers of probate and administration. Lynd
wood admits that it was an English custom and that he did not 
know how it arose. Ottobon says it was granted by the approba
tion of the king and his barons, but he does not give the date.2 

1 Maine, Andent Law, 173. 
2 Lyndwood, Provinciale (ed. 1679), 170. He refers to Ottobon's Consti'tutions, 

Tit. 14, but it throws no light on the matter, nor does John de Athon's Gloss: 
Constitutio, 107. Cp. Gibson, Codex, 572. 
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William the Conqueror, by introducing the canon law into the 
country, at any rate acknowledged that the bishop might compel 
by ecclesiastical censure the performance of a bequest in pz'os 
usus ; and this would bring most wills within the purview of an 
ecclesiastical court. 1 Henry I by his coronation charter allowed 
the Church to distribute the goods of an intestate for the good of 
his soul, and this would compel an executor to prove in the 
bishop's court that there was a will. By the time of Henry II 
Glanvil could write, " If any man question a will, the plea is to 
be heard and determined in a Court Christian ". 2 

Difficulties, abuses and hardships almost necessarily arose. 
For nuncupative wills seven witnesses were necessary, and they 
sometimes had to travel long distances, to their great incon
venience, in order to prove the will. When the deceased had 
goods in more than one diocese, the will had to be proved in the 
Prerogative Court of Canterbury, and distances again caused 
inevitable delay. Inventories of the dead man's goods had to be 
made, exhibited and appraised. Fees had to be paid for probate, 
registration and letters of administration. Proctors did not plead 
for nothing when wills were disputed, or their interpretation was 
not clear. There were necessarily many officials of such courts 
-registrars, scribes, praisers, sumners and apparitors, who, like 
all bureaucrats, multiplied the forms of procedure, increasing 
both their work and their profits. Privy gifts also were tendered 
and received to expedite probate and overcome the law's delays. 
So we have the Complaint of the Ploughman : 

For who so woll prove a testament 
He shall payment make for the parchment 
The third of the money all round.3 

This no doubt is an exaggeration, and a real ploughman, know
ing that he would die with under a hundred shillings, would also 
know that he would be reckoned a pauper and pay nothing.4 

Legislation was passed in the reign of Edward II I and Henry V 
to mitigate the popular grievances, but it had no effect.5 In fact 
men were sometimes charged 40s. or 6os. in the reign of Henry 
VIII for what cost from 2s. 6d. to 5s. in the reign of Edward III. 

' Decretals, c. 17. x. 3. 26. 2 Blackstone, Commentaries, iii. 96, 97. 
3 Wright, Political Poems and Songs, i. 333. 
4 Lyndwood, Provinciale, r70. 
5 31 Edward III, cap. 4; 3 Henry V, cap. 8. Quoted in Gibson, Codex, i. 580. 
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In I 529 an Act was passed that sixpence should be paid on an 
estate under £ 5 and 3s. 6d. only on estates under £ 40. The 
man with £ 5 was no longer a pauper, but his richer brother was 
much relieved. 1 

It was in r 532, three years after the passing of this Act, after 
the Comp!at"nt of the Commons, and after the fall of Wolsey, that 
Sir Henry Guildford declared " in open Parliament and on his 
fidelity ", that for the probate of Sir William Compton's 
will he had paid to Cardinal Wolsey and Archbishop Warham a 
thousand marks sterling.2 Sir William Compton, who died in 
r 528, had been enormously wealthy, owning estates in eighteen 
counties, so that the cost of probate must in any case have been 
heavy.3 But the process had become more complicated because 
the Cardinal, as legate, had set up a testamentary court which 
failed to work with the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, and 
so sometimes executors had to pay double fees. 4 In this case 
Compton had nominated Warham as supervisor of his will, and 
Wolsey had secured the wardship of his heir. The two were at 
loggerheads and the lawyers had a fine time. Historians have 
treated the case as typical of clerical avarice, though Warham in 
defending the rights of his proctors stated that he himself did 
not benefit by a penny. 5 The costs were a record, the circum
stances unprecedented. This accounts for the fact that chronicles 
repeat them, but the only conclusion to be drawn is that such 
costs were exceptional, though they might be incurred under the 
system of probate. 

If wills were proved in ecclesiastical courts, it is also true 
that they were nearly always made by clerics. It was the duty of 
the parish priest, then as now, to admonish the sick to make 
their wills.6 It was their duty, then as now, to exhort them to 
charitable bequests ; 7 and it is natural for a certain class of 
writers to suppose that they exerted undue influence for their 
own and the Church's benefit. Many wills were, however, nun
cupative; and for their validity seven witnesses were necessary; 

I 21 Henry VIII, cap. 5 (in Gibson). 2 D.N.B. Guildford. 
3 D.N.B. Compton. 
4 Strype, Memorials, I. i. II 2, explains: "The Cardinal had so disordered Wills 

and Testaments". Vide Hook, Archbishops, vi. 256; Pollard, Wolsey, 193. 
5 Gee and Hardy, Documents, 166. 
6 B.C.P. Rubric for Visitation of the Sick. 
7 Canons of 16o4, No. LXXXIV. 
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but it was not necessary that a priest should be one of them. 1 

Many written wills have survived, and especially the wills of the 
moderately well-to-do.2 They as a rule begin with the testator's 
profession of faith and go on to make provision for his funeral 
and for the Masses to be said for his soul. Before proceeding to the 
disposal of the bulk of his property, he often remembers the poor, 
those in prison, and the needs of his parish church. He is gener
ally very specific in details, e.g. which image is to have a candle 
and for how long. Such bequests may be differently regarded. 
One will see in them the natural piety of the testator, and another 
will see the undue influence of the priest prating of purgatory. 

But some will remember a colloquy of Erasmus.3 In it is 
described the death of a soldier, and about his bed is the parish 
priest and a representative of each of the five mendicant orders. 
At first the friars wrangle with the priest, and then among 
themselves, and finally there is the will, which is replete with a 
ludicrous injustice such as the malign wit of Erasmus alone 
could devise. He also in the same colloquy describes a man who 
made his will when in good health; and, when he came to die, 
received the rites of the Church quite quietly from his parish 
priest. The first story is purely farcical, but unedifying scenes 
faintly like it may have occurred. The second story, which is dull, 
relates what happened every day. 

Another danger has to be noted. A testator who drew up his 
own will had to remember that it would be proved in an ecclesi
astical court. He had in consequence to beware of rousing a 
suspicion of heresy. A squire named William Tracy of Todding
ton in Gloucestershire made--his own will in 1531 and it was in 
due course brought to the Prerogative Court of Canterbury. It 
was shown to Warham, who consulted Convocation concerning 
its orthodoxy. After some delay the dead man was pronounced 
a heretic and orders were sent to Dr. Parker, Chancellor of 
Worcester, to cast the corpse out of consecrated ground. This 

1 Lyndwood, Provinciale, 179, says that in England the presence of the parish 
priest was not necessary as in most countries. 

2 One of the most accessible collections is the Wills of Bury St. Edmunds, 
edited by Tymms for the Camden Society. The testators are of both sexes and all 
classes. They all leave something in pios usus, and sometimes one shilling to some 
priest, asking for his prayers. 

3 Erasmus, Colloquia, ii. 54 ff. Funus. It should be remembered in reading this 
colloquy that the " religious " could not be executors. Vide Lyndwood, Provinciale, 
167. 
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was in accordance with the law, but the Chancellor went beyond 
his mandate. He not only exhumed the body, but burnt it. Now, 
according to law, only the secular power could burn a heretic, 
dead or alive. In consequence the over-zealous Parker was 
arrested and had to pay £300, or £6000 of our money, before 
he could obtain a pardon from the king. The incident shows the 
jealousy with which the secular courts guarded their rights, 
however odious. It also indicates the popular hatred there was 
for ecclesiastical officials. 1 

Why did the ecclesiastical courts, once so popular, excite 
so much hatred at this time ? Agitators denounced their foreign 
origin, but for four and a half centuries they had been 
naturalised. Common lawyers were jealous of them, but the 
development of common law was largely due to their influence. 
They were often notoriously corrupt ; but so were the secular 
courts. The main reason for their unpopularity was that men re
sented their inquisitorial methods and interference with manners 
and morals.2 The middle-class Englishman, who acknowledged 
that his priest had the cure of his soul, declined to admit the infer
ence that he was himself a proper subject for discipline and correc
tion. Again, the laity complained that in all disputes concerning 
tithes and mortuaries the clergy were judges in their own cause. 

The ecclesiastical courts dealt with a man as a sinner to be 
corrected. They were not concerned with the vindication of 
public justice and order. If a man slandered his neighbour, they 
could punish the slanderer but could offer no recompense to the 
person slandered. Only a secular court could assess damages. 
The secular judge, again, could take no cognizance of perjury 
unless the offence was committed in his own court ; the ecclesi
astical court could correct anyone for false swearing anywhere 
with one exception-the State forbade men convicted in a 
secular court to sue the witnesses in a court Christian for defama
tion of character.3 Again, an ecclesiastical court was only con
cerned with the person of the offender but not with his property, 

1 Hall, Chronicle, 797. Burnet, Reformation, i. 272, gives an inaccurate account 
of the incident, and does not make it better by contradictory footnotes. 

" Stubbs, Lectures on Med. Mod. Hist. 315: " By its jurisdiction for correction 
of life, pro salute animae, it entered into every man's house: attempted to regulate 
his servants, to secure his attendance at church, to make him pay his debts, to make 
him observe his oaths, to make him .•. keep all the weightier matters of the law, 
not only judgment, mercy and truth, but faith, hope and charity also ". 

3 Lyndwood, 315. 
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which was the concern of the State. They could only condemn 
him to a corporal punishment, but no royal prohibition issued, 
if he of his own will offered to compound for a money payment 
i'n pi'os usus. He generally did so; and, as we have seen, com
pounding became a scandal. 1 The greatest punishment was 
excommunication, and as this did not much disturb wicked and 
profane people, the State undertook to see that the excom
municated suffered practical inconvenience.2 The bishop signed 
a Si'gnzjicavi't that the man was excommunicate; and the sheriff 
put him in prison until the next gaol delivery. An excommunicate 
man could not serve on a jury or be a witness in any court ; he 
could not sue for the recovery of lands or debt ; and if he died 
his will could not be proved. This was logical on the mediaeval 
theory that Church and State were one, so that anyone cut off 
from the Church ceased to be within the protection of the State. 
The ecclesiastical judge, however, could only curse if the offence 
were within his legal cognizance. Otherwise an action was 
possible at common law, or he might be indicted at the suit of 
the Crown.3 

The procedure of the court Christian had long ceased to be 
that of the common law. The judge was permitted to put the 
accused on his oath of purgation, so that if guilty he had the 
choice of condemning himself or of committing perjury.4 At 
common law, on the other hand, a man was assumed to be 
innocent until he was proved guilty ; and the accused could 
challenge the prosecution to prove its case. This had not always 
been so. Purgation and compurgation were of Germanic origin, 
and had originally been the method of procedure in both secular 
and ecclesiastical courts.5 Compurgators were not jurymen, and 
the verdict rested with the judge. It w~s not until the end of the 
XIII century that the victory of the jury system was complete 
in the royal courts, and even after that compurgation held its 
ground in the boroughs.6 

1 Vide supra, 48. 
2 Men were excommunicated sometimes for small offences. For instance in 1521, 

John Redmayn and Leonard Cotten were absolved from the excommunication they 
had incurred by attending a synod in the Ely diocese without surplices. Wilkins, 
Concili'a, iii. 693. 3 Blackstone, Commentaries, iii. 102-103. 

4 Ibid. iii. uo. The ex-officio oath or oath of purgation was abolished by 
13 Charles II, cap. 12. 

5 Pollock and Maitland, Hist. of Law £n England, i. 116. 
6 Holdsworth, Hist. of English Law, ii. 195 and 386. 
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According to law, no one was allowed to go to his purgation 
unless he was reputed to be a credible person, and the trial had 
to be in the deanery where the alleged offence was committed. 1 

The compurgators had to be men of the same social class as the 
accused, 2 so he could not produce a great man of whom the judge 
was afraid, or his own dependants who might be afraid of him. 
The ordinary might demand any number of compurgators up 
to twelve, according to the gravity of the offence,3 and had 
the right to reject anyone whom he considered insufficiently 
acquainted with the accused. Something may be said for the 
system, for in a court of morals testimony as to character is often 
of the first importance, especially when there is little or no 
evidence beyond the assertion of the accuser and the denial of 
the accused. Besides, though a sinner might easily escape punish
ment in this world, if not in the next, by perjuring himself, it 
can never have been easy to persuade twelve disinterested men 
to perjure themselves for his sake. They lived in small com
munities where everything and everyone was known, and their 
own reputation was at stake if they supported by their oaths a 
notorious offender.4 

On the other hand, there is• plenty of evidence that the law 
was badly administered both in secular and ecclesiastical courts. 
In secular courts we read of corrupt judges, packed juries, and 
of great barons and their retainers intimidating the bench. In 
ecclesiastical courts there was also much that was unsatisfactory. 
The judge might be corrupt, and more often he was easy-going ; 
sometimes he was only ignorant and stupid. It is obvious that he 
might tender the oath in such terms that a man who was really 
guilty might take it without perjury ; and there was always a 
tendency to give the accused the benefit of the doubt. People 
were naturally unwilling to believe in the guilt of a popular man 
and ready to testify in his favour, while a plausible rogue could 
often persuade simple-minded people that he was innocent. I 
expect there were then, as to-day, amiable gentlemen who, 
without making many enquiries, were ready to give testimonials 
to those who asked for them. Anyhow, Archbishop Peckham had 

1 Lyndwood, Provi·nciale, 313. 2 John de Athon, 57. 
3 Lyndwood, 313, 314 (Sextae manus). 
4 Pollock and Maitland, ii. 636, state this argument in defence of compurgation 

in secular courts. It is only in ecclesiastical courts that they believe the procedure to 
have been a farce. 
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to issue a solemn warning against perfunctory purgations, 1 and 
had to reprove the Bishop of Norwich for breaking the canon 
and holding trials thirty miles away from the deanery concerned 
with the offence.2 

Granting all this, I do not believe that purgation in ecclesi
astical courts was quite such a farce as it is represented to have 
been in the great work of Pollock and Maitland.3 There is, after 
all, evidence that can be quoted on the other side. There is, for 
instance, the pitiful story of Denise Lovelich, prioress of Markyate 
in 143 I, who was only asked to find five compurgators and 
failed to do so, though she went from nun to nun beseeching 
them to forswear themselves for her sake.4 At any rate in that 
nunnery perjury was not lightly regarded. 

Secondly, it would be a mistake to suppose that ordinaries 
were always corrupt or always fools. Bishop Hobhouse tells us 
of men who failed at their first purgation, but subsequently 
succeeded with other compurgators. He guesses that they were 
men of " easier conscience " ; 5 I guess that they were men of 
better repute : but, apart from guessing, it is obvious that there 
were ordinaries who refused to restore a man to good fame until 
they were satisfied with the evidence in his favour. 

The real difficulty that the consistory courts had to contend 
with was the impossibility of getting evidence about the facts. 
It is probable that very few people were intentionally false 
witnesses ; and very few regarded it as a duty to witness in a 

• Lyndwood, 313. 
2 Coulton, Five Centuries of Religion, ii. 287. He also reproved him for repelling 

a compurgator who was poorly clad, as" though the marriage garment were needed 
for purgation ". 

3 Pollock and Maitland, i. 145 and 445. To prove purgation a farce they quote an 
interesting case, ii. 395 : A woman left her husband with his consent and went to live 
with another man, whom she married after her husband's death, and claimed her 
dower as a widow. The secular court refused her claim as being an adulteress, the 
ecclesiastical court cleared her fame on purgation. Assuming both decisions to be 
honest they illustrate the different mentality of men accustomed to the forum and 
men experienced in the confessional. From the facts disclosed any man-of-the-world 
would say that the presumption in favour of the secular court was overwhelming. 
The clerical court was more concerned with personalities,-They had listened to an 
unlikely tale, and heard the solemn oath of the man and woman. They had examined 
seventeen of their friends, one of them a prioress, who knew the parties and their 
characters. Their decision may or may not have been a right one, but we have no 
evidence that the proceedings were a farce. After all, many lady housekeepers look 
after a widower to-day without incurring any reproach. 

4 Dr. Eileen Power, Med. Eng. Nunneries, 458,459. 
5 Bishop Hobhouse, Register of Drockensford (Somerset Ree. Soc.), xxix. 
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matter with which they were not concerned. 1 Archbishop 
Romanus tried to obviate this by giving long notice of any trial 
and by inviting those who knew anything of the facts to appear ; 
but such appeals were usually in vain.2 This may be illustrated 
from the S ede Vacante register of Worcester. 3 One John Botiler, 
a clerk, was accused of many crimes and asked to be admitted 
to his purgation ; but the court adjourned the case until pro
clamation had been made in the church and other places calling 
for witnesses. It was only because none appeared that they 
admitted the man to his purgation. There was a second case of 
Henry Waldyeve, and the same method was adopted. In his case 
a man appeared to swear that he believed the accused guilty 
of murder, and that the fact was notorious. He was, however, 
unable to prove notoriety ; and no court could condemn anyone 
for murder because one man believed him guilty on hearsay 
evidence, and could not even produce his informer. 

Miss Gabel 4 has called attention to the " overwhelming 
proportion of successful purgations in church courts ", but this 
is what we should expect. Everyone was not admitted to purga
tion ; and many who were convented found it easiest to confess, 
to accept penance and to compound. Those who went to their 
purgation either had a strong case in their favour or a reason
able hope of being restored to good fame. 

In one place the system of compurgation seems to have com
pletely broken down, and that was in the university court pre
sided over by Gascoigne as chancellor.5 This does not surprise 
me, as I have been told by more than one youthful casuist, " It 
can't be wrong to tell a lie, if by telling the truth you would get 
another boy into trouble ". When the relations are those of boys 
and masters, of workmen and employers, or of privates and 
officers, it will always be a point of honour that you must not 

I The same difficulty remains to-day. Most bishops have known of scandalous 
priests. Everyone in the parish says, " the Bishop ought to do something " ; but not 
one of them will consent to give evidence against him in the consistory court. 

2 Coulton, Five Centuries of Religion, ii. 49. Of the 29 inquests recorded in the 
Register of Romanus, 16 ended in the degradation of clerics, but roof them were 
convicted on their own confessions. Miss Gabel, Benefits of Clergy, ro5. 

3 Worcs. Hist. Soc.: Sede Vacante Register, Pt. II. The reader may find the 
facts as stated on pp. 94, 95 ; and what may be read into them by a prejudiced person 
in Mr. Willis-Bund's Introduction, p. xxviii. 

4 Miss Gabel, Benefit of Clergy in England, 98. 
s Munimenta Academica, 536. 
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give your fellow away. But the university court was not an 
ecclesiastical court, and we ought not to condemn ecclesiastical 
courts because their methods were inappropriate when dealing 
with those z"n statu pupz'llari. 

The ecclesiastical courts had to deal with many cases other 
than those involving a possible purgation. When anyone was 
cited to appear, by law it was necessary that the reason should 
be specified ; but the law was not always complied with. Then 
the Actor produced his libel and the Reus his defence. Both sides 
could call witnesses, and both could employ proctors to argue 
their case. There was no jury, but the judge's decision was 
subject to an appeal. In pronouncing sentence the judge was 
allowed to take into account extenuating circumstances, the 
notoriety of the offence, and the effect it was likely to have on 
the morals of the neighbourhood. Common lawyers were always 
ready to speak evil of the ecclesiastical lawyers, but we must 
allow for the rivalry between them ; and we should remember 
that the reputation of lawyers practising in either court did not 
stand very high. 

Anyone who was so unfortunate as to be convented in the 
Court of Arches had the doubtful satisfaction of listening to 
much good law. He found some official principal, like Lyndwood, 
steeped in legal theory, knowing the decretals by heart, and 
having glosses without end at the tip of his tongue ; and he had 
to pay heavily for so much learning. In the consistory court of a 
diocese he would find competent canonists eager for their own 
promotion and equally eager for fees. In the inferior courts 
justice was administered more or less according to custom. 
Lyndwood confesses that rural deans were usually ignorant, and 
the officials of archdeacons only moderately learned. 1 But these 
gentlemen were often exceedingly active and acquired a bad 
reputation for avarice. 

Scandals arose because judges were insufficiently paid. In 
the secular courts they had a miserable pittance, and had to 
make what they could in indirect ways. In the ecclesiastical 
courts they had no salaries at all and had to rely entirely on fees 
and presents. It was usual for both sides in a dispute to offer 
money to the judge, not for the perversion of justice, but only 

1 Lyndwood, Provinciale. For Officials of Archdeacons, Sr, and for Rural 
Deans, 79. 

G 
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for the expediting of the case. In consequence, a poor man might 
be compelled to hang about the court for an indefinite period, 
knowing that anyone with money would be heard first. Then, 
supposing an accused person was acquitted, he was unable to 
obtain his discharge until all the court fees were paid. It was an 
absurd injustice first to be cited by a court for an offence which 
you had not committed, and then to be compelled to pay the 
court for admitting its mistake. 

The proctors in the higher ecclesiastical courts were at least 
on a level with the barristers practising at common law, and 
perhaps more often their superiors. But in the archdeacon's 
court they were usually chantry priests who claimed that they 
had read civil and canon law for three years. These men, having 
no clerical obligations but to say Mass once a day, were often 
pests in the parishes where they settled. They fomented quarrels, 
encouraged litigation and saw that no scandal was ever hushed 
up. Some of them indeed kept schools or acted as assistant 
curates, but too many played the part of pettifogging attorneys 
in the archdeacon's court. 

Still more unpopular were the summoners or apparitors ; 
attempts were made to limit their number, an archdeacon being 
allowed one riding apparitor and a rural dean a walking one, 
but Lyndwood questions if the penalties imposed for the infrac
tion of this rule were legal. 1 They were inspectors who delated 
men for lechery, blasphemy, swearing and drunkenness, and it 
is difficult to imagine how a court dealing with morals could 
have gone on without them. They were currently supposed to 
live by blackmailing sinners, and by haling respectable people 
into court on trumped-up charges. The Friar of the Canterbury 
Tales says: 

that of a somnour may no good be sayd ; 2 

and he was probably right, though that does not prove that they 
all deserved the opprobrium cast on them. Men with such duties 
to perform could scarcely be popular: men with an evil reputa
tion are apt to live up to it, and the temptations to venality must 
have been strong. But summoners were probably as a class not 
so black as they were painted. The bishops and archdeacons who 

' Archbishop Stratford in Lyndwood, 225. Note his Gloss, Perpetuo 226. 
2 Chaucer, Prologue to Friar's Tale. 
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licensed them were not all fools or even bad men; and they were 
naturally jealous for the credit of their courts. In the Complaint 
of the Commons apparitors are said to be often " light and 
indiscreet persons ". The ordinaries in their reply say, 

He that calleth a man ex officio doeth well. He that calleth one for 
pleasure and vexation doeth evil. Summoners should be honest men. 
If they offend in their office they should be punished. 1 

So they justify the office and are non-committal about the persons. 
Warham had begun life by practising in the Court of Arches 

and knew the need of reform. When he became Archbishop of 
Canterbury he set about the work.2 He limited the number of 
proctors and revised their fees. He appointed proctors to plead 
the cause of the poor gratuitously. He tried, apparently in vain, 
to expedite procedure. He stretched his powers as Metropolitan 
to draw all business to his reformed court. He stretched his 
powers as Legatus Natus to make appeals to Rome wellnigh 
impossible. He had all the bishops in arms against him for 
infringing their jurisdictions. 

Twenty years later Wolsey was equally impressed with the 
need of reform in the ecclesiastical courts, but he insisted on 
undertaking it himself. He established his legatine court at 
Westminster in an attempt to supersede the existing courts. To 
begin with, he made an agreement with Warham much in his 
own favour; but he did not abide by it, and the Legatus Natus 
and the Legatus a Latere were soon at variance, with the result 
that there was confusion worse confounded. 

After the fall of Wolsey, and in Warham's extreme old age, 
the diocesan courts awoke to a really mischievous activity. The 
irritation they occasioned finds expression in the Complaint of 
the Commons; but the Reformation that was then beginning did 
very little to restrict their powers ; because the courts, notwith
standing their abuses, ministered to real needs, and safeguarded 
such morals as society on the whole approved. 

XI. The Case of Rz"chard Hunne 

It will be evident from what has been written that the ecclesi
astical machinery was not working smoothly and that there were 

t Gee and Hardy, Documents, 147, 161. 2 Wilkins, ConciHa, iii. 650. 
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people who believed that it might be scrapped. The Hunne case 
in I 5 I 5 reveals by a lightning-flash the dangers that threatened 
the old order, and how inflammable was the structure of the 
Church. 1 

Richard Hunne was a well-to-do merchant tailor, and a 
freeman of the City of London. Sir Thomas More commends his 
" worldly conversation ", and admits that he was " a fayre 
dealer among hys neighbours". He had already been in trouble 
for heresy, hated priests, and was of a litigious disposition. More 
says he was " highe mynded and set on the glorie of victorie ". 
He hoped that long after his days men would speak of the Hunne 
case, and that hope has been more than fulfilled. 

In I 514 his baby died and was buried by Thomas Dryfield, 
priest of St. Mary Matfellon, Whitechapel, who claimed the 
bearing-cloth as a mortuary. This H unne refused on the ground 
that the infant had no property in the cloth. Dryfield sued him 
in the consistory court and won his case: Hunne sued Dryfield 
in the King's Bench as guilty of a praemuni"re in haling him 
before " a foreign tribunal ". The ecclesiastical authorities then 
arrested Hunne for heresy. His house was searched, forbidden 
books with marginal notes were discovered : he was examined 
by Fitzjames, Bishop of London, at Fulham and committed to 
the Lollard's Tower at St. Paul's. On Monday, December 4th, 
he was found dead, hanging from the wall of his prison, and 
the question immediately arose, Was it murder or suicide? The 
populace had no doubt about the correct answer. 

On December 5th the Coroner, William Barnwell, impanelled 
a jury who were " ryght honest men " according to Sir Thomas 
More, but " perjured caitiffs " according to Fitzjames. We may 
agree with More and yet remember that they were not insensi
tive to the popular excitement. After sitting for two days 2 

1 Miss Jeffries Davis has discovered the tract which Hall largely incorporated in 
his Chronicle, 573-576, and from which Foxe, iv. 183-198, drew up his account which 
reads as an indictment. It cannot be earlier than 1536 because it mentions Tyndale's 
death, and was probably compiled more than twenty years after Hunne's death. 
More's Dialogue, Bk. III. eh. xv., and Tyndale in his Reply, discuss the case and 
there are comments on it in Fish, Supplication of Beggars. Burnet, Reformation, i. 
38, derived some details from Keilway's Reports; but a fresh discussion began with 
Gairdner. Ch. Hist. eh. 3, who contributed an acute criticism of Hall. Miss Jeffries 
Davis published some fresh facts in V.C.H. London, i. 236, 318, and many more in 
E.H.R., July 1915. Lastly Professor Pollard, Wolsey, 31 ff., has to some extent 
criticised the critics. 

• The inquest lasted two days, Dec. 5th and 6th, and the finding is dated the 
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they found that H unne had been murdered and brought in a 
true bill against Dr. Horsey, Chancellor of the Diocese,1 and 
two of his servants, Charles Joseph and John Spalding the bell
ringer. 

On the following Sunday, December 10th, the Church took 
action and the heresies of Hunne were published at Paul's Cross. 
This was followed on December 16th by a court presided over 
by Fitzjames, with the bishops of Durham and Lincoln and 
twenty-five canonists as assessors. They pronounced Hunne a 
heretic and handed his body over to the secular power, who in 
accordance with law burnt it in Smithfield on December 20th. 
Sir Thomas More, then under-sheriff, was present at the trial 
and convinced of H unne's heresies, but the man-in-the-street 
only said that the heresies would never have been heard of but 
for his action under the Praemunire Act.2 

The excitement grew, the scandal was magnified, and fresh 
witnesses were found. Some of them had something material to 
say, but some of them only remembered what somebody else had 
said. At length Charles Joseph, who had hidden himself at Good 
Easter, was brought to the Tower and there confessed that he 
and Spalding had murdered Hunne by the orders of Horsey. 
This confession was extorted " by payne and durance ", wrote 
Fitzjames. It was made of his own free will, said the Constable 
of the Tower, and we may accept the latter statement as literally 
true if it means that torture was not applied, while sympathising 
with Fitzjames, who knew how the interrogation of prisoners 
was usually conducted. 

Fitzjames then wrote to Wolsey asking him to intervene for 
" if my Chancellor be tryed by any XII men in London, they be 

6th day : Hall, 579. Fresh evidence was subsequently obtained through the interven
tion of the Council, a body growing in importance with undefined powers. The sug
gestion of Professor Pollard, Wolsey, 38, that the inquest lasted two months is contrary 
to the evidence. 

1 According to Le Neve, Fasti, 187, Horsey was Archdeacon of London 1513-
1514, and p. 200 Precentor of St, Paul's, 1514, void on the promotion of Wolsey. 
He was presented by the king. "The word Chancellor, though mentioned in the 
Statutes of Elizabeth, in the Canons of 16o3, and in several modern statutes, is not 
mentioned, as Bishop Gibson observes, in the Commission, and but rarely in our 
ancient records ; but seems to have grown into use in imitation of the like title in the 
state, inasmuch as the proper office of a chancellor, as such, was to be keeper of 
the seals of the archbishop or bishop, as appears from divers entries in the registry 
of the Archbishop of Canterbury". Phillimore, Eccles. Law, 928. 

z So Wriothesley, Chronicle, 9, says: " He was made a heretic for suing a 
Praemunire ", 
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so maliciously set z'n f avorem heretice pravz'tat£s, that they will 
cast and condempne any clerk, though he were as innocent as 
Abell" .1 This letter somehow got abroad and was much resented 
by the City Corporation, who sent their recorder, common clerk 
and four aldermen to " speke wt. the Bishop of London for 
certyn perillous and haynous wordes as bene surmised by hym 
to be spoken of the hole body of the citie touchying heresy 
specified in a copy of a letter supposed to be wreten by the seyd 
Bysshope ".2 

Fitzjames had completely lost his temper, and behaved in a 
most injudicious manner. On Sunday, February 4th, r 514-r 5 I 5, 
the day before the opening of Parliament, he appointed Richard 
Kidderminster, Abbot of Winchcombe, to preach at Paul's 
Cross, and the abbot delivered an impassioned harangue on the 
immunity of clerks from secular tribunals. He had recently 
returned from Rome bringing with him a Bull of Leo X which 
declared that both by human and by divine law laymen had no 
power over ecclesiastics. Such a sermon at such a time provoked 
an uproar in the city, and was severely censured by Parliament 
during the following week. Representations were made to the 
king, who consented to a debate in his presence at Blackfriars 
on March 10th. Before that took place, on March 3rd, a Bill 
was introduced into Parliament for the restitution of Hunne's 
property to his children.3 Fitzjames opposed it furiously as a 
Bill intended to whitewash the coroner's jury and cast discredit 
on his own court. He declared that heresy was so rife that " I 
dare not kepe myne owne house for heretiques ". This was an 
exaggeration, but Polydore Vergil wrote to Cardinal Hadrian 
di Castello that " the people were exclaiming and would be 
raging against the Clergy were not the king appeasing their 
fury ".4 

On March 10th the debate took place at Blackfriars on the 

I Miss Jeffries Davis in E.H.R. points out that the Tract itself reads "my 
clerk", and that Hall substituted" any clerk". 2 E.H.R., July 1915, p. 475. 

3 Pollard, Wolsey, 39, points out that a heretic's property passed to the king's 
Almoner. As the Crown was interested in the money no Bill concerning it could be 
introduced into Parliament without the royal consent. Hence the king's signature 
and Foxe's misrepresentation of its significance, A. & M. iv. Ig6. 

+ L. & P. ii. 215. The summary is unsatisfactory. Miss Jeffries Davis quotes the 
original words, E.H.R. 478: "Nunc propter unum hereticum nuper a londiniense 
episcopo poena mortis affectum populo passim in clerum reclamante, et jam jam 
saeviente, nisi Majestas Regia furorem compesceret ". 
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privilegium fort' claimed by the clergy. Henry Standish, a friar
observant of Greenwich, conducted the case for the Crown and 
argued that for 300 years clerics had been tried in the king's 
courts. Kidderminster replied, "there was a decree of the Church 
expressly to the contrary, to which all ought to pay obedience 
under pain of mortal sin ; and that therefore the trying of clerks 
in the civil courts was a sin in itself". To this Standish replied, 
" God forbid that all decrees of the Church should bind. It seems 
the Bishops think not so, for there is a decree that they should 
abide in their Cathedrals all the festivals of the year, yet the 
greater part of them do it not. 11 He then developed his argument 
that no decree of the Church could have any force in England 
until it had been received there. To this there was no reply ; but 
an ignorant supporter of Kidderminster fell back on his text, 
Nohte tangere meos chrz'stos, and attributed the words to our 
Saviour-so laying himself open to a crushing rejoinder. 

The result was that Standish became the most popular man 
in London. The City Fathers showed their gratitude to him by 
repaving the church of the Greyfriars, 1 and Parliament became 
so troublesome that it was prorogued until November.2 Standish 
utilised the interval by delivering lectures in which he main
tained his theses, and W arham in summoning convocation 
referred to certain matters in grave damnum et praejudicium 
ecclest'ae universalis.3 After that we are not surprised that when 
Convocation met, Standish was summoned to answer four 
questions: 

(1) Can a secular court convent clergy before it? 
(2) Are minor orders holy or not? 
(3) Does a constitution ordained by Pope and clergy bind a 

country whose use is to the contrary ? 
(4) Can a temporal ruler restrain a bishop ? 4 

Such questions contained dangerous pitfalls in whichever sense 
they were determined, and Standish was well advised in seeking 
the king's protection, for " what can one poor friar do against 
all the bishops and clergy ? " 

This led to a second debate at Blackfriars to which bishops, 

1 Miss Jeffries Davis, V.C.H. London, i. 238. 
2 L. & P. ii. 1312. 
3 Wilkin's ConciHa, iii. 658. ~ Pollard, Wolsey, 47. 
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judges and the learned were invited. Here Standish denied that 
he had ever taught that 

of the whole body of the Decretum, only so much as a man could 
hold in his fist, and no more, did oblige Christians. 

On the other hand he maintained his two theses-

( 1) That the exemption of clerks was not of divine right, and 
(2) That no positive ecclesiastical law binds any but those who 

receive it. 

He was supported by Dr. Veysey, afterwards Bishop of Exeter, 
who illustrated the second point by referring to clerical marriage. 
Secular priests at one time could marry. That they could not do 
so now was due to a decree that had been received in England. 
The Greeks had not received that decree and no one condemned 
them for not being celibates. Therefore the conventing of clerks 
could be justified, notwithstanding a decree to the contrary, 
because that decree had never been received in England. Then 
the judges declared that Convocation in citing Standish was in 
their opinion guilty of praemunire. After which ominous sugges
tion the conference broke up. 

A fuller assembly of notables shortly afterwards took place 
at Baynards Castle when Wolsey, kneeling before the king, dis
claimed on behalf of the clergy any intention to derogate from 
his prerogative, but implored him to remember his coronation 
oath and defend the rights of the Church. Archbishop Warham, 
mindful of his predecessor St. Thomas, said that saints had 
suffered martyrdom in this quarrel ; and Fineux, Lord Chief 
Justice, replied that many holy kings and holy fathers had sub
mitted to this law which they would not have done had it been 
contrary to the law of God. A suggestion was then made that 
the question should be referred to the Pope, but it was not even 
entertained. It rested with the king to give judgment, and he is 
reported to have done so in these words : 1 

By the permission and ordinance of God we are King of England, 
and the kings of England in times past had never any superior, but 
God only. Therefore know you that we will maintain the rights of our 

1 Burnet, Hist. of Ref., i. 46. In a slightly shortened form in Gairdner, Lollardy 
and tke Rejormatt'on, i. 281. Stubbs, Lectures Med. and Mod. Hist., 318, has some 
hesitation. He writes : " Whether that was really said or put into his mouth after• 
wards, I cannot say, but certainly no scheme of change in the relation between 
Church and State was set on foot for nearly seventeen years ". 
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crown, and of our temporal jurisdiction as well in this, as in all other 
points, in as ample a manner as any of our progenitors have done 
before our time, and as for your decrees, we are well assured that you 
of our spirituality go expressly against the words of divers of them, as 
hath been shown by some of our Council : and you interpret your 
decrees at your pleasure, but we will not agree to them more than our 
progenitors have done in former times. · 

The unfortunate Horsey had almost been forgotten through the 
controversies which had arisen in attempting to save him. He 
had been living all these months in the Archbishop's house, 
nominally a prisoner, knowing that if he were brought to trial 
no jury would dare to pronounce him "Not guilty". Henry, 
however, knew that the clergy were united in his favour, and, 
notwithstanding his great swelling words, it was not yet his 
policy to provoke their opposition. So yet another conference 
was held at Baynards Castle to review the evidence and examine 
the witnesses concerned in the case. Sir Thomas More, who was 
present, tells us that he knew the whole business " from top to 
toe '', and he gives an amusing account of some of the witnesses 
and of how they broke down under cross-examination. Tyndale, 1 

who was not there and had no first-hand knowledge of the 
matter, is content to criticise the spirit of Mare's pleasantries. 
More, however, never grapples with the evidence reported by 
Hall. Perhaps to have done so would have been unprofessional 
conduct ; but he knew what the evidence was, and his judgment 
is all the more valuable because he had no prejudice in favour 
of Fitzjames and his entourage. We may not be so sure as More 
was that Hunne committed suicide, and yet there is no real 
evidence against Horsey on record, apart from the confession of 
Charles Joseph in the Tower; and he had before told two tales 
which cannot be reconciled. Nor was there any conceivable 
reason for Horsey to murder the man when he had already 
sufficient evidence to send him to the stake. 

Apart from More's anecdotes we do not know what took 
place at this last meeting at Baynards Castle, but Parliament 
still continued to be active against the clergy, and Convocation 
was fully alive to the terror of the king's words. Convocation 
was dissolved on December 21st, and Parliament on the follow
ing day. Nothing could be done while either body was sitting. 

1 Tyndale, Answer to More, 166, 167. 
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Convocation, however, tendered to the king an apology for its 
attitude, and withdrew from its attack on Standish. Then Horsey 
was brought to trial in the king's court and pleaded " Not 
guilty ". On that the Attorney-General declared that there was 
no case to go to the jury. Horsey was saved after all, and so was 
the royal prerogative. But it cost Horsey £300 (£12,000 of our 
money) and he resigned most of his positions in the London 
diocese, r but was partly compensated for these losses by prefer
ment elsewhere, which enabled Fish to insinuate that he had 
secured the rewards of iniquity.2 

So the Hunne case came to an end, and what had begun 
with a dispute about a mortuary worth at the most 2s. 6d. led 
to a declaration of the royal supremacy. Mortuaries were in 
consequence abolished and benefit of clergy curtailed. What 
Maitland 3 calls " the border warfare " which had been going 
on for centuries between the ecclesiastical and civil courts almost 
developed into a decisive campaign. An appeal to the Pope was 
disregarded and the obligation of the canon law as decreed by 
the Pope was called in question. Clerical celibacy was shown to 
depend on positive law alone, and there were grim mutterings 
about the possibilities of praemunt're. Hunne had wished his 
case to be famous, and it was. We learn from it the spirit of 
the time, and find in it a fitting prelude for the study of the 
Reformation. 

1 According to Le Neve, Fash', 200, he did not resign the Precentorship of St. 
Paul's until r531. _ 

• Supplication/or Beggars. 3 Maitland, Const. Hist., 506. 



CHAPTER III 

THE POPULAR RELIGION 

I. The Devout English 

MANY years ago a contributor to the Dublt'n Review wrote about 
the XV century : " This epoch was an eclipse-a very Egyptian 
darkness ; worse than Chaos or Erebus-black as the thick pre
ternatural night under which Our Lord was crucified ".1 Had 
this statement been true it would have been easy to account for 
the Reformation. It is false, and the Reformation has still to be 
explained. In, the last chapter it became clear that there were 
many scandals in the clerical estate, but that the clergy were by 
no means so black as they have sometimes been painted. In this 
chapter it should become clear how, in spite of wickedness and 
superstition, there was a popular religion-real, sincere and 
active. There have never been any good old times; but in review
ing the past it is possible to overestimate our superior 
enlightenment. 

Foreigners regarded the English as a very devout ·nation. A 
Venetian 2 in 1 5 I 3 wrote that the English army had gone to 
France not to rob but to gain honour, that they had no women 
camp followers, were not profane swearers, and for the most 
part recited the daily office and rosary. This perhaps somewhat 
overtaxes our credulity, and we may suspect that the writer 
obtained his information from some young archer's pious and 
patriotic maiden aunt. On the other hand, Trevisan, another 

1 Dublt"n Review, xliv. 49. So Hardwick, Hist. of the Articles, I, quotes from 
Bellannine (Opera vi. 206): "According to the testimony of those who were then 
alive, there was almost an entire abandonment of equity in the ecclesiastical judg· 
ments; in morals no discipline, in sacred literature no erudition, in divine things no 
reverence : religion was almost extinct". This rhetorical statement applies only to 
Italy and may be compared with similar statements about the Church of England in 
1820. Machiavelli, Discorsi, I. xii., wrote: "We Italians are more irreligious and 
corrupt than others . . . because the Church and her representatives set us the 
worst examples ". 

,. Gurney Salter, Tudor England through Venetian Eyes, II4. Compare this 
statement with Hall's account of the Adventurers, 646, 686. 
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Venetian who wrote in 1497, was evidently an acute observer 
and retails his first-hand impressions. He was unprejudiced and 
much amused by English manners and self-sufficiency. This is 
what he reports about English religion : 1 

They all attend Mass every day and say many Paternosters in 
public-the women carrying long rosaries in their hands, and any who 
can read taking the Office of Our Lady with them, and with some 
companion reciting it in church, verse by verse, in a low voice after 
the manner of churchmen. They always hear Mass every Sunday in 
their parish church, and give liberal alms, because they may not offer 
less than a piece of money, of which fourteen are equivalent to a 
golden ducat ; 2 nor do they omit any form incumbent on good 
Christians ; there are, however, many who have various opinions 
concerning religion. 

The last clause suggests the first comment. Englishmen, so 
orthodox in practice, were nevertheless ready to discuss their 
beliefs in the presence of a foreigner ; and when the time came 
it was not difficult for Reformers to obtain a hearing. Religion 
in England had never been thought of as a subject on which 
priests spoke while laymen bowed their heads in unquestioning 
acquiescence. Trevisan, moreover, unconsciously points to the 
dominating ideals which were to determine the history of English 
religion for four centuries-the ideal of a uniform worship and 
the ideal of freedom of thought. 

Coming from a land where some were priest-ridden and 
many in scornful revolt, it puzzled him to find men, so careful 
in religious observances, discussing religious questions with 
freedom. Attached as he was to an embassy, the people he was 
most likely to meet belonged to the upper classes. They were 
men of the world and not altogether unlike their descendants ; 
that is, they were always careful to do the right thing and 
punctiliously conventional, while reserving the right to grumble, 
to question the necessity of the duties they performed, and to 
express opinions at variance with their conduct. They were like 
the church-going Englishmen of the mid-Victorian age, who did 

1 Italian Relation, 23. 
2 Ducat=3s. 6d. Therefore the coin intended would be a threepenny piece. This 

is an exaggeration. Trevisan was anticipating the XX century. The XV-century 
Englishman infrequently offered a Mass penny. From the Northumberland House• 
hold Book, 303, we find that the Earl offered IS. or 3d., according to the occasion; 
his eldest son 4d. or 2d.; his younger children 2d. or rd. 
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not profess to be religious and yet believed that there was a God 
and that they had a duty towards Him. So when Sunday came, 
reluctantly they put on their best clothes and went to Church. 
They did not perhaps enter into the meaning of the prayers, and 
they sat out the sermon in a spirit of resignation. They certainly 
did not offer up their service with joy and thanksgiving, but their 
service had this merit-it was an act of homage to the Majesty 
of God. 

Passing from the formalists to the superstitious, Erasmus 
tells us, " There are some who cannot believe themselves to be 
Christians unless they hear Mass every day " : and the boy to 
whom he is talking replies, " It is only because they think it 
unlucky not to do so ".1 Little prigs have made similar remarks 
since the world was young, and elderly prigs have applauded 
their penetration; but it is not so easy to determine where the 
fear of the Lord ceases to be the beginning of wisdom and 
becomes the superstition of the servile. Cranmer scoffed at 
those who " run from altar to altar, and from sacring, as they 
call it, to sacring, peeping, tooting and gazing at that thing 
which the priest held up in his hand ... and saying, 'This day 
have I seen my Maker ', and ' I can not be quiet except I see my 
Maker once a day' ".2 Some men, no doubt, talked like this and 
Cranmer heard them ; but it is well to remember that con
troversialists are apt to attribute to all their opponents what has 
been said by the silliest of them. Many, we may be sure, came 
to Mass seeking for Jesus and found peace in His Presence. 
Many, we are told, believed that by assisting at Mass they were 
insured against accidents and sudden death that day. 3 A Pro
testant pastor may murmur " magic " ; but the same pastor has 
quite rightly told his son that unless he says his prayers in the 
morning he cannot expect God's protection during the day; and 
the boy may have said his prayers with a like " magical " intent. 
We then ask the further question: Is magic in either case the 
right word? 

All great men kept chaplains in their houses. Henry VIII, 
wrote Guistiniani,4 "hears three Masses daily when he hunts, 
and sometimes five on other days, he hears the Office every day 

1 Erasmus, Colloquia: Pietas Puert"lis. 
• Cranmer, On the Supper, Parker Society, 219. 
3 Myre, Instructions to Parish Priests, IO. 

♦ Guistiniani, Relazi'one, quoted by Brewer, Henry VII I, 9. 
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in the Queen's chamber ; that is to say vespers and compline ". 
His devout grandmother heard six Masses every day. 1 The 
chaplains had sometimes to wait on their lord's convenience. 
Cavendish tells us how on one occasion Wolsey "rose early, 
about four of the clock, sitting down to write letters into England 
commanding one of his chaplains to prepare him to Mass ", 
which Mass he did not hear until four in the afternoon: after 
which he said his office, walked in the garden, and had dinner 
and supper together.2 This was due to the pressure of State 
business during an embassy, but the Knight of La Tour Landry 
found it necessary to tell two stories of tardy worshippers-one 
of a knight and his lady who lay so long in bed that the parish 
were deprived of their Mass as the priest did not dare to begin 
without them-another of a great lady who took so long in 
arraying herself that the waiting congregation called down a 
curse upon her head.3 In both cases suitable retribution followed, 
for the Middle Ages loved cautionary tales. 

With regard to behaviour in church it would be wrong to ex
pect that XV century people conformed to the present standard, 
of English decorum.4 It would be equally wrong to suppose that 
the satire and denunciation of foreign preachers were applicable 
to England. Even to-day there is a different standard of religious 
behaviour in London and in Naples. In the XV century con
gregational worship was exceptional. While Mass was being 
celebrated men might be in church who were not assisting at it, 
and they were probably not very considerate for those who were, 
but behaved as tourists often do to-day in a foreign cathedral. 
In the XV century we are told of people who remained in the 
churchyard until the sanctus bell rang, and then rushed to the 
windows or jostled in at the door that they might see the eleva
tion of the Host. 5 The clergy condemned them as they condemn 
now the village boys in their Sunday clothes, who worship on 

' Cooper, Margaret Beaufort, 75, 76. 
2 Cavendish, Wolsey (Singers' ed.), 175. 
3 The Book of La Tour Landry, 68, 7 I. The early translation of this book, which 

was edited by Wright for E.E.T.S., is preferable to the version of Caxton, 1484. 
Robert of Brunne, Handlynge Synne, I 35, also tells of a rich man lying in bed when 
the bell rang to church, enjoying" the merry morning sleep". 

4 For a description of bad behaviour in church, see Barclay's version of Brandt's 
Narrenschijf, i. 221. 

5 Vertue of the Mass, stanza 4. Quoted by Simmons, Lay Folks' Mass Book, 163. 
Lydgate insists that those attending Mass should be there at the beginning, and not 
leave until after the last Gospel. 
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the churchyard wall for the greater part of the service. In the 
XV century those assisting at Mass were told to kneel except at 
the Gospel and the Creed, and the custom has continued after 
the Reformation. No other Church in Christendom asks wor
shippers to be so long upon their knees. John Myre says : 1 

No one in church stande shall, 
Nor lean to pillar nor to wall, 
But fair on knees they shall them set 
Kneeling down upon the flette (floor). 
And pray to God with heart so meek, 
To give them grace and mercy eke. 

The Lay Folks' Mass Book 2 instructs 

That thou shalt good tent take 
At the Mass no jangling make. 

While in The Manner and Mede of the Mass we are told the 
story of how St. Augustine saw the Devil writing down all the 
gossip told by certain jangling wives at Mass, and the moral 
comes: 

Till a Mass was said to end 
No man should talk with foe or friend 

But hold him as a stone. 
That house was made for prayer 
To J esu and His Mother dear, 

To thank them all alone.3 

It would be absurd to suppose that everyone at all times observed 
these pious precepts. It is also absurd to suppose that they were 
generally disregarded. When everyone went to Church, sinners 
as well as saints, it was perhaps more necessary than it is to-day 
for preachers to denounce irreverent behaviour. 

In the XV century everyone assisted at Mass, but it was an 
age of infrequent communions. The lay brothers of the Order of 
Sempringham communicated eight times in the year and the 
third Order of St. Dominic three times ; 4 but most men were 
never houselled except at Easter; and Margaret Beaufort, who 

1 Myre, Instructions to Parish Priests, 9. 
• Lay Folks' Mass Book, 5. 
3 Ib£d. 138. Quoted from Vernon MS. The Book of La Tour Landry tells the 

same story of St. Martin. 
4 Dalgairns, Holy Communion, 222. 
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received the Blessed Sacrament once a month, excited wonder. 1 

This infrequency was not due to the theologians. St. Thomas 
Aquinas had concluded, " Though it be not useful for all men 
to approach this sacrament daily, a man may come as often as 
he finds himself prepared for it " ; 2 and St. Bonaventura had 
written of frequent communion with a balanced judgment 
backed by considerable historical knowledge. 3 Law and custom 
are, however, more potent in determining practice than the argu
ments of theologians. When the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215 

decreed that no one should approach the altar unless he had 
been shriven, they were acting no doubt out of reverence for the 
Blessed Sacrament, and with fear for the souls of unworthy 
communicants. When they decreed that everyone should partake 
at Easter, they only intended to fix the barest minimum ; but the 
world largely nullified the rules proposed for its betterment by 
accepting the minimum requirements as the normal practice, 
and went to confession and communion only once a year. Then, 
since they were usually communicated outside the service, the 
intention of our Lord was in danger of being obscured and 
forgotten. The culmination of the service was the communion 
of the priest, and the people thought of the Mass as something 
offered for them, rather than as an offering in which they shared. 

Churchmen, however, remained fully alive to the social 
significance of the Sacrament, and failing to secure it in the 
appointed way by the communion of the faithful, emphasised 
customs like the kissing of the pax and the distribution of the 
holy loaf. 

Originally the faithful kissed one another before communi
cating, but when this was thought unseemly a tablet of wood, 
metal, ivory or glass was substituted and passed round to be 
kissed while the priest made his communion.4 The ceremony 
originated in England in the first half of the XIII century and 
spread to the Continent.5 Its intention was obvious, "for", as 
the Myrour of Our Lady says, " the sacrament cannot worthily 

1 Fisher, Mourninges Remembrance, Baker's edition, 13. 
2 Aquinas, Summa, III. q. lxxxi., a. 10, 
3 St. Bonaventura on the Sentences, IV. i. 2. See the quotations in Darwell Stone, 

Hist. of the Euchar£st, i. 336. 
4 Scudamore, Notitz'a Eucharistica, 496-504. 
5 Dearrner, Booklet of the Mass (Alcuin Club), I 15. Cp. Scudamore, op. cit. 890. 

The earliest mention of it is in 1236 when St. Edmund Rich orders that the kiss of 
peace and bread hlessed in the Church must be refused to the concubines of priests. 
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be received but in peace and charity, for His dwelling is peace " 1 

while Lydgate in his Vertue of the Masse says: 

The people of low and high degree 
Kiss the Pax, a token of unity.2 

Becon sneered at the practice and misrepresented its intention : 3 

but the Visitors of Henry VIII in issuing injunctions for the 
deanery of Doncaster, recognised the ceremony and charged the 
clerk presenting the pax to say : " This is a token of joyful 
peace, which is betwixt God and men's conscience: Christ alone 
is the Peacemaker, which straightly commands peace between 
brother and brother ". 4 

The ceremony was beautiful and appropriate, but by the 
malice of the Devil this emblem of peace became a source of 
discord, and the kiss of charity an assertion of pre-eminence. 
Even in Chaucer's day the proud man wished " to kiss the pax 
and be censed" 5 before his neighbour. Sir Thomas More tells 
us " how men fall at variance for kissing of the pax ".6 In 1496 
a woman was presented to the Archdeacon of Middlesex for 
throwing the pax on the floor because another woman had been 
allowed to kiss it :first.7 In England at the Reformation the 
custom was abolished.8 

It has been suggested that in the Holy Loaf we have a sur
vival of the Agape, but this is unlikely. Its intention, however, 
was that of the Agape-it was to emphasise the social character 
of the religious community. The Holy Loaf 9 was censed and 
blessed before it was cut up and distributed to the people after 
Mass. Some took it home to sick friends. It was not a sacrament, 

1 Myrout" of Our Lady, 331. 
2 Lydgate, Vertue of the Mass, fol. 185. 
3 Becon, Works, ii. 279. 
4 Burnet, Reformation, v. 186. I think Burnet is right in ii. 123, in attributing 

these injunctions to the later years of Henry VIII. Collier, Ch. Hi'st. ii. 242, and 
Cardwell, Documentary Annals, i. 56, date them 1548, being misled by the place in 
which Burnet inserted the document. Burnet found it in the Johnstone Collections. 
It is now lost. 

5 Chaucer, Personne's Tale, Pt. iii. 6 More, Works, Novissima, p. 88. 
7 Hale, Precedents, 192. 
8 For Flemish customs as regards the pax see Huizinga, Waning of the Middle 

Ages, 37. Le Brun, Explication de la Messe, 6w, writing at the beginning of the 
XVIII century, says that the ceremony had been discontinued in most places in 
France, because of the quarrels to which it gave rise. 

9 For the history of the Holy Loaf see Scudamore, op. cit., 887-893. 
H 
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but it had a sacramental character, and in I 540 was commended 
by the Rationale of Ceremonial '' as a godly ceremony and to be 
continued in the Church ... to put us in mind that all Christian 
men be one mystical body of Christ, as the bread is made of 
many grains and yet but one loaf". 1 St. Paul, however, in 
I Corinthians x. I 7 was speaking of the Holy Communion, and 
the Holy Loaf was a poor substitute for the ordained sacrament 
of unity. 

It is sometimes supposed that the people did not in the least 
understand the Mass, but thought of it as something which the 
priests did on their behalf-a magical incantation which pro
tected them in this life and rescued them from purgatory in the 
life to come. Of some people this may be true, for irreligion and 
ignorance are the parents of much superstition, and no one 
pretends that everyone was religious and well instructed. This 
was not true of devout people even when they were illiterate. 
Such people might have found it difficult to put into words 
exactly what they believed about the Holy Sacrifice, a doctrine 
on which the Schoolmen did not agree, but they were all con
vinced about the reality of our Lord's Presence. It was His 
Presence which focused their worship. To Him they directed 
their praise and prayer. They came to church, wanting to be with 
Him their Saviour; they came not daring to absent themselves 
for He was their judge. Nicholas Love, John Myre, Langford 2 

and others who wrote popular manuals never tire of insisting on 
the Presence. It was the overwhelming and supreme fact of life, 
so that Berthold of Ratisbon, the preacher, says : 

Grant now that our Lady St. Mary, Mother of God, stood here on 
this fair meadow, while all the Saints and all the Angels found room 
about her, and I were found worthy to see this sight .... I would 
rather turn, and bow the knee before a Priest bearing the Lord's Body 
to the sick, than before Our Lady St. Mary and all the saints of the 
whole host of Heaven.3 

It is surprising how many explanations of the Mass have 
survived. Lydgate, the Monk of Bury, begins his with a prayer : 

' Rationale of Ceremonial, edited by Cob be, 41. 
• John Myre, Festival; Nicholas Love, The Blessed Sacrament, reprinted with 

The Mirror of the Blessed Jesus (Orchard Books); Langford, Medz'tations of Ghostly 
Exercises in Time of Mass. 

3 Quoted by Coulton, Ten Mediaeval Studies, 33. 
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God of Heaven that shook earth and hell 
Give me grace some word to tell 
To the lewd who cannot read 
But Paternoster and the Creed.1 

99 

Lydgate evidently intended his explanation to be taught and 
had reason to believe that it would be taught ; and that it might 
easily be memorised, he wrote it in verse. Here are his directions 
for prayer at the Elevation of the Host: 

And when he [the priest] resteth Him in height 
Kneel adown with all thy might. 
And if thou ask anything, 
Speak dreadfully as to a King ; 
And look thou ask no thing of right, 
But of His grace and of His might.2 

Much better known was The Lay Folks' Mass Book. It was 
written by one Dan Jeremy, Canon of Rouen and Archdeacon 
of Cleveland, who may have been of French or English origin, 
but wrote in French towards the close of the XII century. In 
English there are no less than six different versions written in 
different dialects, the latest dating from the middle of the XV 
century. It was evidently a classic for instruction and the different 
versions prove its wide distribution. It paraphrased in verse the 
Confiteor, the Gloria in Excelsis and the Lord's Prayer. It 
simplified the language of the Nicene Creed, and suggests that 
the worshipper should say the Apostles' Creed to himself. When 
it comes to the Canon of the Mass it expands and particularises. 
When the priest prays for pope and bishop, priest and clerk are 
added : when for the king, the lord of the land is not forgotten : 
when he prays for all the faithful, verse succeeds verse-for 
those " sib and well-willing " (relations and well-wishers), for 
friends, tenants, servants, old men, children, women, mendicants 
craftsmen, tilmen (ploughmen), rich and poor, 

That they be keeped specially 
In good health and life holy. 

Then the prayer goes on for the wicked, for those slandered and 
those in strife, for the sick, for prisoners, for sailors on the sea 
and for exiles from this land. 

' Appendix V in Lay Folks' Mass Book, edited by Simmons, 1879, E.E.T.S., 
148. Lydgate's Merita Missae must not be confused with his Vertue of the Mass. 

2 lbi'd. 150. 
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To all them Thou send succour 
To Thy worship and Thine honour. 

Two quotations may be added-the prayer that was to be said 
at the Sanctus and the prayer at the Elevation of the Host : 

At the Sanctus: 

At the Elevation : 

Sweet Jesu, grant me now this 
That I may come unto Thy bliss, 
There unto angels for to sing 
This sweet song of Thy loving, 
Sanctus, Sanctus,.Sanctus, 
Jesu grant that it be thus. 

Praised be Thou, King, 
And blessed be Thou, King, 

Of all Thy giftes good 
And thanked be Thou, King : 
J esu, all my joying, 

That for me spilt Thy Blood ; 
And died upon the Rood ; 

Thou give me grace to sing 
The song of Thy praising. 

This joyous simplicity is maintained throughout. It has the 
spontaneity of childhood, while so many of our modern manuals 
of devotion suggest a morbid middle age. So, in the XV century 
the Church tried to teach her children to praise and pray, and to 
some extent she succeeded. 

Trevisan does not only say Englishmen habitually heard 
Mass, but also that they said many paternosters in public. In 
those days it was easier to say prayers in church than at home, 
although Whitford in his Work for Householders urges the 
latter practice and anticipates the objection : 

We lie two or three sometimes together, and even in one chamber 
divers beds, and so many in company, that if we should use these 
things in presence of our fellows some would laugh us to scorn and 
mock at us.1 

Fashions change. Nowadays a man feels himself conspicuous if 
he kneels down in a church to say his private prayers. In those 

1 Whitford, Werke for H(Juseholders, quoted by Gasquet, Eve of the Re/ormati(Jn, 
275-
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days it was conspicuous to pray at home, and the churches were 
the recognised places for private devotion. There was then a 
popular religion, a religion common to all, with practices so well 
understood that they occasioned no remark. Privacy did not 
exist in the Middle Ages. Not only did men share the same bed, 
but boys learned their lessons in a schoolroom where masters of 
other classes bawled at or flogged their pupils. It must have 
been very difficult " to mind your book ". Craftsmen plied their 
trades in booths open to the street, where intending customers 
could note their skill. Princes dined in public without losing 
their appetite, while their subjects gaped at them. So men could 
pray before an altar undisturbed though children were playing 
hide-and-seek about the pillars ; but could not pray at home, 
because custom decreed that it was unusual. 

The women who came with their office books and rosaries to 
church also tell us of a popular religion. They needed no priest 
to conduct their devotions. The book they brought with them 
was The Prymer, 1 which contained the Hours of our Lady, the 
Penitential Psalms, the Psalms of Degrees, the Commendation 
of a Passing Soul and sundry prayers for special occasions. 
Many have survived. Some are in Latin; some have Latin and 
English on opposite pages, and these were recommended by 
directors to nuns. Some are in English only and were the lay 
folks' prayer books. In XV-century wills we find references to 
" My best prymer . . . ", " my myddell prymmere . . . ", " my 
grete Prymer ... ", a "Prymer to serve God with ... " 2. A 
London grocer left " my Prymer with gilt claspes whereuppon 
I am wont to say my service ",3 while a certain Sir Thomas had 
" a littel Portose " which he took with him always when he 
rode. In this last instance portose must mean a prymer and not 
a breviary.4 The prymer of Henry VIII is now in the British 
Museum, and also one that belonged to an unknown lady of his 
court who collected autographs. It has inscriptions by Henry 
VII and his wife, by Henry VII I and Katherine of Aragon, by 
Margaret Queen of Scotland and the Princess Mary and by 
Yolande, Princess of Savoy. Katherine of Aragon wrote : 

1 Littlehales has edited The Prymer for the E.E.T.S. Pt. II has a valuable 
introduction by Edmund Bishop. 

2 Wordsworth and Littlehales, Old English Service Books, 248. 
3 Ibid. 249. 
4 Littlehales, The Prymer, ii., xliv. 
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I think the prayers of a friend be most acceptable unto God ; and 
because I take you for one of mine assured, I pray you to remember 
me in yours- Katherine the Queen.1 

The Prymer was in constant use among all classes that could 
read. Between 1478 and r 534, r 16 editions of the Sarum Prymer 
in Latin were printed, and many of them contain additional 
devotions in English. Between r 534 and I 547, 28 editions were 
printed entirely in English, and r 8 in Latin. 2 

The question remains, how many people at the end of the 
XV century were able to read ? 3 Sir Thomas More says, " far 
more than four parts of all the whole [people] divided into ten 
could never read English yet ", 4 which is rather a clumsy way of 
admitting that more than half of the population could read. This 
is what we should expect. Illiteracy was, no doubt, very general 
in the Northern Counties and also in the West, while in many 
remote villages there could have been few opportunities for 
book-learning. But in towns and the better populated countryside, 
the great majority of the people must have been able to read. 
"Unless", writes Mr. Kingsford, "the capacity to read had 
been fairly general, the common practice of posting up bills in 
public places or distributing them by hand, would be inexplic
able ".5 It is also noteworthy that the pews erected in churches 
about this time were all provided with book-rests.6 But the best 
evidence is from the number of grammar-schools. 7 In them the 
teaching no doubt was bad, but they can scarcely have failed in 
teaching children to read. There were a multitude of chantry 

1 Littlehales, ii, 45. 2 Cobbe, Rationale of Ceremonial, 54. 
3 Maskell, Monumenta RituaNa, iii. 5r, says : " Taking the relative population 

. . there were more people who could read two hundred years before the Reforma
tion than two hundred years afterwards". Another Roman Catholic writer, W. E. 
Campbell, Sir Thomas More's Works, ii. 94: "Printing was then a new thing, and 
apart from the Clergy a very small proportion of the people were able to read what 
was printed ". In making these contradictory assertions both were intent on scoring 
a controversial point in favour of their Church. Gairdner {Introd. to Pasion Letters, 
ccclxiii.), a better authority than either of them, says, " No person of any rank or 
station in society above mere labouring men seems to have been wholly illiterate". 
Kingsford, Introd. to Stonor Letters, xlvi., agrees with him. Miss Gabel, Benefit of 
Clergy, Sr, calls attention to the fact that many labourers were able to claim benefit 
of clergy, because they could read. 

4 More, Apologye, r3. s Kingsford, Prejudice and Promise, 39. 
6 Littlehales, The Prymer, Pt. II. xliv. 
7 Leach, Schools of Mediaeval England, 330, 331, reckons that there were at 

least ten grammar schools in every shire, and that the number of schools in propor
tion to the population was greater than in 1864. 
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schools suppressed at the Reformation, so that it may be true 
that there were more illiterates in England when Elizabeth died in 
1603 than a hundred years before, notwithstanding the immense 
improvement in teaching that had then taken place. 

That many of the poor could read is proved by the wide 
distribution of Wyclifite tracts, written especially for them in 
homely language, while that better-to-do citizens could read may 
be proved from XV-century wills. Wallyngton, a London 
draper, in 1403 mentions ten books in his will, all of a religious 
character. John Clifford, a mason of Southwark, in 1411 had 
several books, including the Gospels in English, which he left 
to St. Olave's Church. Stephen Preston, who died in 1274, 
had books of grammar, sophistry, logic and law, besides a work 
of St. Bonaventura, Boethius and the Prick of Conscience. 1 

Apart from private possessions it was possible to read in some 
churches which had often other books than those necessary for 
conducting services. St. Margaret Southwark had 29 volumes 
and St. Margaret Fish Street 59.2 At St. Christopher le Stocks 
we are told that " on the south side of the vestiarie standeth a 
grete library with ii lecturnalles whereon to lay the Bokes ". 3 

These must have been double-faced bookcases, like those at 
Merton College and Hereford Cathedral, with reading-desks on 
the top for the chained books.4 What, however, concerns us here 
is to know what the people read. Men of the upper classes no 
doubt like John Paston collected romances, poetry and books on 
heraldry.5 Sober aldermen paid large sums to have chronicles 
copied out, but the majority wanted books of devotion. 6 Many 
more MSS. of Richard Rolle and Walter Hilton have survived 
than MSS. of Chaucer and Gower. When the printing press 
began, many more editions of religious works were published 
than of secular. It was not merely for the clergy and devout 
women that such books were provided. They were bought by 
busy citizens and craftsmen. Prior to the printing press Robert 
Holland, a barber well known to the hustings, left a work of 
Walter Hilton which he had had made for "the common 
profit ". The colophon asks that the person who should inherit 
the work should pray for Holland's soul. The reader was to see 

1 Kingsford, Prejudice and Promise, 40. 
3 Micklethwaite, Ornaments Rubric, 45. 
5 Paston Letters, No. 869. 

• V.C.H. London, i. 241. 
4 Streeter, The Chained Library. 
6 Kingsford, op. cit., 41. 
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that it was in due course passed on with the same request. "And 
so be it delivered from person to person, man or woman, as 
long as the book endureth." Beneath the colophon is a later 
inscription : 

James Palmer owneth this book, yet without the least intent to pray 
for the soul of Robert Holland, being a wicked and simple custom of 
sottishly ignorant Papists. J. Palmer, Junior. 

We cannot help being sorry for Robert Holland, whose pious 
wish was frustrated. We are still more sorry for James Palmer, 
Junior and his lack of charity. But we are grateful to them both 
-to Robert Holland who had the book made, and to James 
Palmer who preserved it. 1 

I I. The Churches 

When we approach a modern city we see great factory chim
neys belching black smoke. We pass through dingy suburbs 
into a town with broad streets with high and sometimes splendid 
buildings, with great shop windows wondrously decorated, and 
with advertisements artfully displayed. There are churches in 
the modern city-fine churches very often, but they do not 
immediately attract attention, and the city life goes on independ
ent of their appeal.2 

In the Middle Ages, on the other hand, the churches were 
most conspicuous, and you could not escape from the sound of 
their bells. As you came through meadows to the grim walls of 
the city, not yet picturesque through decay, you saw nothing 
above or behind them but towers and spires. Within the gates 
there was a tangle of crooked and narrow streets with dark and 
noisome passages opening into them. There were fine timber 
houses projecting story above story, miserable hovels often 
adjoining them. Open sewers, dirt and abominable smells were 

1 R. W. Chambers, Continuity of EngHslt Prose, cviii, cxxxiii, in Harpsfield, 
Life of More, E.E.T.S. Robert Holland died intestate in 1441. A similar colophon to 
Walter Hilton's works is to be found in Lambeth MS. 472, with John Killum's 
name instead of Robert Holland's. He was a grocer who died in 1416. Vide Dorothy 
Jones, Introd. to The Minor Works of Walter Hilton (Orchard Books), xi. ff. 

• A. W. Pugin in his Contrasts has two plates, one showing a mediaeval town 
as he thought it was and the other as he saw it at the time of writing. The plates 
are not uninstructive, though his views were selected with malice. 
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taken for granted by the inhabitants. The churches, however, 
were glorious within and without-they were the real homes of 
the people. In them the rich man prayed, the poor man begged, 
and women told their beads and whispered gossip. 

England was then " the ringing isle " and the citizens were 
attuned to the continual tintinnabulation of the bells. They called 
men to service, they witnessed to the consecration in the Mass, 
they announced the curfew ; they pealed for christenings and 
weddings, and tolled for the passing soul.1 They clanged the 
alarm for fire and tumult, and defied the storms.2 They rocked 
the steeples in the day of victory, and knelled with muffled tones 
disaster and defeat. They welcomed distinguished visitors, and 
as in duty bound rang in the archdeacon on his visitation,3 the 
bishop and the king.4 

The wealth stored in the churches astonished Trevisan. He 
wrote: 

Above all are their riches displayed in the church treasuries ; for 
there is not a parish church in the kingdom so mean, as not to possess 

1 The Soul bell or Forthfarre bell was a custom peculiar to England: vide Cox, 
Archdeacon's Accounts, 212. The Angel us bell, on the other hand, was not introduced 
into England until the beginning of the XVI century. There were, however, the Ave 
and Gabriel bells: Rock, Church of Our Fathers, iii. 276-280. 

2 Durandus, Symbolism of Churches, trans. by Neale and West, p. 80, says: 
" This is the reason why the Church, when she seeth a tempest to arise, doth ring 
the bells, that the Devil hearing the trumpets of the Eternal King, which be the bells, 
may flee away through fear and cease from raising the storm ; and that the faithful 
also may be admonished at the ringing of the bells, and be provoked to be instant in 
prayer for the instant danger". Vide also Latimer on holy bells, i. 498. Bamabe 
Googe, Popish Kingdom, fol. 41, writes: 

" If that the thunder chance to roar, and stormy tempest shake, 
A wonder is it for to see the wretches how they quake. 
Now that no faith at all they have, nor trust in anything, 
The clerk doth all the bells forthwith at once in steeples ring : 
With wondrous sound and deeper far, than he was wont before, 
Till in the lofty heavens dark the thunder bray no more. 
For in these Christened bells, they think, doth lie more power and might 
As able in the tempests great and storms to vanquish quite." 

Bacon thought, on scientific grounds, that bells might dispel a tempest. 
3 The Archdeacon's right to this honour was sometimes contested, but he could 

?1ake himself very unpleasant when it was denied him. Bells were rung for the bishop 
ID order that the people might come out of their houses to receive his blessing. 
Maskell, Monumenta Ritualia, II. clvi. 

4 If this civility was omitted the almoner sealed the church door until a fine was 
paid. This custom was troublesome at Westminster Windsor, Richmond and 
Greenwich, because the entrances and exits of kings ;ere sometimes unexpected. 
Cox, Churchwardens' Accounts, 214 ff. 
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crucifixes, candlesticks, censers, patens and cups of silver ; nor is there 
a convent of mendicant friars so poor not to have all the same articles 
of silver, besides many other articles worthy of a cathedral church 
in the same metal. Your Magnificence may therefore imagine what 
the decorations of those enormously rich Benedictine, Carthusian and 
Cistercian monasteries must be . . . and I have been informed that 
amongst other things many of these monasteries possess unicorn's 
horns of an enormous size. 1 

The eyes of the Italian had evidently been dazzled. As a foreigner 
he had been taken to see what was notable, and he generalises a 
little too freely ; but we know from the inventories that have 
survived how great was the wealth of the Church in silver, 
silver gilt and even gold. It is equally true that many of the 
ornaments were of pewter or laten. The monasteries which 
possessed unicorns' horns cannot now be identified. They dis
appeared in the general spoliation-the largest of them no doubt 
being appropriated by the Crown. Hentzner 2 in I 598 saw one at 
Windsor, valued at £10,000, and somewhat later Peter Mundy 
saw another in the Tower of London and rightly guessed that it 
was the horn of some fish. 3 In the Middle Ages curiosities of all 
sorts decorated the churches. So Durandus writes : " In some 
churches are suspended the eggs of ostriches and other things 
which cause admiration because rarely seen, that by this means 
people may be drawn to church, and have their minds the more 
affected ".4 

Up to the eve of the Reformation the work of building and 
decoration went on. Bath Abbey was in process of rebuilding 
when the monastery was dissolved. 5 Bell Harry Tower at Canter
bury had only a few years before been finished. The Tower and 
Lady Chapel at Gloucester were not a hundred years old. The 
windows at King's College, Cambridge, St. Neots, Fairford and 
Malvern were modern. The rood loft at St. Mary's, Cambridge, 
was erected in 1522 and cost £92: 6: 8.6 The screens at York 
and Ripon date from 1490,7 while it was the " wicked Abbot" 

' An Italian Relation of England, 29. 
2 Paul Hentzner, Travels (ed. 1797), 54. 
3 Mundy's Travels, iii. 1-3, New Hakluyt Society. 
4 Durandus, Symbolism in Churches, 67. 
5 Leland, Itinerary, i. 144, writes: " Oliver King, Bishop of Bath, began oflate 

days a right goodly new church". It was not completed until the days of Elizabeth. 
6 Cox, Churchwardens' Accounts, 83. 
7 Bond, Screens and Galleries, 156. 
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Wallingford of St. Albans who provided his church with a 
magnificent high altar and screen. 1 

It is reasonable to suppose that when the resources of art 
were lavished on the churches, great care would be taken for 
their preservation. This, in spite of exceptions to the contrary, 
may be admitted, although it is well to remember that our 
forefathers -did not altogether share our views about dust and 
dirt. 

The monastic churches were probably the best kept, for the 
monks were there to look after them ; and even monks, who were 
not overmuch given to prayer and devotion, regarded their 
church as the outward and visible glory of the community to 
which they belonged. They were, moreover, by no means eager 
that the rude public should frequent them, and so ran less risk 
of damage and dilapidation. The monks of Bury St. Edmunds 
built two splendid churches on either side of their abbey gateway 
to accommodate the townsmen and pilgrims. The monks of 
Evesham also built two churches, not quite so splendid, for the 
same reason. St. Margaret's, Westminster, was built for "the 
ease of the monks " and to save them from " the annoyance " of 
having their south aisle used as a parish church.2 At Pershore 
the homely parish church shelters itself at the east end of the 
abbey choir which soars above it. The people were as far as 
possible shut out from the abbeys; and when these exclusive 
corporations were dissolved there were few that loved these 
glorious buildings. The two churches at Bury remain, but the 
abbey has been destroyed ; the same is true of Evesham, while 
the parish church of Glastonbury survives and the abbey is a 
ruin. At Romsey, at Tewkesbury and Malvern on the other hand 
the parish churches have disappeared, because the parishioners 
bought the derelict monastic churches for their own use. Malvern 
acquired its priory church for £ 20, 3 while Tewkesbury had to 
pay £453 4 for its abbey and St. Alban's £400. 5 

When Erasmus visited Canterbury he was much impressed 
by the great nave, spacious and empty. He only found in it some 

1 Gairdner, Lo/lardy and the Reformation, ii. 69. Gasquet, Abbot Wallingford, 2, 

argues that the gift of the screen proves that he was not wicked ; Coulton, Ten 
Mediaeval Studies, 254, comments on this. 

2 Stow, Survey of London, 1603 ed. 3 Deane, Malvern Priory, 24. 
4 Blunt, Tewkesbury, 99. 
5 The sum paid is a matter of dispute. V.C.H. Herts, ii. 5II. 
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books chained to pillars and among them the Gospel of Nico
demus. 1 It was a monastic church, and the monks loved its 
emptiness. It was such a fitting approach to the crowded glories 
within the screen. Erasmus has not left us a description of St. 
Paul's, then and after the Reformation one of the most desecrated 
churches in Christendom. At each pillar in the nave a sergeant
at-law might have been found ready to interview his clients.2 

Merchants came there to discuss business and settle the rate of 
exchange. Groups of priests hovered about the doors hoping for 
chantries and chaplaincies, but idle all the day long because no 
one had hired them. Bullies ruffled in the aisles, prostitutes and 
pickpockets plied their unlicensed trades, countrymen were 
cozened by cheats and smallwares were sold by Autolycus. 3 Its 
condition was a disgrace, and the only excuse that can be offered 
for its condition is that it was the one place of public resort in 
the city which was under cover. Buying and selling went on also 
in the Minster of York in 1409, but it was then declared to be a 
scandal and contrary to evangelical discipline.4 At Exeter booths 
were erected in the cathedral nave during fair-time, and there 
was a lengthy dispute on the subject between the town and the 
chapter, but it really turned on the point of who should receive 
the fees.5 At Ramsey the rector had to pay the town council not 
to hold meetings during church time.6 At Winchester William of 
Wykeham forbade boys to play games of ball within the chapel 
because they broke the windows.7 

Secular cathedrals were at a great disadvantage because 
deans and prebendaries were so often non-resident, and in the 
absence of effective authority abuses became established which 
were difficult to reform. The people also thought that such 
cathedrals belonged to them, and were the natural centres of 

' their civic life. They had a different standard of reverence to that 
which is now prevalent. They had no sense of separation from the 

1 Erasmus, Peregrinatio re!t"giom'.r ergo: Coll. i. 361. 
2 Capes, Church History, 271. 
3 W. Sparrow Simpson, Old St. Paul's, 236. As early as 1385 Bishop Braybrook 

had issued a pastoral condemning the shameful traffic in the Cathedral church. 
4 York Fabric Rolls, 246. 
5 Mrs. Green, Town Life in the XV Century, i. 362-364. 
6 In the corporation accounts of Ramsey, 1407-14o8, there is a receipt for" three 

shillings and fourpence, a free gift of John Hacche, Vicar of Ramset, that the jurats 
in future shall not hold their sessions in his church, while divine service is being 
celebrated"- V.C.H. Kent, ii. 61. 7 Capes, Ch. Hist., 271. 
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world on entering a church, and did not expect to find a solemn 
hush within. They expressed themselves more loudly and spon
taneously than we do. They were more natural in church than 
we are, and many people who are quite natural are at the same 
time exceedingly ill-mannered and unpleasant. 

The difficulties in the way of administration were also very 
great. There were too many people on the foundation. Everyone 
had a freehold, everyone was tenacious of his rights, but every
one was not equally zealous to perform his duties. The dean was 
no autocrat, but only a chairman, while the visitor was often at 
a distance and had very limited rights of interference. Over
lapping authorities caused confusion, and disputes about duties 
led to their not being performed. The great Minster at York, for 
instance, had a dean, a precentor, a chancellor and a treasurer; 
36 prebendaries, 36 vicars choral, besides 36 chantry priests who 
lived together in St. William's College.1 There were also clerks, 
acolytes, choristers, sacrists, bedes-men and others, most of 
them entrenched in freeholds, and therefore difficult to discipline 
and more difficult to dismiss. We do not know how many were 
normally resident ; z but it is obvious that to organise and 
supervise such a body was wellnigh impossible. 

Considering the circumstances, it is really surprising that the 
cathedrals were so well cared for. They were duly inspected and 
irregularities were reported and remain on record. The visitation 
of York Minster in I 5 I 9 reveals the following dilapidations and 
negligences.3 It reads like the work of a lynx-eyed upper house
maid of a fault-finding disposition and a scolding tongue. The 
language need not be repeated. It is sufficient to tabulate the 
facts: 

The clerk in his surplice is not always present with his torch when 
the Sacrament is renewed in the pyx. 

There is a missal without clasps in danger of being ruined. 
The candles before the statue of Our Lady are sometimes not 

lighted. 
The reredos has not been dusted. 

1 Cutts, Parish .Priests, etc., 503. 
• York Histori"cal Tracts. Hamilton Thompson on " The Chapter". Several 

prebendaries were appointed by the Crown. The king's clerks were not usually 
resident. Others were ecclesiastical lawyers appointed by the Archbishop and be
longed to his " family ". Vide Austin in same volume. 

3 York Fabric Rolls (Surtees), 267. 
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The covering of the credence table is ragged and a disgrace. 1 

The sudary with which the acolyte presents the paten is dirty. 
The books of the choir are in bad condition. 
There is a chest in the choir which ought not to be there. 
The hangings in the choir have been defiled by dogs 2 and the 

expectoration of priests. 
The cloth for the reredos is of parti colours.3 

The lectern in the chapter-house should be removed into the choir. 
The oven for singing-bread should be moved into the chapter-house. 
There are too few towels in the vestry. 
The pipe of the vestry sink is stopped up. 
The well in which St. Edwin was baptized 1s locked and not 

accessible to devout visitors. 
Old vestments should be cut up for cushions. 
Albs have been torn because the sleeves were made too narrow. 
Vestments of the right colour 4 are not always worn. 
The children's albs are frequently dirty. 
There are two sets of vestments needing repair: the cost would not be 

great, but no one knows whose business it is or who should pay for it. 
The lectern of the Gospel Book is broken. 
Dust and cobwebs are to be found throughout the minster. 

To those unacquainted with cathedral administration this list 
will appear formidable, but how glad a modern chapter would 
be if, at their monthly meeting, their clerk-of-works had nothing 
worse to report than one stopped-up drain. Deans and chapters 
have always been reproached for either locking up places which 
visitors most wanted to see, or of leaving them open to be injured 
or defiled. York must have had dozens of missals, but only one 
of them had broken clasps. This was an accident very likely to 
happen when books stood on a shelf with their backs inward. 
Anyone in a hurry pulled them out by their clasps : and sooner 
or later the clasps were broken. Then the vellum leaves of heavy 
books curled and crumpled.5 York had hundreds of vestments, 

1 I assume that " the little awsterse " in connexion with the High Altar is the 
credence table. It may have been a "super-altar", i.e. a portable stone for celebra
tions in unconsecrated places. Such altars were licensed to privileged persons and 
sometimes bequeathed to churches to be kept among their "jewells ". Mickle
thwaite, Ornaments Rubric, 35. 

2 The dog-whipper was inefficient: The Booklet of the Mass, Alcuin Club. In 
three out of thirty-three plates describing the ceremonies of the Mass, a man is seen 
whipping away a dog. 

3 This must be the Lenten veil, which was only raised at the reading of the Gospel 
and let down again at the Sanctus. It was usually white, but Feasey produces other 
instances where it was parti-coloured. Holy Week Ceremonial, 15. Cp. Booklet of the 
Mass, 60. 4 The right colour was often a matter of dispute. 

5 Wordsworth and Littlehales, Old Service Books, 274. 
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and it is to the credit of the inspection that two sets were 
found needing minor repairs. 1 Vigilant sacrists to-day see that 
choristers' surplices are reasonably clean, but even they have 
not solved the problem how the buttons may be kept on their 
cassocks. Books in the choir handled by all and sundry soon 
become dirty, and even to-day, when carefully supervised church 
cleaners are armed with " Hoovers ", complaints are sometimes 
made of dust and dirt. We have got rid of dogs, and canons no 
longer spit, but a modern chapter might well dread the accusing 
eye of the Visitor of York Minster in I 5 I 9. 

You do not discover the religion of a people in a cathedral 
church, for it exists to present an ideal of worship which may not 
be theirs. Its services are rendered with the same splendour 
whether a congregation be or be not present. It reminds us of 
what is due to the glory of God. It is not so much concerned with 
the edification of men. A parish church, on the other hand, 
belongs to the parishioners-it is their home; they participate in 
its worship ; it expresses their devotion, reveals their interests, 
and defines their approach to God. This was especially true of 
the parish in the Middle Ages, though in some places there might 
be a resident rector who insisted on having his own way. Failing 
him, the parish council had the power to decide everything, and 
in it women voted as well as men, serfs with the free-born, for 
the church belonged to them all. Stow tells us that when St. 
Andrew's, Undershaft, was rebuilt in I 520, " Everyone put to 
his helping hand, some with their purses, and others with their 
bodies " : 2 and the value of this co-operation was not lessened 
because Stephen Jennings, a tailor, provided most of the money 
required.3 The Church of St. Andrew's, Holbom, was rebuilt in 
1446 largely by what was collected by men and women in boxes 
at ales, shootings and common meetings.4 In three London 
parishes it was the custom for children to dance on May Day 

1 The inventory of the vestments in York Minster may be read in York Fabric 
Rolls, 212-235. 

2 Bishop Hobhouse, Churchwardens' Accounts, Somerset Record Society, iv. 
3 Stow, Survey, ed. r6o3, 146. 
4 V.C.H. London, i. 244. Another instance is the way in which St. Andrew's, 

Plymouth, was enlarged. The town council closed all the taverns one day in each 
year. Each ward set up a booth in the churchyard. The inhabitants were invited to 
come with as many friends as possible, bringing such food as they liked, except bread 
.a?d ale which they were to purchase on the spot. After ten of these picnics the new 
aisles were finished at the cost of £44: 14: 6. Mrs. Green, Town Ltfe t"n the XV 
Century, i. 16o. 
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and bring what they collected to church.1 In London the 
churches were decorated with holly and ivy at Christmas, with 
palms, flowers, box and yew on Palm Sunday ; with birch, lilies 
and fennel at Midsummer ; and with garlands of roses and 
woodruff at Corpus Christi.2 

The parishioners were responsible for the upkeep of the 
services, for providing and preserving the requisite ornaments, 
and for the repair to the fabric, excepting the chancel which 
belonged to the rector. It all cost a great deal of money, and they 
could have no collections for church expenses at the services, 
because any money offered at the altar went to the clergy. They 
had to rely on gifts and bequests, on guilds of pious people who 
became responsible for keeping the lights burning, and on the 
profits from entertainments. It is surprising how much religion 
had to do with the merry-making of the people. On certain vigils 
of saints bonfires were lighted in the streets, and the wealthier 
citizens set out tables before their houses and invited the passers
by to eat sweet cakes and drink wine. On Midsummer Eve and 
the Eve of St. Peter and St. Paul there was the Marching Watch, 
when the houses were decorated and illuminated, while men of 
all the wards, in all the bravery of their respective liveries, 
marched through the streets.3 Stow writing in the reign of 
Elizabeth regretted those old days. Life had been more gay if 
people had not been so good. Religion had not been so serious 
but it affected more people ; and the churches had belonged to 
the people and not to the parson. In the country the church
warden had been the great man who organised everything. In 
the bigger towns he was often overshadowed by the guilds, and 
the guilds have to be studied if we would really understand the 
popular religion of the time. 

II I. The Guilds 

Guilds were lay associations and for the most part altogether 
independent of clerical control. Their origin and object might be 
religious or secular, but the most secular were consecrated by 
religious observances. They show how religion leavened a work
a-day world. Tracing the history of particular guilds, we find 
how some of them started with a purely secular object and 

1 V.C.H. London, i. 243. • Ibid. 3 Stow, Survey (1603), 102, 103. 
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became in process of time social and religious fraternities ; how 
some which started as associations of poor men became wealthy 
and exclusive clubs ; and how some which started for the main
tenance of a cult became the dominating power in municipal life. 

At the beginning of the XVI century the great days of the 
guild merchant were over. By then, the guild merchant had in 
some places become one with the corporation, or only maintained 
as at Coventry a fictitious existence apart for financial reasons. 1 

In other places, defeated by the craft guilds, it had ceased to have 
any municipal importance, and become a body of elderly and 
wealthy citizens who ·gave Gargantuan feasts, organised Corpus 
Christi processions, and took infinite care in making arrange
ments for one another's funerals.2 

A trade or craft guild was formed to regulate wages and 
prices, to prevent undue competition, to maintain a standard 
of work, and to see that no alien dared to practise its particular 
mystery within the borders of the town.3 It contained all the 
trade or craft, from the alderman employing many journeymen 
to the apprentice who was to receive " clothing, shoes, bedding, 
board and chastisement ".4 The guild was ruthless to interlopers 
and those who cut prices. It maintained a stern discipline, not 
only over idle or rebellious apprentices, but over masters too 
much addicted to the trickery of trade. Yet a trade guild, so 
mundane in its objects, had not only a hall but a chapel. In the 
XV century especially, such guilds were building chapels down 
the aisles of the churches, destroying their symmetry from the 
outside even when they added to their picturesque appearance. 
The interiors were for the most part unspoilt, because of the 

1 Mrs. Green, Town Life in the XV Century, ii. 215-217. At Coventry the 
guild of the Holy Trinity was practically one with the corporation, but they kept 
their chests apart. When officers of the Exchequer demanded of the town dues and 
taxes, it could always be shown that the city had nothing, while of course the guild 
owed nothing. 2 Grose, Gild Merchant, i. 117. 

3 Brentano," Essay on the Origin and Development of Gilds" in English Gilds, 
E.E.T.S., cxiv. ff. Wyclif had not a single good word to say for guilds, and was 
especially severe on freemasons who will not allow one who hews stone to lay a wall, 
though he could do so to the profit of his master and without pain to himself. He 
accuses them of raising wages and preventing willing people from working for less ; 
he denounces them for not allowing those who wish to win to a knowledge of their 
craft ; and because they punish " them that freely help their neighbours ". He 
regarded each guild as a conspiracy" against the common profit of Christian men ", 
and therefore worthy of the greater excommunication. The Crete Sentence of Curs 
expounded; vide Winn's Selections, 104, and English Works of Wyclij, ed. by 
Arnold, iii. 333. 4 Mrs. Green, ut supra, ii. 120 ft. n. 

I 
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screens which separated the chapels from the main body of the 
church. In St. Michael's, Coventry, now so shapeless in appear
ance, there were once the chapels of the girdlers, drapers, dyers, 
cappers and mercers, while the marlers, tanners and butchers 
had their chapels attached to Holy Trinity, close at hand. r Each 
trade was dedicated to a saint, whose image was carried in the 
yearly procession. The artisan believed in his saint and in return 
for the candles he lighted in his honour expected his assistance 
in the workshop. It was a business partnership between earth 
and heaven, and brought this world and the next very near 
together. To-day, at the Lord Mayor's Show, the City companies 
go marching by in all bravery, but no saint is carried aloft and 
on the emblematic cars there is no appeal to God. At the 
Reformation trade and religion dissolved partnership. Hence
forward in the workshop the motto is " Business is business ", 
while the Church is left for the parson and those who adhere 
to him. 

The most numerous guilds were those that had been founded 
with a religious intent. They abounded in all parts of the 
country-more than 900 are known to have existed in Norfolk 
alone.2 They appealed to all classes, from ploughmen upwards. 
Men and women alike belonged to them, but priests were 
generally excluded from membership, and for some unknown 
reason there was a guild to which no baker or his wife might 
belong. 3 Some guilds were founded for no other reason than to 
encourage devotion to some saint, or in honour of some mystery 
of the Faith. Guilds of the Holy Trinity, for instance, were fairly 
numerous ; and at York there was a guild of the Paternoster, to 
maintain an old play which set forth the goodness of the Lord's 
Prayer. In its rules the members were reminded that " those 
who remain in their sins are unable to call God their Father, 
and that they must in consequence restrict themselves to ' good 
and worthy businesses ' ". 4 It is a mistake to compare these 
guilds with our mutual benefit societies, for, though there is 
evidence that the members were kind to one another, the only 
mutual benefit contemplated in their foundation was the benefit 

1 Hamilton Thompson, Growth of the English Parish Church, 46, 50. 
• Westlake, Parz"sh Gilds, 122. 3 Westlake, Parish Gilds. 
4 Miss Toulmin Smith, English Gilds, p. 37. Cf. Miss Toulmin Smith, York 

Plays, p. xxviii, where she notes Wyclif's reference to the Play in De Officio Pastorali, 
eh. xv. 
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to their souls after death. 1 Rich men could leave money for Masses 
to be said on their behalf, but many guilds originated as associa
tions of poor men who desired to be remembered before God 
after their decease. The Masses prescribed by most rules were 
not to be said by the chaplain and his server alone, but were 
to be attended by the brethren, who were also required to be 
present at the funeral and yearly obit of the departed brother. 
They were sometimes required to say so many Paternosters or 
even the complete Psalter on his behalf. 

There were also guilds for the better furnishing of the 
church, and one for the better support of a poor rector.2 Some 
guilds undertook to maintain a school, or an alms-house, or to 
keep a bridge in repair. Nearly all of them kept lights burning 
before some image or before the rood in the church. Their 
object and activities were sufficiently varied, but they all repre
sented the religion of the laity, and were nearly all under lay 
control. It was quite exceptional for a~ guild to be founded in 
co-operation with a rector, but such an instance occurs in St. 
Peter's, Cornhill, and it resulted in the rector having a voice in 
the appointment of the chaplain and seeing that he was useful 
in the church. 3 But when the masters of the guild of the Assump
tion in St. Margaret's, Westminster, took boat for London to 
find a priest for their brotherhood, they neither consulted their 
vicar, nor went in search of a spiritual director-they wanted a 
minister who would do as he was told, and probably found him 
in the nave of St. Paul's.4 

In process of time some of these guilds became wealthy. 
They had in their chapels plate, ornaments and vestments. The 
inventories of the Boston guilds survive.5 They also owned lands 

1 Toulmin Smith and F. J. Fumivall objected to the title of religious guilds, 
maintaining that they were only mutual benefit societies. Fumivall writes : " To have 
called these Religious because of their ornament of a Saint's name would have 
seemed to him [T. S.] and to me a monstrous contradiction ". Brentano agreed with 
them about the facts, but retained the name for convenience : Development of Gi'lds, 
p. lxxxvi. Mr. Westlake has, however, produced plentiful evidence to show that they 
were wrong. Parisk Gilds, passim. 

2 Holy Trinity, Stamford, founded 1365. " Certain poor men noting the poverty 
of the Rector to be such that the Church in its feeble state scarcely provided for his 
maintenance, decided at their own charges to found a fraternity in augmentation of 
divine worship. Each one gives as he pleases to the Rector's maintenance, and the 
gild provides 16 candles before Trinity and has a feast at the rectory on Corpus 
Christi Day" (Westlake, Parish Gilds, 177). 

3 Ibid. 79. 4 Ibid. 48. 
5 Peacock, Churck Furni'ture at the Pen'od of the Reformation, 185. 
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and houses. The Guild of Jesus in St. Paul's Cathedral had an 
income of over £400 (£8000) a year. 1 The time came when 
zealous Protestants, groaning over so much money being given 
to superstitious purposes, confiscated it all for their own 
enrichment. 

In becoming rich these guilds were sometimes transformed 
in character. At Wisbech, for instance, a guild founded purely 
for devotion, first established an alms-house, then a school, then 
offered to keep the dykes in order, and finally became the civic 
authority in the town. 2 At Lichfield, by 1486, the Guild of St. 
Mary had gained complete control over the affairs of the city.3 

At Stratford-on-Avon, the Guild of the Holy Rood had been 
founded to maintain a college of poor priests, but went on to 
found a grammar-school where Shakespeare was educated, and 
exercised a dominating power over a wide neighbourhood.4 At 
Norwich the Guild of St. George was founded to maintain the 
lights before the high altar, but in time became one with the 
corporation-the outgoing mayor becoming alderman of the 
guild, and all common councillors having a right to member
ship, if they would pay their share towards the annual feast. 5 

All these guilds, according to their wealth, contributed to 
the colour and pageantry of life. Perhaps it is also true to say 
that as the splendour of their processions and feasts increased, 
the devotion of the brethren diminished.6 At Norwich one of the 
brethren represented St. George on horseback, clad in silver 
armour. He was attended by a sword-bearer, a banner bearer, 
by two carrying candles, and of course by a captive dragon, 
terrible to look upon but richly gilt. He was followed by the 
Lady of the Guild, representing St. Margaret in a robe made 
out of four yards of tawny and eight of crimson velvet. She also 
was attended by her dragon-the tame one. The other brethren 
followed on horseback, and each of the twenty-four aldermen 
was required to send a priest in a cope to give greater dignity 
to the procession. In their midst they carried their precious relic, 
an arm of St. George presented by Sir John Fastolf. They went 
to the cathedral to present their guild candle at the high altar : 

1 Sparrow Simpson, Old St. Paul's, 93. 
z Westlake, Parish Gilds, 104-108. 
3 Ibid. 108, 109. 
4 Miss Toulmin Smith, English Gilds, xii. 
5 Ibid. 443. 6 Westlake, 74. 
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they heard Mass and then proceeded to the Great Hall of the 
Bishop's Palace which they rented for their annual feast. 1 

Norwich was proud of its guild, and princes and nobles were 
proud to be enrolled in it. Norwich enjoyed its procession, and 
those privileged to partake of it enjoyed the feast. But it was a 
strange outcome of an association of poor folk who had agreed 
to combine their slender resources to keep one candle alight for 
ever in honour of our Lord. The candle had become an excuse 
for pageantry and ostentation. When the Reformation came it 
was put out, and I can imagine St. Bernard or St. Francis 
saying-it was time. 

IV. The Country Parishes 

If Trevisan is right in saying that the English assisted at 
Mass every day, he can only be right about the towns. In the 
country with its work and the distances, it must have been 
impossible. It is unlikely that many vicars celebrated every day, 
and they were under no obligation to do so. Langland tells us 
that men ought to labour, 

And on Sundays to cease, God's service to hear 
Both Matins and Mass ; and after meat in Church 
To hear their Evensong every man ought. 
Thus it belongeth for lord, for learned and lewd, 
Each Holy Day to hear wholly the Service. 2 

A parish priest was bound to say Matins, Lauds, Prime and 
Terce before his Mass, and the laity on Sundays were required 
to attend.3 " Some of us laymen", says Sir Thomas More, "think 
it a pain once in a week to rise so soon from sleep, and some to 
tarry so long fasting, as on the Sunday to come and hear out 
their matins." 4 But in Dives and Pauper no excuse is allowed 
unless for " messengers, pilgrims and wayfaring men ", and 
they are to "hear mass and matins if they can ".5 We need not 
go so far as to suppose that this attendance was always quite 
voluntary. The Church had the power to deal with Sabbath
breakers and the profanation of holy days, as may be seen from 

1 Jbid. I16-II9. 
• Langland, Piers Plowman, C Text, x. 227. Cf. viii. 65. 
3 Wordsworth, Mediaeval Services, 90. 4 More, Apologye, u6. 
5 Dives and Pauper, quoted by Rock, Clturck of Our Fathers, iv. r63. 
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The Ecclesiastical Proceedings of the County of Durham. 1 In 
1450 men convicted of working on Sundays and holy days were 
condemned to precede the Sundayprocessions as penitents and to 
receive two fustigations. In 145 r, Isabella Hunter and Catherine 
Pykering, for washing linen on the festival of St. Mary Mag
dalene, were to receive two fustigations, each carrying a bundle 
of linen. Francis Graywas admonished to come to church on Sun
days under penalty of fourpence, and on festivals under penalty of 
tenpence : the fines to be applied to the fabric of the Church of 
Durham. Thomas Kirkham and Thomas Hunter, for mowing a 
meadow on the feast of St. Oswald and receiving payment for it, 
were sentenced to precede the procession, each carrying a bottle 
of hay, to receive four whippings, and not to offend again under 
penalty of ten shillings. It was only by the exercise of such 
disciplinary powers that the Church maintained for the people 
days of social reunion-days for rest, worship and recreation. 
All laws limit freedom in some direction, but some laws have to 
be made in order to preserve a larger and more desirable liberty. 
It was not the poor who clamoured for the abolition of the 
excessive number of holy days. 

On Sundays the whole parish came together-men from 
scattered farms and lonely granges tethered their horses by the 
churchyard wall. After Mass they fed in the church itself or in the 
churchyard, but in the XV century a well-equipped parish had 
a church-house.2 After Evensong at three o'clock, one acting as 
"Robin Hood" led the young men to the butts. In the summer
time were sports and dancing, the churchwardens providing the 
refreshments and defraying church expenses out of the profits. 

The churchwardens were great people in the parish. In most 
cases one was changed every year and one was annually re
elected. With the aid of the church council they managed every
thing that had to do with the upkeep of the church ; and yearly 
there was an audit of the accounts. Croscombe in Somersetshire 
kept theirs with such a sense of drama that we can still par
ticipate in the excitement.3 "Comyth in Robin Hoode and Lyttel 

' Cutts, Parish Priests, etc., 201. 
• There were many church-houses in Gloucestershire. The one at Standish has 

been carefully restored and is now used for its original purpose. H. T. Lilley, Hist. of 
Standish, 95-100. 

3 Bishop Hobhouse, Churchwardens' Accounts, Somerset Record Society. 
Croscombe, passim. 
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John and presenteth XV shillings". We can imagine the cheers. 
" Comyth in the yonglings and maidens " a little shamefacedly 
perhaps, but they have done well at Hocktide, and may be 
congratulated. " Comyth in the weavers ", and, for the third 
year running, " presenteth naught ". Was there a sense of 
depression, or had the weavers angry faces when somebody 
sniggered? In spite of their failure there was always a balance; 
and every year members of the six guilds were entrusted with 
one or two shillings out of the stock to keep the lights burning 
until fresh money came in. Croscombe in 1480 built a church
house for £ I 3 : 2 : I I and did well out of it. They also built a 
chapel dedicated to St. George which cost £ 29: I I : 8. 

In early days the churchwardens began baking the holy loaf 
for distribution on Sundays. Then they took to brewing, and 
this led to Ales in church and churchyard until a church-house 
was built more suitable for such entertainments. A Bid Ale took 
place to help any case of distress : a Bride A le to help a young 
couple to start in life together; and a Church Ale to meet the 
expenses of the services. These feasts account for the fact that 
we find pots and pans, trenchers and spoons included in church 
inventories. We also find theatrical costumes for miracle plays, 
and a church with a good collection, like St. Peter in the 
East at Oxford, or Chelmsford, increased its revenues by hiring 
them out. Chelmsford had a marvellous wardrobe including 
" iii jyrkins, iii sloppes for devils" and " xxiii Bredes [Beards] 
and xxi hares [wigs]" .1 In most country parishes there were 
archery competitions, organised by a " Robin Hood " and 
" Little John ", who also brought their profits to the church
wardens. There were also the collections made at Hocktide,2 
that is on the Monday and Tuesday after Low Sunday. On the 
Monday the young men went out into the streets with ropes and 
roped in the women : on the Tuesday the wives, or in some 
parishes the maidens, roped in the men : and in either case a 
small coin had to be paid for ransom. At this game the women 

' Cox, Churchwardens' Accounts, 21, 277. 
~ The origin of Hocktide is obscure. Brand, Popular Antiquities, says that in the 

later Middle Ages it was supposed in some way to commemorate the slaughter of the 
Danes upon St. Brice's Day, IOOI, or the death of Harthacnut. Cf. Chambers, 
Mediaeval Stage, i. 154-157. The custom is probably of earlier date. The etymology of 
the word is equally obscure. The N.E.D. gives several suggestions, but rejects them 
all. It does not mention Spelman's that it is from the German hocken, to bind, so 
the word may have some connexion with English hook. 
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were far the best and generally collected five times as much as the 
men. It must have been rather a boisterous lark, but the grave 
churchwardens of St. Edmund's, Salisbury, entered it in their 
accounts as "the devocyon of the people on Hoke Tuesday ". 1 

How we answer the question " what have these junketings 
to do with the religion of the people ? " will depend on how far 
we think that religion should interpenetrate the whole of life. In 
the Middle Ages most men did not think it incongruous that 
sports and dances should end in contributions to worship. There 
were indeed Puritans, even in those days, who thought that 
there could be little devotion in a people who would not support 
their church unless they received something in exchange for 
their offerings. On the other hand, there was something to be 
said for the men who offered the fruits of their pleasure in 
thanksgiving to God. The ordinary churchwarden probably did 
not bother his head with any such questionings. He had to get 
the money, and if anyone had challenged his conduct he would 
have justified himself somewhat as follows : "We are told that 
more crimes are committed on Sundays and holy days than on 
all the other days of the year. Squire and master maintain that 
the enforced idleness leads to' execrable and abominable vices' .2 

If they are right we are surely to be commended for organising 
social gatherings-sports and feasts. It not only brings money 
into the church, but it brings the people also. It is because we 
are a Christian country that this is Merry England." 3 The 
churchwardens did not depend only on entertainments. They 
had many bequests, and some of them strange ones. Sometimes 
they were left a swarm of bees to produce not only honey but 
wax, sometimes sheep and sometimes cows which were let 
out to farmers. At Tintinhull in Somerset the churchwardens 
received 2s. from a farmer for "summering and wintering a 
cow ", 4 and we are surprised to find in the accounts of St. 
Dunstan's, Canterbury, "for three-quarters of a cow", but it 
means that the animal had been leased for nine months.5 People 

r Cox, Churchwardens' Accounts, 64. 
2 Complaint of the Commons. Gee and Hardy, Documents, 150. 
3 We must not be misled by Barnabe, Googe's Popish Kingdom, 57-58, for this 

bitter Puritan was not born before r 540, and his poem is a translation from the Latin 
of Naogeorgus (Kirchmeyer), who speaks truthfully or otherwise of Germany and 
not of England. 4 Bishop Hobhouse, Churchwardens' Accounts, 190. 

5 Archaeologia Cantiana, xvii. 141. Cp. Bury Wills, Camden Society, 44. 
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often left rings to the church, and it was usual for women to 
leave their wedding rings. 1 Many left clothing which was either 
used for coverings, made into vestments, or sold as rummage. 
At Croscombe, for instance, John Nelle's gown was bought by 
the Parson for 3s.2 

Reading Bishop Hobhouse's Churchwardens' Accounts of 
four Somersetshire villages, none of which had a resident squire 
or rector, we marvel at the enthusiasm which the parishioners 
showed for their church. They were none of them rich : most of 
them lived in bare hovels, but like Piers Plowman, they thought 
it seemly " to kneel before Christ in a compass of gold ".3 Pilton, 
for instance, was quite a small village and had but a single 
warden, but he has left us an inventory of the church. It had 
silver chalices, silver candlesticks, mazers and other ornaments, 
a wealth of vestments and more than twenty books. Tintinhull 
was even poorer, but we find in the accounts that the women 
washed all the altar linen and charged nothing. The village 
carpenter carved beautiful bench-ends which remain to-day, and 
the parishioners bought themselves a new Grail which cost them 
£2: 3s., or some £43 of our money. When, however, they were 
commanded to buy the Great Bible, they pleaded poverty and 
paid for it by instalments. People who gave willingly and not of 
necessity would only give grudgingly towards what was not a 
gift but a tax. 

Here is a list, probably incomplete, of what Y atton provided 
for the enrichment of their church : 

1451. The Bells £5 0 0 

1457. The Rood Screen 31 0 o"' 
1460. New Service Books 5 6 8 
1461. Censer and Pyx 3 0 0 

1481. New Vestments 26 0 0 
1482. ALegenda 8 6 8 
1485. Extension of Churchyard 7 9 6 
1490. Silver Cruets. I 10 0 
1499· A Processional Cross 18 0 0 

1526, 1527. Organs 14 0 0 
1534· New Vestments 30 0 0 

1 Hobhouse, 22. 2 Ib:'d. 
3 Creed of Piers Plowman, i. 123, which must not be confused with Langland's 

Vt'st'on. 
" This was spread over several years, vt'de Hobhouse passim Bond, Screens and 

Galleries, makes the cost £ 27. Either he or I have miscounted the items. 
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They also built a church-house and prided themselves on 
paying salaries to the parish clerk, the organist and the 
sexton. 

The actual extension of the churchyard only came to 
£ 3 : 6 : 8, but £ I : I 3 : 4 was the fee for its consecration, 
and £ z : 16 : 8 was spent in entertaining the bishop and his 
retinue. 

The Legenda was written on the spot. 1 The parish bought 
the vellum in quires, and hired the scribes, who were paid 6d. 
a day. They took two years to write the book, and the sheets 
written were inspected from time to time. 

When Y atton first determined to have a new rood screen, 
what we should now call a committee was sent all round the 
country to report on neighbouring screens. After determining 
what they themselves wanted, standing trees were bought and 
cut down. It was not until these had seasoned that Crosse, the 
village carpenter, and his " child " (apprentice), could start on 
the work. It took several years to complete, and Crosse received 
a gratuity of 3d. when he set up the post of the rood loft. Also 

· from time to time he received 2d. for beer " to make him well 
willed ". All the details may be traced in the accounts down to 
the price of nails and glue. At length it was finished, the rood 
was on high, the loft was splendidly gilt, and no less than eighty 
images adorned the screen. It is, as Mr. Bond says, almost in
conceivable to us that it could have been made by a village 
carpenter, but there was then a tradition of craftsmanship and a 
love of artistic expression.2 It died out after the Reformation 
because there was no employment for men like Crosse. An 
inferior carpenter could destroy. In Elizabeth's reign the man 
who took down the rood received 5d. and another 6d. for 
destroying the eighty images. The wages for sacrilege were 
not high. 

All the money required for these objects was raised by the 
parish council and the churchwardens accounted to the parish 
council on how it was spent. The church was then a popular 
institution, and the churches then belonged to the people as 

1 In 1490 St. Dunstan's, Canterbury, had a new Legenda. Lady Roper gave a 
mark towards it and Mother Belser five, but the book cost £6: 5: 9½- The parish 
paid for 4½ dozen quires of vellum, 31s. 6d., and to the writer of I 5 quires, 30s. 
Cooper in Archaeologia Cantiana, xvi, 297,299, 

2 Bond, Screens and Galleries, 68. 
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they have not done since. After the great spoliation at the 
Reformation when the churches were robbed of the offerings of 
the poor, the poor ceased to take any interest in them and found 
for themselves new social centres in the village alehouses. For 
all they cared the parson might lock the church up from Sunday 
to Sunday and think of it as his own. Sir Christopher Trychay, 
who was Vicar of Morebath in Devon from I 520 to I 574, dared 
to write in his Parish Book : " When the church goods were 
sold without commission, no gifts were given to the church but 
all from the church .... By [from] the time of Edward VI the 
church ever decayed ". 1 To keep the churches from falling down 
legislation was required authorising the vestry to levy a church 
rate. It was reluctantly imposed and grudgingly paid. 

The parish council was not like the vestry, which developed 
out of it, able to levy a poor rate, and it may surprise some 
that in all these churchwardens' accounts there is no record of 
collections for alleviating the distress of the poor. In these little 
villages there was probably no need for such collections. The 
population was stationary. Everyone knew all about everyone 
else, and people were inter-related. Everyone had his rights on 
the village common and his share in the common fields. Instead 
of unemployment the reeve probably found it difficult to get 
enough labour for the lord's domain. People had few wants, 
and there was no village shop to tempt the women into debt. 
Plowmen served from boyhood to old age on the same farm. 
When they could only totter about, no one thought of dismissing 
them. They might not receive wages, but no one grudged them 
food in the farm kitchen, or denied them straw on which to lie 
in the barn. Nobody was rich, and the poor have always been 
kind to one another. 2 

But if the church council distributed nothing in charity, they 
were much interested in the harmony of the parish. When feuds 
occurred and families quarrelled, the curate and some four 
elderly men were asked to arbitrate. If they effected a recon
ciliation or gave an award, the parties were charged, that i'f the 

1 Quoted Hobhouse, Churchwardens' Accounts, 218. Cp. 209. 
2 This would not be true of all districts. In some there was a floating population 

of vagabonds who were a menace to society. The laws that put down maintenance 
caused many to be turned adrift. Disbanded soldiers also found it hard to settle down; 
and in some places enclosures for sheep-farming broke up village life. Busch, 
England under the Tudors, 262 ff. 
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dispute broke out again, a sum of money would have to be paid 
to the churchwardens for the good of the church. Sometimes 
the council had to deal with a parishioner who was defrauding 
the church. Again arbitration was the first resort. So in the 
accounts of St. Dunstan's, Canterbury, we read : " Spent on 
the <laying (arbitration) I between Baker and the parish iid ob ".2 

Sometimes they were driven to legal proceedings. St. Dunstan's, 
Canterbury, sued Jeffery Peke for six years' rent of his house, 
which amounted to 2s., and it cost the churchwardens 2s. to 
get it. They had a second suit to recover three cows or their 
value from widow Belser and were successful : the cows were 
valued at 30s. and the costs came to 35s. 2d.; but they included 
" a potell of wine to Master Ramsay ", and a dinner to the 
Bishop's-Commissary. Of these costs the court only allowed them 
I 5s. 8d. So they had some reason to complain that they would 
have done better if "Master John Roper Esquire" and his 
fellow arbitrators had acted betimes, and not by their delay 
involved the parish in legal proceedings.3 

The parish church was not only the centre of worship but 
also of social life. It brought men together and made them feel 
one. It educated them quite unconsciously in self-government 
and independence. While the power of the manor court, with 
its insistence on feudal rights and the permanence of subjection, 
was everywhere decaying, the church council became the 
spontaneous mouthpiece for maintaining human rights and 
equal consideration.4 In the constitution of the country it had 
as yet no legal existence-it developed differently in different 
parishes-but it was dominated by the idea that the christened 
formed one family, having one Father, the God who is over all. 

The question now arises, Were the people, so zealous for 
their church and its adornment, ignorant of the faith for which 
it stood, and if not, how did the illiterate man receive instruction? 

Already in this chapter I have spoken of the explanations of 
the Mass written in verse so that they could be easily memorised, 
and we may presume that the authors had reason to suppose 
that someone would teach them to the unlettered. For the teach
ing of the Faith and practice of the Church, as far back as I 28 I 

' N.E.D. • Arch. Cantiana, xvii. 141. 
J Ibid. 146. Cf. xvi. 299-303. 
4 Hobhouse, Churchwardens' Accounts, Introduction. 
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Archbishop Peckham had ordered that four times every year 
the parish priest should expound the Creed, the Ten Command
ments, the Gospel Precepts, the seven Works of Mercy, the seven 
Deadly Sins, the seven Virtues and the seven Sacraments of 
Grace.I They were to do so vulgariter absque cujuslibet subt£h
tatis textura fantastica, 2 and the archbishop by way of a model 
added a brief exposition of his own. In 1357, Cardinal Thoresby, 
Archbishop of York, issued similar injunctions, but he went 
further than Peckham in ordering the instruction to be given 
every Lord's Day. He also wrote a catechetical instruction in 
Latin, and had it translated and expounded by a monk named 
Gaytrige, Garryk or Gaytryk. 3 This was in the northern dialect. 
Another version still further expanded, in the language of the 
Midlands, was written by Wyclif who had been a friend of 
Thoresby. This was before he had adopted opinions at variance 
with the Church, but is in his terse and vigorous style and betrays 
his interest in moral conduct. The most " Wyclifite " sentence 
concerns Sunday : 

Hear thou God's service with reverence and devotion and say 
devoutly thy Paternoster, and thy Belief, and thine Ave Maria and 
other devout prayers, if thou can. And hear God's Law taught in thy 
mother's tongue, for that is better to thee than to hear many Masses. 
Afterwards eat and drink in measure, and thank God for his gift.4 

How far the injunctions of Peckham and Thoresby were 
observed it is impossibl~ to say, but John Myre, writing in the 
XV century, assumes that priests will give similar instruction.5 

In the Bidding of the Bedes in the York Manuals the priest each 
Sunday asked the people to pray : 

For the Parson of this parish (and others) that have the cure of 
men's souls, that God give them grace well to teach their subjects, and 

1 Simmons and Nolloth, Lay Folks' Catechism, Introd. E.E.T.S. Cp. Cutts, 
Parish Pn'ests, etc. 216-222. 2 Ibid. p. 7. 

3 Gaytrige's Sermon has been printed by G. E. Perry for the E.E.T.S. (Religious 
Pieces, 1867). It only fills fourteen pages and expounds the Creed, Commandments, 
Sacraments, the Seven deeds of mercy and the Seven deadly sins. 

4 Lay Folks' Catechism, 41. This was not merely a Wyclifite opinion-Whitford 
the monk of Syon had certainly no Wyclifite tendencies; but he writes in Werke for 
Householders: "If there be a sermon any time in the day, let them be present, all 
th~t are not occupied in needful and lawful business: all other (occupations) laid 
aside, let them even keep the preaching, rather than the Mass, if perchance they may 
not hear both" (quoted Gasquet, Eve of the Reformation, 249). 

5 Myre, Instructions for Pan·sh Priests, 3. 
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the subjects well to work after baleful (wholesome) teaching, that both 
teachers and subjects may come to everlasting bliss.I 

It is not without significance that the Yorkshire parish of 
Kirkby Malsherd in I 500 presented their parson at a visita
tion for not expounding the fundamental truths.2 It proves that 
the people expected it and suggests that neighbouring parishes 
were more fortunate in their parsons. 

The English people have always liked sermons, even long 
ones-Bishop Alcock preached for over two hours in St. Mary's, 
Cambridge-but they did not always get them, neither were 
they always satisfied with those they heard. It was no unusual 
answer to be made to Visitation enquiries that the parish priest 
preached as far as he knew how to do so-quatenus novit. 3 

To help unlearned and unready priests there were books like 
the Homiliarius and the Liber Festz'vali's of John Myre. Both 
were translated into English and the latter was published by 
Caxton in 1483.4 

But if the parish priest neglected preaching altogether, no 
one could well escape the wandering friars, who would hold 
forth in fields and market-places if they were denied the church. 

• York Manual, quoted by Cutts, Parish Priests, etc. 208. 
• York Fabrt'c Rolls, 264: "We also desire to have our Belief showed four times 

a year, as ye say we should have". In one of his sermons Rypon, sub-deacon of 
Durham, says, " What punishment do the priests of to-day merit, who enter on the 
churches with the cure thereof, or rarely or never preach the Word of God ? Forsooth, 
neither do they preach a good life by their actions, which is called the preaching of an 
exemplary life. Assuredly they are worthy of the everlasting death of the soul, which 
is the death of Gehenna" (quoted by Owst, Preaching in Med. England, 47). 
Obviously sermons were expected and required. The preacher was denouncing the 
neglect of a well-recognised duty. 

3 Cutts, Parz'sh Priests, etc. 286, 287. 
4 There is a XV-century MS. of the Homiliarius in English in the British 

Museum. Wordsworth and Littlehales, Old Service Books, 158. Gasquet, Old 
Englz'sh Bt'ble, 131, argues from the existence of such books that it was customary 
to sing the Gospel in Latin and English at High Mass. That was customary in France, 
but there is no evidence for it in England except some lines in The Lay Folks' Mass 
Book, 16, but they only appear in the B Text, which is nearest to the French original. 
On the other hand, Ellis, Original Letters, III Series, ii. 192, prints a letter written 
in 1531 to the Duke of Norfolk describing the Lutheran Mass at Nuremburg: 
" There the priest readeth softly the Gospel in Latin. In the mean space the deacon 
getteth into the pulpit, and readeth aloud the Gospel in the Almain tongue." The 
writer, probably Sir Thomas Boleyn, thought this worth reporting, because it was 
new to him. In 1537 The Pystels and Gospels i·n English were printed for general 
use; and Lee, Archbishop of York, ordered that they should be used out of the 
English Bible during service (Burnet, Reformation, vi. 201). In 1538 Shaxton, 
Bishop of Salisbury, issued a similar injunction (ibid. 210). In 1542 Bonner, Bishop 
of London, followed suit (Wilkins, Conci!ia, iii. 866). 
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Their sermons were racy of the soil. They illustrated their teach
ing from the lives of the saints and enlivened them by stories 
from the Gesta Romanorum. 1 They pointed their morals by 
quoting popular proverbs and spiced their denunciations with 
coarse jibes. 

The shriving pew or confessional was also a place of instruc
tion. It gave the priest an opportunity of dealing intimately with 
the individual soul. He could question him about his faith as 
well as convict him of his sinfulness. M yrc instructs parish priests 
to ascertain if a penitent can say his Paternoster, Creed and 
Ave, and if he cannot, to give him such a penance that he will 
know them before he comes again.2 He is to explain the Creed 
and Ten Commandments, but he is not to be hard on offenders : 

Better it is with penance lutte (light) 
Into Purgatory a man to put, 
Than with penance over much 
Send him to hell pit.3 

The services for Baptism, Marriage and the Visitation of the 
Sick were partly in English, and there were also short English 
Litanies. The following occurs in a XV-century prymer : 

By Thy holy passion and most piteous death, 
Lord, deliver us, 

By thy blessed burying 
Lord, deliver us. 

In the hour of our death : help us, Lord, 
In the day of doom : deliver us, Lord. 

We sinners pray Thee hear us, 
That Thou give us peace and very concord 
We pray on Thee to hear us. 

Son of God, we pray Thee to hear us, 
Lamb of God, that doest away the sins of the world, 

Well hear us, Lord.4 

Every Sunday at Mass there was the Bidding of the Bedes. 
It could be expanded or curtailed according to the occasion. 

' Gesta Romanorum, a collection of stories for the help of preachers. Both 
Chaucer and Shakespeare were indebted to it. 

• Myre, Instructions, 25. 3 Ibid. 5r. 
4 Wordsworth and Littlehales, op. cit. 52, 55. Quoted from B.M. MSS. 17ou. 
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There was no fixed form, but all forms follow the same general 
plan. Prayers were first asked for the spirituality and spiritual 
necessities, then for the king, his government, the people and 
their welfare, for the sick and whole, and lastly for the dead. 1 A 
few extracts may be given from the Festyvall: 

Ye shall kneel down on your knees, and lift up your hearts, making 
your prayers unto Almighty God. 

For all Dukes, Earls, Barons, Knights and Squires, and other Lords 
of the King's Council, which have any rule and governance of this land, 
that God give them grace so to counsel, rule and govern, that God be 
pleased, the land defended, and to the profit and salvation of all the 
realm. 

Also ye shall pray for all them that be sick or diseased of this 
parish, that God send them health the rather for our prayers. For all 
the women who be in Our Lady's bands and with child in this parish 
or in any other, that God send to them fair deliverance, to their children 
right shape, name and christendom, and to the mothers purification. 

And for all them that would be here and may not for sickness or 
travail, or any other lawful occupation, that they may have part in all 
the good deeds that shall be done here in this place or in any other 
place. 

These are only selected sentences from a very lengthy 
Bidding. The Bidding in the York Manual is shorter and more 
simple. It was also broken up by antiphons, collects and re
sponses. Again we select : 

For all our good parishioners wheresoever they be, on water or on 
land, that God of His goodness save them from all manner of perils, 
and bring them safe where they would be in health of body and soul 
and also of goods. 

We shall also pray for all land tylland,2 that God for His goodness 
and for His grace and through our good prayers maintain them that 
they may be saved from all evil winds and weathers and from all 
dreadful storms, that God send us corn and cattle for to live upon to 
God's pleasure and the welfare of our souls. 

1 Bede or bead=a prayer: N.E.D. The Sarum Form is printed by Maskell, 
Monumenta Ritualia; the York Form in the Manual edited by Raine for the 
Surtees Society. The Festyvall version is printed by F. E. Brightman, The English 
Rite, 1032. 2 Tylland = tillage. The word is not in the N.E.D. 
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It will be seen that where the priest did his duty the illiterate had 
an opportunity of learning how to assist intelligently at Mass, 
the articles of his belief, the rules of Christian conduct, and what 
he should pray for. He was also called at stated times to listen to 
the Great Sentence or Greater Excommunication. 

John Myre says that it was read twice or thrice a year,1 but 
Lyndwood tells us that it ought to be read four times : on the 
Sunday after Michaelmas, Mid-Lent Sunday, Trinity Sunday, 
and the Sunday after St. Peter in Chains. (August Ist.) It was 
to be read in church (though Lyndwood allows the churchyard) 
and with dreadful solemnity, the priest having cross, bell, book 
and lighted candle, ut major auditoribus incutiatur timor, says 
Lyndwood.2 Myre instructs: 

That shalt pronounce this hideous thing 
With cross and candle and bell knelling : 
Speak out redely for nought thou wonde [hesitate] 

That all may thee understonde. 

There was no one form. That printed by Maskell 3 is rather in 
the form of an explanatory address, until it comes to the actual 
anathema. The form found in Myrc's Instruction is a regular 
commination beginning " By the authority of the Father, and 
the Son and the Holy Ghost ... we accurse ". Both deal with 
all sorts of misdeeds from murder to the withholding of tithes. 
After pronouncing the anathema the priest extinguished the 
candle, cast it down and spat on the ground, while the bell 
knelled out doom. Listening to this curse the rustic could be 
under no mistake-there were things which he must not do 
under penalty of separation from God and his fellows. 4 

All these means of instruction were open to the illiterate who 
lived in a parish where there was a diligent priest ; but the 
illiterate are not always eager to learn and there must have been 
many neglected parishes at the beginning of the XVI century. 

Many attributed powers and virtues to Church ordinances 
which the Church officially did not countenance, and this led 
to much superstition. The Church also, in order to popularise 
religion, had allowed a dubious crop of ceremonies and devotions 
to spring up, some of them silly and some of them childish. At 

1 Myre, Instructions, 21-24. 
3 Monumenta Ritualia, III. 312, 330 

2 Lyndwood, 355. 
4 Ibid. II. clxxi. 

K 
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these the intelligent scoffed and the Reformers were to rage ; but 
neither troubled to understand or sympathise with the simple 
and the poor. 

It is over eighty years since Dr. Rock published his delightful 
book, The Church of Our Fathers. 1 With much research and 
great learning he described the ceremonies of the mediaeval 
Church, their meaning and origins. He pictured for us a devout 
people who loved and understood their services, and left us 
wondering how the Reformation could have occurred. More 
recently Dr. Coulton, with even greater learning, has torn aside 
the veils of reticence, and revealed the dirt, disorder, cruelty and 
ignorance of the Middle Ages, and left us wondering how a 
system so corrupt could have survived so long. Perhaps if these 
scholars could transport us across the ages, each could take us 
to a parish which exactly verified his conclusions, and each 
would direct our attention to the facts that interested him. 

We are in danger to-day of passing from a sentimental view 
of the Middle Ages seen from a sanctuary where the sun irra
diates the stained-glass windows, to a realistic view of the Middle 
Ages as seen from a gutter on a gloomy day. We must be loyal 
to truth and not shut our eyes to unpleasing facts, but in trans
mitting the tradition we have received, we must not forget to 
conserve and emphasise all that is true and of good report. 
Above all in dealing with what is worst we should endeavour to 
understand. 

V. C eremonz"a! 

The churches were full of monuments, paintings, images 
and reliquaries. All the arts had been summoned to the aid of 
religion. The services were spectacular and dramatic ; but they 
had sometimes ceased to be seemly or appropriate, and their 
meaning was often liable to be misunderstood. There were 
people who used the Holy Bread as a charm, and others that 
believed Holy Water would of itself cleanse them from venial 
sins.2 Rites had been so over-elaborated that they no longer 
made a direct appeal to the worshippers. There were many 
"dark and dumb ceremonies" which edified no one, and some 

1 The references in this book are to the edition by Hart and Bishop Frere. 
2 Aquinas, Summa, III. Q. lxxxvii. A. 3. 
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were neither dumb nor dark though their meaning and origin 
had been forgotten. Erasmus, for instance, tells us that on a 
certain day a stag's head on the point of a spear was brought 
into St. Paul's Cathedral by a rabble, who carried it to the 
high altar, blowing on hunting horns and behaving as if possessed 
with a Delian frenzy. 1 He did not know the tradition that St. 
Paul's was built on the site of a temple dedicated to Diana, or 
he might have connected the ceremony with the worship of the 
Delian goddess, and would certainly have been wrong. We know 
the origin of the custom ; 2 but we do not know the meaning of 
the horn dance at Abbots Bromley, nor whence that remote 
inland village obtained its horns of reindeer.3 More than one 
ancient custom, like the yule log and the illuminated holly-bush 
at Christmas, date back to the dim gods of the misty North. 
Gregory the Great had written to Mellitus that feasts, unless 
repugnant to the Christian Faith, were not to be abolished but 
connected with the festivals of the Church.4 

But we are not now concerned with the folklore of the people 
but with definitely Christian worship and how it was celebrated, 
how it developed and how it was degraded. 

In the earlier Middle Ages God had naturally been thought 
of as the Overlord, and the Eucharist as an act of homage 
which the priest offered on behalf of the people for whom he 
was responsible. In a feudal society the Pope and emperor were 
said to hold of God directly, but everyone else did homage to 
someone and received homage from those beneath him-even 
the villein had rights over his child. In a feudal society a man 
was only concerned with his immediate lord who acted on b~half 
of those for whom he was responsible-the lord for his vassals, 

1 Erasmus, Ecclesiastes, fol. 51 (ed. 1535). 
• The origin of the custom may be found in Strype's Stow, Bk. III. 164. " Sir 

William Bawd, Kt .... 1274 .•. granted to Marvy de Basham, Dean of St. 
Paul's and the Chapter, that in consideration of 22 acres of land ... within the 
Manor of Westly in Essex ... he would, on the conversion of St. Paul, give them a 
good doe ..• and upon the Feast of St. Paul in summer a good buck, and offer the 
same at the High Altar, the same to be spent among the Canons Resident. The doe 
to be brought by one man, at the hour of the Procession to the High Altar ; and the 
bringer to have nothing. The buck to be brought by all his menay, and they are to 
receive 12d. and no more." Machyn, D:·ary, 141, commemorates the last time of the 
offering in I 557. Bonner attended in full pontificals, and all the parochial clergy were 
in copes. Forty horns were blowing round the buck's head. 

3 Plot, Hist. of Staffordshire, 434. Cf. Chambers, Mediaeval Stage, i. 166. 
, 4 St. Gregory, Epistolae, xi. 7. 
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the villein for his child. No one was independent but the ex
communicate and the outlaw. So the priest was responsible for 
his flock and acted on their behalf. The services were rendered 
in their closed choirs with stately magnificence by Benedictines, 
or with the austere and self-conscious simplicity of reconciled 
sinners by Cistercians or Carthusians. The worship was rendered 
to God, and there was not much consideration for the edification 
of man. 

The coming of the friars caused a revolution in the spiritual 
outlook. They thought not so much of the majesty and sovereignty 
of God, as of His exceeding loving-kindness in sending into 
the world His only-begotten Son. It was the incarnate Son, 
Very Man, Mary's little boy, who was the centre of their 
devotion ; and the altar was the place where he vouchsafed 
His Presence. They taught that He had come to redeem this 
world and claim it for God, that He had come loving men, 
sharing men's lot, and entering into their joys, their sorrows 
and pains, that He had come to preach a gospel to the poor. 
By preaching, by hymns and new devotions, they made religion 
interesting to the man in the street. They aimed at the con
secration of the whole of life : they were so sure that this world 
as well as the next belonged to their Master. Their methods 
spread to the parish churches, were slowly adopted in cathedrals 
and even penetrated to the conservative cloisters. Religion was 
popularised. 

A religion, however, that is becoming popular is in danger 
of being profaned. It is sad to think of what was originally 
childlike becoming childish, of bright fancies fading into silly 
superstitions, of spontaneous extravagances in speech being 
repeated as if they were dogmatic definitions, and spontaneous 
acts of extravagant devotion developing into a licensed disorder. 
A too great familiarity with sacred things may cause men to be 
flippant and irreverent ; and the holiest mysteries, when ex
plained in vulgar terms, may cease to inspire wonder, so that 
any real sense of the supernatural is lost. 

It was entirely right to teach men how to live by means of 
allegories, and to teach men by symbols to grasp spiritual 
truths. Allegories are analogies in action ; and symbolism is a 
visible shorthand by which we recognise truths that defy verbal 
definition. Both are justified by the belief of the unity of all 
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things in God. But what was first an allegory may come to be 
regarded as a fact, and in the Middle Ages many such stories 
crept into the Breviary until " to lie like a second N octurn " 
became a proverb.1 Symbols also may be reverenced when men 
have forgotten for what they stood ; they may become mascots 
or charms, savouring of idolatry. Ceremonies also may be so 
elaborated, that their correct performance may become a 
complicated game and end in what the Reformers called 
" mummery ". At the beginning of the XVI century, parasites 
were strangling the fairest flowers in the ecclesiastical garden. 
Careful weeding and pruning was everywhere needed, but the 
Reformers found it easier to dig. up the garden, and, having 
danced round a bonfire, to plant the bed anew with bitter 
herbs-medicinal no doubt. 

The Reformers were intellectual and had a strident con
tempt for " the sottishly ignorant " and no consideration for 
their needs. They had a great work to perform in recalling men 
to a belief in the transcendent God, and a great protest to enforce 
against mechanical conceptions of worship. But they made a 
great mistake in believing that abstract words of five syllables 
had necessarily a greater spiritual content than concrete images. 
The poor in consequence were deprived of a religion which they 
could understand and practise. 

Before the Reformation, children stole into church to see 
the crib, and say a prayer to Him who blessed the little ones. 
At Candlemas the congregation marched round the church with 
their lighted candles remembering the aged Simeon and in 
honour of Him Who is the Light of the World. All received 
ashes on Ash Wednesday that they might understand the 
defilement of sin, and remember that the day was coming when 
it would be said of them, " earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust 
to dust ". On Maundy Thursday, great men washed the feet 
of the poor, typifying the reversal of human values in the light 
of the Incarnation. On Good Friday men crept to the Cross in 
humble adoration of Him Who had died for them. On Easter 
Eve the new fire was hallowed from which the Paschal candle 
was lighted, and the cold hearths of every home were kindled 
anew. At Rogationtide the fields were blessed and religion 
consecrated the daily toil. At Whitsuntide the dove descended 

1 Quoted by Piillan, Hist0ry 0/ the B0ok 0/ Common Prayer, 154. 
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retinues : Flemming was a well-to-do man able to provide for 
himself; John Free and his friend Gunthorp, botlf Fellows of 
Balliol, were poor men who depended on the liberality of Grey. 
John Free started for Ferrara with ten pounds. He spent four 
of them on the way, and soon after his arrival he had to pawn his 
books with the Jews until he could receive further supplies from 
his patron. He was probably the greatest of the English scholars 
at this time. He not only learnt Greek but graduated as a doctor 
of medicine and a doctor of civil law. He wrote a book on botany. 
When Guarino died at the age of ninety, he was deputed to make 
his funeral oration ; when the admirers of Petrarch lamented 
the monkish rhymes in which he was commemorated, Free was 
asked to compose a new epitaph more worthy of the poet ; when 
Grey's nephew died in Italy, he wrote the bishop a letter of 
consolation full of classical quotations and with little reference 
to the Christian hope. When Tiptoft came to Padua he joined his 
retinue and went with him to Rome. Pius I I recognised his 
merits as a classical scholar, and provided him to the see of Bath 
and Wells, but he died before he was consecrated. 

Gunthorpe also managed to thrive in Italy and collected 
books. He was a rhetorician ; and when he came home was 
employed by Edward IV to write Latin orations and compli
mentary letters. He became Dean of Wells and rebuilt the 
deanery, ornamenting it with all sorts of guns. By his will he 
distributed his books between Oxford and Cambridge and gave 
to his Cathedral church a silver image of the Virgin which 
weighed 143 ounces.1 

All these men were wandering stars. They went to Italy 
and elsewhere for the purpose of self-culture, and they did very 
little to improve the education of England except through the 
books which they left to colleges. It was otherwise with Selling, 
who founded a school at Canterbury. 

William Selling, as a young man, had been sent to Canter
bury College at Oxford, and was still z'n statu pupillarz' in 1450. z 
In 1464 the Convent of Christ Church, Canterbury, gave him 
leave of absence for three years to study in any university, and 
in 1467 he and his fellow monk, Walter Hadley, became doctors 

t Warton, Hist. of Poetry, ii. 555. 
z Tanner, quoting no authority, states that he was at All Souls, and he has been 

followed by Warton and other writers, but his 1450 letter to Prior Goldstone shows 
that this is incorrect. Vide Christ Church Letters (Camden Soc.), xiii. 
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of divinity at Bologna. 1 They did not at once return home, for 
in 1468 the convent granted letters of fraternity to J ohanita Bely, 
who had entertained them at Venice. In 1469 Selling was ordered 
to proceed to Rome in order to obtain the issue of indulgences 
for those who should attend the jubilee celebrations in honour 
of St. Thomas Beket. In 1471 he became Chancellor of Christ 
Church, Canterbury, and a year later Prior. He acquired a great 
store of Latin and Greek manuscripts, and built a library for 
them. He opened a school and taught in it himself. Linacre was 
his most brilliant pupil. Linacre was sent up to Oxford and 
became a Fellow of All Souls, but Selling took him with him 
when he went on an embassy to Rome in 1486, and on his return 
left him at Florence to study under Politian. It must not be sup
posed that he was always so successful as a teacher, for there 
is a pitiful letter from one of his old pupils, Richard Selling, 
then at Oxford, to say that he had failed in his arts course and 
wanted to study law. He was probably allowed to do so, for he 
subsequently became chancellor of the monastery.2 

The new knowledge was derived from Italy, but it had to be 
grafted on the native stock before it could become fruitful in this 
country ; and the distinctive character of English humanism 
was due to the preparatory work that had been done in the 
grammar-schools and colleges of the XV century. We should 
not forget the great foundations of Winchester and Eton, 
Magdalen College at Oxford with its school attached, and God's 
House at Cambridge which Byngham founded for the express 
purpose of training grammar-school masters.3 

William of Wykeham .in founding his two colleges of Win
chester and New College, wished them to be allied, but he made 
them independent. Winchester had its own warden and fellows, 
and the school they were to keep was the reason for their exist
ence. The education of boys in grammar, or, as we should say, 
in humane letters, was what the founder had at heart. He was 
only too well aware that boys were going up to the university 
far too young, insufficiently grounded to benefit by the lectures, 

1 Christ Church Letters, xxxiii. The dates from the Canterbury Registers clearly 
disprove the D.N.B. contention that Selling only went to Italy after he became prior. 
Compare Letters, x. and xxx., and note Selling's progress in Latin composition. 
The burning of his library was due to the Visitors of Henry VIII. 

2 For Richard Selling~Ch. Ch. Letters, xxix., and Introd. p. xvii. 
3 Leach, Mediaeval Schools, 257. 
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and with far too many opportunities for getting into mischief. 
So he planted his school at Winchester and not at Oxford, and 
the boys were to remain there until they were nineteen, and then 
to proceed to New College for the severely scholastic course he 
had planned. 1 The result was that all Wykehamists were primarily 
grammarians and that some Wykehamists retained a love of 
humane letters. Wykeham had been careful to preclude the 
possibility of his college becoming subject to monastic control, 
and he did not confine his school to the training of ecclesiastics. 
As a statesman he was aware of the need for a better educated 
laity, but as a bishop he desired that the laity should be Christian. 
Grammar he regarded as the key which unlocked the Holy 
Scriptures, and as the gate to the liberal sciences which led up 
to theology, the mistress of all knowledge. Wykeham himself in 
education as in all else was an old-fashioned conservative/ and 
in drawing up his statutes he was indebted to those of Merton 
and Queens'; but it was because he made his school independent 
of the college that it achieved its success. At both school and 
college he established the connexion between religion and sound 
learning, which was to differentiate the English Renaissance 
from that of Germany and Italy. Italian scholars despised theo
logy, while Luther and his followers for the most part decried 
human learning.3 

About 1465 an Italian named Cornelio Vitelli came to 
Oxford, and Thomas Chandler, Warden of New College,4 

1 On New College Studies see Rashdall in Clark's Oxford Colleges, 159 ff. 
• Leach, op. ct't. 204-208. 
3 As early as 1520, Erasmus writing to Reuchlin (Ep. l 155) fears that Lutheran

ism and Bonae Lz"tterae may be found to be incompatible. Writing to Pirkheimer in 
I 528 he was sure of it (Ep. 1977) : " Ubicunque re gnat Lutheranismus, ibi litterarum 
est interitus; et tamen hoe genus hominum maxime litteris alitur ". It is noteworthy 
that Reuchlin, Mutianus Rufus and Crotus Rubianus all reverted to Catholicism 
because they thought it more favourable to intellectual freedom (Beard, Hibbert's 
Lectures, 337). Melanchthon remained a humanist to the end, and in 1557 bewailed 
the decline of letters and science in Germany. Luther, once a humanist, came to 
believe that when everyone had a Bible no other literature would be required. In 
order that all might read the Bible he was a strenuous advocate for primary schools 
not only for boys but also for girls (Boehmer, Luther, 238, 239). Later the Strasburg 
reformers issued a declaration in which they said : " Perish the graces of the Latin 
language, perish the marvels of learning, which obscure the glories of Christ : the 
word of Christ saves us, the word of others destroy us " (quoted Elliott-Binns, 
Hulsean Lectures, 53). 

4 Thomas Chandler, a Wykehamist and friend of Bekyngton, was Warden of 
New College from 1454 to 1474, and Chancellor of the University from 1457 to 1461, 
and from 1472 to 1479. In 1462 he published his Collocu#ones, and Leland admits 
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received him with an oration and made him praelector of his 
college. Erasmus in his Ciceronianus speaks disrespectfully of 
Vitelli's Latin style ; 1 but Vitelli knew some Greek and was able 
to impart it to William Grocyn, who came from Winchester to 
Oxford the same year. Grocyn has been styled by Hallam 
" the patriarch of English learning " ; 2 he was really the link 
between mediaeval and modern scholarship. For some years 
he was Reader in Divinity at Magdalen, and his library was well 
stocked with the works of Aquinas, Scotus and Ockham. He 
also possessed many of the Fathers, most of the Latin poets and 
prose writers, and, such was his appetite for universal erudition, 
he had a copy of Vegetius' De re Mz'li'tari. 3 Warham came up 
from Winchester four years after him and was his friend until 
his death. William Latimer, William Lily, Linacre and Colet 
were all of them probably his pupils, and certainly his friends. 
He had the gift of attracting the young. He did not go to Italy 
until 1489, when he was forty-three years old, and possessed 
very definite opinions and immense knowledge. His young friend 
Linacre was already in Florence, sharing in the studies of 
Giovanni de Medici, thanks to the magnificent Lorenzo. 4 William 
Latimer and Colet at intervals followed their master to Italy, 
and the former long afterwards, in writing to Erasmus, told 
him how assiduously Grocyn had studied Greek under Politian 
and Chalcondylas. 5 But Grocyn resisted the attractions of the 
Platonic Academy, though he bought the works of Ficino. He 
remained an Aristotelian, and when, some years later, he was 
writing to Aldus, he congratulated him on his edition of Aris
totle, adding : " I think the difference between these great philo
sophers Aristotle and Plato, is simply that between a man of 
science and a man of myths ".6 

These Englishmen were in Florence during the turbulent 
religious revival due to the preaching of Savonarola.7 Politian, 
that he wrote Latin correctly both in verse and prose. Montague Burrows in O.H.S. 
Co!lectanea, ii. 338-342. 

1 Vitelli stayed in Oxford until he went to teach in Paris in 1489. 
2 Hallam, Li't. of Europe, i. 276. 
3 For Grocyn's Library, O.H.S. Collectanea, ii. 319-324. 
4 Linacre reminded Giovanni de Medici (Leo X) of their early association when 

he dedicated his Galen to him. 
s Erasmus, Ep. 520. 6 O.H.S. Co/lectanea, ii. 351. 
7 Savonarola was preaching in Florence between 1489 and 1498. Linacre was in 

Italy from 1486 to 1493; Grocyn from 1489 to 1491 ; Latimer from 1490 to 1506; 
Colet from 1493 to 1496. 
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Ficino, Pico, and Botticelli all became disciples of the friar, and 
the magnificent Lorenzo sought comfort from him on his death
bed, though he received none, for the friar was inexorable. 1 It 
is not suggested that the Englishmen were carried away by this 
wave of religious excitement. Grocyn was a mature man and 
a dogmatic theologian. Linacre was a shrewd man with any 
amount of practical common sense. He, we know, proceeded 
to Padua in order that he might study medicine. Latimer was 
a quiet man, diffident and reserved, who probably shrank from 
all demonstrations of an emotional 'kind. Only Colet, and we 
cannot be sure that he was in Florence, afterwards showed some
what of the puritan austerity and somewhat of the prophetic 
fire of Savonarola. They were, however, all of them religious 
men who had been brought up in a religious atmosphere, and 
they found in Italy that, for the moment, religion was of para
mount interest. When they returned to England they did not 
dissociate humanism from religion, as they might have been 
tempted to do had they visited Italy in any other deca<;le of the 
XV century. 

II I. Erasmus £n Oxford 

Grocyn 2 on his return hired rooms in Exeter college and 
began once more to teach. In the following year (r492) Cardinal 
Morton, Archbishop of Canterbury, sent his favourite page to 
Canterbury Hall " for his furtherance in learning ". This page 
was Thomas More, aged fourteen, who came up very short of 
pocket money but with any amount of brains. His father only 
allowed him to stay up for two years, because he believed that 
wealth was more necessary than learning, and that the study of 
the common law was likely to prove more profitable than the 
study of the classics.3 Imaginative historians describe how 
Grocyn, Linacre and Colet puzzled over Greek texts aided by 
the marvellous boy; but this is all nonsense.4 Colet, who was 

1 Savonarola refused absolution to Lorenzo on his deathbed as he would not 
restore the liberties of Florence. Villari, Savonaro!a, 146-149. 

2 O.H.S. Collectanea, ii. 
3 Miss Routh, Thomas More. 
4 Cardinal Gasquet, Eve of the Reformation, 27, has the following note : " Sir 

Thomas More writing to Colet says : ' I pass my time here at [Oxford) with Grocyn, 
Linacre and [George) Lilly; the first, as you know, the only master of my life, when 
you are absent; the second the director of my studies; the third the dearest companion 
in all the affairs oflife' (Stapleton, Tres Thomae, 165). Another constant companion 
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starting to Italy in a few months, may have commended his little 
friend to Grocyn, that is, if the Colet and More families knew 
one another, as they probably did. Linacre, returning from Italy 
as a doctor of Padua in 1493, was, according to Wood,1 incor
porated at Oxford and read a " shagling " lecture ; 2 but he 
settled in London, and it was probably in London and not in 
Oxford that he made the acquaintance of More. Everyone, how
ever, who met" Young More" loved him and talked about him. 
Erasmus had heard such talk before he met him by chance in 
1499 at the dinner-table of Sir John Say.3 When the young man, 
aged twenty-one, joined in the conversation, Erasmus exclaimed, 
Tues Morus aut nu!lus,4 and More replied, Tues Erasmus aut 
diabolus-a reply that was neither witty nor polite and only 
comes to us through Cresacre More. Erasmus, however, was 
attracted to More, and even forgave him when he introduced 
him, unprepared, to the royal nursery at Eltham, and presented 
him to that redoubtable little boy who was to be Henry VIII. 
More and his friend Arnold had complimentary verses to offer to 
the children ; and Erasmus, having none, had for three days 
to wrestle with an unwilling muse in order to repair the 
omission.5 

After meeting Grocyn, Linacre and More in London, 
Erasmus went to Oxford, where he was entertained at St. 
Mary's College 6 by Richard Charnock, a prior of his own order 
of Augustinian canons. He spent three pleasant months at the 

of More at Oxford was Cuthbert Tunstall, etc." So far the Cardinal, but the letter 
was not written at Oxford in 1492 but in London 1504-1505. It begins by stating 
that More had just met Colet's servant in the law courts. It goes on to rally him on 
remaining among the orchards of his country parish at Stepney, when he was so 
wanted in his pulpit in St. Paul's. Cole! became Dean in 1504 and resigned Stepney 
in 15o6. George Lily was not born when More was at Oxford, nor was his father 
William Lily then resident there. Tunstall was at Balliol for a few months in the year 
before More went up to Oxford, and then migrated to King's Hall, Cambridge. 

1 Wood, Athenae Oxoni'enses, i. 43. 
• A" shagling" lecture was one permitted but not authorised by the University 

N.E.D. 
3 This is probable, because Sir John Say was the father-in-law of Lord Mountjoy, 

who had brought Erasmus to England. Mountjoy was a minor and his wife a child. 
He lived with his father-in-law who was a friend of the Mores. Sir John More and 
his son were subsequently Sir John Say's trustees. Nichol's Letters of Erasmus, 
i. 200. 

4 The story comes from Cresacre Mare's Life of Sir Thomas, 83 (1726 ed.). Its 
historicity is doubted by R. W. Chambers, Sir Thomas More, 76. 

s Allen, Erasmus to Botzheim, i. 6. Cp. Ep. Il3 
6 Frewen Hall is on the site of St. Mary's College. 
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University and enlarged the circle of his acquaintance with 
English scholars. Brumus (which may be a copyist's error for 
Grocyn) 1 had written to Colet in his praise, and Colet at once 
addressed him in a polite letter of welcome which met with a 
somewhat extravagant reply. Erasmus also made the acquaint
ance of Sixtin,2 a Dutchman like himself, but beneficed in 
England, and probably of John Claymond, then of Magdalen, to 
whom he afterwards dedicated his translations from St. Chry
sostom. Erasmus was impressed by the spirit of religious serious
ness which he found in Oxford and also by the lack of pedantry. 
He went to hear Colet lecture on the Epistle to the Romans, and 
learnt from him a new approach to the Scriptures ; 3 but he 
was not yet prepared to desert his career as a humanist and 
devote himself to the exposition of the Bible, as Colet urged him 
to do. He describes a dinner party at Oxford when " the good 
cheer would have satisfied Epicurus, and the table-talk would 
have pleased Pythagoras ". 4 At the head of the table sat Col et, 
" assertor and champion of the old theology " ; on his right sat 
Charnock, " high priest of the Graces " ; on his left a young 
man who had that day preached the Latin sermon and who " was 
a man of modesty as well as learning ". Erasmus sat next to 
him, " that the banquet might not be without a poet " ; while a 
"cheerful and witty lawyer", whom he calls Philip, sat 
opposite. There were several others present, and Dr. Allen, who 
thinks the dinner was at Magdalen,5 suggests that Wolsey may 
have been among the guests-he was then master of Magdalen 
College School. In conversation they chanced to discuss what 
exactly was the sin for which Cain was rejected ; and when 
Erasmus thought that the dispute was becoming too serious for 
a banquet, he enlivened it with an apologue which he afterwards 
elaborated for the benefit of Sixtin. He had, while at Oxford, a 
more serious controversy with Colet on the interpretation of the 
Agony in Gethsemane,6 when he advocated the conventional 
view that the human nature of our Lord shrank from the pain 
that He foresaw, while Colet, following St. Jerome, thought that 
our Lord's agony was due to His compassion for the Jews, who 
were about to incur such awful guilt. 

1 Allen, Erasmi Epistolae, i. 242. 
a Ep. 108. Also 108 in Nichols' translation. 
s Allen, i. 268. Cp. Lupton, Life of Co/et, 94. 

2 Ibid. i. 26 r. 
4 Ep. II3. 
6 Epp. 109, rro, III, II2. 
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Erasmus at this time was not very serious-minded, but he 

was an observant person ; sceptical and flippant himself, he was 
quick to detect and expose unreality in others ; but he never at 
any time failed to recognise the utter sincerity of Colet. He 
wrote to Colet letters unlike those that he wrote to anyone else. 
He knew Colet's contempt for the schoolmen, but still regarded 
him as the champion of orthodoxy. Neither he nor Colet foresaw 
the influence that the theology of Colet, when interpreted by 
Erasmus, would have on the Reformation. 

Erasmus on this first visit was pleased with England, and 
with his own reception; and to different correspondents he con
fided such impressions as they would appreciate. To the volatile 
Faustus Andrelinus he wrote: 

We have made progress in England. The Erasmus you once knew 
is now become almost a sportsman, no bad rider, a courtier of some 
practice, bows with politeness, smiles with grace, and all this in spite of 
himself. If you are wise you will fly over here .... To take one attraction 
out of many : there are nymphs here with divine features, so gentle and 
kind, that you may well prefer them to your Camenae .... The rest of 
my story we will laugh over together, for I hope to see you before long.1 

To the serious student, Robert Fisher, studying in Italy, he 
wrote: 

I never liked anything so much before,-! find the climate both 
pleasant and wholesome ; and I have met with so much kindness, and 
so much learning, not hackneyed and trivial, but deep, accurate, 
ancient, Latin and Greek, that, but for the curiosity of seeing it, I do 
not now so much care for Italy. When I hear my Colet, I seem to be 
listening to Plato himself. In Grocyn, who does not marvel at such a 
perfect round of learning. What can be more acute, profound and 
delicate than the judgment of Linacre ? What has Nature ever created 
more gentle, more sweet, more happy than the genius of More ? I need 
not go through the list. It is marvellous how general and abundant is 
the harvest of general learning in this country, to which you ought all 
the sooner to return. 2 

Erasmus was indeed happy in his friends, but we have to 
remember that in 1499 he was not a celebrity, and his friends, so 
important in his own eyes, were people of no importance to 
the rest of England. He did not at this time know Warham, 
Fox, Fisher, FitzJ ames and Smythe, scholars who had already 

1 Ep. IOJ ; trans. by Nichols, i. 203. • Ep. I 18; trans. in Nichols, i. 226. 
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attained to positions of power. On his second visit, from I 505 to 
I 506, he was presented by Grocyn to Warham, who scarcely 
valued sufficiently the dedication of his Hecuba ; 1 he made the 
acquaintance of Fisher, and dedicated another of his works to 
Fox; hoping to be noticed and rewarded because he knew 
Richard Whitford, the Bishop's chaplain.2 By then he was 
becoming famous and his friends were becoming influential. 

It is evident that the New Learning was not really new when 
Henry VIII came to the throne: but it had hitherto been an 
academic possession of which the ordinary man knew nothing. 
Suddenly there were men who could popularise this learning, 
and were eager to do so. They were the prophets of a new age ; 
and what they taught went to the heads of the unlearned like 
new wine. Intoxicated young men began to despise all that they 
had hitherto reverenced, and to be quite sure that change meant 
progress and all that was new must be true. 

This may not be so apparent if we do not keep in mind the 
ages of those who were prominent at this time, or soon to be 
prominent. In I 509 Grocyn was 63, the father of the scholars. 
The patrons of learning were : Richard Fox, 61 ; William 
Warham, 59; and John Fisher, 50.3 William Latimer and 
Thomas Linacre were alike 49; Colet was 42, and William Lily 
a year younger. They were all men with established reputations. 
The rising stars were: Tunstall, 35; Wolsey, 34; More, 31 ; 4 

1 Allen, Epp. Erasmi, i. p. 5. 
2 Epp. 187, 191. 
3 The age of Fisher is disputed. The D.N .B. believes that he was born in 1459. 

Bridgett, Blessed John Fisher, 7 ff., and Van Ortrey, Analecta Bollandiana, x. 202, 

argue for 1469. The evidence is not conclusive either way, but I believe D.N.B is 
right. He matriculated at Cambridge 1483, and was B.A. 1487. This favours the 
1469 date. Wolsey was a bachelor at fifteen. But we must remember Erasmus was 
a bachelor at twenty-nine. He became commissary or vice-chancellor of Cambridge 
in 1501, which favours the earlier date for his birth. He became a bishop in 1505, 
and there is a sermon attributed to him in which he speaks of himself as consecrated, 
Qui paucos annos habuerim, but the attribution of the sermon is disputed. Gairdner, 
Letters and Papers of Richard and Henry VII, attributes it to Blyth, Bishop of 
Salisbury. Holbein painted his portrait two years before his death, and it is inscribed 
in anno aetatis, 7 4. This seems conclusive, as Fisher must have supplied the informa
tion. The Papal Nuncio, writing on the day of his death, says, "the English call him 
a valetudinarian of ninety, reckoning him 25 years older than he is". This should not 
be pressed to mean more than that the current talk about his age was exaggerated. 
His contemporaries regarded him as aged. It is difficult to imagine that he was 
younger than Colet and Erasmus and only nine years older than More. 

4 There has been a dispute whether More was born 1478 or 1480. R. W. Chambers, 
Sir Thomas More, 48-49, seems to have determined this controversy in favour of 
1478. 
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and Pace, 2 7. The men yet unknown were : Stephen Gardiner, 
26; William Tyndale, 25; Hugh Latimer and Thomas Crom
well, 24 ; Cranmer and Croke, 20. The bright little boys were 
Thomas Lupset, aged 12; Thomas Elyot and Starkey, 10; and 
Reginald Pole, 9. The last was a pupil of William Latimer. 

It should be noted that Grocyn, William Latimer, Linacre, 
Colet, Lily, Tunstall, Pace, Lupset, Starkey and Pole all studied 
in Italian universities. They went to Italy in order to complete 
the education they had received in England ; and the Italians 
confessed that, after themselves, none spoke Latin more cor
rectly. When they returned they seemed to have absorbed what 
was best in Italian culture without contaminating their native 
piety. Fifty years later, both learning and religion were imported 
from Germany and Switzerland ; theologians received them 
with becoming meekness ; but educated men, who were not 
theologians, ignored Teutonic culture and sought for inspiration 
in the lighter literature of France, Italy and Spain. 

IV. Erasmus in London and Cambridge 

When Henry VIII ascended the throne in I 509, More wrote 
Latin verses to celebrate the advent of the Golden Age ; and 
Lord Mountjoy invited Erasmus to come once more to England, 1 

where he had twice been disappointed of preferment, assuring 
him that with a new king all was changed. " The heavens laugh, 
the earth exults, all things are full of milk, of honey and of 
nectar. Avarice is expelled the country: Liberality scatters 
wealth with bounteous hands." 2 He is sure that the king will be 
especially lavish to scholars, and pictures him greeting Erasmus 

. with a line from Martial. 

Accipe divitias et vatum maximus esto 3 

Erasmus may or may not have believed that Henry VIII was 
familiar with Martial ; but he was certain that Mountjoy had 
not composed the letter above his name. Mountjoy had been his 
pupil and he knew the extent of his Latinity. So he wrote on the 
top of the sheet " Andreas Ammonius " in order that posterity 
might not be deceived. 

' Erasmus visited England in 1499, in 1505-15o6 and from 1509 to 1514. He 
also came on flying visits, 1515, 1516, 1517. 

• Erasmus, Ep. 215. 3 Martial, Bk. VIII. Ep. 56. 
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Erasmus had been for three years in Italy. He had taken a 
doctor's degree at Turin ; had studied at Bologna ; and had 
worked for the printing-press of Aldus at Venice. 1 He had been 
to Rome, where cardinals like Riario and Grimani had been 
civil; but he had only been fed with promises.2 No doubt he 
might have obtained an official appointment, but he was not 
prepared to barter his freedom for the emoluments of an office. 
Erasmus wanted money down, and enough of it to enable him 
to live his own life and do his own work with comfort. He was 
quite shameless in writing begging letters, a prince of mendi
cants ; but his servility went no further. He never felt the least 
obligation to those who supplied his needs. We must not blame 
him. There was no endowment of research, and the universities 
were becoming merely places of instruction and ceasing to be 
homes for the learned. Besides, at this time many of the univer
sities were hostile to the New Learning, and defiant young men, 
who called themselves poets, refused to frequent them or take 
degrees, 3 preferring to be servant pupils to a distinguished 
scholar.4 Their masters found the proximity of a good printer 
more advantageous than a professorial chair, and they could 
make more money by correcting classical texts for the press than 
by teaching those for whom the texts were prepared. Most 
scholars, however, dreamed of some munificent Maecenas who 
would reward their golden eloquence with golden coin. They 
preferred that he should be a king, and so a fit subject for im-
mortal verse. They were not ashamed ' 

To heap the shrine of luxury and pride 
With incense kindled at the Muses' flame. 

When Lord Mountjoy wrote that Henry VIII desired to be 
surrounded by scholars, Erasmus packed up and came to 
England, only to be disappointed. He understood all the arts 

1 Erasmus complained that Aldus and his father-in-law Asolanus starved him, 
and he revenged himself in the colloquy Opulentia Sordt'da. Julius Caesar Scaliger 
in his attack on Erasmus tells how the frugal Italians were scandalised by the Dutch
man's appetite for food and drink. Mangan, Erasmus of Rotterdam, i. 245-258 ; 
Nichols, Epp. of Erasmus, i. 447-448. 

2 Nichols, op. cit. i. 454 and 46o-462. 
3 Epistolae Obscurorum Vt'rorum, ii. Ep. 46. 
• Croke, afterwards Professor of Greek at Leipzig and Cambridge, was servant

pupil to Grocyn. Brixius was servant-pupil to Lascaris. Lupset was boy attendant 
on Colet. John Smith was servant-pupil to Erasmus. John Clement and Harris were 
boys in More's household. 
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of flattery, but he could not be a courtier any more than he could 
be a monk-he hated servitude. 

On the long journey from Italy he meditated on Maria, and 
wrote his Encomium 1 in seven days after arriving at Sir Thomas 
More's house. At least, so he said ; but it was two years before 
he took the MS. to Paris, and then he left Croke to see it through 
the press, so that he might disavow all responsibility for its 
publication if it became advisable to do so. All sorts and con
ditions of men are pilloried in this little book ; but the cruellest 
criticism is reserved for bishops and monks.2 The Abbot of St. 
Bertin, one of his best patrons, had subsequently to be pro
pitiated ; and Dorpius wrote from Louvain a friendly expostula
tion, 3 only to receive a long but disingenuous reply. Sir Thomas 
More leapt to the defence of the book which had been dedicated 
to him, for Erasmus in his eyes could do no wrong. Erasmus was 
"More's darling", as Tyndale remarked ; 4 and More approved 
in Erasmus what he reprobated in Tyndale, because he under
stood Erasmus and could not understand Tyndale. 

Both Erasmus and More desired the reformation of the 
Church and the conversion of sinners, and neither could see that 
books like the Encomium Moriae were ill-designed for their 
purpose. They both believed that sin was folly and that the sinner 
was ridiculous. They thought that, by making this clear, the 
world would be purified by honest laughter. Now, it is true, you 
can laugh a silly custom out of fashion, you can temper a 
despotism by epigrams, and you can destroy all reverence for 
an institution by caricaturing it ; but you cannot convert a 
sinner from the error of his ways by telling him that he is a funny 
man-it makes him angry. A bad man may be made to acknow
ledge that he is a sinner, he will never acknowledge that he is 
a bad joke. 

Ridicule, if it be effective, may destroy but it cannot reform. 
The barbed shafts of Erasmus' wit wounded the Church and 
brought all her practices into discredit. Until the end of his life 
he went on protesting that he had never laughed at ecclesiastical 
ceremonies, at fasts, votive offerings, the invocation of saints or 
pilgrimages, but only at superstitious worshippers.5 The ridicule, 

1 Froude, Life and Letters of Erasmus, 136, is altogether wrong about the 
genesis of the Enc(Jmium, as may be seen from the first paragraph of the dedication 
to More, the letter to Dorpius (Ep. 337) and the Lucubra#(Jnes in Allen, i. 19. 

z Ep. 739. 3 Epp. 304,307. 4 Tyndale, W(Jrks, iii. 16. 5 Ep, 2263. 
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however, was in general terms-he was proud of the fact that he 
had abstained from personalities-and there was no indication 
of the limits to which the ridicule extended. The ordinary reader 
was never asked to consider the difference between use and 
abuse ; and might, in consequence, be excused for believing 
there was none. Colet probably disapproved of the Encomz"um 1 

when it was read aloud in More's house. At any rate, when 
Erasmus asked him to support Croke " while studying in Paris", 
he met with a flat refusal.2 Colet probably knew why Croke was 
in Paris and disapproved of his errand. He was not going to 
supply money that the Encomium might be published to all 
Europe. 

Erasmus when he wrote to Servatius, 3 his prior at Steyn, 
boasted of his position in England. He told him of his friendship 
with the King; of the liberality of the Archbishop of Canterbury; 
of Fisher, Mountjoy and Colet ; of the honour with which he was 
everywhere received. He wanted to make it quite clear that so 
great a man as himself could not possibly return to Steyn and 
be a humble monk ; and yet all the time he was a disappointed 
man. When he wrote to his friend Ammonius, a foreigner like 
himself, he speaks of the English as " Cyprian bulls, dung
eaters, who imagine that they alone feed on ambrosia and 
Jupiter's brain "-and he prudently writes his abuse in Greek 
for fear that Ammonius might leave his letter about for anyone 
to read. 

Erasmus was irritable and a man of moods who could be 
spiteful when he was disappointed. Perhaps the letter to Bom
basius in I 5 I 8 represents more truly the English court as he saw 
it in retrospect, though we must remember that he was replying 
to a letter in which Bombasius had boasted of the court at Rome 
and his reception there. 

The King, the most sensible monarch of our age, is delighted with 
good books, and the Queen is well instructed-not merely in comparison 
with her own sex, and no less is to be respected for her piety than her 

r My belief is not affected by Ep. 423, when Colet states the opposition to 
Erasmus' Novum Testamentum comes from those theologians which " you in your 
Moria truly and wittily describe ". It was a polite way of saying " I told you so ". 

" Epp. 225, 227, 237. 
3 Ep. 296. An article by A. Kay, Edinburgh Bibliographical Soc. xiv., throws 

fresh light on the authenticity of this epistle. 
4 Ep. 245. 
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erudition. With such sovereigns, those persons have the greatest in
fluence who excel in learning and prudence. (Here follows a list of 
scholars and their court appointments.) A palace filled with such men 
may be called a temple of the Muses rather than a court. What Athens, 
what Porch, what Lyceum would you prefer to a court like that ? 1 

Between the autumn of I 509 and I 5 I I there are no materials 
for the life of Erasmus. He evidently spent some time in Mare's 
house at Bucklersbury, but we know that Mare's wife tired of 
him. 2 This is not surprising, as Erasmus spoke no English, and 
the good lady can hardly have appreciated a guest who con
tinually set the table in a roar with jokes that she could not 
understand. He may have shared a lodging with Ammonius or 
have been entertained by Grocyn, but the latter must have been 
often at Maidstone, where he was warden of the college. Grocyn 
was not a rich man, and it is to the credit of Erasmus that he did 
not like sponging on him : Grocyn was always ready to welcome 
him but refused to have him as a paying guest.3 

It was during this time that he definitely devoted himself to 
sacred literature, and Colet probably allowed him the use of the 
large library belonging to the chapter of St. Paul's.4 After his 
brief visit to Paris in I 5 I I he went to Cambridge and made it his 
headquarters for the next three years. Fisher, who was chancellor 
of the University, induced him to go there to teach Greek, and 
he was lodged in Queens', of which Fisher had been master. 
Erasmus disliked the place. His pupils were few and did not pay 
the fees he expected of them. Few of them advanced beyond the 

1 Ep. 855 (Allen). Trans. in Nichols, iii. 421. 
• Ep. 451. J Ep. 24r. 
4 There were a great many books belonging to St. Paul's and Peter Meghen

" the one-eyed Peter " of Erasmus was constantly employed in copying MSS. for 
Colet (Allen, Age of Erasmus, 141-143). In the reign of Henry VI, Sherington, 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, had built a new library and a catalogue of 
its contents fills six and a half large pages of Dugdale (St. Paul's, 392-399). It 
chiefly consisted of the Fathers, of commentaries on the Scriptures, and of books on 
canon law. It also contained a Vergil, a Cicero and a Seneca. The treasurer had other 
books in his charge, chiefly liturgical. There was also a library in the chapter-house 
called the Bibliotheca Paulina. Leland mentions 21 codices. The Duke of Somerset 
pulled down the cloister and chapter-house of St. Paul's to obtain building materials 
for his palace in the Strand. The books were dispersed. When Alexander Nowell 
became dean of the Cathedral he found only a few minute-books and copies of the 
statutes. The only books now known to have belonged to St. Paul's are a MS. 
bequeathed by Henry de Cornhill in 1254, which remains in St. Paul's Library 
(Ellis ed. of Dugdalc's St. Paul's, 183), and the Chronicles of Ralph de Diceto, now 
at Lambeth. 

2G 
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grammars of Gaza and Chrysoloras. It is true that he boasted he 
had taught his servant-pupil, John Smith, more Latin than he 
could have learned in St. Paul's school in spite of the fact that 
he had not flogged the boy. It is true also that the young Lupset 
attached himself to him, threw away the sophistical books 
required for the schools, and bought Greek books instead. He 
was to be the first professor of Greek at Oxford.1 

Erasmus was discontented, but he was doing more than he 
knew. In those years at Cambridge he was fostering that love of 
Bible study which was to have such startling results a few years 
later. It was in this quiet time that the work was done on the 
New Testament and St. Jerome; and it was Warham who made 
the publication of these works possible. In I 514 he started for 
Basle to see to their publication. 

The same Erasmus who wrote The Prat'se of Folly in More's 
house, and competed with his host in translating Lucian, also 
discussed with Fisher and Colet the theology of St. Paul and 
prepared the text of the New Testament. The biting satirist was 
also the brilliant critic, and both by satire and criticism paved the 
way for a Reformation of which he ultimately disapproved. 

I Ep. 271. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE CATHOLIC REFORMERS 

I. The So-called Oxford Reformers 

IT is usual to speak of Colet, Erasmus and More as the " Oxford 
Reformers ", but the title is misleading. If they advocated 
reforms, they did not undertake any. Although they had all 
three been in Oxford, London was the real centre of their 
influence. They were all in touch with the court of Henry VIII ; 
and the young king, aggressive in his catholicity, cannot be left 
out of account. At no period of his life was Henry VIII a 
negligible quantity. 

It is usual to regard these Oxford Reformers as ineffectual 
liberals who shrank from the means that were necessary to carry 
out the reforms which they advocated ; but the means ultimately 
adopted in no way furthered the reforms that they had at heart. 
At any rate, it is urged, they were not in the main stream of 
English religious life, and are only interesting as well-meaning 
failures so often are. This view overlooks their permanent 
significance. It is possible to argue that the Reformation was like 
a cloud-burst; and that as the resulting flood subsided, the 
stream flowed in its old channels and carried on the religious 
ideals held by Colet, More, Erasmus and the youthful Henry 
VIII. 

Owing to politics, the Reformers were able to capture and 
control the Church for a season, but they signally failed to 
convert the nation. The religion they taught was of alien origin, 
and was not in accord with national sentiment. From the begin
ning of the XVII century the Church of England may claim to 
represent the views of Colet, More, Erasmus and Henry VI II in 
everything except their acceptance of the papal claims. 

Colet was a typical Evangelical ; More we should now call a 
Liberal Catholic ; Erasmus was a Broad Churchman insisting 
on conduct ; and the young king was a High Churchman insist
ing on tradition. They were very different in temperament, but 

45I 
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for the time they were united and did not in consequence press 
their individual views to the falsehood of extremes. In their 
friendship we see the future comprehensiveness of the Church of 
England. They were all zealous for the New Learning, and the 
Church of England has ever since boasted of being the Church 
of sound learning. They were all prepared to accept the Bible, 
Creed, Sacraments and Ministry of the Church without change. 
If they desired freedom for development, they started on the 
ancient ways and believed in historical continuity. They none 
of them desired to be a separated Church, and of the four Henry 
VII I was at this time most concerned for the unity of 
Christendom. 

I I. C olet the Pur£tan 

Colet 1 went to Italy a gay young scholar and came home a 
converted man burning to save souls, and horrified by the 
wickedness of the world about him. His faith was a matter of 
personal experience and he had no doubts. He accepted all the 
articles of the Creed and had no desire to prove them.2 He knew 
his Bible very well and it never occurred to him to question any 
of its contents. He was well read in the Fathers, especially in St. 
Augustine, and derived from them much illustrative matter for 
his sermons. He read heretical books, and claimed that he often 
did so with profit to himself. He had also read the schoolmen, 
and detested them so much that he lost his temper; when 
Erasmus commended Aquinas.3 In some ways he was a narrow
minded man, but he was really learned and it was lack of sym
pathy that limited his understanding. While in Italy he had read 
many Italian authors, including Petrarch and Dante, but he had 
little interest in poetry ; and though a good grammarian and an 
accomplished rhetorician, he was out of touch with humanism 
because he was so convinced " that friendship with the world was 
enmity to God ''. He disliked elaborate ceremonial, and branded 

1 Nearly every fact about Colet in this section is to be found in Erasmus' letter 
toJodocusJonas (Allen, Ep. 121 r). I am also indebted to Lupton's Life of Co/et and 
to Seebohm's Oxford Reformers, although neither of them would probably agree 
with my estimate of their hero. 

• In Erasmus' colloquy, Pietas PueriHs, Gaspar remarks, " I believe firmly 
what I read in the Holy Scriptures and the Creed called the Apostles', and I don't 
trouble my head any further ". When asked who taught him, he replies, " Colet ". 

3 Notwithstanding Colet's disapproval, Erasmus continued to speak well of 
Aquinas, Vide Methodus Verae Theologi'ae, B, b. 2 (1521 ed.). 
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as childishness, superstition and lies much that entered into the 
popular religion. He waged war incessantly with the abuses and 
corruptions of his age, and in his passion for righteousness he 
tended to be censorious. Having sternly disciplined himself, he 
was not always tolerant of the weaker brothers, and it was a 
certain lack of sympathy with ordinary men that made him 
tactless when dealing with his Chapter. To his friends he was 
considerate and charming, and he could be blind to the faults of 
those whom he loved. Sometimes he was inconsistent, for he was 
after all very human, but no one ever doubted his sincerity. 1 

It was the reality of his religion that impressed men. The 
critical Erasmus listened to him as to one inspired. The laughter
loving More made him his confessor and allowed him to direct 
his life. Cornelius Agrippa came to England on a mission from 
Maximilian and lodged with Dame Colet, the dean's mother, at 
Stepney. Having met Colet, he not only neglected the court but 
for a time forsook the cabbala 2 that he might study St. Paul's 
epistles. Henry VIII declared, "Let every man have his own 
doctor, and everyone follow his own liking, but this is the doctor 
for me ".3 

He made his reputation at Oxford by biblical lectures which 
he delivered gratuitously. In them he deserted the well-known 
method of isolating each text and treating it literally, allegori
cally, morally and anagogically according to the well-known 
distich: 

Littera gesta docet, quid credas allegoria, 
Moralis quid agas, quo tendis anagogia.4 

There was much to be said for a preacher keeping these words in 
mind while preparing a sermon. He was first to explain the 
meaning of the words, and then to show how they might be 
treated as an allegory and applied to the circumstances of his 
audience. Next he was to show their practical value, and lastly 
their significance for God and eternity. Preachers, however, 
prided themselves on far-fetched allegorical interpretation, 
assigning to words such meanings as they chose without 
any reference to the context. In vain Nicholas of Lyra had 

1 Vide supra, 35. 
2 Allen, Age of Erasmus, 143; Lupton, Life of Co/et, 199. 
3 Erasmus, Ep. 1211. 
4 Quoted Jourdan, Movements towards Catholic Reform, 26. 
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maintained " that the mystical explanation which departs from 
the literal sense ought to be deemed of no value ".1 The Bible is, 
after all, much more than a collection of sermon headings or an 
arsenal of proof texts. Dionysius the Carthusian had pointed out 
the right way when he published the Pauline epistles with a 
running commentary, brief and to the point.2 Colet went still 
further, for in his lectures on r Corinthians he made his hearers 
understand what manner of man St. Paul was, and what was the 
situation with which he had to deal. The epistle was no longer a 
collection of texts but an historical document, all the more 
interesting because there were so many parallels between the 
primitive Church and the Church of his own day. It was from 
Colet that Erasmus learnt to approach the Bible as literature 
apart from dogmatics ; and it is due to Colet and Erasmus that 
the Bible and the Fathers became books that the plain man 
could read for himself without the disturbing allegories which 
had destroyed the connexion between one verse and the next. 
Not only young men, but doctors and masters, thronged the 
lecture-room of Colet, amazed to find that the Bible was a living 
book dealing with a world not so very unlike the world they 
knew. Colet had found in the Scriptures the fount of inspiration ; 
and having no intellectual difficulties, saw no need for the 
problems discussed by scientific and systematic theologians. 

Colet came to St. Paul's, probably through the influence of 
Warham, at the end of I 503 : but he was not installed as dean 
until May I 505, some eighteen months later. Sherborne, his 
predecessor, had been continually on diplomatic errands and 
had never resided in the deanery. 3 He was to be a bishop on his 

1 Quoted ibid. Nicholas of Lyra, the Franciscan, was a converted Jew born at 
Lyre in Normandy, died 1340. He wrote commentaries which were read at meal
times in Sir Thomas Mare's household, Margaret Gigs intoning them in the monastic 
fashion. Chambers, Sir Tkomas More, 179. 

2 Dionysius the Carthusian lived in the XV century. He is known as Doctor 
Ecstaticus. He was a mystic, who wrote, however, on many subjects. His works fill 
45 quarto volumes, and of him it was said, Qu:· legit Dionysi"um nikil non legit : 
Huizinga, Waning of the Middle Ages, 171. My edition of In Omnes beat£ Pauli 
Ejnstolas Commentaria is dated 1551 (Paris). They contain a running commentary 
on the epistles, concise, sensible and rather dull. 

3 If Colet entered on the duties of dean before the deanery was void, his suc
cessor Pace acted as dean in the last year of Colet's life and succeeded him. When 
Pace's mind became deranged in 1532, he was removed to Sion and Sampson was 
appointed coadjutor. He, though Bishop of Chichester, succeeded in 1536 on Pace's 
death, holding the deanery in commendam. Le Neve, Fasti, 184, is wrong in the date 
of Pace's death. See D.N.B. 
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return from Rome, and so Colet was allowed to enter on his 
office before it was legally void. Had War ham not been translated 
to Canterbury and had Barnes not died within a year of his 
appointment to London, Colet might have had a happy life. As 
it was from I 506 to his death in I 5 I 9 he was compelled to work 
with Richard Fitz James, a bishop who was consistently hostile to 
him. 

Justice has not always been done to FitzJames, 1 because 
historians have relied entirely on the correspondence of Colet 
and Erasmus. He was anything but an obscurantist dunce, and 
was certainly not a negligent prelate. He had been a great 
warden of Merton, had enlarged the buildings and reorganised 
the college. He had been a vigorous vice-chancellor of Oxford 
and restored the University church. He had been a successful 
diplomatist and bishop, first of Rochester and then of Chichester. 
He was well known as a frequent preacher. On coming to 
London he rebuilt his manor-house at Fulham and did much for 
the restoration and adornment of St. Paul's. He looked into 
abuses and compelled the chancellor, Dr. Lichfield, to fulfil his 
duties as a theological lecturer. He was the friend of Richard 
Kidderminster, the learned and pious Abbot of Winchcombe. It 
was his one link with Colet. He hated Colet's school,2 but he was 
zealous for education and founded a school of his own at Bruton. 
He belonged to the Old Learning, but he was by no means 
illiterate, and he left many of his books to Merton-among 
them were the works of Origen. He had a sense of esprz"t de 
corps, and fought stoutly, if not wisely, for his chancellor, Dr. 
Horsey, 3 and for the simple bell-ringer of St. Paul's when 
they were accused of murdering H unne. He was not a good
tempered man, and when angry gave way to exaggerated utter
ances, but I do not suppose he could equal Colet in rhetorical 
denunciation. 

Why, then, did he hate Colet? and why do old reformers 
generally hate young reformers ? FitzJames was perhaps thirty 
years older than Colet and had had much wider and more varied 
experience. He had been concerned all his life in ordering people 
about and setting things to rights, and he was naturally annoyed 

1 FitzJ ames has been called " a superstitious and impracticable Scotist ". See, 
however, Godwin, Catalogue of Bi"shops, 203 (1615 ed.); Fuller, Worthies, Somerset· 
shire, 23; Wood, Athenae, ii. 720; Allen, Epp. Erasmiiv. 518. 

z Erasmus, Ep. 258. 3 Vide supra, pp. 29, 31, 32. 
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with a young man who said that what had hitherto been done 
was not worth doing, and that everything was as bad as it could 
be. Colet, as Erasmus tells us, did not disguise his contempt for 
bishops as a class, and within cathedral precincts the sayings of 
a dean are likely to be repeated. Colet was represented to have 
made fun of those who preached written sermons, and in his old 
age FitzJames could not preach without a manuscript. Perhaps 
Fitz] ames was jealous because crowds came to hear Colet, and 
he certainly did not approve of his sermons. He thought they 
were sometimes heretical. They at any rate had a revolutionary 
tone, and were always of a popular character. FitzJames as an 
old man was a stout conservative, and as a man of academic 
tradition he despised rhetoric or anything in the nature of an 
emotional appeal. So it came to pass that an admirable adminis
trator met a prophet and did not like him ; and the prophet who 
was only concerned with the salvation of souls saw no merit in 
administrative efficiency. 

Colet must have been a very great preacher, and it was well 
known that he practised what he preached. After he came to 
London he expounded the narratives in the Gospels rather than 
the arguments of St. Paul. Erasmus tells us that " he would start 
with some connected subject and pursue it right to the end in a 
course of sermons : for example, St. Matthew's Gospel, the 
Creed or the Lord's Prayer". Crowds came to hear him, courtiers 
as well as citizens ; simple and illiterate Lollards as well as 
scholars like Sir Thomas More and Erasmus. 1 The Lollards 
found one who in simple language proclaimed a gospel they 
could understand, and understood his fearless exposure of abuses 
and vehement denunciations of formalism as the justification of 
their own attitude to the Church. Sir Thomas More also approved 
of the sermons, but he heard them in the context of his own 
faith. Fitz] ames disapproved of them, because he understood 
them in the same sense as the Lollards and wished in consequence 
to persecute the preacher. More and FitzJames were both right. 
The one saw the truth, and the other the danger of uttering it to 
a mixed congregation, certain to draw illegitimate inferences. 
The reformation, however, was bound to come, Colet or no 
Colet ; and it is the positive content of his teaching which is, 
after all, most important. He was calling men to repentance, to 

1 Foxe, A. & M. iv. 230, 246. 
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a personal devotion to our Lord, and to a spiritual life. Barclay 
expresses his complete justification when he writes : 

I tell thee, Codrus, this man hath won some souls.1 

He appointed a steward to manage his household, and 
assigned to him his ecclesiastical revenues. They came to £ z I 7 a 
year, or £ 4340 of our money, but this leaves out of account what 
he received from offerings at the various shrines. He was always 
dressed with simplicity, and was content with one meal a day
he never ate supper ; but he liked his frugal meals to be well 
served and his house to be well ordered. Everything about him 
had to be neat and he abominated waste. He gave away money 
with discretion, and could refuse a beggar, even when the beggar 
was the beloved Erasmus.2 He had a horror of display and all 
that he considered worldly. He did not entertain indiscriminately 
but liked to have learned and pious men at his table to dinner, 
when he proved himself a great conversationalist. When dinner 
began, his boy scholar read a passage from Scriptures, often 
from the Book of Proverbs, and then the guests were enlisted in 
a discussion on its meaning and application. He had apparently 
the art of drawing men out and delivering his own thoughts 
without becoming didactic. Erasmus says : 

When the requirements of nature, if not of pleasure, had been 
satisfied, he would start some other topic, and then bade farewell to his 
guests, refreshed in mind as well as in body, and better men at leaving 
than they came, though with stomachs not over-loaded.3 

We may be sure that Erasmus went back to Ammonius with a 
healthy appetite for supper, and drank no small beer but Chian 
wine. 

Colet's austere life was anything but pleasing to the chapter, 
who expected from the dean a lavish hospitality which they did 
not receive, and objected to his acting as if he were an abbot and 
they were monks. The chapter of St. Paul's was a very difficult 
body, for the dean did not preside over it by right-in fact there 
was a legal decision that the dean as dean was not a member of 
the chapter.4 Colet sat in it as holding the prebend of Mora, and 

I Barclay, Eclogues, iv. 
3 Ep. r211. 

• Epp. 230, 270. 
+ Lupton, Life of Colet, 129. 
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the bishop sat in it also as holding another prebend. The digni
taries had many rights and privileges and very few duties ; the 
vicars-choral formed a college of their own and were suspicious 
of any interference ; the chantry priests had nothing to do after 
saying their daily Mass and were often a cause of scandal ; the 
vergers and sacristans were for the most part married men who 
spent more time at home than in the cathedral ; the citizens not 
only used the church as a right-of-way,! but regarded it as a 
place for doing business, or a place to promenade. Only a man of 
consummate tact could have persuaded the chapter to co-operate 
with him in a thorough reformation ; and Colet, eager for 
reform, was devoid of tact. He looked on his canons as worldlings 
in need of correction, and not as men who might be persuaded 
to better things. Perhaps he was right, but they could only be 
disciplined by their own consent. Colet thought otherwise. He 
drafted new statutes by himself, which condemned many abuses, 
using in places passionate invective, out of place in what was 
intended for a legal document. The canons probably regarded 
them as an indictment of themselves ; and they were quite clear 
that no dean could revise the statutes except with their consent 
and in consultation with themselves. Needless to say their assent 
was not given, and so Colet went to Wolsey and asked him to 
impose the new statutes on the chapter by his legatine authority. 
The cardinal signified his approval and signed the statutes ; but 
for some reason he did not affix his seal, and the chapter main
tained that his signature did not give them authority, and they 
never obtained it. 

This man who shrank from the wickedness of the world about 
him was naturally attracted by the innocence of little children, 
and he constantly reminded his friends how our Lord held them 
up as examples. He was sure that if the world was to be reformed 
it must be by the proper education of the rising generation. So 
he determined to devote a large part of the fortune he had 
inherited from his father to the founding of a school. z The school 
was opened in I 5 IO in a building to the east of the cathedral, 
and on its front it bore the inscription : 

1 For condition of Cathedral, vide supra, w8. 
2 Colet did not devote the whole of his private fortune to founding the school, as 

stated by some historians. His will shows this. Lupton, Life of Co/et, 231. He must 
have bestowed on the school some £3000 or £60,000 of our money. See Seebohrn, 
Oxford Reformers, 206-2!0. 
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Schola catechizationis puerorum in Christi Opt. Max. fide et bonis 
litteris. 

and in its statutes the founder stated : 1 

My intent is by this school especially to increase knowledge and of 
worshipping of God and Our Lord Jesus Christ, and good Christian 
life and manners in the children. 

But would his intent be carried out ? That was the question 
that rendered him anxious. He saw the existing Cathedral 
schools 2 under Dr. Lichfield, the negligent Chancellor and 
Magister Scholarum. He had no wish to benefit him by his 
endowment-" Chancellors ", he told Erasmus, " consider them
selves appointed to receive the fees rather than to look after 
the school, and think they have played their part to perfection, 
if they refrain from tithing the schoolmasters ". Bishops, he 
thought, would consider a school not worthy of much attention, 
and the civic authorities were either devoid of judgment or 
swayed by private interests. It did not apparently occur to him 
that he might found a college like Eton and Winchester, but 
probably the cost of doing so was prohibitive. So he gave his 
school in trust to the Mercers' Company, which has honourably 
administered the endowments and helped to make St. Paul's 
school a great educational institution, though the religious intent 
of Colet has been somewhat overlooked. 

Colet built a great school-room which could be divided by 
curtains into three divisions, taught respectively by the high
master, sur-master and chaplain. Each division had three forms, 
and each form seated sixteen boys-the head of the class having 
a raised seat and desk for himself. The school opened at 7 A.M. 

and continued without a break until I I. It met again at 2 and 
closed at 5. There was no school on Sundays or Holy Days, and 
Colet reckons Sundays and Holy Days as I 53 days in all; but 
there were no vacations, and there was to be no Remedy 3 or 
extra holiday, and the High Master was to be fined 40s. if he 
granted one unless asked to do so by the king or bishop. There 
were to be no such games as cock-fighting or riding about of 

• The Statutes and the Catechizon are to be found in Lupton's Appendices. 
2 There were three schools in connexion with St. Paul's, a song school, a grammar 

school, and a school for students in theology. 
3 Remedy. " At various schools (as still at St. Paul's and Winchester) : a time 

especially granted for recreation ; a half-holiday" (N.E.D.). 
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victory,1 and the Paulines were not to take part in the yearly 
school disputations at St. Bartholomew's, " which is but foolish 
babbling and loss of time ".2 No food or drink was to be brought 
into the school or tallow dips. When light was required every 
boy had to be provided with a wax candle at his own cost. Every 
Saturday the school was to be swept out by " a pore child ". 

Above the high-master's desk was an image of the boy Jesus 
seated as in the act of teaching, with the words above, " Hear 
Him". Every boy was to salute the image on entering school. 
The chaplain said Mass each morning for the school in the 
adjoining chapel, but the boys did not assist. ·when, however, 
the sacring bell rang they knelt in school until it rang again. 
Three times a day prayers were said, and when the boys went in 
procession to the Cathedral they were to walk two and two, 
repeating the seven penitential psalms. 

Apart from religion, grammar in its wider significance was 
the one subject taught. At first there was some difficulty in 
procuring suitable school books. Linacre wrote a Latin Grammar 
for St. Paul's which had to be rejected as far too difficult.3 

Erasmus dedicated his Copia to Colet, and Lily produced his 
famous Grammar, from which all subsequent grammars for 
English boys have been derived. 

1 Riding about of Victory. In Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, Plate XL, is shown 
a boy riding upon a pole carried by two others with a cock in his hand. He is followed 
by a boy with a banner emblazoned with a bludgeon. 

2 Stow, Survey of London, 74 (16o3 edition). At first and perhaps in Colet's time 
there were contests in logic, " but the arguing of the schoolboys about the principles 
of grammar hath been continued even to our time: for I myself in my youth have 
yearly seen on the Eve of Saint Bartholomew the Apostle, the Scholars of divers 
Grammar Schools repair unto the Churchyard of St. Bartholomew, the Priory in 
Smithfield_, where upon a bank boarded about under a tree, some one scholar hath 
stepped up, and there hath apposed and answered, till he were by some better 
scholar overcome and put down ; and then the overcomer taking his place, did like 
as the :first : and in the end the last apposers and answerers had rewards, which I 
observed not, but it made good schoolmasters and good scholars diligently against 
such times to prepare themselves for the obtaining of this garland. I remember there 
repaired to these exercises amongst others the masters and scholars of the Free 
schools of St. Paul's in London, of St. Peter at Westminster, of St. Thomas Aeon's 
Hospital, and of St. Anthony's Hospital : where the last named commonly presented 
the best scholar and had the prize in those days." Stow, it may be noted, was one of 
"the pigs of St. Anthony". He was at school probably from 1532 onwards, but his 
memory must have played him false about St. Paul's school (unless he intended the 
Cathedral school), for it is unlikely that a high-master would have broken Colet's 
statutes only a dozen years after his death. 

3 Linacre subsequently wrote the Rudimenta Grammatica for the use of the 
Princess Mary, which was translated into Latin by George Buchanan and became 
a standard book on the Continent. Mallet, Oxford, i. 426. 
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Colet would not allow logic to enter into his curriculum. He 
had an angry contempt for disputatious sophists. He believed 
that the study of a language was the best means of mental 
culture. Rhetoric was to take the place of logic. Logic was con
cerned with proof, rhetoric with persuasion. Logic appealed 
exclusively to the reason, but rhetoric to the whole man ; and 
Colet hardly grasped that it might appeal to man's prejudices 
and passions. As a preacher he knew that it was his business to 
persuade men to act rightly, and not necessarily to prove to them 
the principles of right action. He would have agreed with Aeneas 
Sylvius in his letter to Adam Molyneux-

Great is eloquence. Nothing is more powerful: political action is 
the result of persuasion : his opinion prevails best with the people who 
best knows how to persuade them. 1 

He abominated Low Latin-the Latin of the chronicles and 
schoolmen-" adulterate " Latin, as he called it. He wanted his 
boys " to speak and write clean Latin ", and very sensibly 
deferred the study of syntax until they were familiar with the 
language. He wrote : 

In the beginning men spake not latin because such rules were made, 
but contrary-wise because men spoke such latin, upon that such rules 
were made. That is to say, latin speech was before the rules, not the 
rules before the latin speech.2 

He knew " the very Roman eloquence " was to be found in 
Tully and Sallust and Vergil and Terence, but he did not intend 
that his scholars should read them. They were to read Prudentius, 
Lactantius, Mantuanus and "the holy doctors learned in their 
time ", Jerome, Ambrose and Augustine. His attitude towards 
pagan authors is expressed in one of his sermons on I 
Corinthians : 

Now if anyone should say, as is often said, that to read heathen 
authors is of assistance for the right understanding of Holy Writ, let 
them reflect whether the very fact of such reliance being placed upon 
them does not make them a chief obstacle to such understanding. For 
in so doing you distrust your power of understanding the Scriptures 
by grace alone and prayer, and by the help of Christ and of faith ; but 
think you can do so through the means and assistance of heathens ... 

1 Quoted by Creighton, Hist. Lects. etc. 197. 
z Lupton, Life of Colet, 291. 
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Those books alone ought to be read, in which there is a salutary flavour 
of Christ-in which Christ is set forth for us to feast upon. Those books 
in which Christ is not found are but as tables of devils. 1 

He loathed the obscenities in classical authors and in their 
humanist imitators ; " Blotterature " rather than literature,2 is 
how he described them. He did not wish his boys to be immersed 
in heathen mythology, in fictions and fables. As a true Puritan 
he would have rejected all fairy stories as lies because they were 
not factually true. 

Colet's principal interest was the teaching of religion. St. 
Paul's, like Eton and Winchester, was founded with a religious 
intent, but even clerical head-masters were apt to forget it, 
conscious that parents were only anxious that children sho\,lld 
learn such things as would enable them to get on in this world. 
In most of the grammar schools there was no religious instruc
tion, and none at the universities except for theologians.3 Sir 
Thomas Elyot in his Governour, after describing in detail what 
a child should learn, pictures a boy of seventeen entering on 
philosophy and finding " the incomparable sweetness " to be 
derived from Plato and Cicero. It is then that he is advised to 
read Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and Ecclesiasticus. He is told, "All 
the historical parts of the Bible be most necessary for to be read 
of a noble man, after that he is of mature age". The New 
Testament is to be "reverently touched as a celestial jewel or 
relic ", and those who presume to read it must beware of the 
fate of Uzza who touched the ark.4 It was just when the upper 
classes were calling out for education that the Church missed its 
opportunity, and its teachers did not, like Colet, put the first 
things first. 

Colet for his little children produced a Catechyzon which the 
chaplain was to teach. He was also to instruct them in the 
Articles of the Creed and in the Ten Commandments in English. 
The Catechyzon 5 is very simple. It begins with the Apostles' 
Creed and the Seven Sacraments. It then deals with charity 
under three heads : the Love of God, the Love of thine own 
Self, the Love of thy Neighbour. Then there are brief sentences 
on penance, houseling, in sickness and in death, and 49 Precepts 

' Quoted Lupton, 76. 
3 Rashdall, Universities, ii. 700. 
5 Cateckyzon in Lupton, 285-291. 

2 Ibid. 280. 
4 Elyot, Governour, 48. 
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for Living. A few may be noted: Fear God-Forgive gladly
Chastise thy body-Flee foul language-Obey thy superiors
Be fellow to thine equals-Be benign to thine inferiors-Believe 
and trust in Christ Jesus-Worship Him and His mother Mary 
- Use ofttime confession-Wash clean-Learn diligently
Teach that thou hast learned lovingly. 

Then follows the Apostles' Creed, Lord's Prayer, and Hail 
Mary, in Latin, and two Latin prayers presumably composed by 
Colet. The first is addressed to Our Lady and the second to the 
boy Jesus. The second prayer is still used in the school. The 
Catechyzon concludes : 

Wherefore I pray you, all little babies, all little children, learn dili
gently this little treatise, and commend it diligently unto your memories. 
Trusting of this beginning ye shall proceed and grow to perfect litera
ture, and come at the last to be great clerks. And lift up your little white 
hands for me, which prayeth for you to God, to Whom be all honour and 
imperial majesty and glory. AMEN. 

This stern preacher of righteousness had, like Savonarola, a love 
for little children and longed to claim them for God. 

II I. More, the Chrz"st£an Humanist 

No two people were more unlike than Dean Colet and Sir 
Thomas More. Colet, the senior by ten years, had loved More 
when he was a boy ; and More had always reverenced Colet and 
found him to be a refuge and a rock in the days of his own 
instability. More regarded himself as Colet's disciple ; but his 
attitude towards life was radically different. More was a true 
humanist ; while Colet, notwithstanding his New Learning, was 
a Puritan. Colet felt no necessity to reconcile his religion with a 
world which he condemned : More, with wider sympathies and 
more varied interests, had to harmonise his love of this world 
with his love for God. 

Biographers have been amazed at More's versatility. He 
seems to have been fitted by nature to enjoy the fullness of life. 
He was the humanists' ideal of the complete man, and in every
thing that he undertook he was successful. He was a brilliant 
scholar, a sound lawyer, a skilful diplomatist, an accomplished 
courtier, a trenchant controversialist. He was a wit who finally 
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achieved the greatest of all successes-he became a saint ; but 
he had not attained to sanctity in the period covered by this 
volume, and so the title is not used. 

When only twenty-two years of age he lectured at Grocyn's 
request in St. Lawrence Jewry on the De Civitate Dei of St. 
Augustine. Like his author he was living in a corrupt age ; and 
he speculated on how a world-state might be reorganised in 
accord with the laws of nature. Like his author he believed also 
in a supernatural state-in a Church existing in the world but 
not of it-a Church with an inalienable right to freedom. Later 
his speculations on the world-state led him to write his Utopia ; 
and later still for the freedom of the Church he gave his life. 1 It 
may be said that at the beginning of the XVI century the Church 
of Rome was as unlike the Church for which he died as Utopia 
was unlike Tudor England; 2 but More could distinguish between 
ideas and their temporary embodiment. He was loyal to his 
Church as he was loyal to his England, because he could see the 
soul of good in things evil, and pierce to fundamental principles 
which were for the moment obscured. 

When twenty-six he was returned as a burgess to Parliament, 
and opposed an extortionate grant-in-aid demanded by Henry 
VII. It was an act of courage, for the king was not wont to be 
thwarted, still less to be bearded by " a beardless boy ". 

Whereupon, writes Roper, the King, conceiving great indignation 
towards him, could not be satisfied until he had someway revenged it. 
And forasmuch he nothing having nothing could lose, His Grace 
devised a causeless quarrel against his father ; keeping him in the Tower 
until he made him to pay to him a hundred pounds fine.3 

What the father thought of the matter we are not told ; but his 
son lived a somewhat retired life until the end of the reign and 

1 Pickthorn, Henry VIII, 265-270, is puzzled because More was ready to swear 
to the succession, but not to acknowledge the supremacy; but surely the paragraph 
he quotes on p. 26 makes Mare's position clear. More did not believe in the Divine 
Right of Kings, but thought that Parliament was competent to settle the succession 
to the throne even if they settled it on a bastard. The claim of Henry VII had been 
based on the very doubtful legitimacy of the Beauforts. On the other hand he did 
not believe that either Parliament or King could abrogate the spiritual rights of the 
Pope, which were based on what was believed to be a divine institution. 

• Dom Bede Jarrett, The Fame of Blessed Thomas More, 113: "He died for 
a Papacy, that, as far as men could see, was little more than a little Italian princedom, 
ruled by some of the least reputable of the renaissance princes ". 

3 Roper, Life of More, 155. 
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amused himself by translating Lucian and writing Latin epi
grams on tyrants, which were not to be published while his 
tyrant was alive. 

Before entering Parliament from I 50 I to I 504, More and his 
friend William Lily were guests at the Charterhouse ; and both 
seriously contemplated entering into the silence and isolation of 
the Carthusian order. Both, however, left the cloister to be 
married, because they had come to the conclusion that marriage 
was their true vocation. Mare's youth had not been entirely 
blameless,1 which is hardly surprising if we remember his 
emotional temperament, his ready affections and his abounding 
vitality; but he longed to subdue the lusts of the flesh. Monastic 
life seemed a refuge, but many have entered upon it in the hope 
of escaping from temptation, only to find that they had no call 
to a contemplative life. More found that his very difficulties 
pointed the way to his real vocation. In the words of Erasmus, 
" he resolved to be a chaste husband for fear that he might be a 
lascivious priest ". 2 

Having decided that it was his duty to take a wife, he married 
Jane Colt, aged seventeen, the daughter of an Essex squire. It 
was not a love match, because he had been more attracted by 
her younger sister ; and the marriage did not lead to immediate 
happiness, for the bride, who had been brought up in the country 
with hawks and hounds, hated to be mewed up in London lanes, 
and was bewildered by scholars and their books. More, however, 
was very patient and his bride was very young. Love came at 
length and children came. After six happy years she died and 
More never forgot his dear little wife-chara uxorcula. 

A few months later More married again for the sake of his 
motherless children. This time he chose Alice Middleton, a well
to-do widow much older than himself. Jane had been teachable, 
Alice was not ; and More was amused by her stubborn pose of 
stupidity. He loved to banter his "shrewd wife", but she could 
protect herself. If he attacked her with a rapier-like wit, she 

1 Allen, Age !Jj Erasmus, 205. See Ep. 999:" Cum aetas ferret, non abhorruit 
a puellarum amoribus, sed citra infamiam, et sicut oblatis magis frueretur quam 
captatis, et animo mutuo caperetur potius quam coitu ". There is no doubt a studied 
ambiguity abcut the sentence, but I cannot think that Froude provides an adequate 
rendering of it. Letters of Erasmus, etc. I 12: "He had his love affairs when young, 
but none that compromised him; he was entertained by the girls running after him". 

• Ep. 999-
2 H 
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wielded a bludgeon called common sense and was not ineffective 
with her blunt weapon. She never came nearer to acknowledging 
defeat than by saying, " Tilly-vally, Master More ", pretending 
that she had no patience with such nonsense ; but as she often 
provoked the encounters, it may be presumed that she enjoyed 
them. So did More ; and when he came to write his epitaph for 
his monument in Chelsea church he did not know which was 
dearer, " the wife who bore his children, or the wife who brought 
them up ". 1 

Mistress Alice was a notable housewife and a kind step
mother. She insisted on everyone being employed, and the large 
household at Bucklersbury and Chelsea owed much to her 
practical common sense. She was proud of her home, proud of 
the children and proud of her husband, but dreadfully puzzled 
by his lack of ambition. She could not understand a man who 
preferred his home to a court, who when he might associate with 
a king, played with his children by the fireside, " drawing 
goslings in the ashes with a stick ". 2 

More was an ideal father and happy in his children. If Dame 
Alice looked after their physical well-being, More superintended 
their education and administered encouragement and reproof. 
The three elder children were girls, and they were to rival the 
sisters of Pirckheimer 3 in their attainments. Their lessons were 
made a pleasure to them, and they learnt the Greek alphabet by 
shooting at a target on which the letters were painted. They 
were taught the names and nature of plants, helping in the 
garden ; and they were allowed to keep pets, both rabbits and 
weasels, not to speak of the monkey 4 painted by Holbein, who 
provided Erasmus with a story and More with a moral. He 
found excellent teachers, Gunnel,5 Clement,6 Nichols 7 and 

1 The quotation is from the verses following the epitaph proper. 
2 Harpsfield, Life of More, 95. 
3 For the five daughters of Pirckheimer see Allen, Epp. Erasmi, ii. 40. 239. 
4 Erasmus, Ep. 999; Chambers, Thomas More, r88, 189, tells the story of the 

monkey. Cp. Roper, 167. 
5 William Gunnel or Gonell was a friend of Erasmus when at Cambridge. 

Erasmus recommended him to More as a tutor for his children. He was subsequently 
Rector of Conington: D.N.B. More wrote him a long letter on education: Stapleton, 
IOI ff. 

6 Clement. Vide infra, p. 473. 
7 Nichols. Nicholas Krutzer was a native of Munich, an astronomer and a wit. 

When Henry VIII complained of his English, he replied," Pardon, your Grace, but 
how can a man learn English in thirty years " (Chambers, 182). 
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Harris,1 who all lived in the house and belonged to the family 
circle. They formed, as Erasmus says, not merely a platonic 
academy but a Christian home.2 There were many lessons and 
a round of religious devotions ; and, though cards and dice were 
forbidden, there were games, singing and jollity, besides Patten
son the professional fool, who was the licensed critic of everyone. 

When More was away he wrote his children charming letters. 
When they told him that they had learnt the names of the 
principal constellations, he teased them by enquiring if they 
could distinguish the sun from the moon. 3 He expected long 
letters from them, and would not accept excuses such as " lack 
of time ", " the letter carrier is waiting ", or " there is no news 
and nothing to say ". " Girls ", he replied, " are born chatter
boxes, and have a world to say about Nothing." He commends 
little John, " who puts out his matter prettily ... and turns my 
jokes against myself .... He writes merrily with due moderation, 
showing that he does not forget that he is joking with his father.'' 4 

The family tie was very strong. The old judge and his fourth 
wife lived with his son, and the children as they grew up and 
married did not fly away from the parental nest. In fact they 
married their father's wards already domiciled with them. 
Margaret married William Roper ; Elizabeth, William Dancy ; 
Cecily, Giles Heron, and John, Anne Cresacre: and in a few years 
there were eleven grandchildren to enliven the house. Alice 
Middleton, the stepdaughter, married Sir Giles Alington; 
Margaret Gigs, the adopted daughter, married John Clement ; 
and John Harris married Margaret Roper's maid, Dorothy 
Colly. These had in time work elsewhere, but continued to regard 
the Great House at Chelsea as home, while enterprising Rastells 
and merry John Heywood came and went as they pleased. 

Erasmus in his letter to Ulrich von Hutten concerning More 
writes: 

He seems to be born and made for friendship of which he is the 
sincerest and most persistent devotee. Neither is he afraid of that 

1 John Harris was More's secretary. To him we owe the preservation of More's 
letters. He married Dorothy Colley, Margaret Roper's maid, who as an old woman 
at Douai supplied Stapleton with many details to illustrate Mare's life (Stapleton, 
Preface, xvi). 2 Epp. 999 and 1233. 

3 " I hear that you have so far advanced in astronomy that you cannot only point 
out the polar star or the dog-star, or any of the constellations, but also-and this 
requires a skilful and profound astronomer-you can even distinguish the sun from 
the moon " (Stapleton, rn5). 4 Stapleton, 106. 
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multiplicity of friends, of which Hesiod disapproves. Accessible to every 
tender feeling of intimacy, he is by no means fastidious in choosing his 
acquaintance, while he is most accommodating in keeping it on foot, 
and constant in retaining it. 1 

He had many friends and all men spoke well of him, but he 
remained unspoilt. He received many honours, but he esteemeo 
them all at their very transitory value. When Henry VIII dined 
with him and afterwards walked for an hour in his garden with 
his arm about his neck, he told his son-in-law, Roper: " I have 
no cause to be proud thereof, for if my head could win him a 
castle in France, it should not fail to go". When the Duke of 
Norfolk came to dine with him, he found him in a surplice sing
ing in the choir of his parish church. " God's body", cried the 
Duke, " My Lord Chancellor a parish clerk! You dishonour the 
King and his office." "Nay", quoth Sir Thomas," the King is 
your master and mine, but he cannot be offended at my serving 
God Who is his Master." 2 

Blessed in his family, admired by the world and successful 
in all he undertook, More might have looked forward to an old 
age, crowned " with honour, love, obedience, troops of friends " 3 

but More looked beyond old age, and told his children-

We may not look at our own pleasure to go to heaven in feather 
beds; that is not the way. For Our Lord Himself went thither in great 
pain and by many tribulations : which was the path where He walked 
thither, and the servant may not look to be in better case than his 
Master.4 

It was a vivid sense of the danger that beset him of being 
absorbed in the pleasures of life, innocent though they were, 
that accounts for his secret austerities-the hair shirt and the 
scourge. By stern self-discipline he was keeping himself fit to 
endure whatever fate had in store for him. Erasmus hinted that 
he was somewhat inclined to superstition ; 5 but Erasmus had 
never had a glimpse of the heavenly vision. When the time came 
More was prepared to sacrifice the world he loved so well. He 

1 Erasmus, Ep. 999. 2 Harpsfield, 64. Cp. Roper, 180. 
3 Macbeth, Act V. Sc. 3. 4 Roper, 166. Cp. 182. 
5 In 1533 Erasmus wrote to Faber about- More, "Erat enim mentes tarn re• 

ligiosae ut proprior esset superstitionis quam impietate ". The statement of course 
implies a criticism, but Nisard, La Renaissance, 186, 187, emphasises it too much by 
reading it in a wrong context. He also emphasises the superstition of Erasmus, p. 103. 
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loved his family and his home ; he had so many interests in life, 
and a little compliance would have saved him. He did not die 
scorning the world and its delights ; but he sacrificed them all 
for his duty to his God. His claim to sanctity is so much the 
greater because it involved so great a sacrifice. The temptation 
had been terrible before he could " give the devil a foul fall " ; 1 

and his last words were his justification : " I die the king's ser
vant, but God's first ". 

In his youth he had been attracted by the life of Pico della 
Mirandola, 2 that " Phoenix among wits ". Pico like himself had 
been made to study law when his heart was devoted to the Muses. 
Pico, like himself, had served other ladies than the Muses, and 
had heard the call to repentance. Pico, like himself, was a 
knight-errant of the New Learning, and like himself, desired to 
reconcile his learning with his religion. Pico also had meditated 
entering a religious order, but remained in the world, an orna
ment in the court of Lorenzo the Magnificent, while he practised 
secret austerities and was profuse in unadvertised almsgiving. 
He had died at the age of thirty-four, worn out by the severity 
of his studies and the ardour of his religious life. 

The works of Pico had been published at Bologna in 1496 
after his death, and republished at Venice in 1498 ; 3 but it was 
the man rather than his works who fascinated More. More was 
no doubt impressed by an author who was said to have mastered 
Hebrew, Chaldee and Arabic besides Latin and Greek; but he 
cannot have agreed with his letter to Hermolao Barbaro in 
defence of the schoolmen, though perhaps he read it, like the 
scholars of Padua, as an essay in irony. 4 He would certainly have 
assented to the condemnation of the thirteen theses by the Roman 
Church if his mind had not been confused by the sophistical 
ingenuity with which Pico explained them away.5 He was never 

1 Roper, 190. . 
z The Life of John Pii:us, Erle of Mirando/a has been reprinted by Campbell 

and Reed in their edition of More's Works. It has also been reprinted by J.M. Rigg, 
1890. Compare Rigg's introduction with the appreciation in Pater's Renaissance. 

3 Reed in Campbell and Reed's ed. i. 26. Rigg apparently did not know of the 
earlier edition. 

4 Hermolao Barbaro (1454-1494 ?) was educated under Pornponius Laetus at 
Rome and at Padua. In the latter place he was professor of philosophy. Venice 
employed him as their orator to Frederick III, Maximilian, Ludovico Sforza and 
Innocent VIII. He became Patriarch of Aquileia. His principal work was Casti
gationes Plinianae. Allen, Epistolae Erasmi, i. 293. Pico addressed to him at Padua 
a defence of the schoo]rnen : Rigg, p. vi. s Rigg, Introd. vii-xii. 
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tempted like Pico to dabble in magic, and had no wish to be 
initiated into the mysteries of the cabbala. It is true that Pica's 
philosophy could not be reconciled with any form of Christianity, 
but Pico did not know this : z he believed himself to be orthodox, 
desired to be orthodox, and hoped that his overplus of misapplied 
learning would be serviceable to the Church. After all, Pico 
recognised the limitations of the human intellect when he wrote 
to Politian, " Love God (while we are in the body) we rather 
may, than either know Him or by speech utter Him ".2 It was 
this love of God so manifest in Pica's prayers and devotions that 
attracted More. He wanted others to share his admiration. He 
wanted even his friend, Joyce Lee,3 who had recently become a 
Poor Clare, to know about him. It was for her that he translated 
as much of Pica's life as illustrated his religious character. He 
also translated for her three of his letters of good advice, a short 
commentary on the I 5th Psalm, and his twelve rules for a devout 
life. 

In the Florence of Pico the New Learning had long been 
dominant. Education had been secularised, and pious men like 
Pico had to plead that religion and learning should not be 
divorced. North of the Alps, scholastic theologians were en
trenched in the universities ; and at Paris, Louvain, Cologne 
and Oxford the clerical party was paramount. In England More 
:was called on to fight for the toleration of learning and to per
suade men that it might be a handmaid to theology. He engaged 
in controversies with Dorpius and Lee, he wrote his immensely 
long letter to a young monk whom he regarded as impertinent, 
and another letter, not so long, but even more sarcastic, to the 
Heads of the University of Oxford.4 

1 Rigg, xxvii, writes:" No exercise of ingenuity would ever succeed in hannon· 
ising his theology with the Catholic or any form of Christian faith ; and it is equally 
impossible to dispute the sincerity of his piety ". 

2 Rigg's ed. p. 20. Fairbairn, Cam. Mod. Hist. ii. 695, quotes from Pico," Philo
sophy seeks truth, theology finds it, but religion possesses it; and the truth which 
religion possesses is God's ". 

3 Chambers 19 and 95 has established the fact that Joyce Leigh or Lee was the 
sister of Edward Lee, Archbishop of York. The Lees were old friends of the Mores 
living in the same parish, St. Stephen's, Wall brook.Joyce became a Poor Clare. Her 
mother was allowed to live with her in the convent at Aldgate. Miss Routh, Sir 
Thomas More, 30. 

4 More's Letters to Lee, to a monk, to Oxford and to Dorpius are all to be found 
in Jortin, Erasmus, ii, 646 onwards. There are long extracts in Bridgett's Sir T. 
More. 
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That this last letter was necessary in l 5 I 8 may surprise those 
who remember the remarks of Erasmus on Oxford in 1499. We 
can explain the change by a more modern parallel. If a French 
Abbe had visited Oxford in 1835 with letters of introduction 
given him by Keble, he would have been surprised by the theo
logical enthusiasm and patristic learning of his new acquaint
ance, and noted the crowds that flocked to hear Newman preach 
at St. Mary's. Had he repeated his visit in 1851 he would have 
found that most of his old friends had been driven from Oxford, 
and that the spirit of persecution was active against those who 
remained. The lethargic clergy, who counted for so little in 1835, 
had been so disturbed by the noise made by the Oxford Move
ment, that they had woken up to violent denunciation and 
resolute opposition to anything that was contrary to their 
inherited prejudices. 

Much the same had happened at Oxford in the early years 
of the XVI century. Somnolent teachers, content with the well
worn scholastic course, had become aware that their privileged 
and endowed position was being challenged by men professing 
knowledge with which they were unacquainted; and they 
resented it. There was considerable disorder at Oxford in r 506, 
but this was probably due to the recurrent rowdyism of mediaeval 
students. In I 508 Brasenose College was founded by Smythe, 
Bishop of Lincoln, and Sir Richard Sutton for the express 
purpose of safeguarding the scholastic theology and philosophy. 
Soon afterwards Fox, Bishop of Winchester, founded Corpus 
Christi College with a contrary intent. There was a note of 
defiance in his statutes. r His college was to be a beehive humming 
with industry; his lecturers were to be gardeners who were "to 
root out barbarism from the garden, and cast it forth should 
it at any time germinate there ". The classical authors, both 
Greek and Latin, were to be read ; and the Reader in Divinity 
was " to follow the ancient doctors ", and not the schoolmen, 
who were " both in time and learning far below them ". Brase
nose took up the challenge; a Brasenose undergraduate named 
Hastings was imprisoned, and the bursar, Formby, was bound 
over to keep the peace with the freemasons and masters of the 
works employed on the Bishop of Winchester's new college.2 

1 Creighton, Ht"st. Lects. 209. Cp. Fowler in Clark's Oxford Colleges, 273 ff. 
• Churton, Lives of Smythe and Sutton, 289. 
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The ordinary conservative said " T£meo Danaos et dona 
ferentes. The Greeks are schismatics, their language is the 
language of heresy, and their books must be regarded with 
suspicion." There were many such conservatives in Oxford, 
and they banded themselves together as Trojans-a don, with 
more years than wisdom, assuming the name of Priam, while 
another was known as Hector and a third as Paris. They bullied 
the small minority whom they called Greeks, when they met 
them in the streets, jeered at them in the schools, and applauded 
a Lent preacher, who denounced the study of Greek, the reading 
of pagan authors, and all that tended to a liberal education. 

It chanced that the Court had come to Abingdon for the Lent 
of I 5 I 8 because of the sweating sickness elsewhere, and More 
had come with the King. He heard of the disturbances at Oxford, 
and wrote to the authorities in condemnation of this popular 
preacher: 

What right has he to denounce Latin of which he knows little : 
Science of which he knows less ; and Greek of which he knows nothing ? 
He had better have confined himself to the Seven Deadly Sins, with 
which perhaps he is better acquainted. 1 

No doubt the preacher was a fool; but there is a tone of in
tellectual arrogance about More's letter which helps us to 
understand how elderly men, really learned in their own subject, 
resented the contempt of those who had been taught something 
else. More pointed out that the object of a university is not merely 
to produce theologians, but men trained for law and secular 
pursuits. Unlike Colet he believed that classical poets, orators 
and historians should be used by preachers, " if their congrega
tions are not to think them fools ". He dignifies theology as 
" the august Queen of Heaven ", but maintains that none can 
serve her who does not know Hebrew, Greek and Latin. He 
calls on men to read the Fathers and expresses his contempt for 
the scholastic conundrums propounded at a later date. In fact 
More believed in the slogan, " Back to the primitive Church", 
and did not foresee that those who echoed his cry would seek to 
destroy the existing Church which he loved so well. 

The heads of the University were certainly not converted 
by More's eloquence or convinced by his commendations of 

1 Jortin, Erasmus, ii. 662, 
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Cambridge where Greek studies progressed ; but they under
stood his threat that their chancellor, Warham, was dis
pleased, that the dread Cardinal of York might interfere, and 
that the king, more learned than any king before him, would 
take action. Anyhow, Clement,1 Lupset 2 and the" mellifluous" 
Vives 3 were received with many civilities and lectured to large 
audiences. Wolsey imported many Cambridge men to encourage 
the New Learning, and they came infected with Lutheranism. 
A few years later, many students were arrested for heresy. Six 
senior students of Cardinal College,4 with several others, carried 
faggots from St. Mary's to St. Frideswide and burnt their books 
at Carfax. One of them, Clarke, died of the sweating sickness 
in prison. Dalaber 5 was set in the stocks ; and Garret, who was 
not a Cambridge man but a Fellow of Magdalen, after repeated 
escapes and a recantation, was burnt at the same time as Barnes 
and Jerome. The "Trojans", reproved by Thomas More, no 
doubt went about saying, "We told you so". This was not 
what More had expected, and we can imagine his tart re
joinder, " Because the orthodox so stupidly rejected learn
ing, many scholars have sought alliance with the heterodox". 
But this was not the only reason, because those who were 
delighted with novelties were naturally attracted to novelties in 
religion. 

More was quite right when he believed that men's outlook 

1 John Clement, d. 1572. He was born in Yorkshire, educated at St. Paul's 
School, and taken into More's house as boy attendant. He went with More to 
Flanders and figures in the Utopia. Wolsey made him reader in Greek at Oxford. 
He married Margaret Gigs, Mare's adopted daughter. He studied medicine and 
became the court physician. He was in exile during the reigns of Edward VI and 
Elizabeth. He died at Malines. 

2 For Lupset in Oxford see Gee, Life and Works of Lupset, 94-102. 
3 Vives (1492-1541) was regarded as the equal of Erasmus and Budaeus. He 

was born in Valencia, studied in Paris, succeeded Lupset in Oxford, and was tutor 
to the Princess Mary. He spoke and wrote against Henry's divorce, was imprisoned, 
and retired to Brussels. Maxwell-Lyte, Oxford, 438, 439, etc. 

4 Warham in a letter to Wolsey on the heresy at Oxford points out that" Cam
bridge is thought to be the original occasion and cause of the fall of Oxford". 
No less than five Cambridge men of Cardinal College, John Clarke, John Fryth, 
William Bates, Richard Coxe and Henry Sumner were incriminated. Maxwell-Lyte, 
Oxford, 457-459. Dr. London, the Warden of New College, wrote," It was a gracious 
deed, if they were tried and purged, and restored unto their mother from whom they 
came, if they be worthy to come thither again" (ibid. 466). 

s Dalaber's narrative may be read in Foxe, A. & M. v. 42r. By his own confes• 
sion he was not a truthful man; and in his account he omits to mention that he 
betrayed twenty-two of his associates. Maxwell-Lyte, 465 
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might be broadened by the study of Greek authors. He had 
himself studied Plato, and recognised the fact that the theories 
of the philosopher unaided by revealed religion were in many 
respects in advance of the practice of his own age. As a Christian 
who was also a humanist, he wanted religion to dominate the 
whole of life and to be applied to the social, economic and political 
conditions of the world. Men had too often confined their re
ligious activities to the cloister, and cultivated their souls in 
isolation from their fellows. More, in accepting his vocation as 
a layman, busy with law and politics, wished to show how the 
virtues of the cloister were just as necessary in the world outside. 
He was, however, tentative in his approach to practical problems 
when he wrote his Utopia, which half reveals and half conceals 
his thought. 

The story is given an historical setting. In I 516 England sent 
an embassy to Bruges to discuss the revision of the lntercursus 
Magnus. Tunstall was the ambassador of the king, supported 
by Sampson: More represented the interests of the London 
merchants, and Clifford the merchants resident in the Nether
lands. The conference dragged on for months and there had to 
be adjournments so that the Flemish negotiators might consult 
with the regents for Charles V. It was then that More and his 
boy attendant, John Clement, visited Antwerp, the richest city 
in Northern Europe, and the most frequented port. There they 
met with Peter Giles, 1 a most attractive humanist, who was town 
clerk of Antwerp; and with Busleiden,2 who was accountant
general of Brabant. The latter took them over to Mechlin, and 
showed them his beautiful home, his large library and collection 
of medals. These friends introduced them to men who had sailed 
the southern seas, and visited the newly discovered continent. 
More no doubt listened eagerly to many travellers' tales and 
tried to verify their truth in Quatuor A merici Vesputii Naviga
tiones, which had been published in I 507, and itself contained 

' Peter Giles (1486-1533) was not only chief secretary to the town of Antwerp, 
but the curator for Marten's press and the editor of many classical works. Not only 
the 1516 edition of More's Utopia was dedicated to him, but also two collections of 
Erasmus' Letters. Allen, Epp. Erasmi, i. 413. 

2 Gilles Busleiden (c. 1465-1536) was the brother of Francis Busleiden, Arch
bishop of Besan~on, who founded by his will the College of the Three Languages 
at Louvain. Gilles carried out his brother's intentions and superintended the affairs 
of the college. Like his brother he was a humanist of renown, and he wrote the pre
face to the first edition of the Utopi·a. Allen, Epp. Erasmi, iii. 108. 
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some pretty tall stories. So far all is according to facts : fiction 
begins when More writes : 

Upon a certain day when I had heard the divine service in Our 
Lady's Church ... and was ready to go home to my lodgings, I chanced 
to espy Peter (Giles) talking with a certain stranger, a man well 
stricken in age, with a black sun-burnt face, a long beard, and a cloke 
cast homely about his shoulders, whom by his favour and approach 
forthwith I judged to be a mariner.I 

Peter introduced the stranger as Ralph Hythloday, a native of 
Portugal, who " was not a mariner as Palinure but as expert and 
prudent as Ulysses, yea, rather as the ancient and sage philo
sopher, Plato ". He had seen many men and many cities, 
voyaged with V espucci, and left him to explore on his own 
account with only five companions. With them he had discovered 
Utopia and come home by way of Taprobane z and Calicut. 

More and Clement repair with the stranger to Giles' garden, 
and have many questions to ask about the laws and customs of 
strange countries, but More adds, " as for monsters, because 
they be no news, we were nothing inquisitive ".3 The dialogue 
in the first book is a damning indictment of Christian Europe 
and Hythloday is convinced that it compares unfavourably with 
Utopia, where the inhabitants had only the light of nature to 
guide them. In the second book it is after dinner that Hythloday 
describes Utopia-its communism, laws, discipline, education, 
sanitation and marriage customs ; its wars, diplomacy and 
religion. In the last paragraph More speaks for himself. There 
are many things with which he disagreed and more that he would 
have liked to discuss, but 

because I knew that he was weary of talking, and was not sure that he 
could abide that anything should be said against his mind .... I praising 
their institutions and his communications, took him by the hand and 
led him into supper .... As I cannot agree and consent to all things 
that he said ... so I must needs confess and grant that many things be 
in the Utopian weal public, which in our cities I may rather wish than 
hope after.4 

Ralph Robynson, who translated the Utopia in 1551, con
sidered it " a faithful and profitable book ... setting forth the 

1 Utopia, 25. 
3 Utopt"a, 33. 

2 Taprobane = Ceylon. 
4 Utopia, 308 ff. 
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best state and form of public weal ". 1 Sir Thomas More wrote to 
Peter Giles of " one virtuous and godly man, and a professor 
of divinity, who is exceedingly desirous to go into Utopia ", 
that he may convert the peoples ; and tradition says that he was 
none other than the famous preacher, Rowland Phillips, Vicar 
of Croydon.2 Harps-field thought that Budaeus and Paludanus 
took it for a true story, but this is not borne out by their letters.3 

Subsequent writers have described it either as the best of Mare's 
"merry tales ", 4 or as the ideal of a visionary, 5 while communists 
have adopted it as a text-book.6 Unfriendly critics have striven 
to show that the author of Utopia was a brilliant if timid liberal, 
who became a reactionary, frightened by peasant revolts and 
Lutheran violence.7 Other critics regard him as a conservative 
who was dramatising the teaching of Aquinas and anticipating 
the encyclicals of Leo XIII.8 

No one would have been more pleased than More if he could 
have read those diverse interpretations, for he had a great gift 
for Socratic irony, and his object, as it seems to me, was to make 
men think for themselves. In consequence he mingles jest with 
earnest, and states both with equal gravity. Cresacre More tells 
us that he was wont to utter jests with such a solemn face that 
even themembersofhisfamilywere doubtful about his meaning.9 

It amused him; and in his Dialogue he makes the Messenger 
say, " Ye use, my Master saith, to look so sadly when ye mean 
merrily, that men doubt often whether ye speak in sport when ye 
mean in earnest ". 10 

More, being a practical man of affairs, did not expect that his 
Utopian Commonwealth would ever be established, and twice in 
the course of his book he denied that he believed in the possi
bility of communism; 11 but that did not perhaps prevent his 

1 Robynson's dedication to Cecil: Lupton's ed. Utopia, 17. It is in this way that 
Sir Philip Sidney regarded it, for he spelt it" Eutopia ". Works (Feuillerat's ed.), 
iii. 157. • Mare's dedication to Giles, 7. 

1 Harpsfield, 103. Vide Budaeus' letter to Lupsetin Lupton's edition. Paludamus 
was a professor of Louvain and a friend of Erasmus and Dorpius. He wrote verses 
in Mare's honour. 

4 Dean Hook, Archbishops of Canterbury, v. 482, thought it was a skit on 
Lollard opinions. 5 Karl Kautsky, Thomas More (1890). 

6 Nizard, La Renaissance, 184, 185. 
7 Creighton, Persecution and Tolerance, ro4-ro9. 
8 Campbell, More's Utop:·a and His Soc£al Teaching. 
9 Cresacre More, 179. '° Dialogue, Bk. I. eh. vi. 

11 Utopia, ro9 and 308. 
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wishing that it might be. At any rate his speculations interested 
him, and he had thought out how they would work in life. His 
details, like those of Swift and Defoe, are so convincing that 
Harpsfield was right when he wrote, " This jolly invention of Sir 
Thomas More seemed to bear a good countenance of truth ". 1 

He was particularly successful in creating Hythloday, and we 
must not look on him as More in masquerade. Hythloday was a 
doctrinaire philosopher, learned, self-opinionated and self-satis
fied, with a great contempt for inferior mortals, and a cynic's 
scorn for the evil of his time. More and Giles both think that so 
wise a man should be in a king's court; but he has a detestation 
for courts and a contempt for kings. He might have said, "My 
mind to me a kingdom is ", and he could leave other kingdoms 
to the unintelligent : what was the good of his bothering ? " I 
prefer ", he said, " to live at liberty after mine own mind and 
pleasure." More did not agree, though he knew only too well 
that in the courts of kings " evil opinions and naughty persua
sions cannot be utterly and quite plucked out ". That did not 
justify a man for standing aloof, for " a witty man may still be 
useful and what he cannot turn to good may be so ordered that 
it is not so very bad ". " For ", he concludes, " it is not possible 
for all things to be well, unless all men were good, which I think 
will not be for these good many years." :z. 

Hythloday, it is true, does nearly all the talking, and in 
making him talk at large, his author enjoyed a sense of irre
sponsibility. If Hythloday talked nonsense, it was Hythloday's 
nonsense ; if he criticised kings and institutions in too truculent 
a fashion, were not Giles and More there to put in a moderating 
word? Hythloday could be allowed to say things which More 
had not thought out, and might subsequently repudiate. He 
could express fugitive thoughts and indulge in speculations 
which More might entertain but not defend. All that More, as 
an artist, had to see was that Hythloday remained true to his 
character of a somewhat up-to-date Diogenes, who had read the 
Critias and Republic of Plato, Plutarch's Lives of Solon and 
Lycurgus, the Germant"a of Tacitus and St. Augustine's City 
of God. 

Screening himself behind Hythloday, was More a progressive 
thinker planning for a remote future, or was he a reacti0nary 

1 Harpsfield, 103. z Utopia, 99, roo. 
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escaping from realities by cherishing dreams ? Some think one 
and some the other, but all must confess that he was opposed 
to the tendencies of his age. 1 

We may assume that he was acquainted with the works of 
Sir John Fortescue, who had died only two years before he was 
born and must have been known to his father. Sir John Fortescue 
at the end of his long life was a laudator temporis acti. From him 
More would have learned the constitutional theories of Lancas
trian parliaments and of the freedom and prosperity enjoyed by 
yeomen and labourers. He would not have learnt from him how 
badly the constitutional theories had worked, of the tyranny of 
manorial courts, of serfdom, and how unjust were the Statutes 
of Labourers. In consequence, we may imagine how he sighed 
for the good old days of which he knew so little, because he was 
conscious of the evil of his own time, of which he knew so much. 

In the heyday of the New Monarchy, when the people all 
over Europe were surrendering themselves to autocrats and 
reverencing their divine right to do as they pleased, More main
tained that a king existed for the good of his people, and was 
only great when his people were prosperous. He denounced wars 
of conquest, and saw that in dynastic quarrels the people of two 
countries were sacrificed to the ambitions of two kings. He 
feared the new commercialism, and saw that though England 
was increasing rapidly in wealth, the wealth was getting into 
fewer and fewer hands. He deplored the degradation of the 
peasantry, who were losing their rights in the soil, and he sym
pathised with the vast number of unemployed vagrants, who 
were driven to steal in order to live, and deprived of life because 
of their stealing. At the other end of the social scale he noted the 
senseless prodigality of the king and his courtiers, how they 
vied with one another in the splendour of their apparel and the 
liveries of their servants, how the passion for display had taken 
hold of all classes, how all alike were greedy for gold in order 
that they might go on spending. It seemed to him that avarice 

1 William Morris in his preface to the Kelmscott edition writes, "The value of 
Utopia as a book for the study of sociology is rather historic than prophetic ". 
Another socialist, Karl Kautsky, Thomas More, 340, says : " It needed more than 
300 years before the conditions have come about which shew us that the aims which 
More set before himself are not the fancies of an idle hour, but the result of a deep 
insight into the actual economic tendencies of his age .... His ideals are not defeated, 
still they lie before struggling mankind." 
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and covetousness were the sins to beware of, and he came to 
doubt whether a state which tolerated all forms of competition 
could be reconciled with Christianity. 

Believing that the love of money was the root of all evil, he 
pictured to himself a happy land where money was only kept for 
foreign commerce, where precious stones were only valued as the 
playthings of little children, I where everyone was dressed alike 
in a serviceable frock guaranteed to last for seven years, 2 where 
gambling was impossible 3 because all things were in common, 
and where field sports were despised, hunting being regarded as 
" the meanest form of butchery " 4-which reminds us that 
More was city-bred. 

If not a communist himself, he allowed Hythloday to assert 
that Christ held all things common, and that the truest societies 
of Christians, meaning the monasteries, had stood for the ideal ; 
but he does not go on to say how far they had fallen short of it.5 

At the same time he is aware that communism could only be 
maintained by a Spartan discipline. All were to be educated 
alike, all were to feed in the common halls, all were to work their 
allotted six hours, and no one was to criticise the state in private 
under the severest penalties.6 He tried indeed to preserve some 
individual freedom. Adults were not compelled to attend the 
lectures provided for them, though they mostly did so ; 7 they 
might if they chose feed at home, though it was thought dis
graceful ; 8 and those who liked country pursuits might obtain 
permission to remain on farms longer than the compulsory 
two years.9 

The family was the unit of the Utopian State ; and, though 
it would seem that family life would prove fatal to communism, 
More believed in all that the Romans meant by the Patria 
Potestas. A man was to chastise his wife and children, unless their 
offences were so public that the State had to intervene. 10 Besides, 
before the festivals, 11 wife and children had to lie prostrate before 
the head of the house, to confess their faults and implore pardon. 
Perhaps More found it difficult to imagine Dame Alice sub
mitting to this salutary discipline. 

1 Utopia, 176, 177. 2 150, 151. 3 144. 
4 200. ! 268, 269. 
6 137 : "It is death to have any consultation for the commonwealth out of the 

council or place of the common election ". 7 143. 8 161. 
9 122. JO 230, II 291. 
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The Utopians were in theory pacifists, though they were 
ready to defend their own country if it were invaded. They 
abominated war and thought it better to pay for the assassina
tion of a hostile ruler ,1 or to subsidise factions in his country,2 or 
in the last resort to hire mercenaries to fight him.3 The Utopian 
communists were not international, neither were they imperial, 
for they refused to rule other races and preferred to be self
contained and follow a policy of isolation.4 In writing of their 
views More managed to express indirectly a great deal of 
criticism on international affairs ; and if people condemned the 
dishonourable diplomacy of the Utopians, he could with ironic 
gravity reply-they were not Christians. 

Nevertheless the Utopians had many religions and all were 
tolerated by the State, because they were persuaded that " it is in 
no man's power to believe what he list ".5 They excepted, how
ever, those who were atheists or did not believe in the immor
tality of man, and deprived them of all civil rights. 6 Neither 
would they allow anyone to abuse the religion of others, so that 
when a convert of Hythloday, against his advice, began to 
preach Christianity, telling the Utopians that they were "the 
children of everlasting damnation ",7 he was quite rightly exiled, 
for King Utopus had decreed that anyone "might do the best 
he could to bring others to his opinion ; so that he did it peace
ably, gently, quietly and soberly without hasty and contentious 
rebuking and inveighing against others ".8 If he did not abstain 
from " displeasant and seditious words ", he was banished or 
reduced to bondage. 

On many points Sir Thomas More was far in advance of his 
age. He believed in town-planning, in public gardens and sanita
tion. He believed that the world's work could be done if every 

1 Utopia, 245. 2 25r. 3 231. 
4 They, however, sent forth a surplus population to be colonists. 
5 275. Nisard, La Renaissanco., 185, argues from this text when More wrote 

Utopia he was nearer to philosophic doubt than to the creed of Rome. More, however, 
would have answered that where no revelation had been made men could only be 
guided by their own reason, and that where no divinely instituted church existed 
there could be no authoritative tradition. Nisard misses the point-Hythloday was 
insisting that the Utopians having only the light of nature to guide them put to 
shame the peoples of Europe blessed with a revelation. 

6 P. 274. It is interesting to note that More considered that the immortality of 
the soul could be proved by the light of natural religion, because Pornponazzo had 
recently published a book to prove that the doctrine was irrational and could only 
be accepted on the authority of the Church. 7 P. 270. 8 271. 
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one was compelled to do six hours' labour every day. He believed 
in hospitals for the sick and in old-age pensions. He believed in 
free education for all-for girls as well as boys-and in facilities 
being offered to adults that they might pursue their studies. He 
advocated a stern discipline for law-breakers, with penalties 
including exile, slavery and death ; but he would have done 
away with the barbarous punishments which brutalised his own 
countrymen. 

In Book I he shows us society as it was ; in Book II society as 
it might be. It was impossible to defend the one ; it was easy to 
criticise the other, but at any rate Utopia was free from the 
injustice which was rampant in Tudor England. More, in his 
comfortable house in Bucklersbury, was not easy in his con
science when he thought of the poor living under degrading 
conditions almost at his door. He had a passion for social 
righteousness and compassion for the unrighteous. He wanted to 
better men's condition ; but he was a statesman and no revolu
tionary. He had no wish to destroy such civilisation as existed in 
the hope of building a better in its place, so he planted Utopia very 
far away. No one could go there, but everyone could understand 
his description. He wanted men to realise that the evils about 
them were not inevitable ; he wanted to shake men out of the 
complacency due to twin errors-" It has always been so and 
always will be " ; and " Whatever is, is right ". He wanted men 
to work for a better England even if they could accomplish very 
little, and not like Hythloday to stand apart, regarding the 
world with cynical disdain. 

It is usual to compare the More who wrote the Utopia and 
was the apostle of toleration, with the More who, as Lord Chan
cellor, persecuted heretics ; but the inconsistency cannot be 
proved. More remained the man who believed in toleration 
within the limits imposed in Utopia; but as Lord Chancellor he 
had to act in accordance with the laws of England. He was ready 
to receive Grynaeus, 1 the Lutheran scholar, as a guest, and he 
was very forbearing with his son-in-law Roper, who was for a 
time infected with Lutheranism.2 On the other hand, when one 
of his boy servants, who had been with Joye, 3 began to corrupt 

1 Chambers, Sir Thomas More, 282. 2 Harpsfield, 84-88. 
J Jay also Jaye and Gee was a fellow of Peterhouse who fled to Antwerp in 

1527, when summoned to appear before Wolsey on a charge of heresy. He began 
2I 
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another by being profane about the Blessed Sacrament, he had 
him " striped like a child ". r He also admits that he had a man 
flogged, not for his heresies but for his indecent conduct to 
women in church. " Else ", he concludes, " had never any of 
them any stripe or stroke given them, so much as a fillip on the 
forehead." 2 We accept his word rather than the accusations of 
Tyndale, who was abroad at the time, or of Foxe, who accumu
lated gossip some thirty years later, though both probably wrote 
in good faith. 3 

Secondly, we must remember that Tyndale and his friends 
were not men who " peaceably, gently, quietly and soberly " 
tried to convert others to a purer faith. They denounced prelates 
and priests as Elijah denounced the priests of Baal ; they could 
not enter a sanctuary without wishing " to break down all the 
carved work thereof with axes and hammers ". They were con
vinced that the Mass was idolatry and they could not tolerate 
idolatry-the penalty for idolatry was death. More never for a 
moment thought that his opponents were apostles of toleration. 
He told his son-in-law, 

Son Roper, I pray God that some of us, as high as we seem to sit 
upon the mountains treading heretics under our feet like ants, live not 
the day that we gladly would be at league and composition with them 
to let them have their churches quietly to themselves, so that they would 
be concerned to let us have ours quietly to ourselves.4 

The time came when, as a prisoner in the Tower, he wrote that 
Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation, 5 and, under the trans
parent fiction of two Hungarians discussing the terrors of the 
Turkish invasion, tried to encourage his friends to face the 
persecution, in which he was himself to suffer. 

Thirdly, he foresaw the break-up of Europe through the 
teaching of the Reformers who were preaching non-resistance 
to the Turks, and it is hard for us to understand to-day how real 
was the menace, and how horrible the sufferings caused by the 

translating books of the Old Testament. In 1532 he was at Bergen-op-Zoom and in 
1534 again at Antwerp. He quarrelled with Tyndale and was accused, probably 
falsely, of betraying him. More's boy had apparently been an attendant on Jay. 

' Apologye, 182. 2 Ibid. 133. 
3 Since the researches of Chambers and Taft it is unnecessary further to refute 

the calumnies on More. 4 Roper, 178. 
s It has been edited and reprinted by Monsignor Hallett, 1937. There is another 

reprint in Everyman's Library edited by Judge O'Hagan. 
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Mahommedan invasion. 1 Still more, because nearer at home, he 
feared the dissolution of society if the new doctrines spread : 

Then shall unthrifts flock together and swarm about, and each bear 
him bold of other, then shall all laws be laughed to scorn, then shall the 
servants set naught by their masters, and unruly people rebel against 
their rulers ; then shall rise up rifling and robbery, murder and mischief 
and plain insurrection, whereof what would be the end, and when ye 
shall see it, only God knoweth. 2 

We stare amazed at More's anticipation. It was not in that 
way that we were taught to regard the Reformation ; but we 
must remember that More was writing in r 529 when the peasants' 
war in Germany (1524) and the sack of Rome (1526) were re
garded as results of the new teaching. People went to Germany 
to see for themselves, as people have gone recently to Russia, 
and most of them saw what they went to see, and came back 
enthusiastic or horrified. One, however, Barlow, afterwards 
bishop, went expecting to bless and came back to curse ; but 
his Dialogue on Lutheran Factz'ons 3 was published two years 
after the Suppli'catz'on for Souls. 

Church and State in England were so intimately related that 
More feared that the ruin of the one would revolutionise the 
other, and in consequence he was prepared to justify the burning 
of heretic agitators, not because of religious bigotry but because 
he held Salus reipubft'cae, suprema lex. 

We may think he was wrong, but we must not in consequence 
argue that he had changed the opinions he expressed in Utopia, 
for after all, in Utopia, no one was allowed to insult the religion 
of others without incurring penalties. King U topus indeed had 
thought, 
Though there be one religion which alone is true, and all others vain 
and superstitions, yet did he well foresee (so that the matter was handled 
with reason and sober modesty) that the Truth of her own power would 
at the last issue out and come to light.4 

But matters were not being handled with reason and modesty, 
and it is difficult in a confused situation to apportion the blame. 
Mare's Dialogue, though it contains much special pleading, is 
a good-tempered book that it is a pleasure to read ; the same 

' Dialogue, Bk. IV. eh. xiv. 
• Supplt"cationfor Souls, quoted Harpsfield, 172. 
3 Barlow, Lutheran Facti"ons, reprinted and edited by J. R. Lunn, 1897. 
4 Utopia, 272. 
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cannot be said for Tyndale's reply, though we are bound to 
admire his style, his skilful dialectics and his utter sincerity. 
There were so many abuses in the Church that indignation was 
justified, and indignant people are apt to say more than they 
mean and more than they can prove. On the other hand the 
attack made by the Lutherans on the Church-her faith, order 
and sacraments-was so violent that we must allow for the temper 
roused in those who loved her. A man may be tolerant of other 
people's opinions, and yet resist those who would inhibit the 
expression of his own convictions, and who would destroy the 
Church to which he belongs. 

The defects of More as a controversialist are due to his 
practice in the law courts. He wrote like one with an eye on a 
jury, not too intelligent, who had to be kept amused. He could 
never allow his adversary to score a single point, and he could 
not allow any argument, good or bad, to go unanswered. His 
sentences are often far too long : they are sometimes very in
volved and he is always too verbose ; but if they are read aloud 
by someone who has mastered their content it will be seen how 
effective they are for retaining the attention of a listener. Tyndale 
required no lessons from More on how to write English, for his 
own style was superior ; but Tyndale would probably have 
profited if More had taught him how to address a mixed audi
ence. The two arts are distinct. 

Men will never agree on the merits of More as a contro
versialist. He himself regretted that he had felt it necessary to 
write, and told the bishops who had wished to reward him-

Y et wish would I ... upon condition that all heresies were suppressed, 
that all my books were buried and all my labours lost. 1 

It is best to remember him as a man whose religion dominated 
the whole of his life, who proved that a layman concerned with 
the affairs of this world might yet be graduating in sanctity. He 
was a man of infinite charm, a loving father and a chivalrous 
friend. He was an enthusiast for learning, and an enthusiast for 
justice. He was a friend to the poor and a champion for the 
oppressed. He loved this world and all that was in it, but he 
gladly died for something of more value, for what he believed 
to be the cause of God and truth. 

1 Roper, 171. 
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IV. Erasmus the Latitudinarian 

Erasmus, though Dutch by birth, was a real cosmopolitan, 
and spoke no language perfectly but the international Latin. 1 

He was off and on in England for some sixteen years, and he 
found in England his best friends and his most liberal patrons. 
His works were early translated into English; schoolboys were 
taught out of his Copz"a and struggled to translate his Colloqui'es ; 
and every parish church was bound by law to possess a copy of 
his Paraphrases. I£, during the XVII century, his fame seemed 
to suffer somewhat of an eclipse, there were many writers un
consciously teaching what originated in him. To-day there are 
many members of the Church of England who are proud to 
dub themselves Erasmians and desire to initiate a new reforma
tion on his lines.2 They abhor metaphysics and are indifferent 
to dogmatic definitions, but they are interested in biblical criti
cism, in science and in historical research. They are tolerant of 
all opinions but those of traditionalists whose existence is a 
challenge to their freedom of thought. In their teaching they 
insist on the supreme importance of conduct, and they look 
forward to an age of sweetness and light-the light being 
mediated through a golden haze. 

In the last chapter we dealt with Erasmus in England. In 
this chapter we must think further of his work as a would-be
reformer, and try to estimate the nature of his religion. Many 
have praised his wisdom and moderation; many have doubted 
his sincerity and his courage. He has been extravagantly praised 
by his admirers and unjustly condemned by his detractors, 
while friend and foe have been able to justify themselves with 
the aid of apposite quotations. Erasmus wrote much about him
self; he was often compelled to defend himself against attacks ; 
besides, he liked to dramatise his past life, and was not always 
truthful about the details-he naturally wished to see himself 
in the very best light. 

He was not born in wedlock. He was sent to school when he 

1 In his famous interview at Cologne with the Elector Frederick, he was asked 
to speak in his native language which the Elector understood, but he refused to do 
so although his refusal necessitated an interpreter: Mangan, ErasmttS, ii. I 59. He 
was particularly angry with Egmundanus for writing against him in Dutch, for the 
quarrels of scholars were with scholars and not with common people : £bid. ii. 235. 

2 Vtde Elliott-Binns' very interesting Hulsean Lectures. 
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was five years old and he lost his mother when he was thirteen. 
All through his life he suffered because he had no roots any
where, but was a vagabond on the face of the earth. With social 
gifts that would have made him an ideal club-man he was never 
at ease by a domestic hearth. Women played no part in his life, 
and in an age of reckless accusations no one impugned his 
chastity. Women probably did not like him-he failed to retain 
the favour of the Lady of Veer, and More's wife tired of him. 
Perhaps he had more feminine traits than women approve of in 
the other sex. He was as delicate and nice in his habits as a cat, 
as a cat he loved comfort, and as a cat he possessed the power 
of scratching. 

At the age of twenty-one 1 he became a monk in the Augus
tinian monastery at Steyn.2 There he became familiar with most 
of the Latin classics and wrote affectionate letters to young 
monks-Servatius, Cornelius, Herman and Francis-who shared 
to some degree his enthusiasm for the humanities. Having left 
the cloister for temporary service with the Bishop of Cambrai, 
he resolved that he would never return ; and for the rest of his 
life he felt compelled to justify to himself and to others his dis
regard of his vows. From the works of Erasmus we get three 
impressions of monks : 3 first, that they were always looking out 
for schoolboys of exceptional literary ability, and using undue 
pressure to obtain such recruits for their order; secondly, that 
they cared nothing for learning, but were illiterate, idle, glut
tonous and luxurious ; thirdly, that they were the superstitious 
adherents to an out-of-date Rule, who spent long vigils in a cold 
church,4 and ate stinking fish when they were not altogether 
fasting. There is no need to reconcile these statements-the life 
of a community is seldom of one piece-Erasmus thought in 
pictures, and so for him any remembered incident was likely 

• Allen, Epistolae Erasmi, i. App. 2, has pretty conclusively established the age 
at which Erasmus entered Steyn. Erasmus at times represents himself as sixteen, 
but that was to maintain the fiction that he was thrust into a monastery before he 
was able to know his own mind. Allen concludes that Erasmus was born in 1466, 
went to school at Gouda 1470, to Deventer in 1475, to Bois le Due in 1484, and to 
Steyn in 1487. 

• Steyn was famous for its very fine library. Mangin, i. 41. 
3 Here are two sentences from the epistle to Gunnius, Ep. 447: (1} "Where is 

the boy of notable talent or position or wealth, whom they have not insidiously 
allured "; (2) " The greater number became monks on account of stupidity, ignor
ance, despair, or desire of ease or the hope of being fed". 

4 Ep. 447. cp. 'Ix0uorf,ay{a (Coll. ii. 43). 
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to be regarded as typical and made the ground of a sweeping 
generalisation. It is probable that he was not nearly so unhappy 
at Steyn as he afterwards believed ; but he was certainly un
fitted for the religious life. 1 In consequence, he was quite justi
fied in seeking for a dispensation from his vows ; but he was 
not justified in the indiscriminate abuse which he lavished 
on the life he had forsaken. 2 In the course of his life several 
monks were very kind to him. 3 Servatius treated him with great 
forbearance, and the Abbot of St. Bertin was his liberal patron. 
In England Chamock,4 Kidderminster and Bere had been 
his friends ; abroad Vitrier 5 and Volzius ; 6 and Kuno the 
Dominican,7 who helped him with his edition of St. Jerome. It 
is true that the monastic orders became his bitterest enemies, but 
this is not surprising considering the animosity he had shown 
to them. Erasmus the Augustinian canon and Luther the 
Augustinian friar were both shadowed through their lives be
cause when young they had mistaken their vocation. Erasmus 
and Luther belonged to the new age ; and the monks of the XVI 
century, good and bad alike, belonged to the age that was 
rapidly passing away. 

In the Montaigu College 8 at Paris he found the food was 
worse than it was at Steyn, while the discipline was more brutal. 

1 Ep. 296, to Servatius. He speaks of how at Steyn he was regarded " with envy 
by many and with contempt by all " ; though as a rule few would envy one whom 
everyone despised. He also complains of the silly and inept conversation of his 
associates. Erasmus was evidently unpopular. He was feeble, with a quick temper, 
a biting tongue, and an overweening sense of his transcendent attainments. Other 
novices, some of them robust boys of sixteen, no doubt took pleasure in ragging him. 

2 Servatius Rogerus had been the great friend of Erasmus at Steyn. He subse
quently became prior and was very anxious that Erasmus should return to the 
monastery. 

3 Anthony Bergen, Abbot of St. Bertin by St. Omer, was the brother of Erasmus' 
first patron, the Bishop of Cambray. He was instrumental in negotiating the Treaty 
of Cambray. Allen, i. 134. 

4 Charnock was Prior of St. Mary's, Oxford (vide supra, 441-442); Kidder
minster was Abbot of Winchcombe (vide supra, 86); Bere was Abbot of Glastonbury 
(vide supra, 44). 

5 Vitrier was a Franciscan of Tournay and St. Ouen. He was always in trouble 
with the theological faculty at Paris. Erasmus (Ep. 12II) expresses almost as much 
admiration for him as for Colet. 

6 Volzius (1480--1544) was Abbot of Hiigshofen. In 1526 he became a Lutheran. 
In 1536 he renounced Lutheranism. In 1539 he was reconverted to Protestantism by 
Calvin. 

7 Joannis Kuno (1463-1513) was a learned Dominican who had worked with 
Aldus at Venice and translated St. Basil. Erasmus suggests that he died for want of 
means to support himself. 

8 Montaigu College. Colloquia, i. 7 and ii. 45. 
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He also found that he was quite as much bored in listening to 
the lectures of Scotist divines as he had been listening to the 
long-drawn-out chants of the monks. He found that he was no 
more fitted for the academic routine than he had been for a 
cloistered existence. He claimed the freedom of " a poet " and 
the patronage of those who would pay for his praise. For a time 
he had to earn money by teaching, but he found the occupation 
irksome. Erasmus has been called " the schoolmaster of all 
Europe " ; but he early determined that he would not spend his 
time teaching classes of boys the rudiments of Latin. Colet once 
hinted that he would like to secure his services at St. Paul's 
School,1 but Erasmus was not taking service with anyone. He 
was always careful and resolute to maintain his freedom. 

One accusation against Steyn and the College of Montaigu 
is certainly true-they ruined the digestion of Erasmus. Ever 
afterwards he was dyspeptic, which explains his irritability and 
fastidiousness. He became a confirmed grumbler. In reading his 
letters it seems that nothing ever went well with him. If he 
travelled, the sea was always rough and the roads were danger
ous-inn-keepers were rude, their food was disgusting and their 
wine undrinkable. So his friends were never sufficiently apprecia
tive, their gifts were never sufficiently large : and no one ever 
looked a gift horse in the mouth with more attention than 
Erasmus, as may be seen in his acknowledgment of one from 
W arham. On the other hand, if he was always grumbling he 
was never sour. The salt of wit purifies his complaints, and he is 
never more amusing than when describing his mishaps. His 
correspondents probably did not take him too seriously ; perhaps 
they did not take him seriously enough, for there can be little 
doubt about his ill-health. Besides there were friends of whom he 
always spoke well, like Colet, More, Warham and Fisher in 
England, and abroad like Vitrier, Beatus Rhenanus and, above 
all, Froben.2 In his last book, Ecclesz"astes, 3 he pays a noble 
tribute to Warham, who had died without leaving him the 
expected legacy-the reason being that Warham had died so 
poor that he had very little to leave to anyone. 

It is amazing that this man, starting with so many handicaps, 
always in feeble health, and having no settled habitation, should 

I Ep. 230. • Ep. 1900. His eulogy on Friiben. 
3 Ecclesi"astes, f. 30. (1535 ed.). 
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have written so many works of his own and edited so many 
ancient authors. He became the literary Dictator of Europe in 
spite of the academic world, who could not contend with his 
learning and so accused him of heresy. His success was due to 
the fact that he was not only a fine scholar and an acute critic 
but a keen student of men. He had travelled much, was an 
accurate observer with a most capacious memory. In that 
memory was stored a multitude of vivid impressions of things 
he had seen in many places, and of men he had known in all 
classes of society. No one was more fitted than he was to inter
pret the common mind and to reflect on the current issues of the 
world about him. In deft phrases and with consummate literary 
skill, he told men what they already knew and what they had 
always wished to express. The first half of the XVI century has 
been rightly called the Age of Erasmus, because though he was 
not an original or constructive thinker, and certainly not a great 
personality, he was much more representative of his time than 
Martin Luther, Leo X or Henry VIII. He began his career 
when men were interested in the New Learning which he did so 
much himself to popularise ; and he lived to see men much 
more interested in religion and perplexed about whither they 
were tending-Erasmus fully shared their perplexity. He had 
always been too detached from the movements, which he ob
served so intelligently, to do more than criticise them ; and he 
lived to see the things that he cared for most-sound learning, 
the peace of Europe and Christian conduct endangered by the 
zealots. Ne Nimis had ever been his own motto, and it was 
probably the motto of the inert multitudes ; but it is enthusiastic 
minorities who change the world. 

Save for a brief experience of boyish fervour before entering 
the monastery, Erasmus does not seem to have been much 
interested in religion until he came to England in 1499. He had 
not been attracted by monkish piety at Steyn, nor impressed by 
the arguments of Scotist theologians. He had suspected a certain 
unreality in the devotions of the monks and in the dexterous 
distinctions drawn by the schoolmen. He had become flippant 
about the professional exponents of Christianity. Then he met 
with Colet and observed the consistency of his life-a life lived 
in the world but dominated by gospel precepts. He was im
pressed ; and, when he returned 'to the Continent, he wrote the 
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Enchiridion MiNtis Christi'ani. In England he had also been 
attracted by the charm of More, and on his subsequent visits he 
had seen much of him and come to sympathise with his zeal for 
social justice. After leaving him in 1516, he wrote his lnstitutio 
Principis Christiani in order that the young Charles V might 
rule his many kingdoms in the spirit of the Gospel. 

The Enchiri'd£on Militis Christiani I was written by 
Erasmus in 1 501 at the request of the Lady of Veer for the 
instruction of her husband, a soldier of irregular life who had 
none the less an admiration for the scholar. In this little book 
Erasmus never misses an opportunity of sneering at monks and 
theologians ; and, though himself a priest, he writes as a layman 
to a layman, as one who would say, "there is no professional 
humbug about me ''. The argument of the book is very simple
a man cannot be saved by forms and ceremonies, but only if he 
leads a good life : a good life cannot be lived without the grace 
of God, but God helps those who help themselves: life is a war
fare and the Enchiridion 2 is offered as a "little dagger" which 
a soldier may carry in his pocket : it is a little manual on morals 
for a soldier who cannot be expected to have the Secunda 
Secundae of Aquinas in his knapsack.3 

Erasmus would have agreed with Matthew Arnold that 
" conduct was nine-tenths of religion " ; but he would not have 
agreed with Matthew Arnold that . " Religion was morality 
touched with emotion ", for Erasmus prided himself on being 
rational and despised emotion. It is said that St. Ignatius Loyola 
read the book, but put it away because it interfered with his 
devotions .4 This is likely, because St. Ignatius belonged to the 
next generation, when men had other aspirations 5-he was a 
Spaniard and not a Dutchman-and he felt chilled by a morality 
advocated on rational grounds. But the book itself is by no 
means frigid, though some critics have said so. Erasmus is often 

' Encht'ridion. See Methuen's reprint of translation published by Wynkin de 
Worde. 

2 Enchindion. 73. 
J Ep. to Volzius prefixed to later edition, 5. 
4 Froude, Erasmus, 130, writes:" Ignatius Loyola once looked into Erasmus' 

New Testament, read a little, and could not go on-He said it checked his devotional 
emotions. Very likely it did." But it was the Enchiridion and not the New Testa
ment from which St. Ignatius turned away. 

5 The Enchirz'dz'on was translated into Spanish and became popular. See the 
letter of Fernandez, Archdeacon of Alcor, Ep. 1904. 
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eloquent, always interesting, always humane, and in this book 
he is very much in earnest. 

The morality that he taught was definitely Christian. He 
could not understand why men should worry themselves with 
Aristotle's Ethi'cs when Christ was a better moralist and more 
easily understood. 1 He felt no need for any systematic scheme, he 
relied on his intuitive perceptions into what was reasonable and 
right. He found in the Gospels self-evident truths, and he had a 
genuine devotion to our Blessed Lord. He found Him the great 
example and the perfect teacher. He wrote : 

Think thou not that Christ to be a voice or sound without significa
tion, but think of Him to be nothing else but charity, simplicity or 
innocency, patience, cleanness, and shortly whatsoever Christ taught. 2 

He frequently calls Him the Saviour and quotes texts concerning 
the Cross, but in so doing he is using conventional language 
which he had not made his own ; but when he expounds the 
moral precepts of our Lord or moralises the Scripture stories, he 
is on his own ground. His friends were surprised by the piety of 
his book and he tells Volzius how one of them remarked, " there 
is more holiness seen in the little book than in the whole author 
and maker thereof ''. 3 

The book shows a remarkable knowledge of the Bible, and 
some fondness for allegorical interpretations which Colet would 
not have approved, but Erasmus had been reading Origen since 
he said farewell to Colet.4 Colet had tried to persuade him to stay 
in Oxford and interpret the Scriptures ; but in I 500 he was 
unwilling to give up his career as a humanist ; and he was also 
conscious that he did not yet know enough Greek.5 Colet had 
taught him the historical method of interpreting the Epistles of 

1 In his Paraclesis Erasmus writes : " Phtonists, Pythagoreans and the disciples 
of all other philosophers, are well instructed and ready to fight for their sect. Why 
do not Christians with yet more abundant zeal espouse the cause of their Master and 
Prince ? ••. Shall Christ be put in comparison with Zeno and Aristotle-His doc· 
trines with their insignificant precepts? ... The philosophy of Christ, moreover, is 
to be learned from its few books with far less labour than the Aristotelian philosophy 
which has to be extracted from its multitude of ponderous and conflicting commen· 
taries. Nor is anxious preparatory learning needful to the Christian. Its viaticum is 
simple and at hand to all." See translation in Seebohm's Ox/ ord Reformers, 326,327. 

2 Enchiridion, 99. 
3 Letter to Volzius, 2. 

-4- Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, 173, is correct and the instance quoted is only 
one of many. The criticism of Mangan, i. 173, is here unnecessary. 

5 Nichols, Letters of Erasmus, i. 220. 
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St. Paul, and when he had freed himself from the influence of 
Origen he was to make that method his own ; but first of all he 
saw that it was necessary to secure a good text. Later in life he 
was to maintain that no one could be a theologian unless he were 
acquainted with Hebrew, Greek and Latin-for to Erasmus 
theology had come to mean textual criticism of the Bible, and 
exegesis based on a wide knowledge of grammatical forms. 

The current texts of the Vulgate were very corrupt. Roger 
Bacon in the XIII century had complained of the Exemplar 
Parisiense, and a century later Pierre D'Ailly had re-echoed his 
complaints. The invention of printing had led to further deteriora
tion. Over ninety editions of the Latin Bible had been issued 
before I 500. The demand for the sacred volume was great, and 
the printers were in a hurry to supply it. They did not, however, 
set up their type from expensive manuscripts, but bought the 
cheapest they could find for the rough work in their chapels; 1 

and cheap copies had as a rule been carelessly written. It was 
quite time that an effort should be made to restore the purity of 
the text. In 1499 Grocyn wrote to Aldus: 

Our Linacre tells me you are contemplating ... the printing of the 
Old Testament in Latin, Greek and Hebrew, and the New in Greek 
and Latin-a most arduous work, and one most worthy of a Christian 
man. In this, if you are permitted to proceed, you will surprise not only 
those who have already dealt with it, but with a great stride distance 
also yourself.2 

Aldus, however, never made that great stride. Three years later 
he must have heard that Cardinal Ximenez and his scholars at 
Alcala (Complutum) were engaged on the work. 3 The cardinal 
is said to have spent 50,000 ducats on the purchase of manu
scripts, the payment of scholars and the printing of the book, 
while Aldus never had 50,000 ducats to spend. The New Testa
ment, largely the work of Stunica (Lopez de Zuniga), was com
plete and printed by r 514, but the cardinal waited for a papal 
licence before publishing, which enabled Erasmus to forestall him 
with his Novum Instrumentum, containing a Greek text and a 
new Latin translation. 

Erasmus had been long contemplating the work. In I 505 he 
had republished the Annotations on the New Testament of 

1 H.J. White, "Vulgate" in Murray's Dictionary of the Bible. 
• O.H.S. Collectanea, ii. 352. 3 Hefele, Ximenez, 142. 
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Lorenzo Valla with a letter to his friend Christopher Fisher in 
which he bade defiance to the theologians. 1 First he defended 
the reputation of Valla, next he vindicated the right of a gram
marian to concern himself with the sacred text, and lastly he 
maintained the necessity of similar work being done. Just as St. 
Jerome, because the old Latin texts were corrupt, had produced 
the Vulgate, so for the same reason it was now necessary to 
restore the text of Jerome. But Erasmus, greatly daring, made a 
new Latin version of the New Testament of his own; and one
eyed Peter made a copy of it for Colet in I 509, and that copy 
still exists.2· At Paris he had also begun to study the New Testa
ment in Greek, and at Cambridge he had worked on what is now 
known as Codex Le£cestrensz"s, 3 while at Basle he was able to 
collate five other manuscripts. He did not in consequence do the 
work in five months-that was the time it took him to see his 
work through the press; and he did not make his Latin version in 
three weeks to oblige Froben 4-that is probably the time it took 
him to prepare a copy of his version for the printers. He had also 
the help of Oecolampadius and others in correcting his proofs. 
The labours of Erasmus are sufficiently surprising without ex
aggerations, and it should be remembered that at the same time 
he was concerned in producing his edition of St. J erome's works. 

Omitting Valla, we may say that Le Fevre in France, Stunica 
in Spain and Erasmus in England were the pioneers of biblical 
criticism, and of these Erasmus was the greatest. We have said 
Erasmus i"n England, because Colet inspired him to undertake 
the task of editing the New Testament ; because he did the 
greater part of the work in London and at Cambridge ; because 
the work would not have been published but for the munificence 
of W arham ; and because when published Sir Thomas More was 
the most notable champion in its defence. 

The Novum lnstrumentum was no sooner published than all 
the learned people in Europe were talking of it ; and the un
learned heard the author praised and blamed. Leo X was 
graciously pleased to accept a copy and signified his approval ; 5 

the progressive people hailed it with delight, but it was de
nounced in more than one university and opponents were exceed
ingly bitter. A few had personal reasons for attacking it. Edward 

1 Ep. 182. • Allen, Age of Erasmus, 142. 
3 Ibid. 144. Cp. Allen, Epp. ii. 165. • Jbt'd. Epp. ii. 182. 5 Ep. 864. 
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Lee, for instance, later Archbishop of York, had supplied 
Erasmus with a number of notes. Erasmus had made no use of 
most of them, and Lee was vexed ; he had appropriated some of 
them without acknowledging his indebtedness, and Lee was 
furious. In vain More wrote him three friendly letters of great 
length, defending Erasmus and asking him to desist from his 
attacks. 1 In vain, after his attacks were published, Bishop 
Fisher tried to persuade Erasmus to forgive. 2 The two scholars 
were not reconciled. Stunica had no ground for complaint, but 
he was a disappointed man. For twelve long years he had toiled 
at producing a correct Greek text to find himself forestalled 
when the work was finished. Naturally he preferred his own 
edition. He and Erasmus had used different manuscripts and 
both he and Erasmus thought their own codices of the first 
importance. Ximenez, no doubt, was also disappointed; but he 
was a Spanish gentleman and he told Stunica-

God grant that all writers may do their work as well as Erasmus 
has done his. You are bound either to give us something better, or not 
to blame the labours of others.3 

Stunica for a time restrained himself, but the cardinal died the 
next year ; and then he attacked Erasmus in the most virulent 
fashion. The controversy went on for ten years ; but the spirit of 
Ximenez finally conquered, and before his death Stunica ordered 
that his further criticisms of the Novum Instrumentum should 
not be published but sent to Erasmus with the hope that they 
might be useful to him.4 

Most of Erasmus' opponents, knowing no Greek, were un
able to criticise his text, but they had a general dislike of the 
language, and argued that as the Greeks were heretics and 
schismatics it was probable that they had tampered with the 
Scriptures: while St. Jerome. an orthodox doctor of the Church, 
was certain in his version to have preserved the original 
meaning. 

It was not so much the Greek text, but the Latin translation 
which raised an uproar. If few could read Greek, many could 
read Latin, and they scented heresy in the version of Erasmus. 
He had omitte. the doxology in the Lord's Prayer (St. Matt. vi. 

1 Jortin, Erasmus, ii. 646-66:1. 
3 Hefele, Ximenez, 159. 

z Ep. 936. 
" Ibid. 158, 159. 
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I 3) 1 because it was an interpolation, and also the text concern
ing the Three Heavenly Witnesses (r St. John v. 7) z which was 
so convenient for proving the doctrine of the Trinity. In both 
cases he was almost certainly right: but he re-inserted r St. John 
v. 7 in a later edition, having promised to do so if any manu
scripts' authority could be found, and this Lee supplied ; he 
was ill-advised and wrong when he translated A6,yor; by sermo 
instead of verbum; 3 he was perhaps ill-advised but certainly 
right when he translated Twrreivw<Ti<;, vilz'tas and not humz"lz'tas 
in the Magnificat.4 That perhaps occasioned most indignation, 
so that it became a proverb in describing a presumptuous man 
to say, " he would correct the Magnificat ". He translated 
EKKA'IJrr{a congregatio and 7rperr/3{nepor; senz"or in accordance with 
etymology ; and this caused no protest from Sir Thomas More, 
although he was furious when Tyndale substituted congregatt'on 
for church and elder for p-resbyter.5 Erasmus also added notes, 
and some of them were certainly irrelevant in a work of pure 
scholarship, and as certainly provocative. 

Martin Dorpius ,6 the professor at Louvain, who was a pious 
man and a friend of Erasmus, put the conservative position quite 
clearly and without abuse. St. Jerome knew Latin and Greek 
quite as well as Erasmus, and he had probably many more and 
better codices to work from. His version was accepted by the 
Church, and was consecrated by the use of a thousand years. It 
might contain errors, but were they of any vital importance? 
If not, was anyone justified in disturbing men's faith in the 

1 See Westcott and Hort, Introd. to N.T., App. p. 8. 
2 Ibid. App. p. 103. The authority discovered by Lee was Codex Montforti'anus, 

now in the library of Trinity College, Dublin. Allen, Epp. ii. 165. 
3 For the translation sermo see More's defence in his letter to a young monk : 

Jortin, ii. 680. 
4 Erasmus defends his translation in Colloquia, ii. 156-157 (Merdardus). Mal

donatus in his commentary on St. Luke, p. 62, strongly supports the interpretation 
of Erasmus without naming him, but would retain the Vulgate text. 

5 Dialogue, Bk. III. eh. viii. In his first edition Tyndale wrote seniors. More 
suggested it would be confused with seigneurs. Tyndale altered it to elders : Demaus, 
Tyndale, 260. When Tyndale quite correctly brought to More's notice that " your 
darling Erasmus " agreed with him, More replied, " If my darling Erasmus hath 
translated these passages with the like wicked intent that Tyndale hath done, he 
shall be no more my darling but the devil's darling". Quoted J ortin, Erasmus, 
i. 176. 

6 More defended Erasmus in a friendly controversy with Dorpius. He had a rare 
fortune for a controversialist-he converted his opponent: Chambers, 253. His last 
letter is in J ortin, ii. 668. 
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Scriptures ? There were plenty of fundamentalists in the XVI 
century who believed every word in the Bible inspired. Erasmus 
met them on their own ground, saying, " Quite so, it is there
fore the more necessary that we should have the exact words, or 
we may be crediting the Holy Spirit with the mistakes of a 
careless copyist ''. 1 

There were plenty of mistakes, mostly slips and printers' 
errors,2 in his own first edition, but he was diligent in the work of 
revision, and apart from them the verdict of the learned was in 
its favour. Sir Thomas More wrote to the young monk: 

I consider Erasmus (as a good Greek scholar) to have given a better 
rendering of passages in the New Testament than I find in the received 
translation. 3 

Fisher wrote : 

In the New Testament translated by you for the common good, no 
one of any judgment can take offence .... I am exercising myself in the 
reading of St. Paul (in Greek) according to your directions. I owe it to 
you that I can now discover where the Latin differs from the Greek. 4 

And W arham having read the book and consulted with his 
fellow bishops, wrote to Erasmus : 

By these labours you will earn an immortality of fame amongst men, 
a divine reward among the saints above, and from myself whatever I 
can properly and conveniently bestow.5 

It is not, however, the merit of the book that concerns us so 
much as the fact that its publication turned the attention of 
scholars and humanists from the classics to the Bible. It turned 
the streams of the Renaissance into religious channels. Cranmer, 
for instance, had been a disciple of Erasmus, and had abandoned 
the Old Learning for the New when Erasmus came to Cam
bridge in I 5 I I : and it is on record that he abandoned the study 
of the law and the classics and took to theology in I 5 16 when 
the Novum Instrumentum appeared.6 Little Bilney, in the 
pathetic letter he wrote to Tunstall in I 5 3 I about his past life, 
says: 

At last I heard speak of Jesus ; even then when the New Testament 
was first set forth by Erasmus ; which when I understood to be elo-

t Ep. 182. 
4 Ep. 592. 

2 Drummond, Erasmus. 
s Ep. 425. 

3 In Jortin, ii. 670. 
6 A. C. Deane, Cranmer, 19. 
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quently done by him, being allured rather by the Latin than by the 
Word of God (for at that time I knew not what it meant) I bought it 
even by the providence of God as I do now well understand and per
ceive: and at the first reading (as I well remember) I chanced upon this 
sentence of St. Paul (oh, most sweet and comfortable sentence to my 
soul) in 1 Tim. i. " It is a true saying, and worthy of all men to be em
braced, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners, of whom 
I am the chief and principal." This one sentence, through God's in
struction and inward working, which I did not then perceive, did so 
exhilarate my heart, being wounded with the guilt of my sins, and being 
almost in despair, that immediately I felt a marvellous comfort and 
quietness, insomuch "that my bruised bones leaped for joy ". 1 

It was not only at Cambridge, but throughout Europe, that 
scholars were eager to read the New Testament for no better 
reason than that Erasmus had edited it, and that it was supposed 
to have confounded the theologians. The Vulgate had so long 
been a professional volume of the priesthood, or a book of 
meditations for the specially devout, that "the poets " had not 
deigned to read it ; but when a grammarian like themselves, 
though a doctor of Turin, brought out a new text in Greek and 
Latin, they were compelled to read it for the excellence of the Latin 
and for the improvement of their Greek. So it happened almost 
by chance that " Greece had risen from the dead with the New 
Testament in her hand " : 2 but many who bought the book from 
no better motive than Bilney, were, like Bilney, converted. Such 
people were perhaps unduly puffed up with their new knowledge 
and thought that they had made a great discovery. They were 
unaware that the devout people whom they had hitherto despised 
had always been aware of most of what they knew. In More's 
household, for instance, the Scriptures and the Commentaries 
of Nicholas of Lyra were read day by day; 3 the little books 
of devotion were full of Biblical quotations, and the Breviary 
provided for most of the Bible being read every year. 

A little group of young men began to meet together at Cam
bridge to read and discuss the New Testament by themselves. 
They were inclined to despise old expositions, and were ready 
to welcome any teaching provided that it was new. So when 
Luther arose, his books were brought by merchants to the 
eastern ports and found a ready sale at Cambridge where they 

1 Foxe, A. & M. iv. 6o5. 
2 Quoted Westcott, EngHsh Bible, 24. 3 Chambers, 179. 

2K 
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were eagerly read. r The place where the group met was the 
White Horse Inn, which came to be called Little Germany. The 
group included Cranmer, Stephen Gardiner, Tyndale, Barnes, 
Joye, Bilney and Latimer. Cambridge was the seed-plot of the 
English Reformation, and it was Erasmus who had planted 
the seed. 

The Novum Instrumentum having established his reputa
tion as a biblical critic, Erasmus proceeded to write his Para
phrases and proved himself the most popular of commentators 
for his own generation, because he had a gift for recalling the 
dead past to life by interpreting it in the terms of present experi
ence. He had already shown this gift by his comments in the 
Adages derived from classical authors. He now exercised it on 
the Gospels. He saw in it a mirror reflecting and condemning the 
age in which he lived. It enabled him to speak of tyrannous and 
lascivious kings, of unjust taxation, of corrupt judges, and of 
priests who sold the grace of God and were shameless in their 
traffic. He found there the ecclesiastical lawyers insisting that 
tithes must be paid on mint and anise ; and the quibbling 
scribes, like the schoolmen, making distinctions in matters of no 
moment. He saw the gorgeous Temple with its splendid ritual
like a Cathedral church-its sacrifices being daily offered with 
clouds of incense; and he saw Jesus standing in the midst talking 
of that truth and righteousness for which nobody cared. He 
thought it was His very simplicity that caused Him to be despised 
and rejected by the people, and especially hated by thos~ who 
wore long clothes like the monks, who decked themselves with 
religious symbols which did not symbolise their lives. 

Erasmus was no Protestant, but he sympathised with Protes
tants in many of their negations ; and Protestant propagandists 
found his Paraphrases useful. Erasmus had a real hatred for the 
abuses in the Church, and was scathing in his condemnation of 
them. He had a distaste for the devotions of the people, thinking 
them puerile if not superstitious ; and he sometimes made fun of 

' Nix wrote to Warham complaining of erroneous books, "Wherefore, I beseach 
your good Lordship ... that a remedy may be had, for now it may be well done in 
my diocese, for the gentlemen and commonalty be not greatly infect, but merchants 
and such that hath their abiding not far from the sea .... There is a college at Cam· 
bridge, called Gonville Hall of the foundation of a Bishop of Norwich. I hear of no 
clerk that hath come out lately of that college but savoureth of the frying pan though 
he speak never so holy." (Strype, Cranmer, i. 695.) 
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them in a cruel fashion. He had a conviction that ceremonial had 
been so elaborated that the simple gospel of Jesus was obscured; 
and he was never tired of reiterating his warning that the correct 
performance of rites did not ensure salvation. But he had no 
sympathy with the way in which Luther had stressed the doctrine 
of justification by faith, no desire to penetrate the mysteries of 
reprobation, predestination and election ; no belief that grace 
was either irresistible or indefectible; and he had never felt that 
comfortable assurance of salvation which Luther believed to be 
the experience of every true Christian. 

Theologically, then, he and Luther were poles apart, and 
politically Erasmus thought that Lutheranism was heading for 
confusion and disaster. Erasmus loved peace though his biting 
phrases often led to strife : he reverenced charity although his 
critical temper made him unduly censorious ; and he really 
believed that Luther loved warfare and did not know what 
charity meant. Besides, Erasmus was a thorough-going inter
nationalist who believed in Christendom; and he had no wish to 
displace the one Pope and substitute many " Godly Princes", 
defending their own national churches and propagating their 
doctrines with the sword. 

Before Lutheranism developed and schism became inevit
able, Erasmus had encouraged the Reformer in his campaign 
against indulgences. In I 519 he had written, " You have in 
England those who sympathise entirely with your writings and 
great men are among them ". 1 He had, and continued to have, 
friends among Luther's warmest supporters. These friends could 
not understand why he did not support them ; but he explained 
to Zwingli : " though it is glorious to die for Christ, I do not 
intend to die for the paradoxes of Luther which I do not under
stand ".2 He continued to hold himself aloof, though he was 
denounced by the Catholics of Louvain and sneered at by the 
Reformers of Wittenberg. Luther wrote taunting him with 
cowardice and the betrayal of the Gospel.3 He told Luther that 
he had been longer a worker for the Evangelical Faith than 
most of those who called themselves Gospellers; that he saw the 
disasters and seditions which resulted from Luther's teaching; 
that he saw the cause of learning being sacrificed and the friend
ships of scholars broken, and that he feared the bloody tumults 

' Ep. 980. 3 Ep. 1433. 
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which were likely to arise. r At length he yielded to the Pope, 
kings and princes, and consented to write against Luther ; but he 
was going to choose for himself the ground of his attack. He was 
not going to defend the existing order, but to strike at the very 
heart of Lutheran theology, and so he produced De Libero 
A rbitrio-his book on Free Will. 

He took great pains in its composition, and was not to be 
hurried even by Duke George of Saxony.2 He examined the 
relevant texts of Scripture, and maintained as a canon of inter
pretation that Scripture cannot contradict itself. He reviewed 
the teaching of the Fathers and schoolmen, and minimised the 
views of St. Augustine and Aquinas ; and at the end proclaimed 
that Scripture and the Church of fifteen centuries were on his 
side. But Erasmus was not primarily interested in either theology 
or philosophy ; he was a man who had reached his own con
clusions not by comparing authorities but by the light of common 
sense. He believed wholeheartedly that God was good and that 
man was responsible for his actions. He could not believe that 
God was good if He first compelled men to sin and then punished 
them for sinning. He could not believe that any morality could 
exist except on the supposition that men were responsible. He 
was by no means a Pelagian. He starts from the fact that God 
created man, so that if man has a free will he derives it from 
God ; and he fails to see if God is almighty why He could not 
endow men with freedom. He acknowledges that neither the wits 
nor the will of man can create the standard of what is a good life 
-that is something that is revealed to him-his freedom lies in 
acceptance or rejection of it ; neither can man determine his end 
-that is in the hands of God. He admits that while man has 
freedom to will, he has only a very limited power of accomplish
ment. If he aspires after goodness he will soon discover his 
weakness, that he " cannot do the thing that he would ". He 
will always need grace, and only by grace can he succeed ; but 
he must co-operate with the grace given. He explains his argu
ment by a parable. A father points out to his toddling son a 
desirable apple at the end of the room-the child would not 
have seen it if the father had not pointed it out, but immediately 
starts towards it and falls. The father picks him up and helps him 
to cross the room. He reaches the place, but the apple is out of 

' Ep. 1435. 
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his reach, and the father gives it to him. The obvious conclusion 
is that the child exercised his free will, but he would never have 
got the apple but for his father's help. It will be seen that the 
real opinions of Erasmus are derived not from the authorities 
he quotes, but from his observation of life. He is always a 
humanist.I 

When Luther replied to him in his De Servo A rbitrio, he 
approached the subject from his own experience of an instan
taneous conversion, when it seemed to him that his life was 
entirely changed by the overmastering flood of God's grace. It 
filled him with a sense that man was nothing and God was all, 
that man could do nothing of himself, and that God did every
thing by the exercise of His arbitrary will. The grace he received 
was irresistible, therefore there was no need for human co-opera-

. tion. It filled him with an assurance of salvation ; therefore 
the grace was indefectible-he was saved, and saved in spite 
of himself. 

To such a man the idea of free will was mischievous because 
it led men to try to work out their own salvation and trust in 
their own merits. Luther taught " the good deeds of the saints 
were sins which needed pardon by the mercy of God ", which 
sounds a paradox, but may be translated into a truism-" The 
best deeds of men are imperfect, and therefore unworthy of 
God's favour ". Luther had indeed a great truth to teach-that 
men cannot merit salvation and can only be saved by the blood 
of Christ ; but he taught it badly because he did not realise that 
Christ died to save what was good in us. 

Such an idea was abhorrent to him because he believed in 
the total depravity of man; and therefore he was compelled to 
regard our Lord's act as entirely arbitrary, and to maintain in 
as arbitrary a fashion that men were predestinated for heaven or 
hell. Having reached so far he was able to conclude that men had 
no free will of any kind, but were mere puppets. So in answer to 
Erasmus he writes : 

Accordingly this doctrine is most chiefly needed and salutary for 
the Christian to know that God foresees nothing contingently, but He 
both foresees, determines and actually does all things, by His unchange
able, eternal and infallible will. By this thunderbolt the whole idea of 

1 I have only read analyses of this book by different authors. The parable at the 
end is condensed from a long quotation given in Nisard, La Renaissance, 92. 
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free will is smitten down and ground to powder. [And again] All things 
that we do, even though they may seem to us to be done mutably and 
contingently ... in reality are done under immutable necessity if regard 
be had to the will of God. 1 

Melanchthon illustrated this teaching by writing that the 
treachery of Judas was just as much an act of God as the con
version of St. Paul. 

Luther in argument had become a pantheist ; and in pan
theism moral distinctions disappear. Erasmus, the cool-headed 
critic, knew this ; Luther, the hot-headed prophet with his 
passionate convictions, did not; and when the Antinomians, his 
only too logical disciples arose, he discharged the vials of his 
wrath upon them. They at least had been freed from any sense 
of the law and could complacently regard their worst sins as acts 
of God. 

Erasmus had written his diatribe with great moderation, and 
Melanchthon, who did not agree with him, acknowledged the 
fact and besought Luther to be as moderate in his reply. Luther 
promised, but did not keep his word. His De Servo Arbitrio 
opens indeed on the note of moderation, but Luther could not 
control his pen and he is soon calling Erasmus a Lucian, an 
epicurean, an infidel and an atheist, and describing his book as 
excrement on a dish of gold. Erasmus was indignant ; he com
plained to the Elector Frederick and then wrote his Hyperapistes 
in which he paid back Luther in his own coin. Luther was 
indignant at this rejoinder, and was convinced that Erasmus 
was no Christian. About his own book he said : 

I am certain and sure that what I wrote therein touching the servile 
will is the unchangeable truth of God. And if God Iiveth in heaven, then 
Erasmus one day shall know and feel what he hath done : 

Of Erasmus he said : 

I truly advise all those who earnestly do affect the honour of Christ, 
that they would be enemies to Erasmus Roterodamus, for he is a 
devastator of religion. 

As Luther really believed that in writing against Erasmus he was 
the mouthpiece of God, it was natural for him to believe that the 

1 Quoted by N. P. Williams, The Ideas of the Fall, etc. 433, 434. For More's 
horror of the doctrine see Dialogue, Bk. IV. chs. x.-xii. 
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rejoinder of Erasmus was blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. 
Others besides Luther have doubted the sincerity of Erasmus. 

They have accused him of being a deist and have concluded that 
he only rendered lip service to the Catholic Church because he 
was a coward. A good case can be made out for such a view, 
although I believe that it is not only unfair but radically wrong. 
When men say that Erasmus was a coward it is natural to ask 
what is meant by courage. Nothing but a high spirit and great 
resolution could have sustained Erasmus for seventy years with
out means of his own, and could have kept him continually at 
work in spite of his bad health, his physical feebleness and the 
perpetual attacks from his enemies. At any time he might have 
retired to the safe seclusion of his monastery to be welcomed 
with all the kindness due on the return of a prodigal son. The 
monks at Steyn were only too anxious to house such a celebrity. 
On several occasions he might have entered the service of Pope 
or king and been loaded with honours as the eloquent mouth
piece of an autocrat. He preferred to maintain his independence 
and speak his own mind whether what he said was popular or 
not. He consistently refused to be a party man, and was in 
consequence disliked by all parties. It is true that, in order to 
maintain his position, he had to walk warily ; he showed great 
skill in explaining away his indiscretions and great dexterity in 
escaping from awkward situations. For years he was in an 
ambiguous position as a monk living apart from his community, 
and it was only after much underhand diplomacy that his posi
tion was regularised by the dispensation of Leo X. Erasmus 
never gave up hope and never surrendered to his enemies. He 
succeeded because there was nothing he did not know in the way 
of self-preservation, and but for that highly developed faculty he 
would not have survived. If an instinct for self-preservation is 
the same thing as cowardice, Erasmus was a coward ; but 
because of this highly developed instinct for self-preservation, 
Erasmus was enabled to live his own life and to do the work to 
which, rightly or wrongly, he felt called. 

Erasmus had a sincere belief in God and His goodness, an 
intense admiration for our Lord's example and teaching, and a 
real desire for the betterment of this world in which he lived. He 
accepted the mystery of the Incarnation and Redemption and 
the sacramental system on the authority of the Church, but they 
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meant but little to him. Luther was probably right in saying 
that he had no personal experience of the faith that justifies. Had 
he lived in the XVIII century he would probably have been a 
deist; had he lived in the XIX century he would probably have 
been a literary agnostic, zealous for social amelioration and 
interested in religious problems ; but he lived in the XVI century 
and professed his allegiance to the Catholic Church, and there is 
no reason for thinking him insincere. 

He was by nature extremely sceptical and critical, and he was 
inclined to write what first came into his head. He wished that 
the Apostles' Creed was the only profession of faith. He did not 
believe that the doctrine of the Trinity could be proved by Holy 
Scripture. He regretted that the word homoousios had been 
inserted in the Nicene Creed. He thought that the Arians had 
been badly treated and misrepresented. He confessed that he did 
not understand the doctrine of Transubstantiation ; but for all 
that he accepted the decisions of the Church; 1 and when a 
correspondent wrote and asked him to send him a Rule of Faith, 
he replied : " I know of no Rule of Faith but that of the Catholic 
Church ". 2 His freedom of thought and respect for authority are 
both shown in the report he made to the Senate at Basle on 
fficolampadius' book De Coena, to which Bishop Fisher wrote 
such a voluminous reply : 

I have read the book of John CEcolampadius concerning the words 
of the Lord's Supper, and in my opinion it is learned, well expressed 
and well thought out. I should add that it is pious, if anything can be 
pious which is in conflict with the opinion and consent of that Church 
from which I consider it is perilous to dissent, 3 

As a professor he gives the book full marks, as a scholar he 
considers the author has made out a good case, but as a church
man he is not prepared to adopt his conclusions. He wrote to 
Pirckheimer in r 526 : 

The opinion of CEcolampadius would not displease me, if the con
sent of the Church was not an obstacle to receiving it. For I do not see 
what good a body not discernible to the senses does, or that it would 
accomplish any good if it could be discovered, provided spiritual grace 

1 Colloquia Mensalia (trans. by Bett, 1652), 431, 433. 
2 Jortin, i. 6o9, 61◊; ii. 256-260. See also Ep. 2136. 
3 Jortin, ii. 273 and Ep. 1636, 
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be present in the symbols. And yet I cannot depart and never have 
departed from the consent of the Church. 1 

In these days when everyone considers that he has a right to 
his private opinions, and men form casual associations and call 
them churches, it is natural to consider Erasmus a dishonest man 
who assented to a creed in which he did not really believe ; but 
Erasmus did believe in the authority of a Holy Catholic Church, 
and could believe that the Church was wiser than himself. He no 
doubt wished that the Church had been more liberal-minded, 
and he took the fullest extent of any latitude she allowed ; but he 
also conscientiously believed that she offered more real freedom 
than the Lutherans, busy with their new scholasticism. To sum 
up, Erasmus acknowledged the Church as his mother and was a 
very troublesome child. He was always asking why ; he was 
always grumbling that he was not allowed greater liberty ; he 
was often disrespectful and sometimes rebellious ; but he never 
doubted that she was his mother and that she had the right to 
the final word. 

It is true that his works, and especially his New Testament, 
had much to do with the success of the Reformation ; it is true 
that his works gave a great impetus to free thinking ; it is true 
that his misplaced and mistimed wit led his readers to be 
irreverent ; but it is also true that Erasmus was fundamentally 
an honest and sincere man, who believed in sound learning, in 
virtuous conduct and the authority of the Catholic Church. If, 
however, he lived to-day, only in one Church in Christendom 
could he find a home, and that Church is the Church of England .. 
To-day also many would wish to cast him out, but they would 
find it difficult to do so, while he took full advantage of her 
" glorious comprehensiveness ". 

V. Henry VIII the Traditionalist 

We naturally think of Henry VIII as the protagonist in the 
English Reformation ; but, in Pre-Reformation England, Colet 
was his doctor and More was his friend. He attracted to his 
court scholars like Pace, Linacre, Erasmus and Vives, and was 

1 Ep. 1717. Fairbairn, Cam. Mod. Hist. ii. 699, most unfairly quotes the second 
sentence without the first and third. For Erasmus' final views see his letter to Louis 
Ber, 2136. 
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renowned for his punctual observance of religious duties. He 
was proud to be known as the champion of the Papacy, and 
delighted with his papal title~the Defender of the Faith. 

He had been carefully educated, first, that he might be an 
archbishop; and then, after the death of his brother, that he might 
be King of England. He was an apt pupil and was early impressed 
with a sense of the value of authority, which remained with him 
until the end of his life. In his later life he saw that his most 
arbitrary acts were confirmed by authority of Parliament : he 
vindicated his most revolutionary measures by appeals to 
ancient and sure chronicles ; his murders were always judicial 
acts ; and his conscience had to be set at rest by casuists and 
canonists. So, in writing against Luther, who admitted the 
possibility of divorce, he stated quite clearly the Christian view 
of the indissolubility of marriage, though he allowed for the 
Matthaean exception. r He never varied from that belief, although 
he found it convenient that Thomas Cranmer, a learned canonist, 
should always be ready to discover an impedimentum dirimens 
which justified a decree of nullity, and saved him from his 
matrimonial mistakes. Henry was a stickler for legal authority 
and the due observance of legal forms ; and when he acted in 
defiance of the moral law, he consulted casuists who discovered 
that he was justified by circumstances in acting as he did. 

He was not interested, as Pole was, in discovering how much 
was true in Luther's exposition of St. Paul's argument concern
ing the works of the law and the freedom of grace ; but he was 
shrewd enough to detect the antinomian tendencies in Luther's 
writings, which Luther himself was unaware of. In the Assertio 
S eptem S acramentorum he wrote : 

He robs princes and prelates of all power and authority ; for what 
shall a king or prelate do, if he cannot appoint any law, or execute the 
law which is appointed, but even like a ship without a rudder suffer his 
people to float from the land ? Where is that saying of the Apostle, " Let 
every creature be subject to the higher powers ? 'tis not without reason 
he carries the sword " ? Where is that other, " Be obedient to your 
governors, to the king as excelling ", and what follows ? Why then doth 
St. Paul say, "the law is good", and in another place, "the law is the 
bound of perfection " ? 2 

' Luther's Primary Works (trans. and edited by Wace and Buckheim), 226, 227, 
and the Assertt"o (trans. by T. W., 1688), 85. 

2 Assertio, 53. 
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Luther would reply to the king as he afterwards replied to the 
peasants that he had been misunderstood ; but the peasants of 
Germany had found in his teaching a stimulus to insurrection, 
and the king was sensitive to anything which might lead to 
disorder or menace the security of his throne. 

Henry's opposition to Lutheranism was not merely due to his 
fears of revolutionary theories, for he had a genuine interest in 
theological questions. Lord Herbert of Cher bury says, " His more 
serious entertainments were the study of history and school 
divinity ". He was much addicted to the reading of St. Thomas 
Aquinas; and so was his chancellor Wolsey, who was nicknamed 
" Thomisticus "by Polydore Vergil, so that" with the subtleties 
of the Thomists the king and the cardinal did more often weary 
than satisfy one another ". 1 Lord Herbert was repeating the 
evidence of Polydore Vergil, who was papal collector and much 
about the court. His evidence is corroborated by Erasmus in a 
letter to Cochlaeus on April 1st, I 529 : 

The King has never given up his studies, and as often as the business 
of his realm permits, he either reads or discusses, and does so with such 
friendliness and calm, that you forget he is not your equal but a king. 
He prepares himself for these little disputations by reading scholastic 
authors, such as Thomas, Scotus or Gabriel [Biel].2 

Such a king was certain to be interested in a new heresiarch ; 
and as certain to point out the errors to his court-while the 
courtiers of course declared the king's criticisms to be unanswer
able. Henry was vain. He had shown his skill in arms and 
diplomacy, in music and in sport. He had always been ready to 
descend from his throne in order to show his superiority as a 
man, and he did not consider it beneath his dignity to enter into 
controversy with a friar. He had yet laurels to win as a crowned 
theologian. 

Henry had already written in I 5 I 8 a treatise in vocal prayer, 
and according to Pace been much gratified by the praise of 
Wolsey.3 That treatise has been lost; but perhaps it was never 

1 Herbert of Cherbury, Henry VIII, 15, 33, 94, 342. In the Assertio, II, Henry 
speaks of" that learned and holy man Thomas Aquinas, which I the more willingly 
name here, because the wickedness of Luther cannot endure the sanctity of this man, 
but reviles with his foul lips him whom all Christians honour". 

,. Ep. 2143. Cp. Ep. 1313, written to Duke George of Saxony. 
3 L. & P. ii. 4257, 4266. 
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printed. Early in r 52 r Pace found Henry reading Luther's De 
Captivz'tate Babylonz'ca,1 and in July 1521 the Assertio Septem 
Sacramentorum was published, printed by Pynson. Two years 
later a German translation was published at Leipzig, and 
according to Cochlaeus 2 thousands were reading the little book. 

Was Henry really the author? Luther thought it had been 
written by Lee, who was a scholar of European celebrity though 
far inferior to Erasmus.3 Others attributed it to Fisher or More, 
though this must seem impossible to anyone who has read 
Fisher's 4 sermon against Lutheranism or any of More's con
troversial writings. Cochlaeus thought it was beyond the capacity 
of any king ; and Erasmus confessed that he had had his sus
picions until he was convinced by Mountjoy producing drafts of 
Henry's letters with the corrections and interlineations written in 
his own hand. He concludes : 

I will not say that the King had no help, for the most learned are 
at times helped by their friends ; but I have no doubt in asserting that 
he is the father and author of the book.5 

Granting the conclusion and recognising how natural were the 
doubts, it is remarkable that the book which contemporaries 
thought worthy of the most distinguished scholars should be 
viewed by modern historians with unmitigated contempt.6 They 
speak of his arguments as mere commonplaces, of his threadbare 
quotations gathered from some little manual, and of'his barren 
orthodoxy. They assert that he could not understand the De 
Captivitate, but this is hardly complimentary to the Reformer. 
When Luther wrote a book ad populum, he meant to be under
stood, and hammered in his points as if with a sledge-hammer. 

No one book of Luther is hard to understand, unless you 

1 L. & P. iii. 1220, April roth; and 1233, April 16th. 
• Cochlaeus = John Dobneck (1479--1552), was born at Wendelstein near Nurem

berg, and was educated at Cologne and Bologna. He was violently anti-Lutheran; 
and his patrons were Albert of Mainz and Duke George of Saxony. He corresponded 
with More, Fisher and Tunstall, and dedicated books to them: Allen, Epi'sto!ae 
Erasmi, vii. 145. 

3 Luther says of Henry, " He was a fool for allowing his name to be abused by 
a parcel of empty-headed sophists, and for stuffing his book with lies and virulence, 
reminding the world of nothing more than of Lee or his shadow, and of such fat 
swine as are mewed in the sty of St. Thomas". Quoted Brewer, Henry VIII, i. 606. 

4 Fisher's Sermons, E.E.T.S. This sermon was translated by Pace into Latin: 
L. & P. iii. 1273. 5 Ep. 2143. 

6 Brewer, Henry VIII, i. 607; H. A. L. Fisher, Pol. Ht"st. of Eng. 235, 236. 
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wish to reconcile it with another. Henry was only dealing with 
one book, and had no doubt about its meaning. His answer is not 
distinguished by original thought ; but originality is not to be 
expected from one who writes in defence of tradition. It is true 
that Henry had not the learning of a specialist, though his critics 
have not pointed out the manual from which he derived his 
quotations. It is not true that his work is clumsy-his book is 
well arranged and clearly expressed ; he writes with commend
able brevity, and he sticks to the main issues of his controversy. 
He was a layman who wrote from a layman's point of view ; and 
he knew enough to give a reason for the faith that was in him. 
He did not understand the depths that were in Luther or of the 
power that was behind his teaching, but he knew that it was 
likely to destroy the religion in which he had been educated, and 
he shows critical acumen in fastening on weak points. His argu
ments may be called" commonplaces ", because they have been 
repeated ad nauseam for the last four centuries. They were not 
commonplaces when Henry wrote them, but exactly what the 
defenders of the old faith wanted, and which nobody else had 
supplied. 

We are no longer amused by the picture of " The Little 
Friar " (Fraterculus) in opposition to all the powers of Church 
and State, because we have come to regard it as Luther's claim 
to glory. We are more impressed by Henry's appeal to the 
Fathers, doctors and saints of the Church and his contentions 
have since been adequately sustained; but we have to remember 
that Luther was much better acquainted with the Fathers than 
Henry was, and could quote them with effect. Henry asked if the 
Pope's Church was not the Church, where was it ? 

He separates ... from Christ's Church not only Rome, but also 
Italy, Germany, Spain, France, Britain and all other nations which 
obey the See of Rome .... Which people being by him taken from the 
Church of Christ, it consequently follows, that he must either confess 
Christ's Church to be in no place at all, or else, like the Donatists, he 
must reduce the Catholic Church to two or three heretics whispering in 
a corner. 1 

To this, at the time, only one answer was possible-the Church 
was an invisible body composed of those who had been justified 
by faith; but Luther, uninterested as he was in institutional 

' Asser#o, go. 
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religion, was driven to see that religion must have some outward 
embodiment, but he was ready to entrust the organizing of a 
Church to the " Godly Prince " ; while Henry, in controversy 
with Luther, had not yet thought of assuming that responsibility 
himself. 

In his De Captivitate Luther denied that confirmation, 
marriage, orders and unction, were sacraments, and if we accept 
his definition of the word, which was a new one, he was right. 
Henry, however, had no difficulty in producing scriptural 
authority for confirmation, r and argued lucidly for the sacra
mental character of marriage, maintaining that the Vulgate 
version of St. Paul's words-sacramentum hoe magnum est
truly represented the Greek.2 He vindicated the historic ministry 
and' the " character " imposed by orders ; 3 and in dealing with 
unction twitted Luther with not being true to his own canon of 
biblical infallibility, because, when it suited him, he threw over 
the Scriptures, as he threw over the epistle of St. James. 4 On all 
these points no modern theologian has anything to learn from 
Henry's book, for his arguments have been restated and better 
stated again and again during the last four hundred years. The 
merit of Henry is that he first stated them in a popular form
that he wrote as a layman for laymen when the scholastic 
opponents of Luther were incomprehensible in their ponderosity. 

To the historian the contrast between the views of Luther 
and Henry on the Blessed Sacrament have an abiding import
ance, because Catholics and Protestants are agreed that " It is 
the Mass that matters ". For Catholics it is the focus for worship, 
and the outward and visible sign of Christian unity ; for Pro
testants it is an idolatrous ceremony in which no Christian can 
take part. 

Luther had attacked Indulgences because of the practical 
abuses that resulted from Tetzel's sermons ; and he attacked 
the received doctrines concerning the Mass because of the super
stitions to which it had given rise. People had come to think 
of the Mass as productive of a quantitative measure of grace 
which the priest could assign at pleasure to anybody's credit. 
Masses were paid for, and the more anyone bought the greater 
was his store of grace; so that the rich could ensure an easy 
passage for themselves and their friends through purgatory. 

1 Asserf'i0, 70-74. 2 Ibid. 78-80. 3 Ibid. 98, 4 Ibid. 104, 105. 
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This mechanical system of salvation by paid deputies was re
volting, and Luther revolted violently. He struck at the very 
root of the system when he denied that there was any sacrifice in 
the Mass or offering made to God. 1 The Sacrament he argued 
was God's gift to men, and not an offering made by men to God.2 

The gift was according to the promise and testament of our Lord 
in the upper chamber, and was independent of the sacrifice made 
upon the Cross. He insisted on the literal meaning of the words 
hoe est corpus meum ; but, as he believed in the ubiquity of our 
Lord's humanity, all bread and wine were equally consub
stantial with our Lord's body and blood, and there was no real 
need for a priest or for consecration.3 In order to receive the 
benefits promised by God only one thing was necessary-the 
faith of the recipient.4 That normally there should be a minister 
and a congregation Luther took for granted ; but, as a priest 
was offering nothing, there was no reason for a congregation 
to come to church to see a priest communicating himself. That 
people receiving the gift should give thanks was natural, but 
the Mass itself was not a good work : man did nothing, God 
everything.5 Men might, of course, say their prayers for others, 
but such prayers were outside the scope of the sacrament, which 
was only available to the communicant.6 He saw no harm in the 
elevation of the Host, and commended eucharistic adoration,7 

although he refused to condemn as heretics those who refused 
to adore, because there was no command to do so in Scripture.8 

He had no love of ceremonial which he thought tended to obscure 
the nature of the service ; but he recognised that ceremonies 
might be helpful to the illiterate, and did not condemn them.9 

Luther was very far removed from being a puritan. 

1 De Captivitate in Primary Works, 176. z Ibid. 177. 
3 Ibid. 179. Luther's views on the ubiquity of Our Lord's manhood are not ex

pressed in the De Captivitate. For them see Darwell Stone, Hist. l?f the Eucharist, 
ii. 22 ff. Tyndale saw, if Luther did not, that granting the ubiquity there was no 
need for his controversy with Zwingli concerning the Real Presence. He wrote to 
Frith, "For as to believe that God is everywhere hurteth no man that worshippeth 
Him nowhere but within, in his heart in spirit and verity: even so to believe that 
the body of the Lord is everywhere, though it cannot be proved, hurteth no man 
that worshippeth Him nowhere, save in the faith of His gospel". Foxe, A. & M. 
v. 133. 

4 Primary Works, 166, 174, 181, etc. 
5 Ibid. 161. 6 Ibid. 175, 176. 7 Ibid. 178, 179. 
8 On the Adoration of the Sacrament (1523). See Darwell Stone, op. cit. ii. 18. 
9 On Christian Liberty, 135, 136. Published the same year as the De Cap#vitate. 
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priesthood of our Lord, and he would have been driven to 
acknowledge the sacrifice of the Mass if he had admitted the 
connexion between our Lord's ritual acts in the upper chamber 
and the offering made to His Father on the Cross, both being 
made with one object-for the remission of sins. 

The doctrine of Henry VIII was reiterated by Fisher, More 
and Cardinal Pole ; but it requires some dexterity to show that 
it is the doctrine of the Council of Trent. 1 It remains the official 
doctrine of the Church of England, as may be seen from the 
Liturgy and from the reply of the English archbishops to Pope 
Leo XIII.2 

Luther had written his De Captivitate with great power and 
intensity, but his language, for him, had been moderate and his 
statements sustained by reasons. Henry in his reply, unfortun
ately, had too often adopted the style of an irate schoolmaster 
correcting an impudent and rebellious boy. He speaks of Luther 
in contemptuous diminutives as fraterculus, doctorculus, sanc
tulus and eruditulus; and Luther, who was not humble, furiously 
resented his tone. If Henry had written his reply like a school
master, Luther rejoined like a bargee full of beer. Father Bridgett 
has collected the adjectives he applied to Henry and the names 
that he called him ; and some of them must ever remain in the 
decent obscurity of a dead language.3 When Luther lost his 
temper he reverted to the sort of abuse which he may have heard 
as a boy in a mining village, and was so indiscriminate in his 
bad language that he nullified its effect. Henry laughed when he 
read it, and said the author was only fit to be a fool at a Lord 
Mayor's banquet.4 Fisher, however, wrote a learned and laboured 
reply to Luther's arguments, and More, under the name of 
Rossaeus, competed with Luther in scurrility. Dr. Brewer writes: 

I should be glad to believe that More was not the author of this 
work. That a nature so pure and gentle, so adverse to coarse abuse, and 
hitherto not unfavourable to the cause of religious reform, should soil 

1 Canones et decreta Concilii Tridentini, Sess. xxil. c. r. Pere de la Taille, The 
Mystery of Faith and Human Opinion, 301, 302, is persuasive but has not converted 
his fellow Roman Catholics. Speaking of Henry VIII views on p. 292, he writes: 
" The rite of the Supper contained a kind of Triology-a testament, a sacrifice and 
a sacrament. A testament sealed by a sacrifice that yielded a sacrament". 

~ Responsio Archiep£scoporum, 17, 18. 
3 Bridgett, Blessed Thomas More, 2II, 212 footnote. . 
4 Quoted Brewer, Henry VIII, i. 608. The story comes from the opemng letter 

of Gulielmus Rossaeus, i.e. More. 
2L 
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No one can do justice in a single paragraph to one of the few 
great books which has changed the course of history, but enough 
has been noted for the reader to see the contrast between Luther 
and Henry. It is unnecessary to follow Henry's criticism, but 
the following passage will sufficiently indicate his own stand
point: 

Christ in His most Holy Supper, in which He instituted this Sacra
ment, made of bread and wine His own Body and Blood, and gave to 
His disciples to be eaten and drunk. A few hours afterwards He offered 
the same Body and Blood on the altar of the Cross, a sacrifice to His 
Father for the sins of the people, which sacrifice being finished, the 
Testament was consummated. Being now near His death, He did (as 
some dying persons are wont to do), declare His will concerning what 
He desired should be done afterwards in commemoration of Him. 
Wherefore, instituting the Sacrament, when He gave His Body and 
Blood to His disciples, He said, Do this in commemoratt'on of Me. He 
who diligently examines this, will find Christ to be the Eternal Priest, 
Who, in place of all the Sacrifices which were offered by the temporary 
priesthood of Moses' Law, whereof many were but types and figures of 
this Holy Sacrifice, has instituted One Sacrifice, the greatest of all, the 
plenitude of all, as the sum of all others, that it might be offered to God, 
and given for food to the people : in which thing as Christ was the 
priest, so His disciples did for that time represent the people, who them
selves did not consecrate, but received from the hands of their priest the 
consecrated sacrament. But God did shortly after elect and institute 
these priests, that they might consecrate the same sacrament in com
memoration of Him. And what else is this but that they should con
secrate, and not only receive it themselves, but likewise give it to the 
people, and offer it so to God : for if Luther should argue that the priest 
cannot offer, because Christ did not offer in His supper, let him re
member his own words, That a testament involves in i"t the death of the 
testator; therefore it has no force or power, nor is in its full perfection, 
till the testator be dead. Wherefore, not only those things which Christ 
did first at His supper do belong to the testament, but also His oblation 
on the Cross: for on the Cross He consummated the sacrifice which He 
began in the supper : and therefore the commemoration of the whole 
thing, to wit, of the consecration in the supper and the oblation on the 
Cross is celebrated and represented together in the sacrament of the 
Mass, and therefore the death is more truly represented than the supper. 
And therefore the Apostle when writing to the Corinthians in these 
words, As often as ye shall eat this bread and drink this cup adds not 
the supper of the Lord, but ye shall declare the Lord's death. 1 

Luther acknowledged the sacrifice on the Cross and the eternal 
1 Assertz'o, 32, 33. 
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its better self with vulgar and offensive raillery, destitute of all wit, and 
humour, shocks and pains like the misconduct of a dear friend. 1 

More had certainly for once forgotten his manners, and Luther 
never had any. We excuse Luther because of the provocation he 
had received, and we must excuse More for the same reason. 
Nearly all the controversies of the XVI century are in many 
respects deplorable. More's book, however, is certainly not 
deficient in reasoning or humour. He wrote in his best forensic 
style, and much of his raillery is inspired by wit. 

Naturally Henry's book received a very different reception 
at Rome and in diplomatic circles. Campeggio wrote to Wolsey 
that he was " overcome with joy in reading the King's golden 
book ", which he felt must have been inspired " by an angelic 
and celestial rather than a human spirit ".2 Faber, who was to be 
Bishop of Vienna,3 was equally enthusiastic. He became lyrical 
in writing about it and burst into poetry. Aleander wrote, " If 
Kings are of this strength, farewell to us philosophers ; for if we 
were little thought of before, now our credit will be still less ". 4 

We may read these diplomatic encomiums with some reserve. 
So we need not believe that Leo X was really as interested in the 
book as he appeared to be when Clerk gave him a presentation 
copy, subscribed by the king's own hand and bound in cloth of 
gold. His Holiness liked the" trim decking" and read some five 
leaves without interruption. The book was next presented 
formally at a private consistory, where Clerk made an oration on 
his knees to his own great discomfort-he thought he would have 
spoken better standing up. The following day in full consistory 
Henry received his coveted title-Defender of the Faith.5 It is a 
sad commentary on all this enthusiasm that a year later Clerk 
wrote to Wolsey that the twenty-eight copies splendidly bound, 
which had been sent to the Pope for distribution, were lying 
about neglected and forgotten. 6 It is true that in the interval 

1 Brewer, i. 6o8. Lengthy extracts will be found in Bridgett, 212-220. 
2 Campeggio to Wolsey, L. & P. iii. 1592. 
3 Faber=John Heigerlin {1478-1541) was a son of a smith. He was in sympathy 

with the humanists and at first inclined to reform, but he reacted from Luther. He 
became the minister of Ferdinand of Austria and Bishop of Vienna. He was a man 
of immense activity: Allen, Epistolae Erasmi, ii. 189. Extracts from his letter on 
Henry's book will be found in de la Taille, op. ci't. 282. 

+ Quoted by Creighton, Papacy, v. 163. 
J Brewer, Henry VIII, i. 6o3. 
6 Ellis, Orig. Letters, III. Series, cxii. 
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Leo had died, and his court had not been famed for its interest 
in theology. 

Henry was delighted with his new title, and when he 
quarrelled with the Pope he had it ratified by Parliament. He 
could claim that his skill in theology had been acknowledged in 
the highest quarters, and that he had in consequence a right to 
meddle in all spiritual affairs. The time came when he defied the 
·Pope and robbed the Church, but he never ceased to be Defender 
of the Faith. As king he might hang and disembowel those who 
denied his supremacy, but at the same time, as Defender of the 
Faith he burnt those who departed from his standard of ortho
doxy. He became more and more odious as he grew older, but he 
never lost his interest in theology, and it was the interest of a 
man with brains. The continuity of the Church was preserved 
with its creeds, orders, sacraments and discipline, because a 
wicked king knew something about the faith and was proud of 
his knowledge. The Reformation was to come and pass, but the 
Church was to remain-not a sect devoted to any man's opinions, 
but a body wide enough to include those who sympathised with 
Colet or with More or with Erasmus, a body suffering violence, 
but not destroyed ; and this was so because Henry VIII was in 
all things a traditionalist, and because he had no wish to impair 
the prestige of the Church, believing himself to be its head and 
its defender. · 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY 

I. The Causes of the Reformation 

IT is easy to assume that the Reformation in England was due to 
the desire of Henry VIII for a divorce. That desire no doubt 
prompted the king to act and so may be accounted the proximate 
cause; but a personality, however dominant, is restricted by his 
environment. Henry II and Frederick II, both greater men than 
Henry VIII, had entered into conflict with the Church and been 
defeated, so we are bound to conclude that the circumstances 
were different and that there was a world ripe for change. In this 
book an attempt has been made to provide the materials for 
understanding how a reformation came about, which contem
poraries did not expect and found bewildering. It was not the 
result of one cause, but of many-they combined, and the result 
was almost inevitable. 

The Popes had ceased for the time to be the spiritual leaders 
of Christendom and become Italian princes who did not even 
merit respect, so that claims to supremacy which had some 
justification in the days of Gregory VII and Innocent II I seemed 
to be impertinent when Julius II or Clement VII asserted them. 
The bishops in England were nominated by the king to be great 
officers of state, and not to be fathers to their flocks. They were 
at the king's mercy, and no longer able to vindicate the indepen
dence of the Church. The clergy were in many places unpopular 
because of their immunities and monetary exactions, so that anti
clericalism was rampant in London, Bristol and other towns. 
This anti-clericalism did not indicate any desire for a change in 
religion, for the anti-clericals did not understand thatthe financial 
ruin of the clergy would result in the ruin of the Church. 

The people as a whole were devout and zealous in the per
formance of their religious duties ; and if they had little con
ception of the Church as a whole, they were full of parochial 
enthusiasm. Their religion, moreover, interpenetrated every 

5I6 
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department of life until what was spiritual and what was material 
became so confused that there were a multitude of superstitions. 
These superstitions were a contributory cause of the Reforma
tion, for they provided the Reformers with their most effective 
texts. 

Politics were being secularised, and the kingdoms of this 
world were being organised without any reference to the King
dom of God. The ideal of a united Christendom was dead, and 
men had grown accustomed to accept a world of conflicting 
units. Their own unit and its survival alone concerned them, 
and nationalism is hardly consistent with an international 
Church. Englishmen had almost made a religion of patriotism 
and a god of the king, who was the embodiment of the national 
spirit. It was easy in consequence to represent papal claims as a 
challenge to national independence, and to concentrate on the 
Pope the hatred which Englishmen felt for foreigners. 

Social life was also being secularised and men were thinking 
more of this life than of another to come. The ideal of renouncing 
the world was dying and the duty of working in the world was 
being emphasised. The active life was esteemed more than the 
life of prayer and contemplation. There were fewer and fewer 
vocations to be monks and many of the monasteries were half 
empty. Yet the monasteries remained great land-owning cor
porations, and it is not surprising that some believed that the 
estates would be better developed if freed from the dead hand 
of the Church. 

Through the rise of a middle-class of busy townsmen, a new 
insistence was put on the virtues of thrift and industry. The 
advantages of capital were beginning to be understood, and 
success in business was regarded as a mark of divine approval. 
The economic teaching about gain, the just price and usury were 
out of date, although churchmen did not recognise the fact. 
Merchant adventurers were not going to be fettered by ecclesi
astical restrictions upon trade, and the Reformers found their 
stoutest supporters among the commercial class. · 

There had ceased to be a conflict between the cloister and the 
hearth, for the hearth has conquered. The church was ceasing 
to be the centre of social life, and the home was becoming more 
important. Family life was being exalted instead of celibacy, and 
the ideal of a good man was not one who practised asceticism, 
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but one who made life more comfortable for himself and others. 
Such being the tendency of the age, it is not surprising that 
the Reformers who denounced celibacy and sneered at the 
ascetic met with a hearty response. 

But above all, the discovery of a New World and the re
discovery of an Old Civilisation were unsettling men's minds. 
New books were coming from the printing press, new luxuries 
were imported by the merchants, and new careers were open 
to the laity. The young were very unwilling to walk in the old 
ways, and were without any reverence for what their fathers had 
told them. They thought that they lived in an age of enlighten
ment ; and they were even quite ready to listen to religious 
teaching, provided that it was new. 

But if we would understand the causes of the Reformation 
it is not sufficient to survey the ecclesiastical and social conditions 
of England on the eve of the great change. It is necessary also 
to take into account the intellectual movements of the XV 
century. 

Lollardy had begun as an attack on the temporal power and 
wealth of the Church. It prospered until it was suspected of 
being an attack on the structure of society and all vested interests. 
Then Church and State entered into an alliance to suppress it, 
but only succeeded in driving it underground. Lollardy was by 
no means e.xtinct when Henry VII I came to the throne. Lollard 
literature survived hidden in the homes of the poor ; and many 
men were infected with the spirit of Lollardy who would have 
repudiated the Lollard name. 

The schoolmen of the XIII century had aimed at a synthesis 
of all knowledge-human and divine. The schoolmen of the 
XVI century so reverenced their work that they were unwilling 
to receive the New Learning, or to interpret the Old in more 
modern terms. They all possessed one method, but were divided 
into disputatious sects, with the result that each school was 
discredited by the criticism of another. They were all agreed 
on the fundamental articles of the Faith ; but, taking them for 
granted, they waged continuous war over distinctions which the 
ordinary man could not perceive. Theology became ever more 
and more academic, and less and less in touch with the religion 
of the people. When dogma and devotion were divorced, the 
dogmatist went on repeating his shibboleth and the devotee 
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declined into superstition. Then the humanists arose to cover 
both with ridicule, and the way was open for the Reformers with 
new doctrines and a revised system of worship. 

The English mystics of the XIV century were the most 
popular authors from the time they wrote until the outbreak of 
the Reformation. They were all of them orthodox, although 
some of their books were largely interpolated by Lollards. They 
wrote on the spiritual life and personal religion, and relied upon 
intuitions rather than on reason. They attacked nobody, but 
unconsciously they prepared the way for the Reformation. They 
had little to say about institutional religion, the sacraments and 
corporate worship ; and so their readers were apt to become 
indifferent to a Church with sacerdotal claims. 

A new literature in the vernacular had come into circulation 
dealing with mundane matters. It was not antagonistic to 
religion, but as it spread, men were no longer restricted for 
information to what the pulpit and cloister supplied. The lay 
mind had found expression and a lay public opinion was being 
formed. Ballads were sung as well as hymns, and men listened 
to tales of Robin Hood quite as eagerly as they listened to stories 
about the saints. Thanks to the invention of printing; the lay 
moralist found his opportunity ; and so did the lay satirist, who, 
with no ill intention, found it easiest to be funny at the expense 
of the clergy. 

Among the more educated the New Learning was raising 
new questions and creating doubts. Historical enquiries into the 
Donation of Constantine, the Isidorean decretals, and the 
authenticity of the works of Dionysius the Areopagite-textual 
criticism of the Scriptures and the Fathers-the restoration of 
classical Latin and contempt for the Latin of the schoolmen
and above all the knowledge of Greek, were bewildering the 
minds of men. The New Learning in England was not, as in 
Italy, pagan; but it was all the more disturbing because it was 
religious. Theologians, instead of welcoming the new knowledge 
as Aquinas had welcomed the discovery of Aristotle, were 
obscurantists. They were proud to dub themselves Trojans, and 
assault those whom they called Greeks, with the result that many 
advocates of the New Learning became apostles of a Protestant 
revolution; and at any rate when the Reformation came, the 
ranks of churchmen were hopelessly disordered. 
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Colet, Erasmus and More prepared for the Reformation, and 
set in motion forces which they could not control. Colet de
nounced the scandals in the Church that he loved and longed 
to purify, and his denunciations were repeated by those who did 
not love the Church but longed to destroy it. More and Erasmus 
thought that they could explode superstitions by laughing at 
them ; and the next generation treated with irreverence every
thing that had hallowed associations. Colet, Erasmus and More 
believed that the New Learning would not only enlighten men's 
minds, but would diffuse a spirit of sweet reasonableness, for
getting that no one may be more narrow-minded than a good 
scholar with a passion for exactitude, and that no one can be 
more ruthless than the pedant turned fanatic. 

Narrow-minded people, however, often accomplish great 
things. They see so dearly that something ought to be done, and 
they do not see the reasons for not doing it. The Reformers saw 
the abuses of the Church and they could see nothing else. The 
abuses for the most part were of such long standing that men 
had become acquiescent about them. The Reformers were not 
acquiescent, and they found that violent stimulants were neces
sary to stir inert consciences. Their energy led them to exaggerate 
the evils about them, but the evils were very real. In this book it 
has been suggested that the scandals and superstitions of the 
Middle Ages have been somewhat exaggerated by some modern 
historians ; and there is not the least doubt that they were 
exaggerated by the hot-heads of the Reformation. They did not, 
however, have it all their own way. The people resented change, 
and the king only allowed just as much iconoclasm as suited his 
purpose. Thanks to the imperious will of Henry VIII, the 
Church was not altogether overthrown. 

Henry had received an education to fit him for a churchman; 
and he had a mind that revelled in theological distinctions, and a 
memory stored with ecclesiastical precedents. He could always 
draw a distinction which permitted him to do what was for
bidden ; and he could generally find a precedent which justified 
his act. We may h.ate the casuist who robbed the Church, bullied 
the clergy and acted as a lay Pope, whose supremacy was the 
more terrible because he was on the spot and not in distant 
Rome. But Henry was also a theologian who understood what 
the Church was, and did nothing tQ destroy the continuity of her 
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existence or to change her faith, orders and sacraments. His 
vindication of the independence of national Churches may or 
may not be accepted ; but it also had a long history behind it, and 
is even now to some extent recognised by the Roman Church. 
Henry VII I was a bad man but he was a well-instructed theo
logian; and during the confusion of the early Reformation, 
England owes much to the fact that the king, unlike the princes 
in Germany, knew what was fundamental and what was a 
matter of opinion. 

I I. The Changes the Reformatz'on brought about 

Everyone will acknowledge that a reformation was neces
sary, however much they may dislike the Reformation which 
took place. Mediaevalism flowered in the XIII century; but its 
fruit in the XIV century hardly fulfilled the earlier promise, 
while in the XV century the whole system was manifestlyrunning 
to seed. The time had come for encouraging new growths and 
grubbing up much that was old ; but the work was done very 
rashly and there was much loss as well as gain. England lost 
much : the rest of Christendom lost more, so that it is possible 
to compare XVI century protestantism unfavourably with 
mediaeval catholicism ; but it is well to consider the gains as 
well as the losses-and in some ways both those who seceded and 
those who remained in the Roman obedience were better for the 
Reformation. 

There had been plenty of life in the Church ; but it was un
disciplined and not always directed to the highest ends. Popular 
religion had lost much by being divorced from theology, and 
theology had lost much by pursuing its speculations apart from 
social life. Popular religion had been degraded because the 
authorities had regarded superstitious extravagances with a 
good-humoured tolerance, and were far too complacent with 
regard to ignorant enthusiasm. The t+me came when common 
sense asserted itself, and a return to common sense had been 
long overdue ; but common sense does not appeal to the emotions 
and has but little sympathy with the poetry of life. 

In the early Middle Ages men and women had fled from a 
world lying in wickedness, and sought for salvation in lives of 
prayer, labour and austerity. The admiration they excited 
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enabled the Church to conquer the world. She then endeavoured 
to leaven it with her own spirit : but was ultimately leavened by 
it and became saturated with worldliness. Then at the Reforma
tion the world conquered the Church, carefully limited her 
sphere of action and told her in future to mind her own business. 

The rigorist saints, like St. Bernard, had shut their eyes to 
the beauty of nature, and avoided all that might satisfy the lust 
of the eyes ; but the later Middle Ages were fully convinced that 
" the earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof". So in all 
nature they discovered symbols by which God might be better 
understood. Art flourished in consequence of this belief, and 
ceremonial became ever more complicated. All the mysteries 
were clothed in material garments, and came to be interpreted 
in a material sense. The system became in time almost ridiculous; 
and then a long-suppressed but undying puritanism triumphed. 
The world, however, refused to be deprived of the arts, and only 
insisted that in future artists should minister to luxury and 
pleasure, leaving religion strictly alone. 

Symbolism had run riot in the interpretation of Scripture. 
The literal sense had counted for nothing ; preachers were only 
concerned with discovering allegorical and anagogical mean
ings. The method, when applied by a theologian like St. Bernard 
or a poet like Dante, bore spiritual fruit ; it was the ignorant and 
stupid who rendered it absurd. Then the humanists arose, who 
were primarily interested in the exact definition of words, in 
grammatical constructions and the sequence of thought. They 
read the Bible like any other book, and their labours enabled the 
plain man to understand its literal message. It contained songs 
which Erasmus thought the ploughman and the weaver might 
sing, and stories that might beguile travellers on their journey. 
He did not think that wayfaring men, though fools, could err 
therein. 1 The result did not altogether answer to his expectations. 
The plain man who read his Bible began to exercise his private 
judgment, and then came to believe that, armed with a mis
understood text, he was an infallible teacher of other people. He 
accepted oriental imagery as scientific statements of fact, and he 
believed that the bloody deeds of Old Testament heroes were 
intended for his imitation. In consequence sects multiplied 
indefinitely, the quarrel between science and the faith began, 

1 Paradesis, M. m. 4 (ed. 1621). 
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and the horrible Wars of Religion lasted a hundred years. The 
open Bible was the greatest gift that men received through the 
Reformation, but, like all great gifts, it might be and was 
misused. 

In the Middle Ages the popular religion expressed itself in 
external acts. They brought home to man the social and cor
porate nature of the Faith, and emphasised worship as the first 
duty of man. There was, however, always a danger that men 
would be satisfied with ceremonial observances, or would sup
pose that the Church could guarantee salvation to those who 
bought indulgences or made the right offerings. It was quite 
time that the doctrine of justification by faith should be preached 
as it had been taught by St. Thomas Aquinas, and as it was 
going to be taught by the Oratory of Divine Love in Italy. But 
Luther in preaching justification by faith alone shattered the 
mediaeval system. This doctrine is logically inconsistent with 
any external standard of creed, conduct or worship. It renders 
a Church and ordinances alike unnecessary. It teaches men to 
seek for an internal assurance of salvation, and finally centres 
religion in self. Luther himself never admitted the logical con
clusion of this theory, for he continued to believe in the sacra
ments as conveying the gifts of God. When he insisted on infant 
baptism, he could only escape from an opus operatum view of 
the sacrament by assuming that the faith of the community 
into which the child was baptized was availing, and so approxi
mated to a Catholic view of the Church.1 

In the Middle Ages men believed devoutly in the Incarna-
. tion : that the God from everlasting had become Man for ever
more. It was the perfect humanity of our Lord that appealed 
to men ; it was the humanity of Our Lady and the saints that 
made approach to them so easy. Men liked to hear Gospel stories 
and the lives of the saints ; they liked to think of heaven as not 
very far away; and they liked to think that the inhabitants of 
heaven were interested in their everyday pursuits and not so 
very unlike themselves. This familiarity with the other world 

1 Jacques Maritain, Trois reformateurs, has with great lucidity drawn out the 
implications in Luther's doctrine of justification. Troeltsch, Soda/ Hist. of tke 
Christian Churches, vol. ii. 483 and passim, has shown how Luther's views on the 
Church approximated to those of the Middle Ages. Heiler, On Worship, and Stii.hlin, 
Mystery of God, have shown that convinced Lutherans may hold very High Church 
views. 
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led to a loss of awe and reverence, and there was a tendency to 
forget that God is not as we are. The Reformation was a violent 
reaction. Sermons were no longer preached on Gospel stories 
but on the more obscure passages in the writings of St. Paul. 
It was not the winning Jesus, the Good Shepherd appealing to 
the poor, who was set forth, but the Divine Saviour, fulfilling 
His high and awful office in a plan of salvation that would accord 
with the legal requirements of justice. 

In the Middle Ages men had thought of the whole material 
world as interpenetrated with spiritual power. They thought of 
spiritual beings, good and evil, constantly acting through 
material objects. Their eyes were open to perceive miracles, and 
they believed quite naturally in sacred places, holy wells and 
wonder-working relics. This belief in spiritual immanence may, 
and did, degenerate into silly superstitions. The Reformers 
approached the supernatural in quite another way. They be
lieved in a God wholly other to ourselves, Who ruled by inscrut
able decrees. They drew a sharp distinction between the material 
and the spiritual, and believed that they had nothing in common. 
Forms and ceremonies were in consequence alien to true religion, 
which had very little to do with this world. A dread Being was 
over all, and a new era dawned for religion when Calvin with 
logical precision drew out the implications in the doctrine of a 
transcendent God. 

Mediaeval friars had preached terrifying sermons on the 
pains of purgatory, with the result that men had built churches 
and endowed altars in order that Masses might be offered for 
the welfare of their souls, while poor people who could not afford 
such gifts bought indulgences issued by the Popes out of the 
treasury of merit accumulated by the saints. Then Protestants, 
indignant at this shameless traffic, proclaimed that nobody had 
any merits, that there was no intermediate state, and that pur
gatory was "a fond thing vainly invented". Protestant preachers, 
however, went beyond the friars in preaching about hell-fire. 
Calvin taught that the God of loving kindness had created the 
great majority of mankind for eternal torments. No prayers 
could aid them, no good works would avail them ; they had been 
damned before the creation of the world. A hell without hope 
became for many people a maddening thought ; but it is charit
able to doubt if many in their hearts really believed in the 
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doctrine of predestination as set forth by Calvin and defined 
at the Synod of Dort. 

The contrasts stated above are at best only broadly true, 
and are more true of the continental Reformation than of our 
own. In Germany, Switzerland and France there were great 
leaders with the people behind them insisting on reforms. In 
England there were statesmen pursuing political, economic and 
personal objects who made use of the Reformation for their own 
ends. The Reformers in England had a following in London and 
other centres, but the great mass of the people had no desire for 
change. Englishmen have a hatred of revolution, but are always 
ready to make the best of accomplished facts. When the Reforma
tion occurred, they bowed their heads to the storm and acquiesced 
in the havoc it occasioned. When the storm was past, they 
adapted themselves to the new conditions, retaining as far as 
possible old ideas, traditional customs and prejudices rooted 
in the past. 

The storm in England had done good. It had destroyed a 
multitude of superstitions, or at least condemned them. It had 
removed some, but not nearly all, the abuses that existed in the 
Church. It had cleared the air and swept away the cobwebs spun 
by decadent schoolmen, and this had allowed the Church to 
enter into an alliance with sound learning. The storm had shaken 
the structure of the Church but not destroyed it, so that, when 
it had blown over, the Catholic creeds, orders and sacraments 
were intact. The Reformers had loudly asserted the rights of 
individual consciences, and though they generally denied those 
rights to others, they had opened the way to religious toleration. 
Many things that had been ordered were left to the individual's 
discretion, and this led to reality in religion as well as to in
dividual independence. In principle, at any rate, freedom of 
thought was conceded within the wide limits imposed by the 
creed, and gradually this principle has established itself, so that 
men of very varied opinions can find a home in the Church. This 
comprehensiveness has been her weakness and her strength. A 
more disciplined Church may be sometimes more effective in 
action, but it is less catholic. Both before and after the Reforma
tion the Church of England has claimed to be the Catholic 
Church in this land. 
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BY CANON H. MAYNARD SMITH 

ATONEMENT 

12s. 6d. net 

This book is intended for people who are interested 
in religion but who are not specialists in theology. 

The author endeavours 

I. To provide rational grounds for believing in 
the Atonement; 

I I. To interpret the doctrine in relation to other 
articles of the Christian Creed ; 

II I. To insist on the life that should be lived if 
such a belief be true. 

" Dr. Maynard Smith is not writing as a theologian, or 
framing a theological treatise. He has a copious theology 

behind him, kept well under control, but he writes as a 
humanist for ordinary human beings. He does this with 
remarkable success." -The Guardian. 

" It is a valuable book, one that should help all of us to 
get our views of the Cross into right perspective and deepen 
our realisation of its meaning. For those (and there are 

many) to whom Calvary still remains a stumbling-block, 
because it has been explained to them in a perverted manner, 

this book well merits attention. A truly Catholic work in 

every sense of the word."-The Commonwealth. 
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